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Non-Technical Summary:
The Discover King John's Palace Test Pitting Project was the archaeological component of
the Big Lottery Funded 'Discover King John's Palace' project run by the Sherwood Forest
Trust in conjunction with Mercian Archaeological Services CIC.
Following the methodology approved by English Heritage, the project excavated three
hundred and eighty seven (387) test pits into the plough soil in the north western part of
Castlefield, King's Clipstone in an area of investigation of approximately ten thousand six
hundred (10,600) square metres. The test pits were 0.5 x 0.5m and 0.25m deep, being
excavated entirely in plough soil. No sub-plough soil deposits were excavated or even
exposed. The test pits investigated approximately 0.9% by area of the area of investigation, or
between 0.67% (allowing a max thickness of 0.3m of plough soil) and 0.45% (allowing a max
thickness of 0.45m of plough soil) by volume of the plough soil of the area of investigation. As
a result of the project more than one thousand five hundred people (1500), including visitors
to the open days and school visits throughout the project, visited the site and engaged with
and learned about the important history of their local area. One hundred and twenty six
individuals took part in the excavations and many others were involved in the post excavation
finds processing.
Based on the observation that the pottery thrown up by moles in different parts of the modern
Castlefield appeared to show distinct geographical patterning in both condition and age, the
primary objective of the project was to examine the evidence contained within the plough soil
for the possible location(s) of the north western boundary of the King's Houses. The King's
Houses was a royal possession that was home to a 12th century hunting lodge set within a
designed landscape; the buildings were added to and expanded in the 13th and 14th
centuries to make a palatial complex possibly comparable (at least in terms of the
documented buildings) to sites like Clarendon in Wiltshire.
Unless the boundaries of the site are understood there is always the probability that attempts
to interpret the archaeology will be flawed and erroneous. In the 1950s Philip Rahtz
excavated narrow trenches out from the standing ruin until 'blank' spaces were found, and
consequently the site was interpreted as having a much smaller footprint than it is now known
to have. More recently claims have been made suggesting that Clipstone was one of the
largest medieval palaces in Britain, based on assumptions made about the locations of
boundaries from much later cartographic sources. These claims may well, in due course,
prove also to be erroneous.
Almost thirty thousand (30,000) objects with a combined weight of almost three hundred (300)
kilograms relating to human activity within the area of investigation were recovered, counted,
weighed and catalogued.
Most informative regarding the primary aims of the project were the distribution of building
stone and building ironwork (primarily nails). These appeared to suggest that, at least in part,
a boundary shown on the 1630s William Senior map of Clipstone may relate to the earlier,
medieval boundaries of the King's Houses. However, the distribution of stone and metalwork
appears to suggest that the or a boundary on the north west side of the King's Houses may
well have largely gone by the 1630s. This postulated boundary seems to join two otherwise
difficult to explain features on the 1630s map and would, if it could be proven by geophysical
survey or excavation, produce a more rectilinear enclosure that would make the layout of the
site somewhat more comparable with, for example, Clarendon. It would also mean that only
the supposed gatehouse was located on the road frontage, with the possible boundary
extending up the current field and not taking in the land sloping down to the road south west
of the supposed gatehouse.
Perhaps more significantly, the investigation revealed evidence likely to derive from Saxon
period occupation. Early - Middle and late Saxon pottery was found in sufficient quantity and
diversity to suggest probable occupation rather than short term activity. Such evidence is
scarce in Nottinghamshire and almost unknown in the Sherwood Forest area.
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Also particularly significantly, the investigations have allowed the identification of a previously
unidentified pottery type that appears to shed light on the possible origins of the Brackenfield
pottery industry. This industry, which was a major supplier of pottery to west Nottinghamshire,
is poorly understood and dated. The new pottery type displays very strong affinities to
Developed Stamford Ware in fabric, glaze and form but appears to be made from clays
microscopically similar to those used by the Brackenfield potters. The possibility is suggested
that the Brackenfield industry may have been established in the late 12th or early 13th
century either by a Stamford potter or by potters making direct copies of Developed Stamford
Ware. However, the recovery of further sherds from the site and the application of scientific
studies such as thin section or ICPS analysis to them must be a priority and will allow these
suggestions to be tested.
The investigations also provide a valuable opportunity to study pottery supply to this part of
west Nottinghamshire along with pottery supply to the King's Houses. Contrary to previous
suggestions, that a large proportion of pottery was supplied from far distant producers, the
present work indicates that most of the pottery was sourced locally. The range of wares
appears to represent what would be available at local markets and is predominantly
Nottingham and Brackenfield types, with the shell tempered industries of Lincolnshire
supplying many of the cooking vessels. A previously unknown ware may represent the
products of a presently unknown local industry and a priority of future work at Clipstone with
wider implications than the site itself should be the definition and study of this ware, which
was not possible during this study.
The investigations also appear to suggest that an area shown as an enclosure on the 1630s
map may be of much greater antiquity than the King's Houses. This area appears to have
seen the earliest activity on the site, with quantities of Saxon and Saxo-Norman pottery
concentrated in this area. It remained in use throughout the medieval period and appears to
have continued in use after occupation of the King's Houses ceased. Occupation on this plot
is demonstrated by the depiction of a dwelling on the road frontage on the 1630s map, though
this is gone by the 1766 map. The evidence from this investigation suggests that the 17th
century occupants were possibly of above average status, particularly the presence of a late
17th century drinking glass that is an unusual find outside of urban or public house contexts.
The finds appear to suggest this plot was occupied perhaps until the end of the first quarter of
the 18th century. As such, it is possible that this plot represents a part of the original
settlement of Clipstone. It may have remained in occupation as such during the period of the
King's Houses (it at least does not appear that the stone built environment of the King's
Houses encroached into this enclosure) and remained in occupation into the post medieval
period, unlike the King's Houses, finally being abandoned in the early 18th century.
Further information was also gained regarding the Roman activity on the site. This had
previously been considered to be mainly of the second century and appeared to show little
Romanisation. The present work revealed a wider range of dating and forms. It is proposed
that the Roman activity on the site spans at least the 2nd to 4th century and may represent
activities undertaken by Romanised people away from their houses and food preparation
area. It may derive from the Roman equivalent of a packed lunch taken out into the fields!
The test pitting proved extremely effective. It revealed information about the likely extent of
part of the built environment of the King's Houses and environs, and produced evidence that
can be used to enhance future geophysical or archaeological investigation of the site, but also
began to reveal evidence that is of wider significance for the archaeology of the local area
and region. This information has the potential particularly to increase knowledge of the pottery
industries of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire and to help understand the Saxon settlement of
the Sherwood Forest area.
As the area of investigation was small some of the distributions could not be understood or
interpreted. Particularly due to the simplicity of the methodology and the fact that the test pits
are dug entirely into plough soil, with no archaeological deposits being disturbed or exposed,
it is strongly recommended that the test pitting be continued (using the same grid) over the
whole of Castlefield. This should allow an indication of the full extent of the stone built
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environment of the part of the King's Houses that is located within modern day Castlefield to
be obtained but additionally will help to understand the earlier and later activity on the site:
examining a larger area should help to resolve patterns of distribution that are not apparent in
the present data.
For further test pitting it is critical that a realistic timescale is allowed for analysis of the finds
recovered to ensure the full potential of the finds is realised, and to allow appropriate
illustrations to be included.
While plough soil test pitting appears to be a very effective and extremely informative method
of investigating a site under pasture it should be borne in mind that it would not be an
appropriate methodology for examining a site that has not been ploughed due to the damage
it would cause to the archaeological deposits.
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Introduction:
The King's Houses was a medieval royal complex located in Sherwood Forest,
Nottinghamshire. Construction began in the mid 12th century and the site was visited by all
the Plantagenet kings. It was probably out of use in the mid 15th century (more detail of the
history can be found below). Despite various phases of archaeological investigation (see
Rahtz 1960, Wessex 2011, Wright and Gaunt 2014) it is currently not possible to accurately
define the boundaries of the site. This has significant implications for attempts to understand
the nature of the site and to put it in its national context. Consequently, the most recent
archaeological work has focused on understanding the boundaries of the site, particularly on
the southern side (Wessex 2011, Gaunt et al 2015, Budge 2014).
This recent work has established the location of a 13th / 14th century boundary ditch on the
south side of the palace (Gaunt et al 2015, Budge 2014). This feature is traceable as a
geophysical anomaly (Gaunt 2014), earthwork, and as a land parcel division depicted on
maps from the earliest extant map of the area from 1630, through to 1841, after which it was
removed, no boundaries at all being depicted in this location by the time of the First Edition
Ordnance Survey County Series maps of the late 19th century.
The boundary ditch can be traced by geophysical, earthwork and cartographic means to the
point marked with a star on figure 01. West of this point the boundary cannot be traced in the
geophysical survey data and cartographic evidence for its course is ambiguous. While the
course of the boundary to the east of the point marked with a star remains constant on all
cartographic sources, the course to the west changes over time. On the earliest map,
surveyed by William Senior and published in 1630, the boundary splits in two (blue on figure
01). The irregularly shaped enclosure thus formed (marked 'A' in figure 01) is shown
containing a cottage or house in 1630. This had gone by the time the 1766 tithe map (green
on figure 01) was drawn; the northernmost of the two 1630s boundaries had also been
removed and the curve of the southern boundary had been straightened into a dogleg. This
picture was unchanged at the time of George Sanderson's map of the country 20 miles
around Mansfield, published in 1835, though Sanderson's surveying appears to have been
more accurate and the boundary to the south east of the star is shown as having a slight S
shaped curve to it. Just a few years later, a map of 1841 shows the boundary continuing
straight up the field, this boundary was completely removed by the time of the First Edition
County Series Ordnance Survey maps, many of which were surveyed in the 1870s and 1880s
in the local area.
The various historic boundaries were traced in GIS software from photocopies of the maps,
georeferenced to original GPS survey data of Castlefield and environs created by Mercian
Archaeological Services CIC. The small scale of most of the historic maps and the differing
quality and accuracy of the surveys upon which they were based suggests there will be some
error in the location of the boundaries as mapped against their true location on the ground.
These maps were designed to show the whole parish or even a whole region in one go, not
individual land parcels in detail. Consequently, when scaled up enough that the boundaries
could be traced onto the map of Castlefield the lines used to display the boundaries on the
historic maps become so thick that a tracing may vary by 10 - 20 metres just from the
placement of the traced line within the thick line of the map. This error will be in addition to
any original cartographic errors in the maps themselves or other errors introduced during
georeferencing. Though the boundaries are shown as thin lines on the following maps this
should not, therefore, be taken to indicate that their location is precisely fixed with a great deal
of confidence. The maps should be read with the lines taken as being representative of the
likely approximately locations of the historic boundaries. Actual error on the ground with the
true course of these boundaries may be tens of metres.
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Figure 01 - boundaries shown on old maps or known from excavation. Light green, excavated ditch suggested by
Rahtz as palace boundary, cyan, field boundary from Sanderson's 1835 map of 20 miles around Mansfield, blue
William Senior map 1630, green 1766 tithe map, yellow 1841 map. Red, geophysical anomaly and cropmark. Black
outline with red box around it (in vicinity of 'gs' of Kings Clipstone) is outline of standing ruin and Scheduled Ancient
Monument extent.

The area marked 'B' was named 'Manorgarth' and that marked 'C' 'Waterfield' in 1630
(William Senior map, NAO CS/1/S).
Though these names are recorded more than 100 years after the palace had gone out of use,
the name 'water field' suggests that C was located outside the palace complex, presumably
being part of the agricultural land of the parish, a supposition that the presence of relict
medieval plough soils and heavily abraded medieval pottery revealed by previous
archaeological work (Budge 2013) indicates is likely to be correct.
At the outset of the present project it seemed possible that enclosure 'A' may have
represented part of the palace complex which had survived demolition and remained in
occupation after the rest of the palace buildings had been destroyed.
A Big Lottery fund grant was awarded to Sherwood Forest Trust to undertake the 'Discover
King John's Palace' project. As part of this project, Mercian Archaeological Services CIC
undertook fieldwork in July 2015 aimed at clarifying the location of the boundary or
boundaries in this part of the field.
Previous excavations indicated that there is significant difference in the distribution and
condition of artefacts within the former plough soil (the site was put down to pasture by the
current owners in the 1990s) in the different parts of the site (Budge 2014). As a result it was
determined that the excavation of small test pits (0.5 x 0.5m) in the plough soil on a regular
grid should reveal a patterning to the artefacts recovered that would potentially reveal
evidence for the nature and distribution of past activity on the site, in much the same way that
archaeological fieldwalking reveals the patterning of past activity through the analysis of the
spatial distribution of artefacts recovered from the surface of a plough soil. The project would
also provide the opportunity for large scale public involvement in archaeological research.
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As will be discussed below, the boundaries of the site of the medieval King's Houses, a 12th
century royal hunting lodge and later palatial complex in Sherwood Forest in Nottinghamshire
have been suspected but are not known. Importantly, the earliest known map of the site was
produced in the 1630s, at least a century after documentary evidence suggests the complex
had become ruined. However, the landscape as depicted in the 1630s (and indeed the
landscape as survived into early industrial times) can plausibly be interpreted as retaining at
least elements of the medieval landscape. It is critical, if one seeks to understand the
medieval King's Houses to understand the boundaries of the site. Any attempt to interpret the
archaeology of the site before one has at least a basic understanding of the spatial extent of
the complex over the various periods of use is likely to end in misinterpretation, ranging from
Philip Rahtz's suggestions that the site was probably quite a small hunting lodge, as he did
not have the resources to trench far enough south west of the standing ruin to discover the
ditch that is now interpreted as the 13th - 14th century boundary ditch of the complex, through
to the recent claims that the site represents one of the very largest medieval palace
complexes in England. Both claims are built upon insufficient evidence, that of Rahtz
justifiably cautious and based on provable archaeological evidence as it was then understood,
that of Wright potentially overly optimistic and based mainly on cartographic sources drawn
up after most of the site had been cleared. Both approaches seem to have, unfortunately,
lead to misinterpretations of the site.
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC considered that in order to attempt to understand the
site, its layout and its history, it is essential to critically assess the archaeological evidence
and to ensure that theories and conclusions regarding the site can be convincingly be backed
up by archaeological, historical and mapping sources. A lack of data regarding the boundaries
of the King's Houses is apparent, rendering any interpretation of features, structures and
other data from within the site potentially significantly flawed. Recent work has identified a
feature identified as a geophysical anomaly and an earthwork as the probable 13th to 14th
century boundary of the King's Houses on the south west side of the complex. This likely
represents an extension of the complex in the 13th century. The 12th century boundary of the
hunting lodge is presently unknown, though Rahtz suggested it might be represented by a
curving ditch he extrapolated based on several sections he cut through it.
Archaeological work from 2010 onwards has focussed on understanding the location of the
south western boundary of the site and has now, to a large extent, demonstrated that a
geophysical anomaly also present as an earthwork, is very likely the 13th or 14th century
boundary of the site at this point. This geophysical anomaly and earthwork terminates at a
point broadly in line with the long axis of the standing ruin on the site (Figure 01, *). Beyond
this point the evidence is ambiguous. In defining the boundaries of the site Wright initially
simply extended the line of the ditch to the south west beyond its terminal (Wright and Gaunt
2014). Cartographic evidence suggests the picture is much more complex. The earliest map
of Clipstone is the 1630s William Senior map. This shows two land parcel boundaries
extending from the end of the known medieval boundary ditch (Figure 01, blue lines). It is
possible that one or both of these boundaries may represent a fossilised remnant of the
medieval boundaries of the complex, as the 1630s boundary on the line of the known
medieval boundary ditch appears to.
There is a dwelling shown between the two boundaries, which form what is termed in this
report 'Enclosure A'. It is unclear if this dwelling was a new (ie post King's Houses)
establishment when mapped in 1630, if it represents (perhaps a peripheral) part of the King's
Houses that remained in occupation (similar to the gatehouse at Clarendon) after the demise
of the royal residence, or if it possibly represents part of the village of Clipstone that existed
prior to, and survived after, the King's Houses.
By the 1766 tithe map of Clipstone the northern boundary on the 1630s map is gone, as is the
dwelling, while the southern boundary of the 1630s map has been 'rationalised', with its
curving form replaced by right angles (traced on Figure 01 as green lines).
This boundary persisted into the early 19th century, appearing largely unchanged in
Sanderson's map of 'The Country 20 miles around Mansfield'.
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It was, however, eradicated by the time of an 1840s map, when the existing line of the
probable medieval boundary south east of this point was simply extended north west wards to
the then edge of the land parcel. This and the medieval boundary were themselves entirely
eradicated, but for a few trees that may have preserved the line of the former boundary, by
the first edition Ordnance Survey 6" County Series maps of the late 19th century.
Either way, as can be seen below, it is the author's experience that the distribution of
artefacts in the plough soil on this (and any other site) is representative of the past human
activity on a site.
There are many factors that have to be considered in interpreting the palimpsest of artefacts
that are recovered by interventions that solely target the ploughzone as this work did and it is
entirely reasonable to highlight the many caveats and uncertainties that accompany
interpretations of such data. However, as will be seen below, the distribution of artefacts
clearly reflects past activity, predominantly medieval, on the site, and the artefacts
discovered, on a very broad scale appear to indicate where the stone and iron / lead built
structures of the complex were located. They probably cannot provide information about
buildings that may have been made according to local timber framed traditions which would
leave almost, or no, trace in the archaeological record save post holes or beam slots (neither
of which would be visible in this work as it was entirely constrained within the plough soil).
In sum, the probable 13th - 14th century boundary of the King's Houses has been largely
proven by archaeological investigation but there are several possibilities, based on much later
cartographic sources, to the north west of the known terminal of this feature. The present
work was therefore designed in order to address the question of where the boundaries of the
King's Houses lay on the western side, particularly in the 13th - 14th century when material
culture was plentiful, but additionally, if possible, in the 12th century, when it is conjectured
that the complex was much smaller (probably no more than a hunting lodge).
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Report Structure:
The specialist reports on the artefacts have been integrated into the main body of this
document in order to prevent unnecessary duplication of information and as it was considered
that discussion of the finds could not easily be separated from the discussion of the site. The
finds are presented in the sections below, with distributions and discussion. A final section of
overall conclusions and a discussion follow the sections on finds. The quantified archive data
are, however, located in separate appendices to this document. The casual reader seeking to
learn of the main conclusions should refer to the non-technical summary and possibly the
conclusions section.
Authorship should be assumed to belong to the lead author (Budge) unless otherwise noted
at the start of a section. Where the contribution of other authors is included, this will be noted
at the start of a section.

Nomenclature:
Where descriptive names (rather than specific dates or date ranges) are utilised within this
report, the nomenclature is based primarily upon the periods used by post Roman ceramic
specialists. The dating of these particular periods is based upon that for Nottingham (Nailor
and Young 2001).
Thus, the term 'Saxon' is used as a generic term for the period from the end of Roman control
of Britainnia at some point in the 5th century until the Norman conquest in the mid / late 11th
century. This period is further subdivided, based on the chronological groups defined for the
City of Nottingham ceramic type series (Nailor and Young 2001) into early Saxon (c.400-650),
Middle Saxon (c650-850) and late Saxon (c.850-1070). In Nottinghamshire it is often not
possible to distinguish early from middle Anglo Saxon pottery and it is probable that vessels in
the early traditions continued well into the middle of the period (Young and Perry 2014, 203),
with a range of c.450-850 assigned to the Early to Middle Saxon period.
The use of the term 'Saxon' should not be taken to infer that peoples of a particular origin or
ethnic group are being referred to; it is simply a convenient handle used to refer to this period.
Later periods are defined as Saxo-Norman (c.850-1200), early medieval (c.1100-1230),
medieval (or high medieval) (c.1200-1450), late medieval (to early post medieval) (13501550), post medieval (c.1500-1800) and early modern (1780-1900) (Nailor and Young 2001).
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Site Location and Geology:
Location:
By David Budge and Andy Gaunt.
The area of investigation is situated within a land parcel known locally as Castlefield, in Kings
Clipstone, Newark and Sherwood District, Nottinghamshire (Figure 02). Castlefield is pasture
used, presently, for grazing sheep. Prior to its conversion to pasture by the present owners in
the late 1990s or early 2000s, the field was ploughed, with a variety of crops grown.
Within Castlefield, at SK 60340 64768, stands Scheduled Monument No. 1003481 (National
Heritage List for England, accessed 23/07/2016), consisting of part of a ruined building with
remains of three standing walls and Scheduled under the name of 'King John's Palace'
(Figure 03).

Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and Database Right 2017

Figure 02a and b - Site Location
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The site is located at the eastern end of an east-west aligned ridge formed by the valley of the
River Maun (running from west to east) on the north side of the site, and the valley of Vicar
Water running round the southern and eastern sides of the site (from its source a few miles to
the southwest). The ridge terminates in a spur of land at the confluence of the River Maun
and Vicar Water a few hundred metres to the northwest. The area of investigation occupies
part of this spur of land at the eastern end of the ridge. The area of investigation takes in the
highest point of the current land parcel, in the south west, and falls from approximately 74.7m
OD to approximately 68.0m OD in the north east, as the promontory slopes down to the
confluence of the two water courses.
In the northern part of the Area of Investigation a timber and corrugated iron structure stands,
formerly a Church of England Mission Church, constructed in 1903 to serve the village
(Danbury 2005, 149) and known as the Tin Tabernacle. At the northern boundary of the Area
of
Investigation
the ground falls
quite steeply to
the main street of
King's Clipstone.
The houses of the
present
day
village are located
along the other
side of this road.
The north eastern
boundary of the
area
of
investigation
consists of the
gardens of some
of
the
more
modern
village
houses that have
been constructed
within
the
boundaries of the
royal complex.
The
area
of
investigation
is
centred
on
SK60280 64750
and, in its final
form, covered an
area
of
approximately ten
thousand
six
hundred square
metres
(10,600m2). The
location of the
area
of
investigation
within Castlefield
can be seen on
Figure 03.
Figure 03 - location of Scheduled Monument and area of investigation in Castlefield.
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Geology:
The site is situated on what was previously known as the Nottingham Castle Sandstone
Formation, belonging to the Sherwood Sandstone Group (BGS Geology of Britain viewer,
accessed 10/04/2017). The Nottingham Castle Sandstone Formation has been re-classified
as Unit C of the Sherwood Sandstone Group; Unit C is named the 'Chester Formation' and
the Nottingham Castle Formation has been subsumed within it (Ambrose et al 2014, 15, 21).
The Chester Formation is of Early Triassic age (Ambrose et al 2014, 32).
The Chester Formation is described, in the Nottinghamshire area, as "pinkish red or buff-grey,
medium to coarse-grained, pebbly, cross-bedded, friable sandstone" (Ambrose et al 2014,
31). The pebbles belonging to the conglomerates of this formation found to the south west of
Nottinghamshire (eg Staffs, West Midlands) are described as "pebbles of brown or purple
quartzite, with quartz conglomerate and vein quartz" (Ambrose et al 2014, 31), or as
"orthoquartzite, with subordinate quartz and schorl" (Bridgeland et al 2014, 41).
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Historical and Archaeological Background:
By Andy Gaunt.

Archaeological Background:
PREHISTORIC TO EARLY MEDIEVAL

Evidence of minor prehistoric activity has been found on the site. During excavations in 2012,
a flint flake was found. The flake dated to sometime from the Mesolithic to Bronze Age. The
flake is not a formal tool and is most likely to be debitage (waste). This suggests that people
may have undertaken some form of activity in the vicinity during the prehistoric period. The
type of activity is unknown but the presence of this piece of flint suggests it might have
included flint knapping (Budge in Gaunt et al 2015).
In 2014 residual finds from excavation by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC included a
“few pieces of worked flint from a blade producing industry of probable later Mesolithic or
early Neolithic date” (Budge 2014a).
Excavation in 2015 by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC discovered a few knapped flint
artefacts. These showed “no obvious concentrations or patterns in their distribution and
appear to represent no more than a background scatter, indicating minor prehistoric activity in
the area but certainly not suggesting occupation or any kind of intense activity on the site.
There were no tools or diagnostic pieces and a general date range of Mesolithic to Bronze
Age is likely. Previous archaeological finds of blade-like flakes with abraded platforms
suggest probable Mesolithic or early Neolithic presence in the area” (Budge 2015).
A Bronze Age spearhead (Nottinghamshire Historic Environment Record, 5965) and an
arrowhead (Nottinghamshire Historic Environment Record, 5909) have been found in the
parish (Gaunt 2011).
The National Mapping Project data shows a number of cropmarks recorded from aerial
photography in the northern quarter of Clipstone parish. Typologically, and from their
orientation, it is possible that these are part of the brick-work plan field system from the late
Iron Age to Romano-British periods, which stretches across the Sherwood Sandstones
(Garton 2008).
A test pit excavated by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC towards the highest part of
Castle Field yielded a significant number of pot boiler stones in all contexts, suggesting
proximity to an activity focus (Budge 2013).
The 2015 excavations by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC also found large quantities of
pot boiler stones. “The pot boiler distribution data appears to suggest clustering in a number
of areas, most particularly the southern part of the area investigated… This broadly correlates
with the highest point of topography locally. Without the application of scientific techniques pot
boilers can only be dated by their association with other, chronologically diagnostic, artefacts.
The patterning of their distribution is broadly similar to the distribution of Roman pottery, but
the sample size of the latter artefact class is small and more work would be required to
confirm or deny this association and, by implication, this dating.” (Budge 2015).
A number of Roman coins are listed on the Historic Environment Record for the Clipstone
parish (Gaunt 2011). Residual Roman Pottery sherds have been found around Castle Field in
various excavations (Rahtz 1960; Wessex 2011; Gaunt et al 2015) including those by Mercian
Archaeological Services CIC (Budge 2013; Budge 2014a; Budge 2015). Excavations in 2014
by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC has extended the dating of Roman occupation by up
to a hundred years. These excavations 100m southeast of the standing ruin discovered
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residual Roman pottery “including the rim of a bead and flange bowl (sensu Darling and
rd
th
Precious 2014) of mid 3 to 4 century date, extending the known chronology of Roman
Activity on the site beyond the second century” (Budge 2014a).
Excavation in 2014 of a linear feature (discovered by Geophysical Survey (Gaunt 2014;
2017)), revealed “a ditch with relatively steep, flaring sides in the upper part of it’s profile
narrowing to an almost vertical sided slot towards the base. Aside from a few pot boiler
stones its extensively leached main fill was devoid of finds” (Budge 2014a). This ditch cut by
an overlying later ditch. A residual sherd of Stamford ware pottery was found in the fill. This
sherd “should not post-date 1130 (Jane Young pers. comm.)… The ditch appeared to form
an enclosure of unknown date, pre-dating the medieval palace and perhaps enclosing an
area down to Vicar Water to the east. The presence of pre-palace pottery in the vicinity of this
enclosure (Saxo-Norman Stamford Ware…, and a casual find by the landowner of late Saxon
Early Stamford Ware from within the putative enclosure) is notable” (Budge 2014a).
Prior to the recent work by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC only a single piece of Saxon
pottery representing a “casual find by the landowner” had ever been found in Clipstone.
Budge has recently pointed out that references by other writers “to Saxon Pottery found at the
th
th
palace derive from the the mis-identification of 13 -15 century Potterhanworth ware as
“Saxon Shelly Ware”” (Budge 2014a).
Recent excavations by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC in Castle Field in 2014, 2015
and 2016 have uncovered quantities of Saxon pottery covering Early Saxon, Middle Saxon,
Late Saxon, and Saxo-Norman dates. These include “a number of sherds of early to middle
Saxon pottery, including a hand made jar rim. Jane Young, who kindly examined these
sherds along with the Saxon pottery from the Discover King John's Palace project (Budge
2015), noted that the range of fabrics and wide dating span of the material suggest it is more
likely to come from occupation than isolated and short term activities” (Budge 2016, in press).
These discoveries are significant in understanding the earlier occupation and uses of the prepalace site, and also for settlement development in the region.
Domesday Book shows that in 1066 the manor had two owners Osbern and Wulfsi (see
below).
The excavations by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC in both the village (Budge and
Gaunt 2013), in Castle Field (Budge & Gaunt 2013; Budge 2013; 2014a; 2015; 2016) are
beginning to build up a picture of occupation in the Saxon period that was previously
unknown.

MEDIEVAL
The Domesday Book of 1086 refers to “Clipestune” with the following entry:
“Osbern and Wulfsi had 1 c.[carucate] of land taxable. Land for 2 ploughs. Roger has 1 1/2
ploughs in lordship and 12 villagers and 3 smallholders who have 3 1/2 ploughs.
1 mill, 3s [shillings]; woodland pasture in places, 1 league long and 1 wide.
Value before 1066, 60s; now 40s” (Morris 1977).
The name Clipstone means “Klyppr’s Farm”, with the derivation of the first element being from
the old Scandinavian personal name “Klyppr”, and the second element from Anglo-Saxon
word for farm or hamlet “tun”. The settlement has been recorded variously in the medieval
period as Clipestune in 1086, Clippeston(a) in 1088, Clipstona in 1173, and also in reltaio to
it’s royal status: Kyngesclipston in 1290, Kingesclipston in 1315, and also Kyngisclipston in
1474 (Gover et al 1940).
In the Medieval period the lordship of Clipstone and the royal residence there were located in
the heart of medieval Sherwood Forest. This was the reason for the importance of the site
and its subsequent expansion and development (Gaunt 2011).
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“In Medieval times a forest was a defined geographic area subject to forest law. Forest law
was brought to England by the Normans. The law protected beasts of the chase; primarily
deer, for the king. It also protected the woodland that formed their habitat. Forest Law was
enforced over the land regardless of who owned it (Turner 1901). In the 13th century the
forest stretched from the River Trent in the south to the River Meden in the north and from
Wellow in the east to Sutton-in-Ashfield in the west (Crook 1979), in the 12th century it may
have covered all of Nottinghamshire north and west of the Trent (Holt 1992). A reference to
the forest in Nottinghamshire made in 1155/6 early in the reign of Henry II (1154-1189) points
to there being a forest in the reign of Henry I (1100-1135) (Crook 1994), however references
to a dispute over keepership of the forest in the early 13th century suggest a forest in
Nottinghamshire dating back to the reign of William I (Crook 1980). Sherwood Forest or at
least a forest in Nottinghamshire was therefore well established by time of Henry II. The
lordship of Clipstone passed from Roger de Busli, owner at Domesday in 1086 (Morris 1977)
into crown hands in the early 12th century (Throsby 1796), and development of the royal
hunting lodge was begun in 1164-7 (Crook 1976). Prior to this time the king mainly stayed in
the nearby royal manor of Mansfield (Crook 1984), but from the reign of Henry II Clipstone
became the main focus of royal retreat, politics and hunting in the forest. The palace was
chosen as a meeting place between Richard I (the Lionheart) and William I (the Lion) of
Scotland (Rahtz & Colvin 1960), and was the scene of a parliament held there in 1290 by
Edward I (Crook 1976). As would be expected of a site of such importance, the hunting lodge
or palace was subject to much building and repair during the period of its popularity from the
reign of Henry II to the reign of Richard II.” (Gaunt 2011, pp7-8).
Excavations in Castle Field by Philip Rahtz in 1956; Trent and Peak Archaeology Trust in
1991; Wessex Archaeology 2011; Gaunt, Wright, Crossley and Budge in 2012; and Mercian
Archaeological Services CIC in 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016, have uncovered large amounts
of archaeology dating from across the period of the medieval royal residence.
The earliest of these excavations was by Rahtz (see section 3.2 Previous Archaeological
th
Work below). Notable finds include a carved “Monster head” from the 12 century (Rahtz
1960), which suggests at least one stone building from this period.
In 1176-80 up to £500 was spent on works at Clipstone which included the building of a
chamber and a chapel, construction of a fishpond, and the formation of a deer-park (Colvin,
Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 918).
What form these buildings took is currently not known; and it should be pointed out that at the
current time the date of construction of the standing ruin is not known.

THE SCHEDULED MONUMENT:
th

Wright is of the opinion that the extant building dates from the 12 century (Wright 2016). He
suggests that the standing ruin at Clipstone was built by Henry II as a replica of the St. Mary’s
Guildhall (in the suburb of Wigford) in Lincoln (Wright 2016, 30-37). The comparison to the St
Mary’s Guildhall seems to emanate almost entirely from the superficial examination of the
position of two buttresses flanking a central doorway, and the near comparable size of the
West Range at St. Mary’s (Wright 2016, 34).
There are a number of elements of this interpretation that are worthy of discussion. Firstly; it
is not definite that the gap in the standing ruin at King Johns Palace is the original main
entrance to the building. There was possibly a doorway on the north eastern elevation of the
building according to Rahtz: “The overhanging masonry on the N.E wall suggests another
doorway in the centre of this end” (Rahtz 1960, 34) that could also possibly have been the
entrance. The gap is also not central to the facade formed by the standing remains. The full
dimensions of the building at Clipstone of which the standing ruin forms a part is also not
certain. It is not certain that the projections on either side of the central opening were
buttresses. Rahtz refers to them as such, but his excavations suggest that one of the
buttresses may have actually extended further to the northwest than the other (Rahtz 1960,
Fig 2 p27). With relation to the central overhang which he calls “F2” he states “F2 is probably
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a doorway about 6 feet wide, placed S.W of centre, and has flanking buttresses on its outer
(N.W.) side, which show traces of projecting ashlar at foundation and higher levels; the
foundation is however continuous just outside the line of the presumed outer limit of the
buttresses” (Rahtz 1960 p 34). This probable extension of one of the buttresses further than
the other suggests that it could at least possibly have been a wall projecting from the building,
or at the very least it removes absolute certainty from any interpretation of their function.
The Francis Grose illustration from 1771 shows two adjacent openings or overhangs on the
north side of the central gap. By the time of Rahtz's excavations this had become one
“overhang” due to the recent collapse of the section dividing the two parts. As a result Rahtz
seems to have treated the overhand as a single entity, and interpreted this north eastern
“overhang” as a window. Sheppard (1991) discovered a doorway to the north of the central
gap, of the ruin at Clipstone, and suggested that there was also a further window to the north
of it on the north western frontage of the ruin, which explains the second overhang on the
Grose picture. Wright accepts the theory of a doorway suggested by Sheppard, but makes no
mention of Sheppard’s suggestion of a window to the north of it (Wright 2016 p35).
Rahtz interpreted a window occupying the south western gap in the current ruin which he
referred to as “F3”: “F3 is a small window which retains two dressed faces on its inner side,
splaying from 3 feet externally to 5 feet internally. The ashlar has a straight edge on the S.W.
side of this window” (Rahtz 1960 p34). This interpretation is supported by evidence in
photographic plate 4A (Rahtz 1960). Contrary to the evidence given by Rahtz; Wright states
this was a doorway and refers to an antiquarian drawing by Francis Grose from 1772 (Wright
2016) which shows the same feature as that photographed by Rahtz, but in less detail.
Rahtz also detected and interpreted walls extending north westwards from the northeast end
of the ruin which may have been a tower (Rahtz 1960, p27). If contemporary this would have
masked the front of the building from view at this end. The date of neither structure is known
so their relationship cannot be proved or disproved. However no such extension to the
frontage is visible at Lincoln St. Mary’s Guildhall, which unlike the ruin at Clipstone; actually
occupies a road-side location.
In contrast the frontage of the Guildhall in Lincoln consists of a near central; moulded
carriageway arch with segmental pointed inner arch, flanked by single buttresses (Stocker
1991) which leads through the west wing of the building, from the road immediately outside
the building to the west; into a courtyard to the rear. The frontage is divided into five bays
separated by shallow buttresses (Stocker 1991). If the two structures were superimposed, the
door recorded by Sheppard at Clipstone would place it directly in line with the buttress
separating the two northern bays at the Guildhall; showing that the two are not identical
structures. The ruin at Clipstone does not appear to have been divided into bays. Also the
central “carriageway arch” is over 8 feet wide at the Guildhall (Wigford) (Stocker 1991) as
opposed to the central “doorway” at Clipstone which is only 6 feet wide (Rahtz 1960).
Differences in the two structures can also be seen on the southeastern side of the building at
Clipstone; where Wright points out that there are two rooms that do not exist at the Guildhall
(Wigford) stating confusingly that they “vary from the scheme at Wigford, but were integral to
the design of the building” (Wright 2016, p 35)
Stocker presents in his 1991 report on the Guildhall excavations, the theory that the Guildhall
may have been a “Hospicium” used by Henry II for a crowning ceremony in 1157 (Stocker
1991 p38). Stocker produces compelling evidence for this but does also state that although
“the theory that St Mary’s Guildhall was originally Henry II’s Lincoln house may be the most
satisfactory of those available” the evidence is “circumstantial” (Stocker 1991 p40). Stocker
goes further; stating that we should not expect to find a building like St. Mary’s Guildhall at a
rural royal palace site such as Clarendon (Stocker 1991 p40). Clarendon is a site very similar
in nature to Clipstone, and is the site most suitable to compare and contrast findings. If we
would not expect to see such a building at Clarendon we should question strongly whether we
should expect to see one at Clipstone.
th

All of the above points serve to demonstrate that the dating of the ruin to the 12 century, and
its proposed similarities to the Guildhall in Lincoln are not proven, and that there is certainly
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no consensus as to the dating of the ruin, or of its form, only a series of conflicting
interpretations. There is a possibility that some of Wright’s theories are correct, but there is at
present no archaeological proof.
th

In contrast to the 12 century date posited (Wright 2016); Rahtz, and Colvin both dated the
th
standing ruin to the 13 century (Rahtz 1960; Colvin 1963). The pottery that can be identified
th th
in the archive, that was used in this dating has been confirmed as from the 13 14 century
in a review of the ceramic archive from the site (Young and Budge forthcoming). Rahtz also
believed that two phases of stone buildings pre-dated the ruin.
th

Sheppard’s 2016 report questions the recent dating of the monument to the 12 century in
th
contrast to Rahtz, and Colvin’s dating of the 13 century: “it is unclear to the author whether
this results from a reassessment of Rahtz’s findings (including pottery and small finds
recovered), including his conclusions about there having been an undercroft, or whether a
structural survey and assessment of stonework from on and around the monument has led to
this conclusion” (Sheppard 2016, p6).
With the above points in mind all theories presented by Wright for the origin of the ruin, the
reasons for its construction, and any references to “crown wearings” and the politics of the
second half of the 12th century in relation to Clipstone (Wright 2016 p33); should only be
taken as unproven speculation, until a better understanding of the ruin and its function and
date of construction can be ascertained archaeologically.

KING'S HOUSES LAYOUT:
From his 1956 excavations Rahtz believed that a ditch encircled the extent of the palace site
(which he excavated in a number of places), although he did state that other areas of
buildings could have existed away from the sanding ruin (Rahtz 1960). The Wessex report
states that “it is still not clear, however, whether the ditches found by Rahtz all formed part of
the same feature,” (Wessex 2011).
The profiles drawn by Rahtz (1960) of the “ditch” varied on the southern and western side of
the ruins. Recent Ground Penetrating Radar survey by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC
has detected the “large enclosure ditch” suggested by Rahtz (Gaunt 2015). It is possible from
further examination of the data that this anomaly represents more than one feature, as it does
not necessarily appear to join up with the ditch to the south of the ruin. The GPR survey
undertaken by GSB unfortunately did not cover the area where the southern section and
western section meet (Wessex 2011).
Despite these uncertainties with the evidence this feature has been suggested by some to
th
represent the extent of the 12 century site (Wessex 2011; Wright 2016).
The GPR survey by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC will continue over the coming years
at higher resolution. This will be published by the author (Gaunt) when complete. Until this
time it will not be possible to be certain as to whether this is one single ditch feature, and it will
th
certainly not be possible to state with confidence if it was the 12 century boundary of the
site.
It should be noted that the excavations by Mercian Archaeological Services in 2014
discovered a ditch 100m to the south of the ruin that pre-dated the palace, and that this had a
striking similarity in profile to the western part of the ditch recorded as “Ditch 50” by Rahtz to
the West of the ruin (Rahtz 1960). The following comes from the Transactions of the Thoroton
Society:
“Interestingly Rahtz recorded a ditch of markedly similar profile (Ditch 50*), (Rahtz 1960, 35),
though in his interpretation he linked it to other ditches with different profiles elsewhere on the
site, and tentatively interpreted them as part of a single curvilinear boundary surrounding and
extending west of the ruin. The contemporaneity of the supposed curvilinear boundary to the
standing ruin have since been questioned, based on the evidence presented by Rahtz in his
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article, and it has been suggested that the supposed enclosure may pre-date the palace and
th
th
have been filled in during the late 12 or early 13 century (Wright and Gaunt 2014, 242)”.
(Budge 2014a).
th

With questions over the nature of the 12 century boundaries suggested by Rahtz, and the
th
presence of 12 century pottery outside of this feature (Gaunt & Budge 2013; Budge 2015;
th
Budge 2016 in press); the extent of the 12 century site is as yet unknown.
However excavations by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC are beginning to demonstrate
th
that the site in the 12 century occupied an area from around the standing ruin towards the
road way to the north (Budge and Gaunt 2013; Budge 2015; Budge 2016 in press). It is hoped
that over the coming years a fuller picture will emerge.
th

th

By the 13 - 14 century the site extended to cover a far larger area, with the south-western
boundary ditch detected by Gaunt (2010) and excavated in 2011, 2012, and 2014, forming
part of the boundary of the site at that time (Gaunt et al 2015; Budge 2014a).
This ditch was excavated by Wessex in 2011, and by Gaunt, Wright, Crossley and Budge in
th
th
2012. The 2012 excavation suggested a 13 - 14 century date for the ditch (Gaunt et al
2015). Excavations by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC in 2014 finally confirmed the
dating of the ditch to this period (Budge 2014a).
The excavations in 2014 by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC also suggested that the
boundary ditch was part of an extension of the palace in this period:
“Significant in terms of interpretation of the feature was the fact that the plough soil on the
north side (the ‘inside’) of the ditch yielded relatively high quantities of medieval pottery,
th
mostly of 13 -14th century and later, whilst that to the south of the ditch (‘outside’) yielded
very few sherds. Combined with the evidence from previous excavations (particularly in
relation to densities of medieval ceramics inside and outside the boundaries of the palace
complex, eg test pits in the demense land to the southwest of the ditch (Budge 2013), and
test pitting in the village (Gaunt 2013)), the evidence from this excavation suggests the ditch
th
th
did indeed form the boundary to the palace complex. A paucity of 12 and early 13 century
finds in this area suggests that if this was the boundary of the palace from the start then it was
kept scrupulously clean, or more likely, that it only became the boundary of the palace
th
th
following expansion in the 13 or 14 century” (Budge 2014a).
The excavations by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC in 2014 have therefore built on
previous work, and given a proven date for the ditch first detected by Gaunt in 2010 as later
th
th
13 - 14 century. They have established that the boundary ditch was part of an expansion
th
th
th
th
of the site in the later 13 - 14 century, and that the earlier boundaries of 12 and early 13
centuries lay in a different part of the site, presumed to be to the north as outlined above.
th

The Gatehouse to the palace is first mentioned in the 14 century (Colvin 1964).
It was first suggested by Mrs M A Bradley that it was likely to occupy the site of the current
Maun, Arundel and Brammer cottages (M Bradley pers. comm) which lie on the southern side
of Mansfield Road on the north side of Castle Field.
During the filming of the television programme Time Team at King John’s Palace plaster was
removed from a wall in Arundel Cottage to reveal part of what was interpreted as a medieval
wall preserved in situ. The following interpretation identifies the gatehouse, and parts of a
possible curtain wall by Wessex in 2011:
“4.3.2. Observations of a small section of the rear wall of Arundel Cottage that borders the
north of the site… revealed a regularly coursed wall using the same limestone seen in the
upstanding remains. The regular coursing suggests that this is a medieval wall, as within a
later wall using re-used stone one would expect to find greater variation in stone size and
type.
”4.3.3 A pipe roll manuscript dated to 1348/9 describing work undertaken on repairs and
improvements to the ‘palace’ talks of a ‘claustrum’ [barrier] encircling the manor in the north
part from the great gates [gatehouse] to the angle of the field’. Maun Cottage was called The
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th

Gate Inn in the 18 century and may well be the location of the former gatehouse. The wall at
the rear of the cottages is therefore likely to be part of the perimeter wall of the manor site”
(Wessex 2011, 8-9).
Following on from the interpretation of the cottages by Time Team (Wessex 2011) as the
location of the gatehouse, (based on Mrs M A Bradley’s suggestion), Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC were given permission to access and record the cottages. Subsequently a
survey was arranged of Brammer Farm House and Arundel Cottage, which was undertaken
by Wright for Mercian Archaeological Services CIC in 2013. This survey mapped these walls
and corroborated the interpretation that they formed part of the Medieval gateway and part of
the curtain wall. The survey also postulated the presence of a possible splayed window
(Wright 2013).
With the gatehouse on the northern edge, it is possible, based on the regression of 17th
century maps, that an area enclosing some 7 acres may have formed the extent of the Royal
th
th
complex at its height in the 13 - 14 centuries, centring on the enclosure of the 1630
“Mannorgarth” (Gaunt 2010; Gaunt 2011; Gaunt & Wright 2013; Gaunt & Budge 2013; Gaunt
& Wright 2014, Gaunt et al 2015). Within this wider enclosure the main extent of the former
built environment was possibly situated in the more immediate vicinity of the standing ruin, on
all sides (Rahtz 1960; Sheppard 2016; Gaunt 2010; Wessex 2011; Gaunt 2017), and also to
the north, northeast and northwest (Budge 2015).
To date the complete boundary of the site during the 13th and 14th centuries is not fully
proven, nor is the relationship to a possible site of domestic occupation within Castle Field to
th
the northwest (Budge 2015). As with the 12 century boundary, excavations by Mercian
Archaeological Services CIC are continuing into the boundaries of this once large and
sprawling medieval complex (Budge 2015; 2016 in press) and it is hoped that eventually the
boundaries will be understood more fully over the coming years with further work.
Anomalies detected through geophysical survey; including Magnetometer surveys (Masters
2004; GSB Prospection 2011; Gaunt 2017) Resistance Surveys (Masters 2004; Gaunt 2010)
and Ground Penetrating Radar (GSB Prospection 2011; Gaunt 2015) have all suggested
possible buildings or robbed out walls, ditches and other features, that could represent parts
of the built environment of the medieval royal palace (and also any potential unknown
preceding occupation).
It is important to stress that the layout of the medieval palace and its built environment (in any
th
th
of its multiple phases of occupation from the 12 to the late 15 century, which included a
large number of building phases and periods of reconstruction) is, to date, not yet understood.
This is particularly important following a recent publication which presents a measured survey
th
of the layout of the complex in the 14 century (Wright 2016). The map appears to show the
measured location of the Great Hall, Pentices, Privies, the Kings Kitchen, Queen’s Kitchen,
Queens Hall, Rosamund’s Chamber, King’s and Queen’s Chambers, Kitchen, Buttery, Pantry,
Porch, Chambers, and Roger de Mauley’s Chamber… the map locates and depicts the
relationships on the ground of these buildings; but does not relate them to any archaeological
evidence. Where archaeological evidence or anomalies are shown on the map, they do not
have any function or interpretation provided, and are listed simply as “excavated and
geophysical anomalies”. The only building that is depicted that comes from archaeological
excavation is a “tower?” (based on Rahtz 1960). A “chapel?” is shown relating to the
rectangular building excavated by Wessex (2011), but the interpretation provided appears to
come from the suggestions presented in the Time Team television program and not from
either the archaeological report (Wessex 2011), or subsequent journal publication associated
with the work (Brennan 2015). The suspected location of the gatehouse is the only other
feature that in reality has spatial position and size based on archaeological evidence. The
standing ruin is even annotated “King John’s Palace” on the map and in the text (Wright 2016,
103), even though they certainly did not carry this name at the time that the map claims to
depict. No other building from the list above, (all of which are drawn on the ground on the
measured plan), bear any relation to known or suspected archaeological or standing buildings
evidence.
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This does not appear to represent normal archaeological practice, especially on a site of such
significance.
The use of historic documents cited in the book as enabling the reconstruction could have
been useful if the author had provided a full transcription and translation of the documents to
enable a critique of the work. Also the work could have been useful if the interpretation had
been limited to the creation of a schematic diagram depicting “this is next to this” with
referencing, degrees of certainty, and other caveats attached. This of course should not have
been set in a “real world” cartographic map, but could have existed in isolation as a diagram
or rough sketch. Such an approach could have been used by archaeologists to suggested
uses of buildings if, and when, they are detected in either future archaeological prospection,
or through excavation.
The drawing of the outlines of buildings (with suggested full interpretation on a cartographic
representation of the site, but without any actually evidence for their location from any form of
archaeological investigation) could actually be harmful and dangerous with regard to possible
stewardship or protection of the site. It is also quite unhelpful with regard to public
engagement and continuing research.
As stated above work is continuing into the boundaries of the site, and also into detecting and
interpreting the layout of the site. It is hoped that further remains of structures can be
detected, and possibly excavated, and their function, date and relationships will be
understood. The written records will play an important part in this process.

Historical Background:
The following entries offer an insight into the development and use of the site through the
medieval period (for a more comprehensive list of sources see the King John’s Palace
Archaeology webpage at: http://mercian-as.co.uk/kjp_sfap.html):

HENRY II

1164-5: The first reference to Clipstone as a royal residence occurs in the Pipe Roll for 11645, when “£20 were spent out of the farm of the honour of Tickhill ‘on the work of the King’s
Houses of Clipstone’ (Pipe Roll II Henry II, p 53) (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II p 918).
In the following year; “1165-6, the Sheriff, Robert fitz Ralph, rendered an account of 44
shillings of the ferm of Clipstone. In stocking the same Manor—for six oxen 18s., ten cows
20s., ten sows 6s. 8d., ten bee-hives 6s. 8d., twelve sheep 4s” (Stapleton 1890).
Stapleton lists the following expenditure at the site between 1170 and 1179:
In 1170-1 46s. 8d were expended on works at Clipstone, and in 1171-2 20s. was spent on
enclosing the Hays around the Kings' House at Clipstone. In 1176-7: Expended at Clifton,
with the vivarium (fish-pond), £210. This may be a mistake for Clipstone, judging by
subsequent references. The outlay was an enormous one. In 1177-8: “Operations upon the
vivarium of Clipstone £20; the chapel £20; the House £36 6s. 8d. This fish-pond may or may
not have been the mill-dam as in after years. This is the earliest reference to the chapel; such
an expenditure conveys the impression that it must have been connected with the cost of
building the structure”.
The deer park at Clipstone was first enclosed in 1179-80 at the cost of £30 (Stapleton 1890).
1176-80: According to Colvin the above works mentioned by Stapleton equate to over £500
spent on works at Clipstone which included: building of a chamber and a chapel, construction
of a fishpond, and the formation of a deer-park (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II p918).
For some time after the death of Henry II the expenditure was chiefly on repairs (Colvin,
Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II p 91)
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1178 - 80: £89 spent on the works of enclosing of the park (Crook 1976. Clipstone Park and
Peel. Transactions of the Thoroton Society of Nottinghamshire 80. P35).
In 1181: Henry II visited Clipstone (Crook 1976). The King was at Nottingham about August
1181, whence he probably journeyed north (Stapleton 1890).
“A charter to the order of Lazarites, bearing date at Clipstone, very possibly belongs to this
period. It is attested by Geoffrey the King's son, Fulk Painel, Reginald de Curteneye, Robert
de Stuteville, Ralph fitz Stephen, Bertram de Verdon, Michael Belet, and William de
Bendinges” (Eyton, 1878, 241).
In 1185 Henry II visited Clipstone (Crook. 1976. Clipstone Park and Peel. Transactions of the
Thoroton Society of Nottinghamshire 80). “This appears to be the only other recorded visit of
Henry, but it is probable that he was here on other occasions, though the sparse records and
chronicles of this reign afford but general ideas of the royal progresses. He frequently
traversed the neighbourhood in passing between the north and south of the kingdom, and in
1157, for instance, he spent a long period from September to December in Notts, and the
Peak” (Stapleton 1890).
1185-6: For inclosing the court of Clipstone 60s., by the view of Humphrey de Bussei and
Tom de London (Stapleton 1890).
1186-7: For breaking up the vivarium at Clipstone 50s., and for carrying the fish from the
same to another vivarium (Stapleton 1890).
1186 - 7: money spent on repairing the park paling. (Crook 1976, 35).

RICHARD I:

In 1189 John, Count of Mortain (the later King John), visited Clipstone when he owned the
royal estates in Nottinghamshire (Crook 1976, 44).
th

On March 29 1194 King Richard I visited Clipstone: “in the words of an early chronicler—
Richard proceeded to view Clipstone and the Forest of Sherwood, which he had never before
seen, and they pleased him much, and on the same day he returned to Nottingham”
(Stapleton 1890).
On the 2nd of April 1194 Richard I visited Clipstone again and met with William the Lion, King
of Scotland; “the King again proceeded to Clipstone to meet William, King of Scotland there,
ordering, in the meantime, that all who were lately taken in the castles of Nottingham, Tickhill,
Marlborough, Lancaster, and Mount St. Michael, should be brought together at Winchester,
on the morrow after Easter”. The following day, 3rd April, being Palm Sunday, the King
remained at Clipstone on that account (Stapleton 1890).
Richard I’s visits of 1194 were followed by repair to the fish-pond at a cost of £12 (Colvin,
Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).
1194: John, Count of Montain (the later King John), visited Clipstone when he owned the
royal estates in Nottinghamshire (Crook 1976, 44).

KING JOHN:
After becoming King in 1199 King John continued to show and interest in Clipstone when on
March 19th 1200 he visited the site (http://neolography.com/timelines/JohnItinerary.html).
“John's first visit to Clipstone as King took place in the first year of his reign. He was here on
19th March, 1200, and dated hence his charter to Nottingham, confirming grants made by him
while Earl of Mortain. The following list of witnesses was appended thereto, and will be of
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interest as recording some few of the influential nobles in his company:—"Geoffry Fitz-Peter
Earl of Essex, William Brewer, Hugh Bardolf, Robert Fitz-Roger, William de Stuteville, Hugh
de Neville, Simon de Pateshull, Gilbert de Norfolk. Given by the hands of Simon, Archdeacon
of Wells, and John de Gray, Achdeacon of Cleveland, at Clipstone, the 19th day of March, in
the first year of our reign." ‘(Stapleton 1890).
On
November
20th
King
John
(http://neolography.com/timelines/JohnItinerary.html).

again

visited

Clipstone

“During this same regnal year, in 1200, the men of Mansfield, commendably anxious to
recover a lost right, offered the King fifteen marks for having Common of Pasture in the Park
of Clipstone, as they were wont to have in the time of King Henry (II.) father of that King
(John) before it was inclosed to make a park. At this time all favours, however just, requested
of the King had to be accompanied by presents. Fifteen marks—a mark being two-thirds of a
pound, 13s. 4d.—amounted to £10, a large sum in those days. For money had then about
fifteen times the purchasing power it has at the present day, which would make the amount
equal to £150. Probably they found themselves unable to subscribe this amount for the
privilege, which consequently lapsed, for the following year the sheriff reported that the
amount was unpaid, and we hear no more of it (Stapleton 1890).
King
John
visited
Clipstone
on
March
(http://neolography.com/timelines/JohnItinerary.html).

6th

-

th

7

1201

“The King again called at Clipstone this year, on 6th March, in which month four out of five of
his recorded visits took place. We have, doubtless, a reference to this visit in the account of
William Brewer, Sheriff, this year, in which occurs the cost of carrying the King's bacons from
Clipstone to Northampton, 10s. 10d., and to the Chaplain of Clipstone 20s. of his livery, from
the Sunday next before the feast of St. Nicholas (St. Nic. 6th Dec.) until the Sunday next
before the feast of the Ascension (Ascen. 18th May in year 2) by the King's writ, and likewise
20s. to him from that time till St. Michael (St. Mich. 29th September)” (Stapleton 1890).
In 2014 “At the latter end of this year, on 26th December, while at Tewkesbury, the King sent
to the Sheriff of Notts., ordering him to procure out of his ferm,—the county ferm,—so much
as was necessary for the repair of the Houses of Clipstone, by view, &c., the amount to be
computed to him, &c. The plural, Houses, is constantly used in writs of this character, and
itself conveys an impression of what the place was probably like— a collection of buildings for
every purpose, perhaps added to a central or main structure as occasion arose, without fixed
design; and at a short distance, within the Hays, the necessary buildings and outhouses of a
mediaeval farm with houses or huts for the men” (Stapleton 1890).
th

March
1205
King
On
the
10
(http://neolography.com/timelines/JohnItinerary.html).

John

visited

Clipstone

“The King paid his third visit this year on 11th March[?] It was doubtless on this occasion, and
for the royal table, that the Sheriff conveyed wine here. For on 28th September following the
King, while at Nottingham, directed his writ to the Barons of his Exchequer, ordering them to
reckon with that official for that which he had expended in carriage of wine from Nottingham to
eleven places, including two tuns to Clipstone” (Stapleton 1890).
In 1205 the Chapel of St. Edwin was endowed by King John (Crook 1976. p35).
In 1206 “The King on 10th March, while at Nottingham, directed the Barons of his Exchequer
to reckon with the Sheriff for what he had expended—by the King's command and by view
and testimony of legal men—in repairing the Houses of Clipstone” (Stapleton 1890).
On the 27th December 1207 the King, being at Windsor, “sent to the Sheriff of Notts.,
commanding him to allow to Philip Munekan money from the county ferm for the reparation of
the Houses and Dam of Clipstone, which were in the custody of the said Philip” (Stapleton
1890).
In 1208-9 King John spent £42 on the house and fish pond (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol
II, 919).
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1210: “John was at Nottingham in November, 1210, for several days and until Tuesday in the
feast of St. Andrew, which latter day is 30th November. On the Thursday following he was at
Clipstone, whence he advanced half-a-mark to Thomas Fletcher de Prestito, or by way of
imprest, which however appears to be deleted. He also advanced twelve shillings, on the
same day and in a similar way, to Robert de Percy and John de Winterburn for the expenses
of the soldiers in Ireland. It is uncertain on what day the King left Clipstone, but he spent the
following Sunday and Monday at Lexington” (Stapleton 1890).
th

From
December
2nd
4
1211
King
(http://neolography.com/timelines/JohnItinerary.html).

John

visited

Clipstone

1214: “August 8th Robert de Lexington, during the King's absence in France, was
commanded by a deputy to cause what was needed to be done for the repair of the Lord
King's Houses of Clipstone, by view of four lawful men,—whatever was so expended to be
accounted to him at the Exchequer” (Stapleton 1890).
Between
March
26th
27th
1215
(http://neolography.com/timelines/JohnItinerary.html)

King

John

visited

Clipstone

“King John paid his last visit to Clipstone. He was here on the 26th and 27th; the 28th he was
at Kingshagh; and on the 29th he was again at Clipstone. The latter date,— evidently a mere
coincidence,—was the anniversary of the first visit of King Richard twenty-one years before,
when Coeur-de-Lion was "much pleased" therewith. It is improbable but not impossible that
John, being informed of the circumstance and perhaps already experiencing declining health,
returned from Kingshagh to pass the day at Clipstone out of respect for his brother's memory”
(Stapleton 1890).
1215:
March
29th
31st
King
“http://neolography.com/timelines/JohnItinerary.html).

John

visited

Clipstone

HENRY III:
In 1219-20 the Great pond of Clipstone was again repaired together with the mill and palisade
round the buildings (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).
On the 23rd November 1220 Henry III, “while at Winchester, directed the Barons of his
Exchequer to reckon with Philip Mark, Sheriff, for seven pounds and eightpence, spent by him
in reparation of the great Dam and Mill of Clipstone, and in repairing the Pale about the King's
Houses there. Mr. Yeatman gives this amount, from the Sheriff's account, as £7 6s. 8d”
(Stapleton 1890).
Stapleton refers to the following entry for 1221: “The King, on the 15th June, being at Blythe,
directed the following writ to Brian de Insula: You are commanded to take with you a Verderer
of the bailiwick of Clipstone and go to Clipstone to view the burnt houses of our poor men
there; and allow the same men a reasonable allowance of building-wood to rebuild their
houses, where there is a sufficiency of this,—at the least detriment to our Forest. The above
is an item of special interest. This, no doubt, is to what Thoroton refers when he says that
Clipstone was burned it seems and repaired again before 5th. Henry III., 1220-1." He,
however, is not quite right in setting the incident down as having happened before that year.
These notes suffice to show that it took place during the year. Throsby, in his edition of—alias
additions to— Thoroton, naturally wonders whether it was the 'palace' or the village that was
burnt. We learn from the above that the houses of the King's "poor men," as he
compassionately terms them— which at that time probably represented the village—were
destroyed. But we have reason to believe that the Manor House was also destroyed in some
measure. It seems, indeed, not unlikely that a large conflagration, such as would be involved
in the case of the latter, perhaps spread to the outbuildings,—at least rather than the reverse.
Until the "men"—doubtless feudatory tenants who claimed only to be tried at the court of their
lord—had erected new huts they would probably have no roof to sleep under. The King
seems to have recognised the urgency of their case for, on the 23rd June, only eight days
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after the above writ, while at Nottingham, he dispatched another to the same which only
differed from the preceding in enjoining that the provision of the wood should be at the least
detriment to the Forest above all “ (Stapleton 1890).
In 1223 the king’s chamber was damaged by fire, and one of the King’s carpenters, Master
Robert de Hotot, rebuilt it by taskwork for 15 marks. (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).
On the 31 August 1227 “Concerning the manor of Clipstone. The king has committed the
manor of Clipstone to the sheriff of Nottinghamshire to keep to the king’s use for as long as it
pleases the king. Order to B. [Brian] de Lisle to cause the money that he received to repair
the king’s chamber of the same manor and has not yet put towards the repair to be delivered
to the sheriff of Nottinghamshire, whom the king has ordered to cause that chamber to be
repaired”
(Fine
Roll
C
60/27,
12
HENRY
III
(1227–1228).
(http://www.finerollshenry3.org.uk/content/calendar/roll_027.html)
http://www.foresttown.net/index.php/heritage/clipstone-park-chronology/).
In 1233 the Kings Chamber was again rebuilt at a cost of £130. From a subsequent account it
appears that it stood on an undercroft. (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II p 919). In 1237-8,
the undercroft below the king’s chamber was divided up so that one part of the space could
be used as a wardrobe (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II p 919).
In 1243-4 “The sheriff of Nottingham is ordered to build at Clipstone, a fair, great and
becoming hall of wood, and a kitchen of wood, and a wardrobe for the queen’s use. Clipston,
July
21.”
(Turner
Page
205
/
Liberate
Roll,
28,
Henry
III.)
(http://www.foresttown.net/index.php/heritage/clipstone-park-chronology/)
Howard Colvin shows that in 1244-5 Henry III built a new timber hall, ‘large and handsome’,
for the queen, together with a kitchen and a wardrobe, also of timber. Cost £134 (Colvin,
Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II p 919), and in 1246-7 paid for the erection of a new chapel costing
£26 13s. 4d. (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).
A ‘new chapel’ and the queen’s chapel are mentioned in 1252 when the King had them
glazed with plain glass and wainscoted. Passage-ways were built to connect the King’s
chamber to the hall and chapel, and the hall was furnished with benches. (Colvin, Brown &
Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).
On December 13, 1252 The sheriff of Nottingham was ordered to make a “wardrobe for the
queen’s use at Clipstone, and a privy-chamber in the queen’s great chamber, and another
privy-chamber at the head of the hall ; and to buy a chalice, vestments, books and other
necessary ornaments for the new chapel; and to remove the high bench and the other
benches in the new hall, and the small chimney in the great chamber and to make a chimney
in the king’s wardrobe, through a mantel, and through another mantel in the queen’s
wardrobe by one and the same flue [per unum et idem tuellum]”.
(http://www.foresttown.net/index.php/heritage/clipstone-park-chronology/).
In 1252 “The sheriff of Nottingham and Derby is ordered to break without delay, the wall at the
foot of the king’s bed in the king’s chamber at Clipston, and to make a certain privychamber
for the king’s use, and cover it with shingles. Westminster, October 21.” (Turner Page 262 /
Close Roll, 36 Henry III.)
(http://www.foresttown.net/index.php/heritage/clipstone-parkchronology/).
After 1252 Henry III ordered no new works at Clipstone, but the buildings were repaired from
time to time during the remaining years of his reign. (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).

EDWARD I:
In 1279 Edward I was at Clipstone (David Crook. 1976). 1279-80 Edward I built two new
chambers with chapels for himself and his queen at a cost of over £400 (Colvin, Brown &
Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).
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Colvin suggests standing ruin may represent one or both of these new chambers (Colvin,
Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).
1280: Edward I at Clipstone (Crook 1976).
“Raine, the Blyth historian, records that during the first five days of August, 1280, the writs of
Edward are dated either in Sherwood Forest or at Clipstone” (Stapleton 1890).
1282-3: Edward I erected a stable for 200 horses at a cost of £104 8s. 5d. (Colvin, Brown &
Taylor 1963 Vol II p 919).
1284: Edward I at Clipstone (Crook 1976).
1290: September 15th - 17th Edward I at Clipstone (Gough, 1900).
1290: September 20th - 22nd Edward I at Clipstone (Gough, 1900).
1290: October 11th - November 11th Edward I at Clipstone (Gough, 1900).
“October Parliament at Clipstone called to rubber stamp the King’s Crusade and the date for
departure was set as midsummer 1293” (Morris, 2000, 228).
“Its accommodation must have been stretched to the limit, with he chancery and it’s clerks
having to stay at nearby Warsop” (Crook 1976, 35).
“The King, in the autumn of 1290, with a design of proceeding to the borders of Scotland,
summoned the Parliament to meet him at Clipstone on 27th October. This was done,
possibly, with the idea of thus being nearer Scotland than would have been the case had he
called the Parliament together in London. Yet it does not appear that he was over anxious to
press in that direction, for during the year he was never more than a day's journey further
north than Clipstone.
“At the beginning of September he was at Geddington and Rockingham; on the 11th
he was at Hardby, in this county, where, in the following month, his consort Queen Eleanor
died. From 13th to 17th he was at Newstead Priory; on the 18th and 19th at Rufford Abbey.
On the 20th he was at his own house at Clipstone, which, however, he left on the morning of
the 23rd for Dronfield. He remained in Derbyshire until 7th October, when setting out again for
Clipstone, he arrived on the 12th and remained.
“On 13th October he issued an order for payment of 200 marks from his treasury to
Lapus de Pistoria and his associates, merchants of Pistoria.
“Edward also issued hence, during this regnal year, and doubtless, if we could
ascertain, about the same date, an order for payment of 3,000 marks from his treasury to
Lapus Bonchi and Gradus Pini, of Pistoria. A much larger sum was ordered to be paid the
following year, as mentioned below, which probably was also on the occasion of the present
visit, which covered the commencement of the next regnal year.
“On the 14th October, writing hence, the King protests that he intends to go to the
Holy Land, and accepts the tenths granted for that object.
“The King issued another writ hence dated on Monday next after the feast of St. Luke
the Evangelist, which feast is on 18th October.
“On 23rd October he issued a writ for the payment of the annual fee of Francis
Accursius.
“The following note concerning a certain Elias de Hanville and his one servant, taken
from the royal accounts, is interesting if only as recording the rate of wages at this period. "To
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the same for the wages of one man and the expenses of one horse, bringing the jewels which
came out of the wardrobe, from Newcastle-upon-Tyne into Scotland, and returning with them
from Scotland to Clipstone, from the 21st day of September to the last day of October—for 31
days—receiving per day 2d. for the man aforesaid, and for the horse 3d.—12s. 11d.
“The Parliament was opened on St. Michael's Day, November; and the 251 pleas,
with the petitions, then presented "before the Lord King," with the answers, cover twenty-one
of the large folio pages of the printed Rolls—the roll for this occasion occurring as third in the
work.
“This— decidedly an event of the first importance in Clipstone's history, when
probably a larger number of the nobility and great men of the kingdom were assembled than
at any other time —the Parliament Oak was in all likelihood intended to commemorate.
Whether the tree was planted in memory of the event, or what was the special connection, if
any, between them, it is now impossible to say. The theory that the great national assemby
was held around this tree, which careless writers continue to perpetuate, is almost too puerile
to require correction.
“Edward remained here until 11th November, and possibly one or two days later, but
it is certain that he had left on the 14th. He was several days at Lexington, whence he
removed to Marnham, and on the 20th he was again at Hardby. He was there up to the 28th,
on which day the Queen breathed her last. She died of a lingering disease—a slow fever—
and from this we can understand why the quietness and seclusion of Hardby should be
chosen for her in preference to the presence of the King at Clipstone, where the Court and
Parliament were to be held. The foregoing remarks, it should be added, refute the statement
of certain of the chroniclers who aver that Edward was called from the borders of Scotland to
the death-bed of his Queen” (Stapleton 1890).
1290: In an "Account of the receipts of the lands in Tynedale and Cumberland lately held by
Alexander III. (of Scotland), with a statement of how the money has been applied," we find
that, besides a large sum expended at Lexington, £25 and 160 was spent in repairs on the
Houses, Dams, and Weir of the Manor of Clipstone” (Stapleton 1890).
1300: Edward I at Clipstone (Crook 1976).
1301: reference to ‘the King’s wood of Clipstone called “le Parke” (Crook 1976, 36).

EDWARD II:
In 1307 Edward II was at Clipstone (Crook 1976).
“On the occasion of this visit the following documents were issued hence:—.
20th September.—The King, by Letters Patent, contitutes William de Carleton, Eoger de
Hegham, and Thomas de Cantebrugg, Barons of the Exchequer, during his pleasure.
20th September. — King to the Sheriffs of England, ordering them to seize into the King's
hands all the lands and tenements, goods and chattels, of Walter de Langton, Bishop of
Litchfield, late treasurer of King Edward I.
25th September.—King asks the Sheriff of Gascony and the Constable of Bordeaux to ship
1,000 tuns of good wine for his Coronation, to be paid for by the Friscobaldi of Florence.
26th September.—King to Dionysius, King of Portugal, respecting the restitution of an English
ship recovered by the Portuguese from some pirates.
With reference to this, the first, year of the King's reign, it may be added that among the
documents formerly preserved in the office of the Queen's Remembrancer is mentioned one
entitled "Clipiston Regis: Compotus Thomae de Merke, servientis Domini Regis, in Manerio
de Clipiston." Or in English—"Kings' Clipstone: The account of Thomas Mark, servant of the
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Lord King, in the Manor of Clipstone." A translation of this manuscript would doubtless prove
extremely interesting” (Stapleton 1890).
1315: October 29th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
st

1315: October 31 - November 26th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1315: November 28th - December 12th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1315: 10 December 1315 “Dec. 10 [1315]. Clipston. To Robert de Cliderhou, escheator this
side Trent. Order to repair the chimnies (camina) and houses in the manor of King’s Clipston
and in the hermitage near the chapel of St. Edwin, where a hermit shall dwell by the king’s
ordinance, and the ponds of the stews in the manor. By K. on the information of William Inge.”
(Page 257) (JD - FT) Calendar of the Close Rolls AD 1313-1318 (EdwardII) [1893]. Available
from:
https://archive.org/details/cu31924091068993
http://www.foresttown.net/index.php/heritage/clipstone-park-chronology/.
1315: December 20th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1315 -16: December 23rd - January 25th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1316: February 27th - March 14th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1316: December 9th - 10th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1316: December 9th. Roger Mortimer at Clipstone. (Calendar of Patent Rolls 1313-17, 574)
(Mortimer, 2004, 306).
1316: December 13th -23rd Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1316: December 18th. Roger Mortimer at Clipstone. (Calendar of Patent Rolls 1313-17, 5745) (Mortimer, 2004, 306).
1316: December 30th. Roger Mortimer at Clipstone. (Calendar of Patent Rolls 1313-17, 610)
((Mortimer, 2004, 306).
1317: January 1st - 16th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1317-18: Edward II erected some new buildings within a ‘peel’ or enclosure in the southern
part of the park, including a barn, a cow-shed, and ‘other necessary buildings’. (Colvin, Brown
& Taylor 1963 Vol II, 919).
1318: August 18th - 20th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1318: “Edward was at Clipstone in August this year, and on the 18th he issued hence a Safe
Conduct for the messengers of the Cardinals, going into Ireland. He was at Nottingham on
24th— 26th, but had again returned to Clipstone on 5th September, if not earlier, and on the
10th he wrote to Philip King of France, complaining in detail of the injuries done by the latter's
subjects to the English” (Stapleton 1890).
1318: September 1st - 15th Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).
1320: February 1st - 3rd Edward II at Clipstone (Hartshorne, 1861).

EDWARD III:
1327: April 17th Edward III visited Clipstone (Ormrod, 2013, 611).
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1327: April. “The King’s tenants of Clipstone presented him with a petition. They stated that
from time immemorial they had been accustomed to take all the ferns growing in ‘a place
which is now called the park of Clipstone’ for an annual payment of a mark, to collect fallen
leaves without payment and to have pasture there for all kinds of beasts in return for two of
their number performing the office of keeping the King’s vert and venison. They complained
about ten years previously Edward II had enclosed the park, foregoing the income but
causing them a loss equivalent to 100 shillings a year by leaving them with insufficient
pasture. They had also lost the benefit of the ferns, which were strewn in sheep and cattle
folds overnight and mixed with dung to form a valuable manure, and the leaves, which were
used as a compost. The enclosure had therefore interfered with important parts of the
agricultural cycle” (Crook 1976, 37).
1327: May. An inquest into the claims made by the men of Clipstone in April 1327, held by
John de Cromwell, the King’s chief forest justice, at Warsop in May ratified their claims (Crook
1976, 38).
1327: August 28th Edward III visited Clipstone (Ormrod 2013, 611). Mark Ormrod suggests
that a tournament was held at Clipstone by Edward III at this time (Ormrod, 2013, 67). (RDP,
iv, 376-8; E 101/383/3).
“After holding a tournament at Clipstone in Sherwood Forest at the end of August the king
and his mother retired to Nottingham to await events” (Ann Paulini, 337; Tanquery, ‘The
Conspiracy of Thomas Dunheved, 1327’ EHR xxi (1916), 119-24) (Ormrod Edward III p66)
1327: November 12-15th Edward III visited Clipstone en-route from Newstead Abbey to Blyth
(Ormrod, 2013, 611).
1327: “TNA E101/383/3 m.2. This notes gold thread purchased for decorating purple
harnesses for the tournament at Clipstone... The tournament probably took place between
15-16 November, when the King was at Clipstone” (Mortimer 2007, p449).
1327: November 27th -29th Edward III visited Clipstone en-route from Blyth to Newstead
(Ormrod, 2013, 611).
1327-8: “Edward III had all the buildings which his father had erected in the peel dismantled
and set up again near the manor house, with the exception of the greater gate of the peel,
and the building over it’ which were to remain” (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II p 920).
1328: August 26th. Roger Mortimer at Clipstone. (Calendar of Patent Rolls 1327-30, p351)
(Mortimer, 2004, 314).
1328-9: “The King, for good service, &c., granted to Robert de Clipstone, the custody of the
Manor and Park of Clipstone, with its appurtenances, to hold so long as he should well and
faithfully perform his office. He was to answer to the Exchequer for the issues, and keep the
Manor in repair at the King's cost, and the Park Pale at his own, receiving for the reparation of
the said Pale, timber of the dry wood there, and taking every day for himself, the Parkers, and
makers of the said Pale, 7d.” (Stapleton 1890).
1328: August 30th. Roger Mortimer at Clipstone. (Mortimer, 2004, 314).
1328: January 9th-14th Edward III stayed at Clipstone en-route from Newark to Blyth
(Ormrod, 2013, 611).
“...The following membrane, m.3, includes payments for six harnesses for the tournament at
Worcester between 25-30 November 1327, and a harness for the tournament at Clipstone
and Rothwell between 24 November- 12 December 1327. The King was at Clipstone on 2930 November 1327 and 9-15 January 1328...” (Mortimer 2006. 449).
Note there is some confusion between Historians as to which of Edward III’s stays at
Clipstone in 1327-1328 was the occasion of the tournament.
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“The dating of these in Mortimer, The Perfect King , 449, seems wrong: there are no dates in
the accounts… The Clipstone dates make more sense if they are after Christmas rather than
before Edward I I’s funeral” (Barber, 2014, 573).
Therefore Barber suggests January 9th - 14th 1328 for the Clipstone Tournament.
“We have detailed accounts for some of his equipment, such as the two suits of armour
covered in purple velvet made for the Clipstone tournament, embroidered with 21,800 gold
threads in a pattern of crowns and oak leaves at a cost of £8 3s. 4d.“ (Barber, 2014, p50).
“Clipstone is the first recorded instance of a very rare practice of jousting at night; there is one
other known example in England later in Edward’s reign, at Bristol on New Year’s Day 1358.
The image of the young King riding out into the night, the torchlight glinting on the gold of his
armour, is a harbinger of the highly visual nature of Edward’s later knightly celebrations”
(Barber, 2014, 50).
1327-8: The men of Clipstone asserted that the park was a recent enclosure made by Edward
II. Their testimony was biased but Edward III accepted their case (Crook 1976. 36).
1328: February 14th - 15th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod. 2013. 612).
1328: June 27th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod. 2013. 612).
1329-30: “A mandate was dispatched to the Sheriff, this year, of which the following is a
translation:—Intelligence is brought to us that the Great Gate and Sluice of our Mill of
Clipstone, at the head of our great Dam there, are very weak and ruinous, and that the
bursting of that Dam and loss of our fish therein is to be feared, except the same Gate and
Sluice are repaired and amended. You are commanded, therefore, to repair and amend the
same, for which ten marks will suffice” (Stapleton 1890).
1330: August 29th - September 4th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 613).
1330: September 1st Roger Mortimer at Clipstone (Mortimer. 2004, 317).
1330: September 22nd - 23rd Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod. 2013, 613).
1330: September 22nd Roger Mortimer at Clipstone (Mortimer, 2014, 318) before departing
for Nottingham where he was captured on November 18th.
1330-1: Edward again, this year, issued Letters Patent for the Chantry in the Chapel within
the Manor of Clipstone. (Stapleton 1890).
1331: 25th - 27th July Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 613).
1331: August 5th - 6th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 613).
1331: At Clipstone; Queen Phillipa heard an impromptu concert of singing by a group of
women from Bilsthorpe (Ormrod, 2013, 316).
1331: “Edward made another call this year, and on 13th August wrote from Clipstone to four
Cardinals, on behalf of Simon Archbishop of Canterbury.
”During this reign, the particular year being uncertain, John de Sutton, of Warsop,
presented a petition to Parliament which, from the reference to the King's father, may
doubtless be placed well within the first ten years of this reign. As it is brief and explains itself,
a translation in full of the petition, and the response to it, is appended:—
“To our Lord the King and to his Council, showeth John de Sutton, Knight, that
whereas he holds the Manor of Warsop of our Lord the King in Chief, and that the King has,
during the last ten years, made an inclosure of his wood of Warsop, thus depriving the Manor
of forty acres of soil, and holds it inclosed within, as part of, his Park of Clipstone,—to his
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great disinheritance, and to the impoverishment of his tenants, who ought to have
Commonage there.
“Answer: Let there be a writ sent to the Justice of the Forest, to make inquiry of the
articles alleged in this petition, and of all other necessary matters, &c. Also let the records of
the late King, our father, be searched, to see if something may not be found to stay John's
action; the inquiry and certification to be returned into Chancery,—the King himself advises
this” (Stapleton, 1890).
1332: October 9th - 11th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 614).
1335: 11 April - May 2nd Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 616).
1336-7: “The Jury, this year, said that Peter Witheberd, of Kings' Clipstone, had a messuage
and one bovate and a half in Kings' Clipstone, by the service of 2s. 6d. per annum, according
to the custom of the Manor of Kings' Clipstone, of the ancient demesne of the Crown, and
William Witheberd was his son and heir, and above thirty years old” (Stapleton, 1890).
1337: May 19th - 25th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 617).
Edward III and Queen Phillipa were at Clipstone celebrating the marriage of one of the King’s
esquires, Roger Beauchamp, with the queen’s damsel Sybil Patteshull. (Ormrod, 2013, 128).
1339: While in Anderlecht Edward III ordered his ministers at home to speed up the current
programme of improvements at Clipstone (Ormrod, 2013. 102).
1339-40. “The King, for good service, &c., granted to his valet, Robert de Maule, the custody
of his Manor and Park of Clipstone in Sherwood.
“The same year an inquisition resulted in the report that Henry de Wytheton, chaplain,
within the Manor of Clipstone, had by Letters Patent of the King, for his sustenance, five
marks per annum, receiving it from the issues of the Manor aforesaid” (Stapleton 1890).
1343: September 10th - 11th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 620)
.
1345: December 4th - 5th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 621).
1345: Edward was at Clipstone again on 10th December. A this time he directed a writ to his
Treasurer, to “deliver 51,000 florins to Peter Gretheved, for rewards to the Earls of Lancaster
and Pembroke, and to Walter de Manny”. (Stapleton 1890).
1345: Money spent on hinges, hooks and plates for gates. Presumably for the park, (Crook
1976, 35), or maybe for the palace.
1348-9: works carried out included:
- Rebuilding the Knights’ Chamber
- Repair to the Great Hall
- The Queen’s Hall
- The King’s Kitchen
- Queen’s kitchen
- The Great Chamber
- Rosamund’s Chamber
- Roger De Mauley’s Chamber
- The Treasurer’s Chamber
- Chamber of Lionel the King’s son
- The Great Chapel
- The Chapel next to the King’s Chamber
- The King’s Long Stable
- The Great Gateway
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The Knight’s Chamber was a timber-framed building standing on a ‘groundwall’ of stone, but
more important buildings were of stone. The roofing material was Mansfield slate. (Colvin,
Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 920).
1350: September 20th - 24th Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 623).
1350: Edward again at Clipstone on 20th September, “he granted hence a License of
Mortmain to the Hospital of St, John the Baptist, Nottingham”. (Stapleton 1890).
1350: “Sept. 23 [1350]. Clipstone. Grant for life to Robert Rotour, chaplain, of the chantry of
the king’s chapel within the manor of Clipston, with the chapel of St. Edwin within the forest of
Shirewode ; he taking for the chantry yearly by the hands of the sheriff of Nottingham as
much as other chaplains, who have held the chantry, have been accustomed to take for the
same.” Calendar of the Close Rolls, Edward III, Vol. 12. 1364-1368 [1910]. Available from:
http://www.archive.org/stream/calendarofcloser12grea#page/n3/mode/2up
http://www.foresttown.net/index.php/heritage/clipstone-park-chronology/.
1354: August 26th - 31st Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 624).
1355: Edward III refurbished the fishponds. (Ormrod, 2013, 103).
1355-6: Robert Rotor or Rotour was appointed as Chaplain of Clipstone with a fixed annual
stipend of one hundred shillings (Stapleton 1890).
1358-9: “The King, for good service, &c., granted to Richard de la Vache, the office of
Seneschal or Steward of Sherwood Forest, and the custody of the Manor and Meadow of
Clipstone, and of the Hays of Bestwood, Bilhagh, and Birkland, with appurtenances, to have
for his whole life, receiving yearly, £10 12s. 11d.
“The same year the King assigned Robert Rotor —described as 'clericus' or clerk,
one in holy orders—to repair (or oversee the repairs of) the defects of the manor of Clipstone.
“This was he who had been appointed Chaplain three years before. It may appear
strange to us that a priest should be employed in an occupation of such a secular character,
but that the practise was widely prevalent at this period we have ample evidence” (Stapleton
1890).
1360: over £140 were spent on general repairs to:
- The Hall
- King’s Chamber
-Earl of March’s Chamber
-Pantry
-Buttery
-Gateway
And other buildings, including the chapel of St Edwin at Birklands which was served by the
chaplain of Clipstone. (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 920)
1363: July 25th - 31st Edward III at Clipstone. (Ormrod, 2013, 627).
1367: further repairs by William of Elmesley who in 1360 had been appointed clerk of the
works at the Manor of Clipstone and the lodge of Bestwood (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol
II, 920-1).
1367-73: Entrances to the park are mentioned in the records, one towards Warsop and one
towards Clipstone, and locks and keys for them (Crook 1976, 35).
1375-6: William de Elmeley, 'clericus,' set over the works, which had been ordained, at
Nottingham Castle, Bestwood Lodge, and Clipstone Manor (Stapleton 1890).
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1375: further repairs by William of Elmesley (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 921).

RICHARD II:
1382-3: John Davy, Chaplain in the Chantry of Clipstone (Stapleton 1890).
1387: Richard II at Clipstone (Crook 1976, 35).
1393: Richard II at Clipstone (Crook 1976, 35).

HENRY IV:

1400: “By agreement this year George [de] Dunbarre, Earl of March, or Earl of the Marches
of Scotland, promised to transfer his homage to the King of England, who, in return, granted
him the Castle of Somerton and the Manor of Clipstone, with appurtenances, for life
.
“The document was drawn up in quaint old English, commencing as follows:
‘This Endenture Maad at the Toune of the Newe Castil opon Tyne, the xxv day of the
Monyth of Juyl, the Zere, Frome the Incarnation of oure Lorde Jesu Crist, a Thousand and
Four Hundreth,Between the Noble and Mythty Prince Henry, by the Grace of God, Kyng of
England and of France, Lorde of Ireland, on the ton syde, and his Cousin George de
Dunbarre, Erie of the Marche of Scotland, on the tother syde, etc’.” (Stapleton 1890).
1401: Henry IV gave the manor for life to George Dunbar, the Scottish Earl of March, who had
lost his estates by joining the English cause, but it is doubtful whether he ever obtained
possession (Colvin Vol II, 921).
1401: June 28th—”The grant by which the Manor passed to the Earl bears this date. By a writ
dated 20th July the King allows him to enter and stay in England” (Stapleton 1890).
1409-10: “John Bever, about this year, held a toft and bovate in Clipstone, in Free Burgage,
by the service of 12d. per annum, as parcel of £4 10s. per annum, the ferm of the Town of
Clipstone” (Stapleton 1890).
Little building or repair was done to the site during the reigns of Henry IV or Henry V (Colvin,
Brown & Taylor 1963 Vol II, 921).

HENRY V:
1414-15: “The only note we have of the reign of Henry V., whose years commence on the
21st March, is in the King's Letters Patent to the Abbot of Rufford, in which he confirms the
possession of lands by the Abbey with their bounds, &c., and among other provisions then
confirmed, 'the men of the Manors of Clipstone and Edwinstowe may take nothing in the
wood of the said Abbot within the Forest of Sherwood” (Stapleton 1890).
HENRY VI:
1434: The King’s council authorised an issue of £200 for repairs (Colvin, Brown & Taylor 1963
Vol II, 921)
1435 - 1446: over £650 was spent on the buildings by William Clerk of Gedling as local
deputy to the Clerk of the King’s Works. (Colvin Vol II p 921) According to the summarised
enrollment of his account (which is all that survives) the money was spent on repairs and on
‘making a certain new tower within the said manor and other new buildings’. (Colvin, Brown &
Taylor 1963 Vol II, 921)
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In 1453 the manor was granted to the king's half-brothers - the Earls of Richmond and
Pembroke (Cal. Pat. Rolls 1452-61). However, on the accession of Edward IV they were
deprived (Cal. Pat. Rolls 1461-7) and the manor passed to George, Duke of Clarence until his
execution in 1478 when once again Clipstone reverted to the crown (Colvin, Brown & Taylor
1963).

The Designed Romantic Medieval Landscape
The Medieval Landscape of Clipstone was a designed landscape, altered by the crown to
form an idealised Forest in Miniature, suitable from Royal Hunting. The layout of this
landscape seems to suggest a design reflected in the depictions of landscape in
th
contemporary literature, such as that depicted in the 14 century Arthurian poem Gawain and
the Green Knight (Gaunt 2011; Gaunt & Wright 2013).
In 2006 the current author (Gaunt) began working on creating a map of the landscape of
medieval Sherwood Forest, with Alan McCormack (former Keeper of Antiquities at
Nottingham Castle). a Geophysical Resistance survey of the 11 acres of Castle Field (Gaunt
2010) was undertaken with the intention of understanding the layout of the palace, in order to
create a 3D model of the site, and relate the palace to the landscape in ArcGIS through 3D
modeling. This survey led to a new interpretation of the palace site as being the same or
similar to the 6- 7 acre ‘Mannorgarth’ as depicted on a 1630 map of Clipstone (Gaunt 2010;
2011).
This formed the basis of a subsequent Masters Dissertation; Clipstone Park and the Kings
Houses- Reconstructing and interpreting a medieval landscape through non-invasive
techniques, for the University of Birmingham Institute of Archaeology and Antiquity,
completed in 2011 (Gaunt 2011).
This work represented a multi-disciplinary approach to understanding the landscape utilising;
Geophysical Survey, Level One Archaeological survey, infra-red data, historic mapping,
documentary analysis, translation and interpretation of medieval perambulations and original
sketch maps.
The resulting landscape analysis (computerised GIS based reconstruction of the landscape of
Clipstone in Medieval times based on the 1630 map by William Senior, and other historic
mapping and documents, and computer generated 3D models) enabled a theoretic
examination of the landscape.
This was the first full interpretation of the landscape of Clipstone (David Crook wrote about
the landscape of Clipstone in his publication Clipstone Park and Peel (1976), but Gaunt’s
2011 work was the first fully integrated multi-disciplinary analysis).
All subsequent landscape discussions are based on this work.
From this quantitative study of the landscape it became apparent to Gaunt that the medieval
landscape at Clipstone should be compared to other large royal palace sites in the country
such as Clarendon and Woodstock, and abroad such as Hesdin in France.
Work by eminent academics including Dr Amanda Richardson on medieval deer parks and
hunting landscapes has suggested that landscapes around high status hunting palaces have
an element of design, some of which reflects the desire to create landscapes similar to those
depicted in the Romance literature of the times (Richardson 2007).
The GIS reconstruction created by Gaunt (2011) enabled a more qualitative interpretation to
be undertaken in a quantitative environment, as suggested by Henry Chapman for using GIS
in Landscape Archaeology (Chapman 2006). Using this computer simulation and analysis
work alongside on-the-ground observations, it became apparent to Gaunt that these elements
of romantic design (as identified by Amanda Richardson at Clarendon), were present in the
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medieval landscape of Clipstone. These findings were subsequently put forward in 2011
(Gaunt 2011).
Following further development by the author (Gaunt), including more on the ground
interpretation these were published in the Thoroton Transactions by Gaunt (with some
contributions on the built environment by Wright) (Gaunt and Wright 2013).
Elements of design recognised by Gaunt in the medieval landscape include: Launds, Holynes
(A wood of Holly trees for fodder for fallow deer in the park), Cunygre (rabbit warrens),
Clipstone Wode, Fliskerhaw Wode, the Great Pond, and other features, including the
medieval open fields, and possible relationship of the palace site to the mannorgarth (Gaunt
2011).
The following excerpt from Gaunt 2011 demonstrates elements of the designed landscape of
Clipstone including the relations of the palace to the deer Launds, and the topography and
surrounding wood and Forest:
“The landscape of Medieval Clipstone is very much dominated by the park and royal palace
site. The Palace site occupies the head of a spur of land created by the confluence of two
rivers. As well as the complex of buildings which make up the palace the site also extends to
the south to include an area of rabbit warrens across the valley of Vicar Water, and to the
east to include the large fish pond, and a stew pond for storing fish ready for the table within
the complex itself. The Palace site is situated on a rise above the village which is level with
the approach from the northwest, and the royal manor of Mansfield. It becomes visible when
the roadway turns to face the palace. Views from the palace in this north-westerly direction
take advantage of an area of launds or deer lawns which extend into the park. These views
both to and from the palace are the key to its orientation. This is the view from the palace that
takes most advantage of its setting, and is the view to the palace that most demonstrates its
grandeur. The palace is meant to be seen from this northwestern view, be it from in the park,
or from the approach from the northwest. Views across extensive launds are also seen to the
southwest where the view from the palace across the launds is framed by Fliskerhaw wood to
the north and Clipstone wood to the south, with the launds flanking the sides of the Vicar
Water Valley as it rises towards woodland at its western end.
All the views from the palace on the north, west and southern sides are framed by woodland
at their furthest view. This gives an impression of being in a wild and wooded environment, a
back drop for the palace and parkland. It has been suggested that such a setting and the use
of views was an essential part of the make up and use of medieval parks. ‘They provided
wood and especially timber, or grazing for horses, or many other practical uses, but crucially
they still existed as an ornament and provided a private place of recreation in the full meaning
of the word’ (Fletcher 2007). Beyond just being functional sites that were by chance also
beautiful parks can be viewed as ‘ornamental landscapes’ (Taylor 2000). This suggests
perhaps a deliberate maintenance or even manufacture or design of the landscape to be
ornamental. In the absence of much discussion available from the historic records which are
by their nature concerned mainly with the recording of expenses and building costs, attention
has focused more recently on romantic literature. Examples such as the depiction of Bertialk’s
castle in Gawain and the Green Knight have been suggested as a source of inspiration for
park land creation and the retreats of medieval kings, or as a reflection of an ideal. The ideal
being parkland surrounded by the wild wood and containing expansive launds used to frame
whitewashed palaces (Richardson 2007). Similar royal residences have been shown to back
up this view that the landscape was used as a backdrop to be enjoyed. The intention of Henry
I in his efforts at Woodstock seems to have been as much to create a comfortable retreat as
to make a statement of power and authority (Mileson 2007). Edward III also seems to have
made additions to Woodstock palace with the intention of enjoying the beauty of the
landscape, with a reference to a balcony being constructed in 1354 in order to provide his
daughter Isabella with better views over Woodstock Park (Colvin 1986). Such a consideration
would seemingly not be made if the landscape was merely one of function or status. A recent
reconstruction of Clarendon Palace by English Heritage shows the residence to be raised on
a steep scarp above a valley from which the northern launds rise. ‘Visitors would see the
palace scarp terrace dominating the skyline, backed by trees, and would have to climb the hill
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to the western entrance having traversed the park below’ (Richardson 2007). This description
is very similar to the landscape and palace at Clipstone, especially the approach from the
northwest.
It is necessary to be cautious when suggesting that the park and palace were designed to
operate together, due to the difficulty in stating a single designer for a park such as Clipstone.
It seems more likely that the park, palace and landscape developed in unison in a piecemeal
fashion through the medieval period. But what does seem apparent from examining the
medieval landscape is that the palace was developed to take advantage of its setting. It would
be hard to imagine that this was not done with a romantic ideal or an appreciation for beauty
and the setting within a landscape of hunting and perceived romance”. (Gaunt 2011).
The landscape of Clipstone has been identified by Gaunt as being similar to that depicted in
the Gawain and Green Knight poem. There is possibly also evidence to back this up with
relation to the built environment at Clipstone: Salzman in his 1952 book Building in England
Down to 1540, A Documentary History states the following:
“In 1368, at Clipstone, we find a payment ‘for making 2 chimneys (camenorum) with plaster of
Paris, which had blown down by the wind ..." (Salzman 1952). He states that the entry comes
from the King’s Rememberancer, Accounts roll E101/460/20, and continues: “...-implying that
the were external- and these correspond to the ‘chalk whyt chymnees’ on a castle roof in a
contemporary romance” (Salzman 1952). He references this ‘contemporary romance’ as
“Gawayn and the Grene Knight, quoted in Addy, Evolution of the English Home, 116”
(Salzman 1952).
If this is a true interpretation by Salzman and Addy relating to interpreting Plaster of Paris
Chimneys at Clipstone to those depicted in Gawain and the Green Knight, this goes some
way to corroborating Gaunt’s interpretations of the designed romantic landscape of Clipstone,
and suggests that this romantic design was mirrored in the built environment of the palace.

POST MEDIEVAL
th

th

The King’s Houses at Clipstone began a rapid decline from their heyday in the 13 and 14
th
centuries. Diminishing royal interest in the 15 century manifested itself in no further visits by
any monarchs following the reign of Richard II. This decline of royal interest in the King’s
Houses throughout the 15th century fits an overall national pattern. Steane has pointed out
that the residences of the monarchy in the later middle ages focused on southeast England.
Additionally the numbers of palaces and castles under direct royal control dwindled, and as
the size of the Household increased from c.120 in the reign of Henry I to 800 under Henry VI
fewer but more grandiose palaces were the preference (Steane 2001).
A survey of the "the dekayes of the manner of Clippeston" dated to 1525 (National Archives E
178/4394) records that:
“First the southest end of the hie Chamber ther is in great dekay & ruyne in stonework tymber
lede and plaster & the gavell ende of the same is flede outwarde so that a part of the rove and
of flour of the said Chymber is fallen doune. Also ther was sume tyme begone a stone grees
& yet is not fynyshed the which hath been the cause of the Ruyne of the said Chambre. Also
the Chappell ther is in dekay and hath no cuverying upon it. Also the kechyn ther was new
plasterid and the rof therof wantith poyntyng and amedyng of the slate, also on the said
kechyn were ij chymnays begon and not fynishyd” (Colvin 1963)
“This survey only lists 3 structures: a chamber, a chapel and a kitchen. It is impossible to be
certain whether or not this represented the only extant above ground buildings by 1525, but
clearly there was a rapid period of decline” (Gaunt et al 2015).
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A land grant of March 1568 refers to the “site of the late castle”, and it seems clear that
substantial clearance of the ruins had occurred by this date (Ministers Accounts: SC6 Philip &
Mary/505(Notts); Gaunt et al 2015).
The documentary evidence for ruin and decay is perhaps confirmed by the archaeology:
excavations by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC in 2013 found evidence of ‘recycling’ of
palace material by one of the villagers in the post medieval period:
“Here a small, early post medieval pit was found dug into the natural sands. A quantity of
medieval window glass had been dumped in the pit before it was backfilled. The majority of
the glass was plain and included some largely complete quarries (with very neatly grozed
edges), but a small quantity of painted glass was also present. Both cylinder and crown
techniques of manufacture were present and more than one phase of glazing, or more than
one window seems likely to be represented. It seems probably that the villager living on this
plot ‘liberated’ a window or two from the palace as it was falling into disrepair in the early post
medieval period with the aim of harvesting the lead. Perhaps not having the technology to
recycle the glass or not having easy access to a market for it, they dug a hole in order to
conceal the evidence of their crime!” (Budge & Gaunt 2013).

Previous Archaeological Work:

The site of King John’s Palace and surrounding landscape of Clipstone have been subject to
a number of archaeological investigations which are recorded below. These fall into a number
of discrete phases, but until the more recent inclusion of the site in Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC’s Sherwood Forest Archaeology Project in 2013, the each formed discrete
individual pieces of work, and did not form any part of an overarching investigation or project.
All archaeological works are listed with the location of the published report which can be seen
in the bibliography. Unfortunately there are a number of completed pieces of work which do
not seem to have been reported on, to the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing; these
include a stone recording undertaken in 2008 (Wright); a 2014 standing building survey of
Maun Cottage commissioned by Mercian Archaeolgical Services and undertaken by James
Wright; fieldwalking undertaken in 1991 by Trent and Peak (mentioned in appendix in
Sheppard 2016) and a watching brief on demolition and construction work undertaken on part
of the palace site.
2013-PRESENT, THE SHERWOOD FOREST ARCHAEOLOGY PROJECT AT KING JOHN’S PALACE
The work associated with this project is listed in order from most recent to oldest:
2016 Archaeological Training Field School, King John’s Palace, Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC. A second season of excavation occurred in a trench close to the road frontage
of the site, in the grounds of the building known as the Tin Tabernacle.This part of the site
“may contain some of the only surviving remains of the road frontage of the palace, while the
lack of 20th century ploughing may mean any remains are well preserved. The most
significant finds, however, came from the re-deposited spoil from the tabernacle foundations.
These were a number of sherds of early to middle Saxon pottery, including a hand made jar
rim. Jane Young, who kindly examined these sherds along with the Saxon pottery from the
Discover King John's Palace project (Budge 2015), noted that the range of fabrics and wide
dating span of the material suggest it is more likely to come from occupation than isolated and
short term activities. The re-deposited spoil also contained quantities of late Saxon and SaxoNorman pottery, much of the latter datable to the 12th century and probably contemporary
with the earliest documented royal activity on the site. Relatively large quantities of 13th - 14th
century pottery were also present” (Budge 2016 in press).
2016 Ground Penetrating Radar Survey at King John’s Palace, by Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC. This GPR Survey continued the survey from 2015 with further coverage to the
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east and southeast of the monument. The results will be published when the fieldwork for the
survey is complete.
2015 Archaeological training Field School, King John’s Palace, by Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC. The first season of excavation occurred in a trench close to the road frontage of
the site, in the grounds of the building known as the Tin Tabernacle. This part of the site “may
contain some of the only surviving remains of the road frontage of the palace, while the lack
of 20th century ploughing may mean any remains are well preserved. The most significant
finds, however, came from the re-deposited spoil from the tabernacle foundations. These
were a number of sherds of early to middle Saxon pottery, including a hand made jar rim.
Jane Young, who kindly examined these sherds along with the Saxon pottery from the
Discover King John's Palace project (Budge 2015), noted that the range of fabrics and wide
dating span of the material suggest it is more likely to come from occupation than isolated and
short term activities. The re-deposited spoil also contained quantities of late Saxon and SaxoNorman pottery, much of the latter datable to the 12th century and probably contemporary
with the earliest documented royal activity on the site. Relatively large quantities of 13th - 14th
century pottery were also present” (more details Budge 2016 in press).
2015 Discover King John’s Palace - Test Pitting Project, by Mercian Archaeological Services
CIC with The Sherwood Forest Trust. This test-pitting excavation formed part of the
Sherwood Forest Trust’s Big Lottery funded Discover King John’s Palace Project. The project
won a public television vote on ITV as part of the People’s Million’s. 1,500 people visited the
site as part of the project with 500 school children visiting the site and 126 people digging as
part of the community archaeology excavation. The project was designed to investigate the
northeastern part of the site to look for the medieval boundary. Previous work had established
the location of the 13th / 14th century boundary ditch on the south side of the palace (Gaunt
et al 2015, Budge 2014a). This feature is traceable as a geophysical anomaly (Gaunt 2014),
earthwork, and as a land parcel division depicted on maps from the earliest, in 1630, through
to 1835, after which it was removed. This feature can be traced by all three means to the
point to the west of the standing ruins. North and west of this point the boundary cannot be
traced in the geophysical survey data and cartographic evidence for its course is ambiguous.
The results of this project can be seen in Budge 2015.
2015 Ground Penetrating Radar Survey at King John’s Palace Phase 1, by Mercian
Archaeological Services CIC: This GPR Survey covered the area to the north and west of the
monument, and is the first part of a survey designed cover the entire site in multiple levels of
resolution over a five year period. The results will be published at the end of the project, in
line with Mercian Archaeological Services CIC’s publication policy. Preliminary results are
published in Gaunt 2015.

2014 Archaeological Training Field School, King John’s Palace, by Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC. The 2014 fieldschool focused on the intersection of geophysical anomalies
representing possible ditches (Gaunt 2017). The excavation confirmed the dating of the
medieval boundary ditch. An older ditch (possible enclosure) in the southwestern corner of
Castle Field, was cut by the boundary ditch of the palace. It was suggested that this
ditch/enclosure pre-date the palace site. Further information is available in Budge 2014(a).
2014 Geophysical Magnetic Survey at King John’s Palace, by Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC. This survey covered the whole of Castle Field, and detected anomalies
including the boundary ditch (Gaunt 2010; Gaunt 2011; Budge 2014a, Gaunt et al 2015), and
possible buildings. The results are published in Gaunt 2017.
2014 St. Edwin’s Chapel, Kings Clipstone, Fieldwalking, by Mercian Archaeological Services
CIC. This survey covered the field to the south of St Edwin’s Chapel. The fieldwalking helped
to confirm the location of the chapel through the presence of scattered building stone. Finds
within the spread of stone included 13th- 14th century Nottingham type jug sherds, sherds
from Brackenfield in Derbyshire, and a sherd of 15th-16th century Ticknall Cistercian Ware
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pot. Pot-boiler stones were also detected in a number of concentrations, but these are so far
undated from around the field. The results are published in Budge 2014(b).
2014 St. Edwin’s Chapel Geophysical Magnetic Survey, Kings Clipstone, by Mercian
Archaeological Services CIC. The field south of St Edwin’s Chapel was subject to a Magnetic
Survey. Unfortunately conditions and problems with equipment resulted in poor results. The
site is due to be re-surveyed by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC in Autumn 2017. The
results of the 2014 survey will then also be included in the the report for the 2017 work as an
appendix.
2014 Standing Building Survey of Maun Cottage by James Wright for Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC. A survey of Maun Cottage was undertaken by James Wright, Museum of
London Archaeology. At the time of writing (April 2017) no report exists for this work or has
been received, and no communication has been received following the expiration of a
negotiated deadline of April 2016.
2013 Digging the Demense, Test pitting project in Castle Field, by Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC. This test-pitting project targeted the area in the west of Caste Field interpreted
as being in the Waterfield (Gaunt 2011). The excavations detected mainly plough-soils.
Further information is published in Budge 2013.
2013 King Clipstone Village Project, test pitting in village to investigate settlement
development, by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC. This project excavated test-pit in the
village, including 2 pits within the boundaries of the palace site. One test-pit revealed
evidence of ‘recycling’ of palace material by a resident of the village.Here a small pit, early
post-medieval, pit contained a dump of medieval glass from the palace site (more information
is published in Budge & Gaunt 2013).
2013 Standing Building Survey of Brammer Farm House and Arundel Cottage by James
Wright for Mercian Archaeological Services CIC. This survey detected and recorded walls that
were interpreted as in-situ medieval walls, interpreted as the Gatehouse of the Palace. The
report is published as Wright 2013.

2009 - 2012, START OF MODERN RESEARCH PROJECTS

2012 Boundary Ditch Excavation; Gaunt, Budge, Crossley and Wright. This project opened
two trenches across the linear anomaly identified by Gaunt (2010) and suggested as the
boundary of the “Mannorgarth” (Gaunt 2011). “The anomaly proved to be a substantial ditch.
Though there were relatively few finds, the ditch appeared to have begun silting in the 13th or
14th century, with pottery of a similar date being incorporated into the base of the possible
bank deposits located to the north of the feature (inside the palace complex) and thus
suggesting a 13th or 14th century date for its construction. The ditch remained in use as a
land parcel boundary after the palace was decommissioned and the upper fills included
various post medieval and modern ceramics” (Gaunt et al 2015).
2011 Time Team excavation. Wessex Archaeology. Seven trenches were excavated by
Wessex Archaeology on behalf of Videotext Communications Ltd during April 2011. The
majority of these lay close to the area of the Scheduled Monument. The Time Team
excavations were the first major archaeological excavations within the site of the medieval
royal palace at Clipstone. Although there are problems with the pottery dating for the
Medieval period, (discovered during a re-assessment of the pottery archive for the site) and
with the suggestion that there were no medieval cooking pottery vessels found (Young and
Budge forthcoming), the excavations discovered a number of previously unknown features
relating to the built environment of the palace. These include a wall to the southeast of the
southwestern wall of the monument, on the same alignment. This could either suggest the
building of which the ruin formed a part, is far larger that previously believed, or it could
represent another building or perhaps representing a range of buildings. Its relationship to the
ruin is not known but its alignment with the southwestern wall is clearly interesting. To the
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east of this feature, a probable robbed out wall was discovered on a similar orientation, but
not on the same alignment. A buttress was discovered on the northeast side of the robbed out
wall. This suggests that the interior of any building associated with the robbed out wall and
buttress must have lain to the southwest.
To the northeast of the standing remains, a rectangular building to the north of the standing
ruins, but on a different alignment to them, was excavated (Wessex 2011, Brennan 2015).
Other possible walls and features were not excavated but were recorded in the geophysical
surveys below. The full report can be found in Wessex 2011, and a publication of the results
is seen in Brennan 2015.
2011 Ground Penetrating Radar Survey and Magnetometer Survey, King John’s Palace, GSB
Prospection. Undertaken during the filming of Time Team at King John’s Palace in April 2011.
Amongst the anomalies found was a rectangular response that was subsequently interpreted
as a chapel by Wessex (Wessex 2011), also walls to adjacent to the northwest face of the
standing ruin (Wessex 2011) these probably relate to the “Tower” suggested by Rahtz (1960),
and a number of potential walls orientated parallel and perpendicular to the standing remains
were detected on the southeast side of the monument, some of these walls were excavated
(Wessex 2011).
The results of the survey although “frustrating” according to the report, have helped to located
a large number of possible walls in and around the monument, that are the first major starting
point in understanding more of the layout of the site, and are therefore a great asset to the
archaeological record.
2011 3D and 2D Archaeological reconstruction of medieval designed romantic landscape of
Clipstone: In 2011 Gaunt undertook a reconstruction of the landscape of medieval Clipstone
in GIS and 3D software with data from the 1630 map of the lordship and other historic
documents. (Gaunt 2011). This reconstruction in 2D and 3D and the accompanying reporting
constituted the first major analysis of the landscape as a whole.
2010 Geophysical Resistance Survey: This survey by Gaunt covered the entire 11 acres of
Castle Field. It was the first geophysical investigation on the site to cover the whole field, and
not targeted merely on the immediate proximity of the standing ruins. The survey aimed at
determining the boundaries, extent, and possible built environment of the site. The survey
detected a number of anomalies that could represent parts of the built environment, as well as
possible garden features. The main anomaly detected was a 160m long anomaly running
northwest-southeast across Castle Field. This was interpreted as the boundary of
“Mannorgarth” (Gaunt 2010). The report for the survey is available in Gaunt 2010.
2009 Level One Survey of parish by Gaunt and research for MA. Recorded the location of
boundary oaks, and the suggested deer leap in Kings Wood to the north of the parish (Gaunt
2011).

1991 - 2008, CONSOLIDATING THE RUINS

2008 Condition Survey of Monument by Peter Rogan (Chartered Architect and Historic
Building Consultant) (Rogan 2008).
2008 Stone Amnesty, James Wright (Historic Buildings Assistant) Nottinghamshire County
Council. The report for this 2008 project by James Wright is unwritten (Historic Environment
Record (HER) response to request for data made in April 2017).
2004-5 Condition Survey of Monument, by Jason Mordan (Senior Practitioner in Historic
Buildings) and James Wright (Historic Buildings Assistant), Nottinghamshire County Council;
Photographic record, condition survey and structural analysis of monument. The results can
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be seen in Mordan and Wright (2005). Wright also published the results of the Mordan and
Wright report in the Thoroton Transactions as Wright (2004).
2004 Geophysical Resistance and Magnetometer Survey by Peter Masters, PCA
Archaeology. This identified a number of linear anomalies identified as robbed out foundation
trenches, ditches and traces of earlier excavations (Masters 2004).
1991 Archaeological Investigation by Trent & Peak Archaeology during repairs to ruin.
Excavations within the Scheduled Monument as part of reconstruction work to the ruin. The
report was published in 2016 by Richard Sheppard.
The excavation’s study area was set beneath “a gap about 5.5m long in the main north-south
wall, whose rubble core is today about 1m thick. The excavations suggested that there was
no ashlar facing to the inner wall of the ruin on the ground floor level- suggesting possibly only
thickly applied plaster, as the foundations to the wall only extend out from the wall on the
outer side to support ashlar, and on the “inner” side there is no such provision. The
foundations on the northwest part of the wall extended down at least 1.5m. A possible post
medieval “support wall” was recorded on top of the medieval foundations, on the inner side. A
gap in the wall foundations at the southern end of the excavated area suggest a door way
lined on either side by ashlar stone. Sheppard also speculates a window on the same wall
further to the north: “Based on the limited evidence found: a gap in the foundation walling with
a possible ashlared inner edge, the presence of an early yet secondary stub wall… and the
showing of two former openings at this end of the monument on the Grose Print, the author
suggests that there may have been at this north end of the monument’s main wall both a
narrow doorway (possibly with steps leading down into an undercroft, later robbed) and an
adjacent window to the north, which may have been partly infilled” (Sheppard 2016).
1991 Fieldwalking of Castle Field by Trent & Peak Archaeology. One exceptional find was a
jetton, found at “some distance” from the monument (No report, exists- discussion of the
results is found as an appendix in Sheppard 2016).

1950S, EARLIER EXCAVATIONS:

1956 Evaluation excavations conducted by Philip Rahtz. In October 1956 Philip Rahtz
excavated 2 long evaluation trenches extending outwards at right angles to the monument
through its centre. A number of smaller trenches and inspection slots were also excavated in
an attempt to trace features such as a posited boundary ditch. Finds included a possible
th
th
Roman feature, post holes, pits and possible beamslots from the 12 or early 13 century.
th
Rahtz interpreted the ruins as dating from the later 13 century based on archaeological
finds.
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Project Scope and Objectives:
The project forms part of the long term research framework for the site of the King's Houses.
One of the initial goals of this framework is to attempt to understand and define the
boundaries of the royal site. The boundary on the western, north western and northern edges
of the complex is particularly poorly understood.
Understanding the extent of the site is critical to correct interpretation of the evidence for the
layout and nature of the structures and features that make up the King's Houses, and may
also help to guide management and protection of the site for the future.
The aim of this phase of work was to attempt to elucidate the western extent of the southern
boundary of the King's Houses. As described elsewhere in this report, the southern boundary
can be traced back to the early post medieval period on historic mapping and exists
archaeologically as a substantial ditch that is traceable as a geophysical anomaly.
The location and nature of the boundary further west, beyond the point to which this ditch can
be traced archaeologically and cartographically is less certain. The geophysical survey results
suggest that it is unlikely to continue as a significant ditch and may have taken a different
form such as a wall, fence or palisade in this part of the site, closest to the (known) built
environment and possibly the earliest focus of royal activity on the site. Ground penetrating
radar prospection survey was recently undertaken in the hope that it would elucidate the
location of the boundary but preliminary analysis of the data suggest this is not the case
(Gaunt pers comm).
Cartographic evidence for the site suggests a number of different boundaries existed within
present day Castlefield through the post medieval to modern period. These include
boundaries depicted in 1630, 1766 and 1841. The boundaries are all displayed (and colour
coded), alongside the boundary ditch known from the geophysical surveys and excavations
from 2010- 2015, on the map in Figure 01. Further, archaeological excavations by Philip
Rahtz in the 1950s revealed a curvilinear ditch that Rahtz interpreted as a possibility for the
boundary of the site.
Previous work has demonstrated a significant difference in density and condition of pottery
within the plough soil 'inside' and 'outside' of the probable 13th-14th century boundary ditch.
The primary objectives of this work were therefore to see if the location of the boundary of the
King's Houses could be elucidated on its western side, based on the distribution of artefacts,
particularly pottery, in the plough soils. The project was also intended as a pilot to test
whether plough soil test pitting was an effective methodology for investigating the extent and
layout of the King's Houses in former plough land that is now pasture, with a view to, if
successful, extending the test pitting over the whole of present Castlefield and potentially
using it on other sites.
The project was also geared up to address research agenda questions highlighted in the
Updated Research Agenda and Strategy for the Historic Environment of the East Midlands
(Knight, Vyner and Allen 2012) if possible:
6.7.6.1. How and where was post-conquest pottery manufactured and distributed, and what
communication systems were employed?
It was also considered that the project had the potential (if not directly then by the collection
of data that can in future, in combination with other lines of evidence) to address the following
research objectives outlined in the Agenda:
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Research Objective 7G: Estates, architecture, and power: investigate the relationship
between castles and great houses and their estates.
Research Objective 7F: Investigate the development, structure and landholdings of manorial
estate centres.
Research Objective 8I: Develop further the study of ceramic assemblages.
The objectives of the project were therefore to examine the distribution (and chronology) of
ceramic artefacts within the (former) ploughsoil in order to provide an indication of the likely
location of the boundary of the palace complex west of its current maximum traceable extent.
The work was designed to test which (if any) of the possible routes of the medieval boundary
suggested by the cartographic evidence are most likely to represent the actual course of the
medieval boundary and to determine whether the boundary was moved as the palace site
developed; if possible to investigate the chronology of the boundaries on historic mapping, all
while being undertaken in a manner that causes minimal disturbance to the archaeological
resource of the site.
Further aims and objectives were:
Establish the range and date of pottery being used on the site, where it has come from and
whether anything can be learned about the status of the site from the ceramic record.
To produce an archive report for the Nottinghamshire HER and for publication on-line, along
with an archive to be deposited in an appropriate, publicly accessible, location.
Produce a report or summary to be published in an appropriate location (eg Transactions of
the Thoroton Society or the Castle Studies Journal).
The project was also tied in to Mercian’s research aim of developing a ceramic type series for
Nottinghamshire.
The project was also tied into Mercian’s research into the landscape and administration of
Medieval Sherwood Forest, and the research aims of the Sherwood Forest Archaeology
Project.
The project was also intended to tie in with Mercian’s research aim to understand better the
use of social space in buildings and across the landscape, the manipulation of vistas and the
integration of gardens in the wider landscape in the medieval period.
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Methodology:
In line with the Institute of Field Archaeologists best practice guidance indicating that "an
archaeologist should only undertake projects that are governed by a Written Specification or
Project Design ... agreed by all relevant parties, as this is the tool against which performance,
fitness for purpose and hence achievement of standards can be measured" (IFA 2008, 3.1.1).
A Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI) was produced prior to commencement of the work.
Following consultation, the WSI was agreed and signed off by the English Heritage regional
inspector on behalf of the monitoring bodies. The Approved WSI can be found in Appendix
One.
The fieldwork took place over the course of three weeks, from the 7th to the 25th of July,
2015, with additional time spent on site the following week to finish off the on-site finds
processing and recording. Study, identification and analysis of the recovered artefacts began
in August 2015 and has continued up until the time of writing.
The excavation of the test pits, processing and analysis of the finds and the production of this
report was undertaken in line with archaeological best practice and the Written Scheme of
Investigation (WSI) for the project (Gaunt and Budge 2015) as approved by the English
Heritage regional inspector. The execution of the work was monitored by the English Heritage
regional inspector and the Nottinghamshire County Council principal archaeologist.
As specified in the WSI, ceramics were quantified to the level required by the Minimum
Standards defined by the Medieval Pottery Research Group (MPRG 2001) for archive as a
minimum. Ware and fabric codes were based on those used by Jane Young for Lincolnshire
and Nottinghamshire (Young and Vince 2005, Nailor and Young 2001), with other artefacts
quantified as detailed to, as a minimum, the levels specified in the WSI.
All finds were treated in accordance with the guidance provided in “First Aid for Finds”
(Watkinson and Neal 1998) and finds and environmental samples (ultimately, none taken, as
no sub-ploughsoil contexts were exposed) were treated in accordance with “A Strategy for the
Care and Investigation of Finds” (Historic England 1995) and “Guidelines for the Preparation
of Excavation Archives for Long Term Storage” (Walker, 1990)

Rationale:
The concepts behind the present project had a relatively slow gestation, arising as a result of
observations and thoughts made by the principal author during involvement with the site of
the King's Houses starting when employed by Wessex Archaeology on their excavations in
2010 that resulted in the Time Team episode. Wessex machine stripped the ploughsoil, and
indeed, largely machine excavated, a feature identified as a possible boundary ditch of the
site but were unable to date it archaeologically (Wessex 2011).
In the 1950s Phillip Rahtz suggested that very little pottery was to be found on the site (Rahtz
1960). This viewpoint has been echoed by later writers.
An analysis of the pottery archive from the site was begun in 2012 commissioned (and
assisted) by the lead author and undertaken by Jane Young, independent post Roman
ceramic consultant, and initially funded by Nottinghamshire County Council (by whom the
lead author was then employed). The analysis included all extant pottery (it was apparent that
only larger sherds and feature sherds (eg rim, decorated) had been retained in the earlier
excavations) from the site recovered in excavations by Rahtz in the 1950s, plus the pottery
recovered during excavations and fieldwalking by Trent and Peak Archaeological Unit in 1991
and by the excavations of Wessex Archaeology in 2010. Though the work faltered following
initial collection of data due to insufficient funding (allowing only the initial collection of data,
not its digitisation or interpretation or reporting), along with the pressing commitments of the
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primary author (Young) that have, to date, prevented its completion despite funding from
other sources being available this work did, aside from anything else, indicate that the idea
that pottery was not in widespread use in the King's Houses was incorrect. Further, it
highlighted the fact that, contrary to previous suggestions (Wessex 2011, Wright 2016), the
pottery was predominantly local in origin, and that no pottery of certain pre-Norman conquest
date was present in any of the extant assemblages from the site available for analysis to this
point. Particularly, it highlighted the fact that the pottery that has been claimed as Saxon
(though it should be noted, not by the excavator, who merely noted it as 'shelly ware' in the
archive (Sheppard, 1991) and that has gradually made it into the literature as definitive
evidence of Saxon activity (eg Wright 2016, 21) is actually Potterhanworth ware of the 13th to
15th century (Budge 2014).
While basic interpretive maps of the Trent and Peak fieldwalking were produced and were
available in archive, showing there was noticeable clustering in the data, no data was
provided to allow the dots on the maps to be linked to the finds codes that identified the
individual artefacts in the archive. In response to a request from the archaeology team at
Nottinghamshire County Council for the digital data from the total station survey that recorded
the find locations, it was confirmed that this data could not be located in on the Trent and
Peak computer system or in the archive (Alison Wilson, pers comm). Subsequent attempts by
the present author to reconstruct the order of finds along the transects using the occurrence
of the scarce sherds of Roman pottery were hampered by the fact that more Roman pottery
was present in the archive than was displayed on the distribution maps and as it quickly
became clear that the surveyor had (understandably) moved around the field collecting
groups of nearest finds rather than sequentially collecting the finds along a single transect
before moving on to the next. The distribution of the Trent and Peak fieldwalking data was
thus irrecoverable, though the suggested 'late Saxon' date of the 'shelly ware' (which appears
not to have been suggested by Sheppard - the excavator) proved to be misguided, with the
shell tempered wares found in the 1990s having been demonstrated by the (incomplete NCC
funded) re-analysis of finds from the site to be Potterhanworth Ware of 13th - 15th century
date, manufactured in Potterhanworth near Lincoln. It can be stated that there was no Saxon
pottery of any type in this assemblage.
Ploughing ceased in the late 1990s when the present owners took over the site; keen to
preserve what was left they ceased arable cultivation and transitioned to pasture (Bradley, M
and Bradley, M, pers comm). In so doing, as well as protecting the buried archaeological
remains, they also precluded further field walking surveys of the site.
However, following the broadcast of the Time Team / Wessex Archaeology evaluation of the
site, the land owners were contacted by many treasure hunters / metal detector users.
The metal detector users informed the site owner that the metal finds were decaying in the
soil and could only be saved if they (the metal detector users) recovered them to allow future
generations to learn from them (information from M A Bradley pers comm) and that if the
objects were left in the soil (in their stable burial environment) they would decay beyond
recall. As a result, the land owner permitted the metal detecting to take place, with the
condition that all finds should be recorded properly (M A Bradley, pers comm). Despite having
suggested the artefacts were at risk in the soil, some of the detector users recommended that
the land owner should melt down the lead objects for scrap as they were of no value as
artefacts (M A Bradley pers comm): artefacts that included medieval window came, medieval
and / or Roman lead pottery repairs, a fragment of medieval pilgrim ampulla, medieval lead
caulking and large amounts of probable medieval roofing lead that could have revealed where
the lead roofed buildings (probably stone) were located. As the average User has absolutely
no interest in such information, the detector users did not bother to record where in the field
they recovered their finds, though they did at least produce a short report which they gave to
the land owner, along with what were the less interesting / financially valuable artefacts. From
this episode of destruction wreaked on the site it is clear that artefacts had existed in the
plough soil that had the potential to demonstrate the layout and extent of the complex and
even to help identify individual structures within it.
The putative boundary ditch feature investigated inconclusively by Wessex Archaeology was
revisited by a private venture, which included the author, in 2012. Again the plough soil was
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machine stripped and much of the fill was machine excavated, with the consequence that,
although a few scraps of medieval pottery (mostly abraded) were found towards the base of
the ditch, a convincing argument for a medieval date could not be presented. At best the
evidence could merely suggest that the feature, a ditch, was filling in at some point when
abraded 13th - 14th century pottery was present in the surroundings to be incorporated in the
soils that made up the fill of this ditch.
In 2013, following the formation of Mercian Archaeological Services CIC, test pitting was
undertaken in the village of King's Clipstone as the first phase of an ongoing project to
elucidate the development of this settlement. It was particularly apparent as a result of this
work that medieval pottery was extremely scarce within the village but particularly prevalent
within the former boundaries of the King's Houses.
Visits to the site of the King's Houses during this and other work included the non-systematic
examination of the spoil thrown up by moles in the upper part of Castlefield that had revealed
quantities of pottery, building stone and mortar. The mole hills suggested that there are quite
distinct areas within the present land parcel where building stone fragments and mortar occur,
along with indications that 12th - early 13th century pottery is mostly constrained to the north
of the standing ruin, while 13th to 15th century pottery is much more widely distributed over
the field.
Based on Gaunt's magnetometer survey a 20x20m area was opened over the interface of the
putative boundary ditch with another linear feature (see 'archaeological background' below).
The plough soil was partially stripped by machine but the last few centimetres over much of
the area of excavation were left to be removed by hand by the delegates on Mercian
Archaeological Services CIC summer field school.
It was during this episode of fieldwork, with the hand cleaning of the residue of the plough
soils, that it became patently clear to the author that, not only did the plough soils contain a
mass of archaeological data that was, for the most part, not reflected in the cut archaeological
features encountered (suggesting the pottery perhaps originated on the medieval ground
surfaces that had been truncated by agriculture), but that significant patterning existed within
this resource. This patterning was clear within the 20x20m square investigated; artefacts from
the plough soil 'within' the putative medieval boundary ditch included a far greater quantity of
pottery sherds, some of which were quite large and unabraded, while the plough soil residue
'outside' the boundary ditch contained far fewer sherds and all in much more abraded
condition. Consideration of these finds from known spatial locations within the plough soil,
along with the hand excavation of deposits within the putative boundary ditch, finally allowed
a coherent and (mostly) robust argument to be proposed that the linear feature represented
the southern boundary of the King's Houses (but as enlarged in the 13th or early 14th
century) with the agricultural land of the demense lands of Waterfield to the south, as
suggested by the 1630s William Senior map.
This pattern had been more or less reflected in the pottery finds from the King's Clipstone
Village Project test pitting project, demense land test pitting and in what had been seen from
the non-systematic examination of mole spoil. The loss of information was hammered home
by examination of the machine stripped spoil heaps from 2014, where various pottery sherds
that could no longer be assigned to 'inside' or 'outside' the putative boundary ditch were
found, along with the first fragment from the site of an imported medieval Norwegian hone
stone. Examination of the spoil heaps by a local metal detector user (David James) also
discovered a cut half penny of William I of Scotland.
Consideration of the above facts lead the lead author to the inevitable realisation that large
quantities of archaeological information with a significant part to play in interpretation and
understanding of the site were destroyed every time the plough soil was stripped from the
site; this problem appears particularly acute where previous workers have suggested that
most of the original ground surfaces / floor levels have been destroyed by later cultivation
(Rahtz 1960). Cultural material that can provide evidence of past activities in particular areas
of a site (with the possible exception of material that made its way into building foundations
and cut features such as drains, wells, middens etc; though despite being securely stratified
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how representative such material may actually be of the activities in any given room, structure
or part of a site, must also be robustly questioned) will therefore be contained entirely within
the plough soils and, to a large extent, only in the plough soils. This evidence is obliterated by
the stripping of plough soils.
While the idea that the spatial distribution of artefacts within a plough soil relates to the
distribution and nature of past human activity, albeit with multiple caveats relating to dragging
by the plough (which can vary, from relatively limited to extensive and dependant on a range
of factors, including whether the land in question is flat or on a slope to whether ploughing is
always in the same direction on the same lines or varies in direction, along with the size of
object (a larger object caught in the plough may be more likely to be left and only whacked
out only when the tractor completes its furrow, at which point the obstruction can be
conveniently disposed of into the hedge without risk of intruding on later cultivation (M Bradley
pers comm)). All of the above can lead to 'blurring' of the pattern of past activity. However,
fieldwalking has been an accepted component of archaeological prospection and
investigation for many years.
As the present land parcel is pasture it is not possible to fieldwalk. As a result, the concept of
digging test pits in the plough soil was arrived at. This method provides what is essentially a
way of fieldwalking a field that is pasture and, as the test pits remain entirely within the plough
soil and do not expose the sub-ploughzone deposits, there is no risk of damaging subploughzone archaeology, which it would be extremely difficult to interpret reliably in such a
small test pit.
It was also considered that machine stripping of the ploughsoil on any future excavations on
this site must be undertaken by hand, with recovery of all artefacts ideally using 0.5m2 units
on a grid to ensure spatial positioning of finds is recorded.
In a research project, to discard the information in the plough soils without record is nothing
short of vandalism.
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The grid:
In line with the methodology detailed in the WSI, a baseline was initially set out in the field
and a grid, with ten (10) metre intervals, was constructed from this, to guide the excavation of
the test pits. The grid points were labelled from a zero point in the south west corner of the
grid. The grid was set out to allow the test pitting to be extended over the whole land parcel at
a later date using the same codes.
The grid lines of one axis were assigned an alphabetic identifier starting at AA and
incrementing eastwards to AI. The other axis was given a numeric identifier that was based
on distance (in metres) from the zero point (Figure 04).
Test pits, along with the finds recovered from them, were assigned a unique identifier
constructed by combining the two codes. AA140 is thus the test pit excavated on grid line AA
140 metres from the zero point, AD90 on line AD at 90 metres from the zero point.
Flags were placed at the intersection of the grid lines where test pits were to be excavated.
The test pits were 0.5m square and were excavated with the grid point forming their western
corner, aligned on the grid (see Appendix Two). They were excavated such that the grid lines
formed their north western and south western sides.
The WSI stipulated that a minimum of 14 test pits would be excavated by the project. If
resources allowed, it was intended to expand the test pitting to excavate a pit every ten (10)
metres. As it happened, the project attracted a large number of volunteers and the test pits
proved to be possible to excavate rapidly so all test pits at ten (10) metre intervals within the
area of investigation were dug early in the project. It was thus decided, in line with the
strictures of the WSI, to increase the resolution to five (5) metre intervals. The intervening grid
lines were given an alphabetic code starting from LA, while the numeric code remained the
same as for the 'A' grid lines.
As the primary aim of the investigation was to test the possible boundary locations and as
large quantities of building stone were slowing down recording in the northern part of the area
of investigation, the higher resolution test pitting was only extended to grid line 170m. This
was with the exception of test pit LE175 which was accidentally excavated beyond the 170m
grid line.
As resources were sufficient to permit further expansion, lines LH, AH and LI were also
investigated, to take in part of the known 13th-14th century boundary ditch and the interior
and exterior of the complex in this location.
Test pits LI90 and 95 could not be excavated due to the presence of temporary facilities on
site. Test pits LF160 and LG165 were similarly not excavated, though their intended location
was recorded.
The location of all the test pits excavated or locations recorded during the project can be seen
on Figure 05.
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Figure 04 - Location and alignment of test pitting grid, showing numbering system and in relation to the British
National Grid (fifty metre squares).
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Figure 05 - location of test pits excavated by Discover King John's Palace project.
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Excavation methodology:
The test pits were excavated by volunteers supervised by staff from Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC. Volunteers were given a health and safety talk prior to being allowed to begin
work. They were also given a finds orientation talk that showed them and allowed them to
handle examples of the types of finds likely to be encountered (medieval and Roman pottery,
medieval glass, worked flint, pot boiler stones, iron, copper alloy, silver, clay tobacco pipe).
The volunteers were encouraged to keep everything unless it was a naturally rounded
quartzite pebble (but were encouraged to check even these for signs of having been used as
a pot boiler, having been knapped or having been used as a hammer stone), in an effort to
prevent them discarding artefacts that they did not recognise as such. The trays of finds were
sorted by Mercian's finds officer (David Budge) who discarded the natural material that was
collected.

Plate 01 - using the 0.5m square forms to begin the excavation of the test pits. Looking south west. Red and white
hazard tape denotes approximate location of northern 1630s boundary. (Photo: Andy Gaunt)

Volunteers were issued with a test pit instruction sheet (Appendix Two) and a number of test
pit recording sheets (Appendix Three) on a clipboard. They were also given 0.3m long
wooden measuring sticks (initially, but quickly modified to 0.25m depth - see below) to gauge
the depth of the pit and a square frame with internal dimensions of 0.5 x 0.5 metres to allow
easy and accurate excavation of the edges of the pit, both of the latter manufactured by
Martin Bradley. The square frames were made of wood approximately 0.1m wide, which
consequently had an impact on precisely where the pits were excavated (see below).
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Plate 02 - cutting turf using former on run AH / LI. Looking south west (photo: Andy Gaunt)

Test pits were excavated in runs along the grid lines. A tape measure or rope was stretched
along the grid line and flags were inserted by the supervisors at the point each pit was to be
excavated (Plate 01, 02). Supervisors also supplied two plant tags with the test pit identifier
on. The diggers then placed the 0.5m square form over the flag and aligned it to the tape, as
detailed in the methodology (Appendix Two and Plate 01). The test pits were thus excavated
with the grid point at their western corner, but as the test pit form was made of wood of c.0.1m
width, the test pits were actually excavated around 0.1m south east of the flag marker. The
location of the flag markers were recorded by total station. The grid and the western corner
marker of each pit (as above) was recorded by total station set up over temporary bench
marks previously established in the land parcel using a Leica Survey Grade GPS, obtaining
averaged points to an accuracy of +/- 0.03m. The grid references for the flags for the western
corner of each grid location where a test pit was excavated are recorded in Appendix Ten.
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Plate 03 - location of test pits in relation to grid line and location of flags marking grid points (recorded as western
edge of test pit in Appendix Ten) in relation to the edge of the test pits. Looking north east. (Photo: Andy Gaunt)

The test pits were to be 0.5m x 0.5m in plan and, initially, were to be excavated to a depth of
0.3m, previous work having indicated that the plough soil across the site was approximately
0.4m - 0.45m thick. Diggers were instructed that the test pits must in no way exceed the
maximum depth of 0.3m to avoid any chance of exposing or digging into archaeological
deposits and were encouraged to check the depth regularly with their measuring stick. They
were also informed that if they noted a colour change in the base of their pit they should in no
way dig into it, but should inform a supervisor who would advise them what to do.
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Plate 04 - excavation of test pit and sieving along transect, showing location of test pits to south east of grid lines.
Looking south west. (Photo: Andy Gaunt)

In line with the WSI the depth and size of the test pits was kept under review. The English
Heritage regional inspector had raised the probability that too few artefacts would be
recovered from the 0.5m test pits and suggested that an increase to 1m x 1m should be
considered to recover more artefacts. However, the first few test pits indicated that large
numbers of artefacts would be recovered from test pits of this size so the 0.5 metre square
size was retained. However, a slight colour change was noted at the base of a few of the first
test pits to be excavated to the depth of 0.3m. Consequently, in order to prevent any risk of
disturbing archaeological deposits and in line with the agreed methodology in the WSI, the
excavation methodology was modified and a shallower maximum depth to the test pits of
0.25m was imposed. The measuring sticks were modified to reflect this shallower depth and
the instructions, both written and verbal, given to the excavators were changed to reflect this.
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Plate 05 - excavation underway, looking south west towards the location of the 1630s structure (possibly somewhere
between the tree and lamp post) (Photo: Andy Gaunt)

When beginning the test pit, the diggers were required to take one of the tags with the test pit
unique identifier and place it in their finds tray, while the other tag was left in the ground next
to the test pit to identify it. On completion of excavation, trays were left by the side of the pit
for checking, recording and initial discard by the Mercian Archaeological Services CIC finds
officer. Initial checks included checking for the presence of a correctly marked tag in the tray,
the discard of natural and non-humanly modified items. It also included the recording of
artefacts to be discarded.
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Plate 06 - test pit excavation and sieving underway with standing ruin in the background. Looking north east (photo:
David Budge).

The volunteers were encouraged to attempt to recover artefacts during the excavation but all
spoil (excepting the turf) was hand sieved through a maximum 8mm mesh to ensure artefacts
were not missed (Plate 06, 07).
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Plate 07 - excavation of test pit in progress, showing sieve, finds tray and test pit recording sheet. (Photo: Andy
Gaunt)

The test pit excavators were required to record details of the test pits on pro-forma test pit
recording sheets (Appendix Three), (Plate 07). They recorded the test pit identifier, date of
excavation and their initials. They also noted whether they considered that certain categories
of artefact were found. The other fields were completed by the Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC finds specialist (David Budge).
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Retention / discard:
To avoid generating large quantities of finds with only limited potential to answer the research
objectives of the project only certain categories of artefacts were retained. Other categories
were recorded in the field and then returned to the pit upon backfilling. Further categories of
find not detailed in the WSI were sometimes noted by their presence / absence by the
volunteers on the recording sheets, but were not considered to be of particular interest as,
having been recovered from a modern plough soil, they were considered more likely to derive
from modern agricultural activity than past activity on the site (eg charcoal, coal, lime), though
they could derive from earlier activity.
The categories to be retained or discarded were detailed in the agreed methodology in the
WSI, with the artefacts most likely to yield significant information through further study
retained. Those artefacts with less potential for future study were recorded and returned to
the test pits on backfilling, allowing them to be easily re-excavated from their original context if
required. Post medieval and earlier pottery, worked flint / other stone, metal, clay tobacco
pipe and glass was retained. In practice, modern pottery proved so scarce that it too was
retained and the post medieval glass found was recognised as significant and was also
retained.
Ceramic building material, pot boiler stones and animal bone were to be recorded on site and
discarded. Ceramic building material
was not encountered in any quantity
and so is not considered in this
document, details can be found in
the paper archive. Pot boilers were
quantified in the field and returned to
the test pits on backfilling. Animal
bone was recorded only as 'present'
if present, however, worked bone
was noted in some pits. In line with
the WSI, from the moment worked
bone was recognised, all fragments
were collected. As bone does not
look like an unmodified quartzite
pebble, it should in all cases have
been collected by the diggers and
thus it can be assumed that the
worked bone in the pits was likely
recovered and was thus available for
examination and collection if worked
by Budge.
Building stone was not considered in
the WSI but soon became apparent
as a significant component of the
assemblage as the test pits began to
be excavated (eg plate 08). Building
stone was quantified but not
retained, unless worked.
Plate 08 - test pit near standing ruin with small quantity of building stone thus far recovered apparent in finds tray.
Looking south west. (Photo: Andy Gaunt)

On completion of excavation and recording the artefacts to be discarded were returned to the
test pits and the pits were backfilled.
Depending on the worker, the turf that was removed was between approximately 30 and 50
mm.
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Results:
A total of three hundred and eighty seven (387) test pits into the plough soil in the north
western part of Castlefield, King's Clipstone in an area of investigation of approximately ten
thousand six hundred square metres (10,600m²). The test pits were 0.5 x 0.5m and 0.25m
deep, being excavated entirely in ploughsoil. No sub-plough soil deposits were excavated or
even exposed.
Each test pit excavated a maximum volume of 0.0625m³ of plough soil, though in practice the
actual volume investigated was less. The thickness of turf ranged between approximately 30
and 50 mm, depending on worker, was removed and left intact, rather than being broken up
and searched for artefacts. As a result the actual volume investigated is more in the range of
0.05m³ to 0.055m³.
Assuming a plough soil thickness of 0.4m then the total volume of plough soil within the area
of investigation is 4240m³. Assuming a slightly deeper plough soil, 0.45m, suggests a volume
of 4770m³. Allowing for a shallow plough soil of 0.3m, 3180m³.
Consequently, assuming the turf was cut thin, that the diggers excavated a test pit with
vertical sides and a flat base (and thus excavated the ideal volume), the test pitting project
investigated between 0.45% (with plough soil 0.45m deep) and 0.67% (plough soil 0.3m
deep) of the total volume of plough soil within the area of investigation.

0%

Total Area (0.4m depth)
Volume Excavated

100%

Figure 06 - total volume of the plough soil (assuming a maximum plough soil depth of 0.4m) within the Area of
Investigation examined by the test pitting project. The percentage is too small for MS Access to label accurately.

In practice, previous work has indicated a plough soil depth of approximately 0.4m across the
whole site. The slight lightening of colour discerned in a few of the local test pits might
indicate two phases of plough soil within the area of investigation, a general shallow
ploughing with perhaps an earlier phase of deeper ploughing. Other than extensive marks
from subsoilers cutting deep into the underlying deposits and demonstrated, particularly, by
the 2014 trench, evidence for two phases of plough soil have not previously been recognised
in section in the excavations. The slightly lighter colour may therefore represent a local
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phenomenon, possibly of subsoil dragged up into the plough soil but not fully broken up.
Either way, a plough soil depth of approximately 0.4m as suggested by all the previous
archaeological excavations seems most plausible. The volume of plough soil examined within
the area of investigation assuming a 0.4m deep plough soil is shown in Figure 05.
The test pits investigated approximately 0.91% by area of the total surface area of the area of
investigation (Figure 07)

1%

Tot al area (m2)
Invest igat ed area (m2)

99%

Figure 07 - total area excavated (m²) within the area of investigation

Almost thirty thousand (30,000) objects with a combined weight of almost three hundred (300)
kilograms relating to human activity within the area of investigation were recovered, counted,
weighed and catalogued.
As can be seen from Figure 08, building stone was by far the largest category of artefact
recovered.
Removing the building stone from the equation, it can be seen that pottery makes up the bulk
of the remaining assemblage, followed by pot boiler stones. Iron and clay tobacco pipes
represent a small but significant percentage, while glass, lead, worked bone and worked flint
each represent very small proportions of the overall assemblage (Figure 09).
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Figure 08 - proportions of different types of artefacts recovered by the test pitting.
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Figure 09 - proportions of artefact type recovered excluding building stone

Details of the artefacts recovered can be found below.
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Building Stone:
Introduction:
The site is situated on the Chester Formation of the Sherwood Sandstone Group. This Group
has a lithology that consists of red, yellow and brown sandstone, part pebbly ... pebbles
generally extraformational quartz and quartzite" (Ambrose et al 2014, 24). As the deposition
of the Sherwood Sandstone Group was predominantly fluvial, with a possible component of
aeolian deposition of the smaller fraction (Ambrose et al 2014, 4), rounded quartz and
quartzite, along with the rarer rounded clasts of other rocks, may be considered likely to be
native to the geology of the site; angular fragments are unlikely to be. Similarly, the soft and
friable dolostones that were found in quantity during the test pitting are highly unlikely to have
survived the fluvial transport that formed the Sherwood Sandstones. It is notable in this
context that the standing ruin and the various excavated building and sculptural fragments (eg
from Rahtz's work in the 1950s and Wessex / Time Team in the 2010s) are made from stones
quarried from the Permian Cadeby Formation, with the closest outcrops occurring some
seven (7) km south west of King's Clipstone at Mansfield. The rubble core of the standing ruin
is predominantly Mansfield White dolostone while the ashlar and sculpture is mainly the
coarsely crystalline dolostone potentially quarried from outcrops like those in the vicinity of
Linby (Parry and Lott 2013, no page numbers). It was also noted that some of the finer
grained dolostone, similar to Mansfield White, had a potentially relict ooidal component, now
represented by largely spherical voids. The rock requires examination by a geologist to
confirm, but Parry and Lott (2013, NP) note that vestigial ooidal fabrics occur in the
dolostones north of Mansfield Woodhouse towards Creswell, potentially suggesting an origin
for some of the stone further to the north of Mansfield.

Methodology:
The instruction given to the excavators was to collect all stone that was not an unmodified
rounded quartzite or quartz pebble. identified to type (as far as was possible in an unwashed
state) counted and weighed. Following recording the stones were returned to the test pits on
backfilling with the exception of test pits AH150, LG160 and LG165 where the stone was
accidentally backfilled before it had been recorded (though ceramic and other artefacts had
been collected from these pits). The stones were identified by eye, where possible, though it
should be noted they were not washed before identification. However, the dolostones were
sufficiently distinct, even when covered in the silty sand of the plough soil, that they could be
readily distinguished from other, naturally occurring stones on site. The differences in texture
between the coarsely crystalline dolostone identified as Linby stone and the finer Mansfield
White dolostone was also sufficient that it is likely that the two stone types were probably
reliably distinguished from one another; this could be confirmed where the excavation had
resulted in fresh breaks. However, as it is advisable to be cautious when dealing with
unwashed finds the probable Mansfield White and the probable Linby stone totals were
recorded as combined 'building stone' counts and weights in an effort to avoid producing
unreliable statistics based upon visual examination of unwashed finds. Note (but not specific
quantification) was made in the 'notes' column of the spreadsheet regarding proportions of
Linby type stone or worked fragments (invariably of the coarsely crystalline Linby type stone).
As all stones (excepting the worked fragments) were returned to the test pits from which they
were excavated and only the upper parts of the plough soil was excavated, it would be a
simple process to re-excavate and clean all the stones to allow positive geological
identifications if proportions of Mansfield White to Linby type were required for future studies
of the site.
Mansfield Red stone was distinguished by its reddy pink colouration and was recorded
separately to the generic 'building stone'. However, without cleaning the stones it is possible
that thoroughly burnt Mansfield White could have been mistaken for Mansfield Red. There is
thus a slightly lower level of confidence that should be attached to the isolation of Mansfield
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Red stone from Mansfield White in the data, though it is probable that most was isolated
correctly. However, Mansfield Red provides a very small quantity of the assemblage and, thus
far, there does not seem to be any particular difference in the use of Mansfield Red and White
stones on the site, so any misidentification does not seem likely to have any significant
distorting influence on the results.
The stones were weighed in the field using Salter model 1089 BKWHDR digital load cell
balances designed for general domestic kitchen use. The balances were zeroed before
weighing but did not have any specific calibration function and were not checked with a
known mass between or at the end of periods of measurement. The manufacturer states they
measure up to 5kg in 1g increments (details on product retail box) but no accuracy tolerances
are published.
Combined weight of building stones as detailed above per test pit were recorded to the
nearest gram on the test pit recording sheets but, due to the instrument used, should be
considered more of a guide and not as accurate as that for the artefacts that were collected
and recorded using a calibrated and checked balance. Additionally, it was noted that the
balances required zeroing relatively frequently between loads of the heavier stones. Casual
noting of the deviation from zero after weighing heavy loads suggests perhaps up to +/- 30 g
of error should be allowed for on the heavier loads (c. >=3kg).
The data were recorded on the pro-forma test pit recording sheets with the total numbers of
'Building stone' (Mansfield White and Linby) and Mansfield Red per pit, along with the
combined weights of each group, recorded. The numbers and combined weights of burnt
stone and fragments displaying worked surfaces (ultimately only Linby type) were also
recorded. These data were later digitised, being input into a spreadsheet (Appendix Seven).
Worked stone was collected. Following air drying, it was cleaned by brushing with a soft brush
to remove the sand.
Results:
The stones that were collected based on the above instructions were for the most part,
Permian dolostones of the Cadeby Formation. Other stones collected appeared mostly to be
water rounded clasts of the rarer constituents of the pebble beds of the Sherwood
Sandstones formerly known as 'Bunter pebble beds' and were back filled into the pits with no
further record. The creamy yellow coloured fine grained dolostone was provisionally identified
as Mansfield White and was recorded as such. Mansfield White was a major building stone of
Nottinghamshire (Parry and Lott 2013, no page numbers). In some cases, this stone had
been burnt, and parts of the stone could be seen to have reddened as a consequence. This
was, where ever possible, noted in archive, but was not entered onto the distribution plots.
There was also a small component of Mansfield Red stone, similarly known to have been
exploited as a building stone (Parry and Lott 2013, no page numbers).
A much coarser dolostone with a coarsely crystalline structure (Parry and Lott 2013, no page
numbers) was provisionally identified as Linby stone. This stone type is seen in the surviving
ashlar masonry of the standing ruin and was the stone utilised for the finer carvings on door /
window surrounds and sculpture at the King's Houses.
A total of twenty six thousand, two hundred and thirty two (26,232) fragments of building
stone (Mansfield White and Linby) were recovered and counted, having a combined weight of
two hundred and sixty eight thousand, six hundred and seventeen grams (268,617g). There
were just twenty five (25) fragments catalogued as Mansfield Red with a combined weight of
nine hundred and one grams (901g).
The distribution of 'Building stone' can be seen (excluding Mansfield Red) in Figures 10 to 12.
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Figure 10 - distribution of building stone by weight (g)

Worked Stone:
Worked fragments were identified in a number of the pits. They are catalogued below. No
detailed analysis of the stones or tool marks were undertaken. The stone fragments were
examined for tool marks under strong oblique light. Potential traces of mortar and lime wash
were examined under 20x magnification using a binocular microscope. They were measured
and weighed using the same equipment as the pottery. Measurements in the catalogue are
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for the maximum surviving dimensions of the worked faces unless otherwise noted. There are
two measurements given for each face. One measurement is taken for the longest surviving
fragment of face and the other is taken perpendicular to the first, again recording the
maximum surviving dimension of the facing on this line. Obviously, these measurements give
the minimum dimension that the original stone could have been. The worked stones should
be examined by an archaeological stone specialist as part of any future work on the
structures of the King's Houses. In the catalogue, those entries denoted with an asterisk have
been selected as warranting illustration.
AH145:
Five fragments of faced stone were recovered from this test pit. There were an additional few
pieces that had broadly flat surfaces with indication of possible right angled faces meeting
them but were too abraded and weathered to determine if this was fortuitious or if they were
damaged and weathered faced pieces.
*A: Linby. Right angled piece with sharp arris. Both faces with clear tool marks, apparently from claw chisel. Teeth
circa 4.3mm wide at about 1.6mm spacing. Width of tool not possible to determine due to overlapping marks. On
larger surviving face lines of tooling just off perpendicular to arris, diagonal to arris on other face. Minimum sizes (ie
maximum surviving size of piece) 76mm x 97mm (larger face) by min 45 x 92mm. 421g. Possibly fragment of ashlar
block or the back of a moulded fragment.
*B: Linby. Very smoothly tooled fragment. One flat face meeting another, slightly concave, at an angle of circa 110°.
Stone 56mm x 67mm, max surviving dimensions of faces: (flat) 34mm x 41mm; (concave) 18mm x 45mm.
Presumably part of some kind of moulding. 68g
*C: Linby. Corner of a block displaying three original faces. On the end, lines of claw tooling, though neater than on
A. The outer faces display slight traces of deeper claw tooling (one apparently indicating a minimum width of 21mm
for the chisel) but have been smoothed. The outer faces meet at an angle of circa 100° with a rounded arris. End:
max 41mm x 46mm, faces 39mm x 49mm and 42mm x 49mm. 63g
D: Linby. Worked fragment, smooth flat (slightly convex) face, possibly meeting another flat face at c.120°, but this
latter possibly damaged and not possible to be certain. Face 25mm x 22mm max other face 25mm x 15mm. 6g
E: Linby. Small fragment with trace of concave moulding on surface. Smooth, no tool marks. Face max 22mm x
16mm. 8g.

LI145:
Four worked fragments were found in this test pit. Notably they included examples with mortar and with possible lime
wash adhering.
A: Linby (?burnt - reddened colour). Smooth slightly concave / dished worked surface with thin layer of what may be
lime wash on the surface. A surface adjacent to this one looks broken rather than worked and does not have the
?lime wash, but does have an adhering blob of white sandy lime mortar, suggesting probable re-use of this piece
following breakage. Face 27mm x 22mm. 8g.
B: Linby. Tiny fragment with smoothly worked flat face with c. 0.5mm thick coating of lime wash. 1g.
C: Linby. Fragment with two faces meeting at a right angle. Abraded, no tool marks visible. 29mm x 34mm and 29mm
x 29mm max dimensions of surviving faces. 36g.
*D: Linby. Smoothly worked flat face with three parallel diagonal score lines, perhaps tooling from before the
smoothing. Probable recess at edge with apparent face at around 100° to flat face, circa 3.8mm deep. 45mm x 20mm
max surviving face.30g.

LG145:
*Linby. Three worked faces, very smooth. Parallel lines likely to be plough damage rather than tooling. Two flat faces
meeting at c.95° with a concave face at 120° 38mm from the edge. The faces are 45mm x 56mm and 38mm x
74mm. One of these faces is 38mm wide and meets a concave surface at about 120°. This surface survives for about
18mm by 68mm. 177g.

AH150:
A single fragment, of Linby, was found in this pit. Its worked face, though abraded, had broadly parallel (though
slightly radiating) linear chisel marks. The marks left by the chisel were slightly concave based and indicated the use
of a chisel with a tip 5.5mm wide. Face max 67mm x 43mm surviving. 105g
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LH140:
Two fragments were recovered from this test pit, both Linby stone. One had a smooth, flat face but was too small to
determine any other features. It weighed 2g.
The other had crisp parallel lines of tooling on its flat face. The chisel was at least 4.3mm wide but had been used at
a slight angle to the face, so its full width was not possible to determine. Surviving face 58mm x 19mm. 31g.

AH180:
Linby. Single fragment with smoothly worked flat face. 21mm x 19mm. 3g.

Figure 11 - distribution of faced stone fragments

Discussion:
The dolostones have been imported to the site, with the nearest outcrops (at Mansfield)
approximately seven kilometres south west of the site. As these stone types are known to
have been utilised in the construction of the King's Houses, both as rubble and for the finer
carvings of sculpture and ashlar and door and window surrounds, it seems a reasonable
assumption that the examples of these stones found in the test pitting represent building
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stone. This appears to be confirmed by the distribution of the stones, and also the discovery
of worked fragments featuring chisel marks and including various worked fragments. These
stones may also be found in the post medieval buildings of the village of King's Clipstone as
foundations, and occasionally forming walls of certain buildings that may retain medieval
masonry (Wessex 2011). It has been suggested by Michelle Bradley that the stone used in
the foundations of many of the village houses was re-used (or stolen) from the site of the
King's Houses when it went out of use as the site would have formed a ready made (and
possibly valuable to the owner) stone quarry (M A Bradley, pers comm). This is a highly
plausible suggestion and it is probable that the majority of the dolostones found in the test
pitting were brought to the site in the medieval period for the construction of the King's
Houses, though further work at the King's Houses and within the village, at the least, is
required to confirm this. The distribution plots seem quite compelling however, in suggesting
that the stones suggested as 'Building stones' seem distinctly clustered around the standing
ruin and areas of buildings as testified by previous archaeological work. It thus seems a
reasonable assumption that most of the dolostones are medieval building material.
Both weight and count were utilised in forming the distribution plots and were displayed on
separate maps. Two weight distribution maps were produced, the first (Figure 10) displaying
'Building stone' by weight in grams and examining the higher end of the weight range. This
map displayed the data as eight (8) Equal Ranges, with the data divided into the following
ranges:
Range
Minimum
(grams)
0
1,300
2,600
3,900
5,200
6,500
7,800
9,100

Range
Maximum
(grams)
1,300
2,600
3,900
5,200
6,500
7,800
9,100
10,000

Percentage
of
assemblage
85
5
4
3
1
1
1
1

Number of
examples
320
19
15
11
2
5
2
3

Table 01 - ranges used to display data on building stone distribution by weight in grams per test pit on Figure 10.

Within this map there are aberrant blobs caused by large individual stone fragments that are
situated away from the main concentration of stone debris. While these might represent
individual stones deriving from buildings in the immediate vicinity that have somehow survived
the robbing of the rest of the wall, or they could represent one or two stones ploughed up by
more deeply buried archaeological features, it seems far more likely that they represent the
remains of larger stones that became caught in farm machinery and dragged across the site.
Farmers, when ploughing in modern times and when the plough caught a large object, had a
tendency to continue along a given furrow until they reached the end, where they would knock
out the stone or other object and dispose of it in the nearest hedgerow (M Bradley, pers
comm). However, stones may also be caught in farm machinery but, being dragged through a
field with many hard quartzite pebbles, may be sufficiently damaged or otherwise work loose
as they are dragged that they may be deposited some distance from where they were
originally snagged. This seems at present to be the most likely source of the isolated
examples of large building stones in the area of investigation. Had they derived from areas of
robbed stone foundation stone chips and fragments (if a mortared stone wall) or at least a few
other smaller stones (if a dry stone sill wall for a timber structure) might be expected. These
blobs in the data can probably be discounted as stones moved by farm machinery or other
means well after the medieval period when the count of stones per test pit is consulted, and
are therefore unlikely to provide information about the King's Houses.
Within the above distribution data, a large number (85% of the assemblage) is swallowed up
within the first group, 0-1,300 grams.
Consequently, another distribution by weight was produced (Figure 12). This focussed on the
lower end of the spectrum, dividing the data by fifteen (15) equal ranges incrementing in ten
(10) gram ranges, from 0-10 g up to 140-150 g. The final range was uneven, displaying
stones between 150-10,000 g (44% of the assemblage).
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Figure 12 - distribution of building stone by weight, focusing on lower weights
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Range
Range
Percentage
Number of
Minimum Maximum of
examples
(grams)
(grams)
assemblage
0
10
14
39
10
20
11
29
20
30
9
23
30
40
5
13
40
50
4
12
50
60
4
10
60
70
2
5
70
80
2
6
80
90
1
3
90
100
1
2
100
110
1
3
110
120
1
3
120
130
1
2
130
140
0
1
140
150
0
1
150
10,000
44
118
Table 02 - distribution of building stone by weight (g), with even range distribution of the lower weight ranges (Figure
12)

As can be seen from the above, a large proportion of the assemblage is of very small size. It
may represent the vestigial traces of robbed out walls etc, but in examining the distribution
plots it seems to be the case that the smaller fraction of building stone largely haloes the
higher concentrations of stone. This may well then represent the dragging of artefacts around
the field by agricultural machinery. This potentially has significant implications for
interpretation of the pottery and other artefactual data. If the smaller weights of stone are a
product of large stones being caught in agricultural machinery and dragged, with the stony
soil bashing off fragments of the stones while dragged and the occasional stone working
loose and being lost potentially some distance down the furrow, then the distribution of these
fragments can perhaps be discounted as the product of later agriculture, rather than
representing sub-ploughsoil archaeology. This interpretation does seem somewhat more
plausible as an explanation for the distribution patterns seen in proximity to the most
concentrated area of building stone and for the distribution away from these clusters over
most the area of investigation and is the least problematic in terms of the distribution of other
artefacts (essentially, stones big enough to get caught up in farm machinery are dragged,
dropping smaller fragments and occasionally themselves, across the field. Pottery, etc., is too
small to be readily stuck in machinery thus is only occasionally dragged long distances when,
for example, caught by a large stone stuck in a plough. However, if the stone distribution
reflects a more general movement of small stone fragments across the site as a result of
cultivation or other processes this would represent a more worrying phenomenon, as the
distribution of pottery and other artefacts would be a similarly suspect source for interpretation
of the distribution and nature of past human activity on the site. Fortunately, the distribution of
non-building stone artefact types does not seem to suggest that this is the case, with some
clear and interpretable distributions that appear to correlate with cartographically attested
boundaries, thus it seems likely that the smaller stone quantities probably represent no more
than generations of agriculture dragging stones across the field and depositing fragments and
larger stones across the field as a result.
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Figure 13 - distribution of building stone by count.

The distribution plot showing number of building stone fragments per test pit (Figure 13) also
focussed on the lower ranges of the count (fifteen (15) equal ranges at ten fragment
increments, from 0-10 to 140-150, with a final range of 150-1,360), to act as a form of control
for the weight distributions. It is probable that a single fragment of stone with a high weight is
simply a piece moved by agriculture. It is also possible that a single small fragment is
something bashed off a larger stone moved by agricultural machinery rather than being
representative of sub-ploughsoil building foundations in any given area. Conversely, the
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presence of medium - large numbers of building stones in any given test pit may suggest the
probability of either the remains of stone foundations or stone sill walls or at least the location
of concentrations of stone likely to relate to the distribution of past activity. While a plough
may smash fragments off large individual stones at any given point in a field, it is likely that
such a stone, in isolation, would yield perhaps one or two fragments in a 0.5m test pit, even
when smashed to small pieces by a plough, due to the 'smearing' effect on the spatial
distribution by the plough. It is only if multiple fragments are present that any significant
concentration (several to perhaps tens of stone fragments) may be anticipated in any given
pit. These preliminary observations should be further tested if possible through experiment
and, directly, through excavation, in order to determine their validity.
Either way, there is clearly a concentration of building stone on all of the distribution maps
that clusters around the standing ruin and to the north and west of it. This distribution appears
broadly to peter out at the proposed 13th-14th century boundary ditch of the complex and the
northernmost of the boundaries (of Enclosure A) shown on the 1630s William Senior map.
When examining the greatest concentrations of stone there seems perhaps to be some
correlation with Rahtz's proposed boundary ditch for the complex and it is not impossible that
this ditch represents the south western extent of the built environment. However, the building
ironwork does not seem to support this (see below) and the building stone evidence, when
the lighter concentrations of stone (Figures 12 and 13) are taken into account, may not
entirely either.
There is, at least, an apparent decrease of building stone by both weight and count in what is
assumed to be the medieval agricultural land of Waterfield to the south of the 13th-14th
century boundary ditch and the southern boundary of Enclosure A. Making certain
assumptions that seem reasonable from the cartographic and archaeological evidence (ie:
Waterfield is the agricultural land attached to the King's Houses (or possibly the village) and
therefore no buildings are constructed within it, thus all building stone is either dragged by the
plough or deposited by other human activities unlikely to involve building work) it is probable
that the stone here is not likely to derive from disturbed medieval foundations or demolition
rubble in the sub-plough soil layers. Within the boundaries of the present day Castlefield, this
distribution may potentially (with caveats) represent the 'background' distribution of stone (by
count and weight) that would be expected by agricultural disturbance and may well present a
form of control against which the distribution of building stone elsewhere on the site may be
tested.
Stone buildings (with stone foundations and stone walls) may be relatively easy to detect,
though there must be a degree of blurring caused by demolition rubble and by later
agricultural activity. However, evidence for stone sill wall buildings (with timber
superstructure) may be very hard to detect in this kind of survey. This is probably
demonstrated by the dwelling shown on the 1630s William Senior map within Enclosure A.
There is a very slight increase in weight and count of building stones in the vicinity of the
mapped location of this dwelling on the low range plots of both (figures 12 and 13). This
barely shows above background on the plots, and not at all when the stone built buildings
(around the standing ruin) are included in the higher ranges (Figure 10). It is tentatively
assumed, given the slight evidence from the test pitting, that this dwelling may have been of
timber construction, probably on a stone sill wall. However, it is not at all impossible that what
is picked up in the results are the traces of construction / demolition rubble at the edge of a
halo around where the dwelling was, with modern widening and rationalisation of the former
steep and angular hollow way that formed 'rat hole' (originally the local route way from the
village into the Waterfield) into the modern B6030, which may well have resulted in the actual
site of the 1630s dwelling having been destroyed in the road widening. If this were the case,
only part of a slight halo of building stone resulting from ?demolition or pre-widening
agricultural disturbance of the remains may be left to be recognised in the current survey.

The King's Houses:
Overall it would seem that the more concentrated distribution of building stone, imported from
the Permian dolostone regions 7 km and more to the west, probably gives a more or less
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accurate reflection of the distribution of building stone in the medieval King's Houses and may
have a significant role to play in the interpretation of individual anomalies detected by
geophysical survey or future archaeological work. The investigation seems to have, probably
relatively reliably, provided an indication of the likely spatial extent of the stone built
environment of the King's Houses in the medieval period within the Area of Investigation, a
supposition that appears to be borne out by the evidence of other artefacts (particularly
metalwork). However, stone distribution seems to suggest that wooden buildings, even
potentially with a dry stone or mortared sill wall, may be difficult to detect within the plough
soil test pitting data. Minor evidence that might possibly relate to such a building is provided
by the small cluster of stone rubble from near the location that the 1630s William Senior map
indicates a building stood. It is known that timber structures formed part of the King's Houses
complex. If any of these had stood within the Area of Investigation, the general small scale
but quite extensive distribution of building stone to the north of the Waterfield / Manorgarth
boundary perhaps could suggest many archaeologically ephemeral, potentially largely robbed
out, stone silled buildings in this area?

Worked stone:
The worked stone fragments (Figure 11) are noticeably clustered, particularly to the south
west of the standing ruin. There is insufficient data to satisfactorily interpret this patterning;
other stone buildings that were on the site should have at least windows and doors that would
have been surrounded by dressed stone, even if they were otherwise of rubble construction.
Why there was no evidence for faced or dressed stone away from the standing ruin is not
clear. It does not seem entirely likely that stone robbing would lead to damage to or
destruction of some of the faced stones in just one part of the site but that these stones could
all be removed without significant damage (thus leaving no obvious trace) in another part.
While the distribution must remain an enigma for now, there was some information from the
worked stones themselves.
Two forms of basic working were used, one apparently with a claw chisel and the other with a
flat. Both methods seem to have been used for the general shaping of the stones, with other
tools used to produce a finer, smoother, finish on the surfaces that were intended to be seen.
Some of the stones in AH145 had evidence for having been shaped with the claw chisel and
then finer working on some of the faces had largely erased the claw chisel marks. The use of
the claw chisel is not chronologically diagnostic within the period of occupation and use of the
King's Houses (Harris notes the claw chisel was in use by the 1160s in Yorkshire, but
continued through the medieval period (Harris 2013, 3)), but it may be of note that the
diagnostically Romanesque masonry thus far found at the site (including the chevron
ornamented voussoir illustrated in Bealby et al 2005 xii) seen by the author does not appear
to have been worked up using a claw chisel, or to have been worked in the same way as the
claw chiselled stones. The two methods may just have been used for different types of work,
but it is not impossible that at least two different phases of work are represented by the two
types of working. This would fit with Rahtz's impression from his excavations that there were
several phases of superimposed buildings in this part of the site. If this is the case, they may
derive from post-Romanesque work.
Other Stone:
A flat slab of Mansfield White from AH190 was identified as probably part of a roof slate.
Mansfield slates are known to have been used in the complex and more complete examples
have been excavated during previous archaeological work on the site. It might be expected
that numerous more or less recognisable fragments of roof slate would be found in the test
pits in a given area had a stone roof collapsed and been left where it fell. Such concentrations
were not apparent in the finds, although the lower resolution of test pitting in the area this
piece was found might to some extent account for this. The location of this fragment, while it
may be related to a stone roofed building in this location, could perhaps equally just be a stray
fragment that could have been moved around the site by someone intending to recycle it or
for other purposes.
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Metalwork:
Metals overview:
Ferrous metals were the most commonly found, with a total of one hundred and fifty nine
(159) objects. Lead and / or lead alloys were much scarcer, with only twenty four (24)
fragments. Copper alloy was even rarer, with just six (6) fragments.
The shortage of lead and copper alloy may represent a genuine absence perhaps due to their
inherent value, even as scrap, and the ease with which they can be recycled, combined with
their general rarity (particularly so with copper alloy, which was rarely used as a building
material; its presence must generally rely on casual losses of dress accessories etc rather
than its inclusion in the fabric of buildings that have burned or fallen down as could be the
case with lead) in the medieval period. However, another explanation for these materials not
being found in any quantity is that the site has been worked over by collectors using metal
detectors after the present land parcel was put down to pasture. Due to the difficulty of
identifying corroded iron objects, the conservation problems that it presents and, perhaps
much more importantly, the low monetary value of most iron objects in the antiquities trade
and on general internet auction sites, metal detector users routinely discriminate against iron
when working over a site. The finds from the activities of the metal detector users that were
'returned' to the land owner (who by law owns the objects anyway) following the land parcel
being worked over during several days in 2011 included a number of copper alloy items
(including a medieval harness pendant, medieval and post medieval cooking pot fragments
and a chafing dish projection) and two large boxes of lead that included fragments of
medieval pilgrim flasks, vessel repair plugs, much building lead and off-cuts and melted
fragments (Budge in prep b).
It therefore seems probable that the activities of the metal detector users have stripped the
plough soil of the majority of copper alloy and lead artefacts, leaving behind the commercially
valueless iron to tell its story about the site. This is particularly distressing in the case of the
lead artefacts, none of which were wanted by the detector users (lead and silver cannot easily
be discriminated by the actual detector devices themselves). The distribution of the lead
artefacts, particularly the lead roofing material and other building lead, along with the
distribution of the melted fragments, would likely have provided a valuable clue not just to the
location of buildings on site but also to the nature of their construction. As lead was valuable it
would most likely only have survived intact when it was inaccessible, such as when a building
collapsed (as recorded for parts of the King's Houses). The distribution of lead around the site
may also shed light on the history of construction or demolition (was the lead melted down as
it was found during demolition or taken to particular areas of the site to be recycled, and did
the documented burning of parts of the site result in a confined spread of melted lead
droplets, runs and blobs such as the majority of the material returned to the landowner by the
metal detector users?). Unfortunately, the search for treasure coupled with, much more
destructively, an unwillingness to record the location within a field of the individual finds,
seems likely to have destroyed this evidence. Where a site is located on a hill with easily
eroded sandy substrate, meaning the location of buildings may only be detectable by analysis
of the lateral distribution of artefacts within the ploughsoil (post holes, gullies, walls or other
features potentially having been entirely destroyed by erosion and ploughing), the destruction
of this information is particularly distressing.
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LEAD:

Figure 14 - distribution of all lead fragments

Only a small quantity of lead was recovered (Figure 14), with the pieces generally small. The
majority was melted fragments and off-cuts / trimmings. The melted pieces could be droplets
or other escaped material from either manufacture or melting down of lead and may thus
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relate to phases of construction or demolition of the medieval building complex, but could
alternatively relate to Roman or post medieval manufacturing or recycling.
Deliberately manufactured lead objects included a lead plug of a type commonly used for the
repair of holes in ceramic vessels and of probable medieval date (though similar methods
were employed in the Roman period) and a piece of lead shot, probably a bullet for one of the
early types of rifled gun and, if so, of 19th century date. Two pieces of lead window came
were of medieval and modern date respectively.
There was little lead found, but that which was found had a notably clustered distribution,
particularly in terms of the blobs and off-cuts from lead melting and working. It is likely that the
apparent cluster of lead off-cuts and blobs to the south west of the standing ruin represents
an area where lead was worked during one of the construction phases on the site, perhaps
for the adjacent stone buildings, including the present standing ruin. It is to be regretted that
so much lead was removed by the metal detector users as it clearly had a great deal to tell
regarding the location of lead working and the nature, form and location of the buildings on
the site.
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COPPER ALLOY:

Figure 15 - distribution of copper alloy objects

Of the very small quantity of copper alloy objects (Figure 15), only a purse suspender of likely
13th - 14th century date was chronologically diagnostic. Based on finds and tomb effigies
these items were used to hang purses and occasionally knives from belts. A twisted wire loop
is of a type very commonly encountered on Tudor sites and may be reinforcement for lace
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holes on garments or sewn onto a purse or bag to act as defence (a type of chain main)
against cut-purses. The other items are post medieval or modern and included buttons, cuff
link buttons and a miscellaneous fragment, perhaps from modern farm machinery.
The exceptionally limited quantity of copper alloy objects reveals little of the distribution and
nature of activity within the King's Houses, though it does at least indicate the loss of 13th14th century belt fittings on the site, potentially outside the suggested boundary of (at least
the stone built part of) the site, along with the continued presence of human activity (possibly
during demolition?) into the early post medieval period.
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IRON:

Figure 16 - distribution of iron artefacts

The majority of the iron artefacts were nails. These are predominantly forms that existed in
the medieval period, though many of the more general forms were made by Roman
blacksmiths and continued to be made by blacksmiths right up until the 19th and early 20th
centuries. Their distribution is primarily to the north of the northern 1630s boundary, in the
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area of stone rubble spread. This would seem to suggest they may be medieval and relate to
buildings of the King's Houses, though a small quantity were technologically or typologically of
later types and may be present through manuring. Other identifiable objects included horse
equipment (horse shoes and horse shoe nails) and a buckle pin. The horse shoe and nails
appear to suggest that horses or horse equipment was present close to the south western
boundary of the site, potentially implying that this area was clear of buildings and used as a
route way through which horses could pass; was the location of stables; or was the location of
stores or a smithy. As the horse shoe and some of the horse shoe nails appeared to be worn
and used the latter is perhaps unlikely.
Iron is therefore, thanks to the visually un-attractive nature of most archaeological examples
and, more importantly, to its low monetary value in the antiquities trade, the only metal type
left in the field in quantity by the metal detector users. The iron objects are therefore able to
tell a story about the nature and distribution of past activity at the medieval King's Houses.

Methodology:
Artefacts were quantified on pro-forma recording sheets. In line with other metalwork reports,
dimensions only were recorded for the copper alloy and the iron artefacts and weight was not
recorded.
Weighing was undertaken using a Maplin VV52G digital load cell electronic balance calibrated
prior to use with a 100 g mass and checked following recording with the same 100 g mass.
These control readings showed no deviation, being precisely 100.0 g. The weight of the lead
objects was recorded to the nearest 0.1 g.
Dimensions were obtained using the inside or outside jaws, as appropriate, of a pair of 6"
electronic digital callipers. The callipers utilised had a resolution of 0.01mm with a rated
accuracy of +/- 0.02mm for measurements under 100mm; +/- 0.03mm for measurements
greater than 100mm.
Measurement of window came follows Egan (2005, 353). Where a piece is squashed and
bent the length (unless otherwise stated) is estimated if the fragment were straightened.

Condition:
Unless otherwise specified the lead surfaces are totally covered with a yellowish white coating
of corrosion products, likely to be lead carbonate (Cronyn 1990, 202). Where the artefacts
were thin (eg the flanges of window came), excavation damage showed there was little
metallic lead remaining.
The copper alloy was covered in a typical green patina.
Iron objects were corroded but generally in good condition, for example the medieval horse
shoe from test pit AE140 still clearly retains its shape including its nail holes entirely free of
corrosion. However, some of the iron had suffered from exposure on the surface,
demonstrating typical 'post excavation' corrosion and flaking (eg Cronyn 1990, 194).
The iron was desiccated following recovery. Following analysis it was packaged in supporting
packaging according to the guidelines in First Aid for Finds (Watkinson and Neale 2001) and
stored in airtight Stewart Plastics boxes with silica gel and humidity indicator cards. It is
presently stored at less than 5% relative humidity but careful monitoring will be required to
maintain this humidity and prevent post excavation decay setting in.
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Lead:

VESSEL REPAIR:
A lead blob has a constricted or waisted form with one slightly concave and one distinctly
convex surface (Plate 04). This object is a repair plug for a vessel, most likely a ceramic
vessel. Lead repair plugs of this type are often found in assemblages from both medieval (eg
London, Egan 2010, 240) and Roman (eg Springhead, Kent, type 1 pot mends, Schuster
2011 247-248) contexts. An example was found by metal detector users in Castlefield in 2011
that retained a fragment of the body of a thin walled 13th - 14th century jug it had repaired
(Budge in prep b). Egan notes that this form of repair seems to have fallen out of the picture
by the end of the medieval period, perhaps because standards of living had risen and
replacements of ceramic vessels were easily and cheaply obtained (Egan 1997, 111).
The circumstances under which such vessels were repaired is not known (the fact that the
holes are often circular or oval and are often of a similar size leads one to be somewhat
suspicious about whether they are simply repairs to damaged vessels or if they represent
more an alteration to the vessel, though it is hard to see what purpose the addition of an
apparently non-removable lead plug would be) and to the modern mindset it might seem
strange that relatively cheap ceramic vessels would be repaired on a site in royal ownership.
However, medieval illustrations indicate that, even if the king and his retinue were served their
drinks from ceramic vessels, these were most likely used as decanters, simply transporting
beverages from cellar to hall, where they were placed largely out of sight in the corner of the
room. Servants appear to have filled the drinking vessels of the diners from these vessels,
meaning the diners would probably have had to look hard to see the ceramic vessels in the
room (eg McCarthy and Brooks 1988 fig 39). Consequently, large lead repairs protruding from
the surface of the vessel may not have been obvious to the diners. Perhaps more importantly,
jugs had other, non-dining, uses such as collection and storage of milk and the fetching of
water (McCarthy and Brooks
1988, 110) and it is perhaps
both more likely that such
vessels would be damaged in
the process and that lead
repairs might be used on them.
Additionally, while the King's
Houses
saw
occasional
documented royal visits lasting
from a day to weeks or months,
they are more likely to have
been used, even if sporadically
(ie in the rush to repair years of
decay before the next scheduled
royal visit), by lower status
nobility (the keepers of the
King's Houses), their servants,
and the workmen undertaking
the repairs and alterations to the
site so frequently mentioned in
royal accounts.
Plate 09 - lead vessel repair. Side view.

The find spot of this example, just inside Enclosure A, perhaps suggests that this object
perhaps belongs more with the occupation of the ?village rather than the King's Houses
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W INDOW CAME:
Lead was, and still is, used to join cut pieces of glass to form windows. The technology used
to manufacture this lead came varied over time, with cast and hand trimmed came of the
medieval period being supplanted by milled came in the post medieval period.
Two fragments of came were found, in AD100 and LH110. The piece from AD100 was of
Knight's type G (Knight 1985 155-156), with a narrow web and wide flanges which terminate
in a small external bead. It was too squashed to allow the tooth marks from its milling to be
seen on the web. Knight notes that this type of came is of 18th to 19th century date and, at
Battle Abbey, recorded examples of class G with dates of 1760 and 1808 (Knight 1985, 156).
This came is clearly not related to the medieval use of the King's Houses and anyway is
within the Waterfield enclosure.
However, another fragment, from LH110 (essentially over the terminal of the known 13th-14th
century boundary ditch of the complex) was of medieval date. It has been rolled or twisted (in
antiquity, before any significant decay had taken place but there is no evidence for whether or
not it had first been used in a window) into a helix and, in so doing, the web and the flanges
have become distorted. It is also a short strip that was damaged on excavation. As such the
form and dimensions of the came cannot be determined with confidence and particularly, due
to the abrasion of the ends no section through the came is visible. It is however clear from
examining the outer surface of the flanges under magnification that they appear to have been
cut, not milled, while there are no traces of the marks formed by the teeth of a toothed mill in
what is visible of the web. This could easily be due to the short length of the visible web and
either a wide tooth spacing or the use of a(n earlier) toothless mill. However, the shape of the
fragment as can be seen under magnification seems to indicate that the flanges are wider at
the web than the edges. The exterior face of the flanges is entirely cut with no trace of
moulding. This suggests the came was cast and is of Knight type C, the only difference
between B and C being the amount of lead scraped from the outer surface (B just removing
the casting flash, C removing more) (Knight 1985 154-156). Fragments of came that had
been modified, possibly by rolling, were found at Nonsuch Palace. No functional interpretation
could be provided and it was considered that it might have been done as a way of whiling
away time (Egan 2005, 353). A strip of untrimmed medieval came (Knight type A) from
Fishergate, York, had similarly been twisted along part of its length but was noted to have
been split longitudinally, though the splitting is not immediately apparent in the twisted section
in the illustration (Ottaway and Rogers 2002 fig 1412). It was recovered from phase 6a which
was considered to represent the Gilbertine priory in its original form between 1195 and the
late 13th century (Ottaway and Rogers 2002, 2691, 3149). It was suggested that split and
twisted strips may have been used as ties to hold leaded windows in place against iron
window bars (Ottaway and Rogers 2002, 2833).
It is possible that the fragment from Clipstone may have been twisted to be used as a tie as at
York, but the lack of evidence at the broken end for it having been split along the web
appears to argue strongly against this possibility. It may have been twisted to while away
time, as suggested at Nonsuch. However, it is also possible that the rod of lead that was
formed by twisting this piece into a helix could have been used as a makeshift pencil (eg
Biddle and Brown 1990, 736-8 for typology and discussion) and the rounded end could derive
from abrasion and weathering of an end that would likely become facetted and rounded
during use. Pencils could have been used by carpenters or other workmen to mark out work,
or by clerks and monks to mark documents. Its makeshift form probably suggests that, if this
potential use is plausible, the former users (craftsmen) are far more likely than the latter
(clerks / monks), who would most likely have had properly made pencils. Many of the lead
points from York were interpreted as more likely to have been used by craftsmen than scribes
(Ottaway and Rogers 2002, 2936). However, twisted lead strips like this could also have been
tied to a string as a plumb bob or had a variety of other, now unknowable, uses.

LEAD SHOT:
A single lead shot was found in test pit LD135. It is a cast ball between 12.6mm and 12.9mm
in diameter. It has a wide rounded flange about its circumference. It also displays a scar
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where the casting sprue appears to have been trimmed off and has an irregularity on the
opposite side of the ball from the sprue apparently a result of the manufacture of the mould.
That it retains clear traces of ?casting flashes and sprue may indicate it was lost without
having been fired; it has been suggested that the high temperatures generated in the barrel
during firing causes a degree of melting of the outer surface of lead shot that often obliterates
the traces of these features (Logue and O'Neill 2007, 69). However, the wide and rounded
surface of the band around the circumference (combined with the small calibre) suggests this
may actually be a belted ball, an early step towards the accuracy of modern rifles resulting
from the rifling of the bore of the gun, imparting a spin to the close fitting projectile in the
barrel that increases range and accuracy (DK 2014, 28). Early forms included a spherical shot
with single moulded 'belt' that fitted down a barrel with two grooves (Foard 2009, 12-3). The
bullet from LD135 may have been intended to be used with such a weapons system; the
small calibre and the wide and generally rounded nature of the seams / belt appear to support
this, though the 'belt' on this shot is not as wide as that (unfired) illustrated in DK (2014, 306).

SHEET FRAGMENTS:
A fragment of sheet 2.5mm thick was found in AD180. It appears to have been roughly
stabbed into a form that presently appears as an isosceles triangle with dimensions of
38.0mm x 18.4mm. The edges are not cleanly cut but appear to have been attacked from
both sides of the sheet, with a tool (or even teeth!) of unknown form. The individual cuts are
short and often not parallel to the intended axis of the edge, producing a ragged edge.
However, the form of the piece does appear to be deliberate.
I can find no obvious medieval parallels for this piece and it is difficult to assign a possible use
to it, but it is possible it may represent the basic human need to 'do something' when there
isn't much to do and when time 'needs' to be whiled away, either through personal self
inflicted boredom or enforced inactivity; such as waiting for action in times of conflict (eg see
clay tobacco pipes with some evidence for Civil War period activity on site).
Another fragment of sheet was found in test pit AA115. This has a broadly rectangular form
with clearly cut parallel edges. Rather than being an artefact in itself it probably represents an
off-cut from making something out of sheet lead.
A cone fragment from AI060 has irregular edges and has been made as 'sheet', being up to
1.8mm at the original edges and 0.6mm in the original centre of the sheet. Once it solidified
(though how much after it had solidified cannot be known, ie it may have been found as a flat
piece of lead at unknown years or centuries after being made (though before it had
weathered), rather than the people who caused it to be made were the persons to roll it into a
cone) it was folded into a broadly cone shaped object (with a closed tip). This object may
represent casual manipulation of a fragment of lead waste into a cone shape or perhaps,
more likely, may have been done to produce a low quality or makeshift (ie, it would not have
fully enclosed the circumference of the shaft) ferrule. There are no pin-holes to suggest it was
deliberately held on to whatever object it was wrapped around, but it is possible simple
compression and / or friction was sufficient to hold it in place. The shape indicates that this
fragment of lead was wrapped around something tapering to a point (and that the point was
not offensive) as it would be difficult to produce a form like this simply by rolling sheet lead in
the fingers (primarily, in this case, the tip could be easily achieved but the widely spread
'wings' of the piece would very likely be compressed in during manufacture).

TRIMMINGS AND MELTED FRAGMENTS:
Melted droplets and fragments were present in pits AG155, AH135, AE180, AG140, AG155,
LF135 and possibly LE170. They were generally amorphous in shape and often preserved
the impression of sand or soil grains on one side with a smoother surface on the other, that
from AH135 even apparently including quartz grains in the lead (although destructive
investigation would be required to confirm if these are present throughout the piece or might
be later incorporations of sand from the burial environment as the surface has corroded),
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indicating interpretation of these impressions as being from molten lead landing on the sandy
local soil is probably correct. Such fragments arise as accidental spillage of molten lead on
the ground. In most cases there is no evidence to suggest whether the spillage occurred
during the melting down of lead, either to cast objects during construction work (eg window
came) or during recycling at demolition or alteration of buildings (stripping of lead fittings from
roofs, windows and caulking of hinge pins and cramps etc set into masonry); or if it derives
from accidental melting of lead during fires in buildings (documentary sources indicate
buildings on a site like this were prone to burning down). The exception is from test pit LF135
where a partially melted trimming perhaps suggests lead melting here during construction. It
seems unlikely that those undertaking demolition would go to the trouble of trimming stripped
lead before melting it down; the presence of two other amorphous pieces of lead spillage in
this test pit lends weight to the probability of deliberate lead working and may reduce the
possibility that the partially melted trimming was produced accidentally and fortuitously many
years after it was trimmed, eg by stubble burning. Without further archaeological examination
of this area though such a possibility cannot be entirely excluded.
Trimmings were found in LF135, LF145 and AF135.
That from LF135 had been formed by the trimming of the edge of a piece of lead with a
thickness at the edge of up to 5.8mm. The outer surface that was trimmed away (and thus
retained in this fragment) appeared to have been convex. The trimming was however curled
up and either slightly melted or squashed together, making identification of the original form
difficult. The width of this trimming is within the range of widths of the flanges of cast medieval
window came (eg Knight types B and C, 1985 155-156). The trimming of cast came seems to
be a possible origin for this fragment. However, being cast in a two part mould (Knight 1985
154) it should be expected that the removed surface would display casting flashes rather than
being simply convex as this piece appears to be. Identification of this fragment is therefore not
certain and it cannot be used to address questions of whether the windows of the King's
Houses were, at least in part, assembled on site (as might be suggested if this was indeed
came trimming) or if they were assembled elsewhere and transported to the site for
installation, as was often the case in the medieval period (Salzman 1952, 181).
The other trimmings, all three from AF135, are very similar in form to one another (and are
probably associated). One is a thin trimming from the edge of an object that was possibly
sand cast (at least it has very rough surfaces) and may have been done to neaten the edge of
the object, though too little remains to determine the form of the object it was cut from. The
others are cut from ?sheet of no more than 4mm thickness and again must represent the leftovers from trimming down ?sheet lead. LF145 was similar to LF135, being trimmed or pared
from an object with minimum thickness of 5.1mm; the outer surface was broadly convex but
was certainly not part of cast window came.
In all cases, the trimmings are more likely to represent manufacture / construction rather than
recycling, although at what date (unless that from LF135 is came trimming) is not known. The
proximity of these finds (in test pits within ten metres of each other) is perhaps intriguing,
potentially suggesting an area of lead working activity, which appears to be reinforced by the
fact that blobs were also recovered from LF135.
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DISTRIBUTION:

Figure 17 - distribution of lead objects by type.

The distribution of the lead fragments (Figure 17), though sparse, seems distinctly and
noticeably concentrated to the north of the northern 1630s boundary, in the area of the stone
spreads. If the diagnostically late pieces are removed (lead came, shot) and the domestic
item (vessel repair plug) this becomes even more noticeable, with all but one piece (AA110, a
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sheet off-cut, located in the vicinity of the 1630s dwelling) being located to the north of the
boundary. As noted above, there appears to be a distinct concentration of lead working debris
(off-cuts and blobs) in the vicinity of LF135, within a radius of about 15m. The fact that there
are off-cuts suggests that the lead working in this area was deliberate, rather than resulting
from the melting of window lead or roofing lead in accidental burning of one of the buildings of
the complex. The presence of off-cuts seems to make it somewhat more likely that the lead
derives from construction, if it were lead being recycled when the site was no longer in use as
the King's Houses it might be expected that the lead would be cast into some form of ingots
and removed from site for sale or use elsewhere. It would seem highly unlikely that a recycler
would trim off small fragments of their cast ingots at the recycling site!
From the clearly clustered distribution and due to the proximity of the stone buildings it seems
reasonable to suppose that the lead off-cuts and blobs in the vicinity of LF135 are probably
medieval. It is notable that the distribution of lead debris in this area coincides broadly with
the drop off of building stone density, perhaps suggesting the working of lead in this area just
outside the stone built part of the complex, perhaps manufacturing lead objects for use in the
stone buildings to the immediate north east. This seems more likely than the alternative of a
timber structure with lead fittings in this area; a stone building utilises much more lead than a
timber one, potentially in the form of roofing, calking around iron hinges, cramps for joining
stones, window bars etc, and leaded windows, all of which are unlikely (except possibly the
windows?) in a timber structure, although lead drain covers, roof flashing etc might be
expected in either.
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Pewter:
The single example of pewter came from AI105. It is 1.5mm thick and is part of a curving
object. The exterior is smoother than the interior; the interior also possesses an irregularity,
while there is a trace of a faint linear groove to the exterior that very likely was turned into the
surface. These points suggest this piece was part of a cast hollow vessel. The external line
suggests that the part of the vessel from which this fragment comes was tapers rather than
being straight sided. At this point the vessel had an external diameter of approximately 40mm.
There are a range of pewter vessels with forms that this piece could belong to. Pedestal
vessels, such as a 14th century example from Chertsey (Hornsby et al 1989 cat 137), but
rather more common in the 15th and 16th centuries (eg Theuerkauff-Liederwald 1975, 178179 and abb 36, 37 for forms and examples in art, Gardiner and Allen 2005 pl66 for example
from the Mary Rose wreck), could fit this fragment into part of the pedestal or, on smaller
examples, on the neck constriction. In the post medieval period, as pewter use increased and
the range of vessels increased, this fragment could fit drinking / serving vessels but also
various other forms including some of the many candlestick types that span the late 16th to
end of the 17th century, including bell (Hornsby et al 1989 cat 45), trumpet (Hornsby et al
1989 cat 54) and ball knop (Hornsby et al 1989 cat 63), or even some of the 19th century
types (Hornsby 1981, 80:8,9,11). Salt / pepper pots and sugar sifters (eg Hornsby 1981, 64)
are other possibilities.
The find spot is somewhat ambiguous, being located near the terminal of the boundary ditch
and potentially just outside the 1630s enclosure. Metal detector users have previously found
part of a late medieval or early post medieval pewter spoon (Budge in prep b) which is in
similar condition to this piece. This could suggest that this item could have an origin either as
a late medieval vessel associated with late use of the King's Houses, or as an object
belonging to the occupants of the 1630s enclosure. Given the increasing availability and use
of pewter in the post medieval period, even in lower status households, the latter scenario
seems most likely.
The presence of pewter vessels at the King's Houses would not be impossible, as in London
pewter vessels make their archaeological debut in the late 12th century, though become
particularly common in the mid 14th to mid 15th century (Egan 1997, 112, table 1). At this
period metal vessels are frequently shown in medieval illustrations of courtly dining and even
during picnics, such as the two pedestal vessels of typical form apparently cooling in a stream
while the hunting party dines in a 15th century copy of the Hunting Book of Gaston Phœbus
(Bise and Phœbus 1978, 58-9).
Given the presence of slipware and more importantly late 17th century glassware it would be
surprising if the occupants of the 1630 enclosure did not have a range of pewter vessels.
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Copper Alloy:
Dress accessories provide the bulk of the copper alloy finds, including part of a belt fitting that
is typologically 13th - 14th century and a clothing or purse fitting that is generally considered
to be a type fossil for the Tudor period. The other dress accessories are buttons and cuff links
and are of later post medieval to modern in date.

Figure 18 - distribution of copper alloy artefacts by type.
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PURSE HANGER:
Part of an arched pendent mount was found in LB130. This object was attached to a belt by
means of bar mounts at either end. Egan and Pritchard cite examples depicted in medieval
sculpture to suggest they were used as the point of attachment for purses and occasionally
knives as well. The cloth purses are shown hanging by means of a thong or string from the
loops on the mid 13th century sculptures illustrated in Egan and Pritchard (2002, 20, 222),
which include the effigies of Berengaria of Navarre (died 1230), wife of King Richard;
Margaret of Gloucester; and a statue of King Clovis. While they were represented in art in the
mid 13th century their use seems to have persisted into the 15th century according to the
London finds (Egan and Pritchard 2002, 224). By the latter part of the 15th century purse
construction, and consequently suspension, changed, with metal framed purses becoming
fashionable (Ward Perkins 1967, 159), though Goodall notes that they may have been
introduced earlier and cites examples of late 13th and 14th century date (Goodall 2012, 106).
Griffiths et al note that the wearing of arched pendent mounts probably denoted a degree of
status for the wearer, 'on the presumption that there was something of value in the purse'
(Griffiths et al 2007, 125). Many were discovered at Meols, a medieval settlement of ordinary
status on the Cheshire coast (Griffiths et al 2007, 413-5), seeming to suggest that it was not
just the rich and upper echelons of society who wore them.
The piece is cast and neatly finished, with fine file marks to its surfaces. It probably was in
service for a while as, under magnification, it can be seen that the file marks have been
smoothed off the arris on the underside of the surviving suspension arm, where it would have
been in contact with
the bar mount during
use (eg, Willemsen
2012, 182). It retains
one complete and part
of a second, larger,
arch. These pendent
mounts were made
with the number of
arches varying from
one to three. It seems
likely this example
originally had three for
it is identical to one
with three found at
Meols
(no
1289,
Griffiths et al 2007,
125, pl21).
Plate 10 - pendant mount LB130 (left) and twisted wire loop LD140 (right).

It is easy to envisage how this piece might be lost, once broken (which could perhaps happen
if the purse were to catch on something) the parts of the arched mount would easily fall from
the bar mounts and be lost. It is not impossible that this piece might have been lost by a
visitor to the King's Houses. If this is the case, rather than the piece being a deliberate discard
broken by the plough, then the find spot could be related to the original use of the piece, ie it
may have fallen where it was broken, in which case the find spot may reveal where someone
with a purse had been on the site. The find spot is approximately 10 metres south of the
mapped line of the 1630s northern boundary. This boundary could. in part, represent the edge
of the stone built part of the King's Houses complex. If this purse hanger was found near
where it was originally broken and lost it could suggest that the area south of the northern
1630s boundary also provided some sort of occupational purpose and was not part of the
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cultivated demesne land, something that the pottery also supports. However, interpretation of
the find spot very much depends on the circumstances of loss, which ultimately are, and
almost certainly will remain, unknown and unknowable.

TWISTED WIRE LOOP:
The twisted wire loop from LD140 is a typical example of its class. Twisted wire loops are
practically ubiquitous on Tudor sites. In London those in contexts of the early 16th century
(and possibly late 15th) were considered primary, while later examples were considered to be
residual (Egan 2005, 62). Though commonly found, rarely do they occur in contexts that allow
their original use to be determined. It is possible that they had a number of uses, primarily
related to clothing. At Norwich and Colchester they were reported to be often found in
assemblages with pins and lace tags (Margeson 1993, 20 for Norwich, Crummy 1988, 14 for
Colchester) suggesting a clothing function. Crummy suggested three possibilities: that they
were a type of lace end; that they were eyelets through which laces passed; or that they were
the eye part of a hook and eye fastener (Crummy 1988, 14). At Norwich the presence of such
loops along the arms of some burials at St Margaret's Church was taken to confirm a use as
fasteners (Margeson 1993, 20). Egan quotes an example from Southampton where large
numbers were sewn onto the face of a piece of textile considered to be a purse. They are
interpreted as acting as a kind of chain mail defence to prevent cut-purses from easily
slashing the material to steal the contents (Egan 2005, 62). Another example from Durham
Cathedral was associated with the neck of a purse or bag (Egan 2005, 62). Egan cites
documentary sources recording the importation of purse rings and pouch rings to London
from the 1480s to the end of the 16th century (Egan 2005, 62), with the implication that purse
or pouch rings may refer to these twisted wire loops.
While they are a type fossil of the Tudor period a precocious example may be present at
Ludgershall Castle, with an example reportedly from a late 13th- 14th century feature
(Robinson and Griffiths 2000, 129, no 32 North Enclosure F991, Period 7A/8, 1285-1341).
However, the feature F991 was a dump and is considered to have remained open and been
added to from the 13th to the 16th century (Ellis 2000, 53 table 4, 58), suggesting this loop is
most likely from the period towards the end of dumping in the 16th century.
The Clipstone example was likely lost by someone either visiting the King's Houses after they
had gone out of royal ownership, or possibly more likely by someone engaged in the
demolition of the site. The Midlands Purple cisterns and Raeren drinking cups commonly
found in the demolition deposits (Wessex 2011) belong to the same period and the find
location, LD140, is within the stone spread.

COPPER ALLOY SHEET OBJECT:
A fragment of copper alloy sheet was found in test pit AG155. It appears to have an everted
rim that projects about 2mm from the body. Vessels made from sheet copper alloy are
frequently found on medieval sites, such as the example from Full Street, Derby (Hall and
Coppack 1972, 38-40). However, though small, there are no signs at all of either hammer
marks or lathing on the fragment which might be expected if it were part of a medieval sheet
copper vessel. Further, though bent and flattened the object retains a curvature at the rim that
appears original. This curvature suggests a diameter of approximately 5cm, which is too small
for such vessels. This measurement may be incorrect due to distortion, however, slight
distortion of the rim itself suggests that the piece may have been flattened a little, in which
case the original diameter would have been even smaller. On balance it is most likely that this
piece formed part of a modern copper alloy vessel or lining of unknown form and function.

BUTTONS:
The remaining copper alloy items were all buttons. That from LD155 is small and has a glass
setting held in place with clips around the edge. The setting is broken and the surface is
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abraded, making it difficult to see the decoration, but appears to have a depiction of a flower
with six petals in red in the centre. From the appearance this was either cut or moulded in the
back of the glass and then painted. This button is almost certainly a cuff-link (or in
contemporary terms a sleeve button) and was originally joined to another of similar form and
decoration by a wire link. While predominantly used for sleeves they could also be used as
fasteners in other places, such as at the neck as seen in a 1786 self portrait of Jan Brandes
(Cofield 2012, 105). Glass settings became popular in the 18th century.
The other two buttons are general clothing buttons and may be 18th century or later. All these
items, especially the sleeve button, might have been lost by visitors to the site, perhaps
during picnics or similar, rather than by agricultural labourers. Casual loss is particularly likely
in the case of the button from AD100 where the attachment loop, which was a separate piece
of wire either cast or soldered on to the back, is missing.
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Iron:
Iron was found in some quantity during the test pitting. Only smaller items (mainly nails)
survived intact; larger items were generally fragmentary as might be expected of an
assemblage retrieved from plough soil. Corrosion was minimal. Some of the objects were
typologically medieval or late medieval / early post medieval but the majority were very long
lived forms that could not be dated typologically. It seems likely that most of the building
ironwork, at least, derives from the medieval King's Houses, or in the northern part of the field
from the structure (perhaps medieval in origin?) depicted on 17th century maps. In due
course the analysis of the spatial distribution of certain categories of find (particularly nails)
may allow detection of the location of medieval buildings on site and provide clues to their
form and construction but at this stage, when dealing with an entirely plough zone
assemblage where it is not certain that the nails particularly are definitely of medieval date
and as they could have been moved around the site during demolition, it would be unwise to
attempt to read too much into the layout and nature of medieval structures on the site just
from these data.

CONDITION:
Much of the iron possessed only light surface corrosion which did not significantly obscure the
form or detail of the objects to a significant extent (eg horseshoe AE140, where nail holes and
calkin are clearly visible in the object as excavated). In some cases objects had adhering
concretions of sand loosely cemented by iron corrosion products. Where necessary to reveal
the form of the object, the individual grains of sand could easily be dislodged without
damaging the object by means of light pressure from the end of a wooden cocktail stick.
Many of the objects displayed signs of 'post excavation' corrosion (Watkinson and Neal 2001,
35) with primary stage corrosion in the form of longitudinal cracks present on the majority of
objects and secondary stage corrosion, where lamination of corrosion layers causes parts of
the object to flake off, or showed evidence that surface patches had flaked off (Watkinson and
Neal 2001, 36).
On the whole the impression given is that burial conditions on the site for iron objects are
benign and stable. Objects are well preserved with their original form usually easily
discernable. The exceptions to this are essentially a result of 'post excavation' corrosion: the
objects have been disturbed from their original context by the plough and brought to or near
to the surface. Particularly on the surface, but also in the upper parts of the plough soil, water
and oxygen are readily available to permit corrosion to proceed. It is possible that the objects
with the worst corrosion (cracking and heavy flaking of the corrosion layers) may have been
exposed on the field surface for one or more seasons, with the abrasion from agricultural
activity also contributing to loss of outer layers and, particularly, thin parts (such as nail
heads) that have entirely turned into iron oxide: those objects with less 'post excavation'
corrosion perhaps have remained deeper within the plough soil where less oxygen was
available or were only more recently incorporated into it, rather than having spent time at its
surface. The poorly cemented sand concretions likely represent early stage corrosion taking
place within the soil, the more strongly cemented concretions are likely a more advanced
state of corrosion within the soil.

DATE:
The every day products of the medieval blacksmith were, for the most part, the same as the
every day products of a Roman blacksmith or a 19th century blacksmith. It is mainly the more
specialised forms and styles of decoration that changed over time and thus permits certain
forms to be dated on typological grounds. From this work the specifically datable objects are
the horseshoe and the horseshoe nails, all of which were medieval (see below), along with
cut and wire nails (modern) and cast iron objects (post medieval to modern).
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Every day objects such as building nails, hinges, and even harness buckles etc., with some
exceptions, cannot readily be dated on typological grounds. As the majority of the ironwork
consists of such finds and as this investigation was concerned specifically with the plough
zone assemblage there is no dating evidence in the form of stratigraphic position or
association with other, datable, finds, available for these finds. As the site has been ploughed,
in the western part probably since medieval times and in the southern at least from the 19th
century, it is possible that much of the unidentified or miscellaneous iron is agricultural in
origin (eg parts of farm machinery) or derives from waste spread on the field in relatively
modern times or from wood containing iron that was burned in bonfires (see below). However,
the distribution of iron objects shows considerable patterning, suggesting strongly that the
majority of iron objects did not arrive in the present land parcel as a result of agricultural
activity. Consequently, the large quantities of hand made building nails at least, most likely
come from buildings formerly standing within the present land parcel. In most of the field the
only known buildings are the medieval palace, and in these areas it is probable that the nails
relate to these buildings. In the northern part of the area of investigation is the building that
appeared on the 1630s map of Clipstone. This building may be medieval in origin or may be a
post medieval construction. It was gone by the 18th century. This latter area was also used as
allotments or gardens in the 18th and 19th century. It is not known how the boundaries of
these were demarcated but there must be the possibility of nailed fences. Nails in this part of
the site may therefore be medieval, (early) post medieval or possibly modern.

CATALOGUE OF IRON ARTEFACTS:

TOOLS:
A fragment of a possible tool came from AG150. It is the tip of a rectangular object that tapers
from 15x17mm where it has broken off to approximately 6x12mm at the tip, which is
somewhat rounded. Assuming it is not modern it is most likely to have broken off a tool and is
most easily paralleled in picks, for example one from Deansway, Worcester (Crummy 2004 fig
231:62), although a similarly early date to the tool from Deansway is not expected.
A bent fragment of strip from AG130 appears to have a wedge shaped profile, tapering from
3.5mm to 2mm in section. It is broken at both ends and has been bent and damaged by the
excavator. It may be a strip or other object but the tapering profile suggests the possibility it
may be a fragment of a knife blade. It is, however, too fragmentary and damaged to identify
with certainty.
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HORSE EQUIPMENT:

Figure 19 - distribution of horse related ironwork.

The items of horse gear included half of a horse shoe and five (5) horseshoe nails. Buckle pin
AF135 is sturdy; it could be from a large belt buckle or from a harness buckle.
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The horseshoe is of Clark's Type 4 (2004, 88) and has square holes with no significant
countersinking. The surviving arm has a small upset calkin. Clark notes that this type is
frequently found in fourteenth and fifteenth century contexts (Clark 2004, 96-97) while Egan
notes that Type 4 continues through the 15th century in London and into the 16th or even
early 17th century outside (Egan 2005 179). While shoes with two nail holes on a branch are
uncommon they are by no means unique and a few examples include a 16th century shoe
from Southampton (Platt and Coleman Smith 1975, 287, fig 257:2108). Alternatively the shoe
could originally have had nail holes evenly spaced around the quarter and onto the toe,
similar to a type 4 from London (Clark 2004 fig 89:274). In such case the breakage of this
shoe and the loss of the toe would remove evidence for the third hole.
The horseshoe nails include the main medieval types, including fiddle key and eared types.
Both of these types of nail have enlarged heads designed to protrude from the underside of
the shoe, somewhat like the studs on a footballer's boot, probably to give additional traction
on slippery surfaces. Contemporary illustrations often show the protruding calkins and a
particularly accurate representation of the early type of horse shoe (Clark type 2, 2002, 86)
with calkins and protruding fiddle key nails is found in the applied decoration on a Lincoln
Glazed Ware jug of 12th-13th century date (Young and Vince 2005 fig 95:672). This dating
fits well with the accepted currency of fiddle key nails; Goodall classes them as primarily 11th
to 13th century but notes they occur in some 14th century deposits where they are not
necessarily residual (Goodall 2011, 364), in London the dating is similar; they occur with Type
2 horse shoes but also Type 3, giving a general range to the 13th or 14th century (Clark 2004,
96). At Ludgershall Castle they were found to be 12th - early 13th century (McNeil 2000, 232).
Fiddle key nails were gradually replaced by eared nails with expanded heads (terminology
after Clark 2004, 87). Goodall dates eared nails to the 13th and 14th century (Goodall 2011,
364) while in London they occur with Type 3 shoes, giving a date range of 13th to 14th
century (Clark 2004, 96).
Slightly later dates occur elsewhere, for example in Perth, where stratified examples of fiddle
key nails were found in early and mid 14th century contexts; eared nails were stratified in
contexts ranging from the 14th to 15th century (Ford and Walsh 1987,137).
LC135 is a fiddle key nail with a bent shank and slightly burred over head suggesting it was
probably used.
LF135 may be the end of a horse shoe nail, its tapering point has been bent around 270°
back onto the shank, but the head is lost making identification uncertain. The deliberate
bending is however similar to nails from London used to illustrate the spiral clench (Clark
2004 fig 67), a type of clenching on horse shoe nails that is considered in London to date
mainly to the late 13th to 15th century (Clark 2004, 87). However, this example is not as
tightly spiralled as the clear examples of this clench and particularly the tip has not been
spiralled. Identification is therefore not certain.

STRUCTURAL IRONWORK AND NAILS:
A single tenter hook from AA135 was the only fixture represented. It has a tapering shaft
designed to be driven into wood and a slightly back curved hook that may be incomplete.
Tenter hooks were used in textile manufacture for stretching cloth while it dried (Goodall
1993b, 174, 1995, 182). Of more import for the King's Houses, tenter hooks were also used in
high status dwellings for hanging tapestries and wall hangings (Goodall 2005, 374-375).
Given the documentary evidence for the nature of the King's Houses, this would seem to be a
much more likely use for this object than textile production, for which there is presently no
evidence at Clipstone.
Nails were by far the commonest iron objects recovered. Medieval construction employed a
range of carpentry joints, pegged or even un-pegged, as attested archaeologically for
example at Hen Domen castle (Higham and Barker 2000, 109 for the former, Barker and
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Higham 1982 56-57 for the latter) but building records indicate vast quantities of iron nails
were also employed in building projects (Salzman 1952, 303-317).
Typologies of timber nails are usually constructed on a site specific basis. Nails have few
defining characteristics and many of the typologies focus entirely on head morphology, such
as at Nonsuch Palace (Goodall 2005, 378-9) (although the labelling of fig 184 appears to be
muddled when comparing the written descriptions to the illustrated types), Haughmond Abbey
(Goodall 2014, 315), Ludgershall Castle (McNeil 2000, 229) and for medieval Britain as a
whole (Goodall 2011,164) to cite a few examples. Other approaches define types by a
combination of head morphology with shank section and the location the shank meets head
(eg for the largely post medieval / modern nails from the Shapwick project (Viner, 2007, 753))
or have employed statistical analysis to combine attributes of head shape with shank length
and point morphology (as at Dryslwyn Castle (Thompson 2007, 179)). As noted by Thompson
specifically regarding the Dryslwyn typology in relation to the Goodall 2011 typology
(Thompson 2007, 179), most of the typologies end up producing broadly similar types and
may thus be valid.
As the nails from this investigation at Clipstone were all recovered from the plough soil many
are fragmentary and, particularly the fragile heads, have suffered post-burial damage. Due to
this and due to not wishing to re-invent the wheel it was decided to attempt to fit all the hand
forged nails into existing typologies rather than creating a new typology for Clipstone, at this
point. Of the various typologies it was decided to principally utilise Goodall's typology (2011),
that covers medieval nails from Britain in quite a broad manner. The nails from Dryslwyn
Castle belong to a relatively restricted time frame (1220 - 1420 (Thompson 2007, 179)) and
the typology is useful in the division of types on statistical grounds in relation to shank length
and tip morphology as well as head morphology, which provisional examination of the
Clipstone nails suggested would be useful. Despite some inconsistencies (eg Dryslwyn types
1-3 are described as 'Flat, round headed nails ... Goodall Type 2' (Thompson 2007, 179-180)
while they are illustrated in the Dryslwyn typology (Thompson 2007, fig 6.17) as raised, not
flat, headed contrary to the descriptions, and Goodall classifies Type 2 as 'raised head of
circular or rounded rectangular shape' (Goodall 2011, 164) and it is his Type 1, 'flat head of
... rounded shape' (Goodall 2011, 164) that actually matches the description of Dryslwyn
types 1 - 3) this typology was used where possible. The Haughmond Abbey typology (Goodall
2014, 315) was also employed particularly due to the inclusion of types G-I which are not
represented in detail in the other typologies.
In the spreadsheet and when mentioned below, the typologies are represented by a single
letter code followed by the number or letter of the relevant typology, thus G7 for Goodall
(2011) type 7, D1 for Dryslwyn type 1 or HG for Haughmond type G. Nails may be assigned
to more than one of the selected typologies.
Conversely, it was not possible to assign all nails to a type, particularly when fragmentary. It
may also be noted that nails are most frequently assigned to a class in Goodall's typology
than the others, primarily due to the broader classes of Goodall's typology where even some
fragmentary nails can still be assigned to a type given it is still possible to recognise whether
the head was flat or raised and possibly even the likely shape of such.
It should be noted that those nails from Clipstone assigned to the Dryslwyn (D) typology have
been done so using the published written descriptions in the Dryslwyn report (such as type 13 as flat headed (Thompson 2007) = Goodall type 1, eg not deliberately raised heads) rather
than the contrary illustrated Dryslwyn typology (Thompson 2007), which is at odds with the
published descriptions not least in the raised heads of 'flat headed' nails of types 1-3 (which in
the illustrations appear to be Goodall 2011 Type 2 - raised heads). It is assumed in this report
that, from the written descriptions, these nails are Goodall Type 1 (flat headed - allowing for a
little variation resulting from the individually formed nature of these nails, as described in the
report). However, should the written descriptions for the Dryslwyn nails (Thompson 2007)
deviate from the definition of the types as illustrated, as seems likely, and the illustrations and
stated comparison with Goodall Type 2 (Thompson 2007) be what was intended, then any
equation of D types to G types or other types should be taken to be entirely limited to the
definitions of D type nail typology using the written descriptions published by Thompson
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(2007). Nails classified herein as flat headed and circular, oval, square or other shapes are
considered to belong to the published D1-3 categories and to equate to G1. Nails classified
as raised headed, of various general shapes, are considered to be separate types, as Goodall
indicated.
Most of the shanks were square or rectangular in section and hand forged, with flattish
rounded heads. Such nails were 'standard throughout the Roman and post Roman periods
and only ceased to be made in large quantities in the 20th century' (Rees et al 2008, 329).
Analysis of nails from some sites, including Perth High Street and Ludgershall Castle has
indicated, in the case of the former, that these nails tend to see a reduction in head size
through the course of the medieval period (Franklin and Goodall 2012, 177), while at the latter
it was remarked that the types with small heads 'all occur late ... and may even be found
elsewhere to be diagnostically so' (McNeil 2000, 232). A larger, stratified, sample is required
to test how far this applies to Clipstone, but on the above analyses it is possible that smaller
headed hand forged nails such as that from LG120 are late medieval or post medieval in
date.
A few of the nails were rectangular in section and cut from sheet, or circular in section (made
from wire). At Ludgershall Castle it was noted that none of the latter (the wire nails) were
recovered from contexts that pre-dated the 19th century (McNeil 2000, 229). Nails cut from
sheet should have a similar dating, with patents taken out in the very late 18th century
(Nelson 1968 NP) and the Birmingham cut nail industry generally dated from c.1811 (Willetts
1987) to 1914 (Sjögren 2013). L shaped nails with cut heads (as AB130) are most likely later
19th and 20th century. Cut nails were largely replaced by wire nails, except in certain tasks
where the significantly greater holding power of cut nails was required, in the late 19th
century. There were also nails produced from blanks made by slitting mills in LF155, it is a cut
nail with a ?hand formed head; slitting mills for the production of nail blanks were known from
documentary evidence in Clipstone in the middle of the 17th century (Bradley 2000, 64).
The majority of the nails were plain utilitarian types, with a smaller number of more decorative
types.
The plain nails have flat heads that were mainly round or oval, a degree of variation likely due
to the hand made nature of these nails and to the specific effort that would have to be
employed by a nailor (eg at least four additional strikes on each side) to produce square
heads. Two main types were present, those with short shanks (under 40mm) and large heads
(approximately 19mm - 3/4") and those which were much longer, but under 100mm.
Short nails with large heads are considered likely to have had decorative uses at Dryslwyn
Castle where they were considered likely to be door studs (Thompson 2007,179) although the
description of these nails as 'flat headed' (Thompson 2007 179) is not in accordance with
Goodall's Type 2 (Goodall 2011)), the illustrations of such nails at Dryslwyn (Thompson 2007)
or with the observations of the present writer, where medieval door studs often have raised
heads with decoratively hammered corners (eg Goodall type 4 and 11) in the present author's
observation. An alternative, documented, use for such nails is in the fixing of lead sheeting,
for example in roofing but in other cases where lead sheeting needs to be secured to wooden
objects. Metal detector users have found rectangular lead sheets in Castlefield (Budge in prep
b), one of which still retained the two large headed, short shanked, nails of this type than had
been used to secure it, and that is virtually identical to an example from Ludgershall Castle
that similarly retains nails of this type (Ashworth and Ellis 2000 fig 6.41:18). The edge of the
lead sheet had been folded over in an effort to protect the nails from the environment in both
cases. Comparable nails protected by folded lead sheeting were also found at La Grava
(Duncan 2013, 3). At Pontefract Castle similar rectangular pieces of lead (though mostly not
showing evidence of excess lead designed to be folded over the nails) preserved the
impression of large headed nails and were there interpreted as most likely 'lead clips that
were nailed to the rafters at the point where the lengths of lead sheet overlapped and were
folded into the raised seam to prevent wind lift' (Roberts 2002 156), with a similar
interpretation given for similar sheets at Denny Abbey Cambridgeshire, where the illustrated
example, though shown flat, clearly displays the fold line where it had been folded over the
(missing) nails (Goodall and Christie 1980, 260-1). An alternative explanation was suggested
at York, where identical pieces, though opened out but including the seam where the piece of
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lead had been folded over the nails as at Clipstone and Denny Abbey, were considered to be
'possibly the result of cutting around the nails in order to lift off large areas of roofing sheet in
one piece'; in support of this it was noted that most of the York examples came from
demolition deposits (Ottaway and Rogers 2002, 2832). Against this is the fact that the
illustrated examples are rectangular, have two nail holes close together set broadly
perpendicular to the long axis of the lead sheet close to (but not in) the centre; it would be
anticipated that, unless other parts of the superficial roof construction were in the way,
someone intent on recycling would cut as close to the nails as possible, rather than cutting
long strips that include the nails. Additionally, the illustrated examples appear to have
smoothly cut edges; if the lead sheet was nailed tight to a roof it would be anticipated that a
stabbing, dragging action would be required to cut around in-situ nails, which it might be
expected would result in at least slightly ragged edges or at a minimum a stab to the start of
the cut. Additionally, the clearest illustrated example (Ottaway and Rogers 2002 fig
1412:15270) has a very clear crease in section where the lead was originally folded over the
nails and a crack where it was subsequently opened out. It is therefore somewhat difficult to
accept the interpretation of the York examples on the evidence provided.
Examples were found in AH150 and LF135. These locations are well within the stone rubble
spreads and suggest that they may be related to the medieval buildings and may, in future,
should specific foundations be located, help to identify the buildings by reference to
documentary sources for the construction of the various roofs on the buildings.
The larger nails are general carpentry nails. None of the recovered examples were associated
with roves (of which none were found, roves thus far having only been seen, ?unusued or at
least removed from nails / bolts before corrosion bonded them together, from excavations in
the grounds of the Tin Tabernacle (Budge in prep)) and none appeared to have been
clenched, suggesting they either broke at the clenching (and were thus not recognised as
such) on attempted removal or were probably not used to join more than one pieces of wood
together (clenched nails are often found in the framework of doors, shutters, well covers etc
holding the timbers together). Such nails are, however, frequently found still attached to other
elements of structural ironwork such as strap hinges from doors and gates (though
sometimes clenched). However, any dogmatic examination that assumes that any particular
type (head / length) of nail had only one purpose is doomed to failure - nails were used to fix
one thing to another, while in general terms there may be some usual combinations (certain
lengths of 'doornail' with raised heads and hammered corners with roves, for example, but
apparently large headed nails of quite substantial size may also may be found holding stone
slates
onto
a
roof,
such
as
a
16th
century
example
in
Scotland
(http://www.alderarchaeology.co.uk/AHamiltonsLand.html). Unsurprisingly, though perhaps
more frugally, the medieval carpenter appears to have used nails of the right type and length
for the job in hand, whatever that job may have been. On the whole, large headed nails,
irrespective of length, may be intended to hold one object to another and prevent pulling
through, be it lead to wood, slate to wooden rafter, while other shapes may have more
decorative purposes but still be designed to hold materials to timber or even masonry. Other
shapes, such as T shapes are also used today in finishing, where the nail is not intended to
be seen. Assigning function to the general carpentry nails is therefore difficult.
More decorative nails included the figure of eight headed nails from AG190 and LF165 and
the facetted head nails from LE165.
Facetted head nails are often found on doors and other places where they would be seen.
They were encountered in AF190, LE165, LG120 ???LF155 ???AG190
Decoratively they can be seen, for example (at a large scale) in the late medieval gates to
Worcester Abbey (pers obs)
A particularly interesting combination of nails was recovered from AF190. For a start, the
assemblage was notable for the degree of corrosion evident in all the nails from this test pit
(and this corrosion did not appear to be limited to the parts of the nails (ie heads and
clenched tips) that would be exposed to the atmosphere while in-situ). All iron objects found in
this test pit appeared to have been subject to significant corrosion but 'post excavation'
corrosion (a long time ago) had caused the apparent flaking off of the initial iron oxide
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products. The condition of the objects suggested that they had probably been brought to the
surface, or near the surface, by the action of the plough, which had encouraged further cycles
of oxidisation and mechanical damage, rather than indicating that they had been damaged by
oxidation while in situ eg in a door, where the fact that parts of the nails would be exposed to
the atmosphere while other parts were within the wood should be expected to cause
differential corrosion.
Aside from the clear and extensive corrosion, this test pit was notable for the number of nails
of probable HI/HG type. They were distinctly rare elsewhere within the investigated area.
They are decorative types used on doors, shutters, chests, etc. They probably, given the
numbers in this particular test pit, represent the remains of a single item of furniture or fitting
that was dumped, lost, spilled, burned or otherwise abandoned within the King's Houses
complex. The presence of several nails of this type indicates that an association is likely, but
cannot tell if the door etc was in situ when destroyed or had been removed to a specific
location within the complex for intended recycling (and then abandoned to decay due to
unknown factors) of the components. It may also be possible that these nails derive from a
door or other fitting (eg cupboard) that was buried, in-situ, under collapsing masonry as the
King's Houses fell from use and collapsed for want of maintenance, prior to their posited
demolition.

MISCELLANEOUS:
Many of the iron objects were too fragmentary to be identified. Many could have been parts of
the shanks of nails but some could equally be fragments of buckle frames, or farm machinery.
Some objects were however classified as miscellaneous as no parallels could be found. This
could partly be a product of the literature on archaeological medieval and (early) post
medieval iron work far exceeds that on post medieval and modern ironwork and may
therefore suggest the objects that cannot be paralleled in medieval assemblages may be of
later date. Amongst the unidentifiable objects notable examples were found in test pits LA110,
LD115 and AD90. That from LA110 is a fragment of a rectangular bar that tapers from its
widest end (where it has broken off) down to a small rounded lozenge shaped terminal at the
other. It has a bend of approximately 30° about half way along the surviving section. The bar
is too thick and narrow for this to be the decorative end of a hinge. The nearest medieval
parallels are casket bindings (eg Goodall 2011, 213 H545) but, the proportions of this piece
are not right for such bindings. Similarly, the profile (rectangular) is wrong; the thicker binding
strips generally have a D shaped profile. It seems more likely that the lack of medieval
parallels means this object is of more recent date and could be part of an item of farm
machinery or similar. This may be supported by its distance from the apparent stone built
area of the King's Houses.
Two fragments from LD115 also consist of flattened rounded terminals at the end of strips,
though the strips are much thinner than the above. One expands into an oval terminal with its
long axis in line with the shaft. The shaft is corroded but appears somewhat rounded, while
the terminal is slightly thinner than the shaft. The other piece is much more heavily corroded,
with corrosion splits visible in the metal. However, its terminal is squatter and more rounded
and is additionally thicker than its shank, which is rectangular in section. The shank of this
piece is clearly broken, that of the other is longer and rounded at the end, which may
represent an ancient break or may be the original termination. The similarity of the objects
and their location in the same test pit may indicate that they are related, though it is also
entirely possible that their occurrence together is entirely fortuitous, this being a ploughsoil
assemblage. If they are medieval then they may represent binding strips from caskets or
other small items of furniture (as above) or they could be the terminals of curry comb handles
(where the handle bolts onto the comb). Neither interpretation is entirely satisfactory and
medieval parallels are broadly similar but not particularly so; the curry comb ends are more
closely paralleled than the binding strip, but even so the bars are somewhat thinner than is
usually the case with a curry comb. However, the latter interpretation (part of a curry comb an item used to groom horses (eg Clark 2004, 157)) is interesting. Above it is suggested that
the presence of horse shoe nails and fragments suggests either an open route way within the
complex along the southern boundary of the King's Houses or the possibility of the (or some)
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stables along this southern boundary. The location of this test pit, at about the point where the
southern boundary changes angle on the 1630s map, could lend weight to such an
identification if these objects are indeed part of a curry comb or combs.
The piece from AD90 is a rectangular bar with both ends (about 15mm in length) rounded.
Close to the change from rectangular to rounded bar there are the stubs of two rounded bars
or wires extending at 90° from the rectangular bar. There do not seem to be any parallels in
medieval archaeology for this object. It seems likely it was intended to rotate in some kind of
bearing, hence the two c.15mm rounded projections extending from the ends of the
rectangular bar. The stubs suggest some kind of structure was attached to the bar. It has not
been possible to determine whether this object merely represents an item of modern farm
equipment or if it is of greater antiquity and interest, though it must be admitted that the total
lack of medieval parallels may suggest the former is likely.

CAST IRON:
A fragment from AB90 has a thin wall with slight curvature. It could be part of farm machinery
or cast iron building ironwork (eg guttering, drain pipe etc) however it may also be part of a
cast iron vessel, such as a cauldron. This may be a possibility as its find spot is near the road
frontage of the plot containing the 1630s building. Cast iron began to replace copper alloy as
the material of choice for cauldrons from around 1700 (Butler Green and Payne 2009, 1), no
doubt aided by the development, or at least the patenting of, a method of sand casting iron
vessels
from
re-useable
forms
by
Abraham
Darby
in
1707
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/64qC9ouhT5W7EaCOt2RNzw
accessed
21/10/2016). This may just allow for the use of such vessels by the occupants of this plot who
were of some means judging by the drinking glass and ceramics they had access to. The
house appears, from cartographic evidence, to have gone by 1730, although it is unknown
how much before this it was demolished, though the finds evidence suggests occupation
continued into the late 17th or early 18th century.

A BONFIRE:
A small collection of artefacts from AB100 included part of a bolt, a couple of screws and
some unidentifiable fragments of strip. One of the screws retains a fragment of clinker or slag
in its corrosion. There were also pieces of fuel ash slag and clinker found in this test pit. Five
metres away test pit LA100 yielded an oval wire nail and two unidentifiable oval sectioned
strips like those from AB100. This little collection probably represents the remains of a 20th
century bonfire.

DISTRIBUTION OF IRON ARTEFACTS:
When considering the distribution of the medieval iron many factors must be taken into
account. For the horse equipment it seems plausible that, if the items were accidentally lost,
they would be found in areas where horses were present. These areas would likely be open
spaces, courtyards, track ways, but may also include enclosed areas such as stables (though
it seems less likely that lost shoes or nails would be allowed to remain on the stable floor
which would likely be metalled and should be swept out on a regular basis). In addition to
accidental losses, horse equipment could also represent either unused stock held by a
blacksmith or farrier on site or removed pieces retained for recycling.
The same may well be true of the building nails and other structural ironwork. Thompson
points out that iron was an expensive material that would have been retrieved and recycled
wherever possible, including through salvage from demolished and derelict buildings
(Thompson 2007, 175), particularly where deliberate demolition of a building was occurring.
Other finds clearly demonstrate a certain level of recycling going on at Clipstone, with
evidence for piecemeal robbing of the site by the locals demonstrated by a dump of medieval
window glass in a freshly dug pit in the village interpreted as having been removed for the
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lead (Budge and Gaunt 2013, 15) but also quantities of amorphous lumps of lead and partially
melted fragments on the site itself, found by metal detector users, that suggests the melting
down of lead work on a relatively large scale (Budge in prep b). While some of this material
may relate to casting and manufacture of lead building materials during construction or
accidental losses eg in the event of fires, the presence of items such as lead caulking that
have been removed from the masonry and then opened out to remove the iron fitting they
held in place (perhaps hinge pivots, window bars, etc), either to allow recycling of either the
iron component or the lead, an act that should mainly occur during demolition
It is possible therefore that as the buildings were being stripped of fittings these would have
been collected together before being removed from site, providing opportunity for loss away
from their original position of use (as is, for example, suggested for a group of roves at
Drysylwyn Castle interpreted as the contents of a bag being collected for recycling (Caple
2007, 67).
There is, additionally, the possibility that timbers might have been burnt to remove nails that
were needed but difficult to remove. Nails hammered deeply into timbers and headless nails
would be very difficult to withdraw manually (for the latter, see lathnails (Thompson 2007,
181), it is perhaps possible that if such timbers were not required for re-use but the nails were
then timbers could have been burnt to recover the nails during demolition. If this were the
case, or even if timbers were being collected for recycling and reuse or just as firewood, there
is the possibility for nails, still embedded within the timbers, to move around the site and to
end up away from their original place of use. Indeed, a small hinge pivot most likely from a
window shutter or cupboard was found in the ditch interpreted as the 13th - 14th century
boundary ditch of the palace (Gaunt et al 2015). As it was in the ditch it had clearly not been
used in this particular location and it would seem unlikely it had fallen into the ditch from its
original place of fitting as a result of natural decay / collapse.
There are situations, however, where retrieval of nails and other materials would not have
been possible. Such situations include collapse of buildings, where falling rubble or other
debris may cover over building materials. The survey of the decay of the manor of Clipstone
taken in the 16th century indicates that parts of the site had very much fallen to ruin by this
point. In such cases, timber fixtures and fittings and structural elements may become buried
by collapsed masonry and have time to decay before robbing of stonework occurs, leaving
nails and other structural ironwork broadly in-situ to be later incorporated into the plough soil.
Consequently, it is possible that the distribution of iron objects found during this work does not
necessarily relate to the location of the buildings of the King's Houses, its layout or the uses
to which various parts of it were put prior to its demolition. All of the above factors must be
kept in mind when examining the distribution of these artefacts. This said, it is also possible
that the distribution of nails does reveal information about the location of timber structures or
the type of roofing for particular buildings, or about areas of the palace used by horses.
With the above caveats in mind, it is clear when examining the distribution plots of iron that
there is significant patterning in the results. Simply examining the distribution plots of all iron
(Figure 15) it is clear that absolutely no iron was recovered from south west of site grid line
100m. Discounting typologically modern items (eg in the vicinity of AB100 - see 'bonfire'
above) and dubious items, this line can be pushed north east to site grid line 115m at least.
As the south western part of the site has probably been cultivated since the medieval period
while the area of the King's Houses was only more recently taken into cultivation the
distribution appears to indicate that the artefacts were, for the most part, not introduced by
cultivation / manuring but instead seem very likely to represent the debris of structures and
occupation on the site.
If one examines the distribution of smithed nails (removing diagnostically late nails (eg cut
and wire) and ignoring unidentifiable fragments that may be nail shanks) this distribution
resolves further (Figure 19); it is clear that hand made nails with large heads are largely
constrained to the north east of the northern 1630s boundary. In fact, it is also clear that most
of the nails (though there were not many) with small heads occur outside this area. Given the
probable evidence for a decrease in the size of nail heads in the late medieval and later
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periods (above) it is notable that these are the main types of hand made nails outside the
northern 1630s boundary, while the nail types within it (and thus probably associated with the
medieval structures) fit into the range of medieval nail types as identified by Goodall and
Thompson. The distribution of building nails that can perhaps reasonably be assumed to the
medieval quite closely correlates with the most concentrated areas of stone rubble. There are
no obvious areas where there is significant divergence between the stone rubble and building
nails which might, perhaps, suggest the location of timber buildings of earth fast construction,
for example. However, areas of lower rubble concentration and high concentrations of nails
might perhaps suggest the location of timber buildings on low stone walls. It is possible that
the area between the standing ruin and the 13th - 14th century boundary ditch is such an
area, though see below for horse material, suggesting that instead it may have been an open
area that was perhaps used as a store and breaking down area during demolition.
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Figure 20 - distribution of smithed nails

The main conclusion that can be drawn from the data is that the hand made nails appear to
occur most frequently in the areas of stone rubble, suggesting the buildings of the King's
Houses were made of stone, with timber doors / window shutters with hinges held on with iron
nails and possibly roofing material held on with nails, including some buildings roofed with
lead (which was held on with large headed, short shanked, roofing nails), with other parts of
the buildings nailed (such as floor boards, laths etc). This need not suggest that the
documentary sources indicating the presence of timber structures are incorrect, the evidence
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for these structures may be hidden in the plough zone assemblage by rubble and nails, but
perhaps more likely these timber structures may represent a different building tradition, where
jointing was by means of trenails and where the skill of the carpenter was pre-eminent, with
joints being carefully cut or pegged and where even non-wooden roofing material may have
been held on by organic means (the stone slate roofs of the Austin Friars at Leicester were
held on with oak pegs, for example (Allin 1981, 67) or more locally, bone pegs were used to
hold slates on to the roof of an old house in Mansfield Woodhouse (the late Mrs Longstaffe
pers comm). An earth fast timber framed building with pegged joints and a shingle or thatched
roof held on by wooden or organic pegs would essentially leave no trace in the archaeological
record. This must be borne in mind when considering the interior of the 1630s enclosure.
There is virtually no stone rubble here and very few iron objects. This does not preclude the
removal of the possibly timber built Peel buildings to this area. However, it does seem to
suggest that stone and iron buildings were not present in this part of the site in the medieval
(or later) period. It would also be unusual for timber buildings to be constructed from earth fast
posts at this period and the use of stone sill walls at least would be expected. Even if
completely robbed out it is to be anticipated that some stone at least would be present.
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Bone Manufacturing Waste:
A feature of the site becoming apparent over the course of recent archaeological work (they
have also been found in the excavation to the north of the 'Tin Tabernacle' at S60280 64800,
undertaken seasonally since 2015 (Budge 2016)) is the offcut waste from the manufacture of
discs of varying diameters from blanks made from sawn strips of animal bone. The species
used has not been identified but, from the form of cortical fragments and lack of significant
areas of cancellous tissue on any of the fragments, the bones were probably the limb bones
of sheep, cattle, pig, horse or other large stock animal.
No examples of the discs, either unfinished, broken, or complete, has yet been recovered and
the blanks themselves tend to preserve little more than a quarter of each circle, as the disks
were drilled very close to the edge of the blanks. Indeed, one of the examples (from LC165)
was drilled so close to the edge that the concave cut extends beyond the edge of the piece.
Extracting the discs from so near to the edge of the blanks will weaken the blanks to the
extent that they are likely to fragment quickly on disturbance by the plough, but the
predominantly fragmentary nature of such blanks has also been noted in excavated
assemblages from primary contexts at St Kitts in the West Indies (Klippel and Schroedl 1999,
226)
Bone and antler waste from the manufacture of discs has been found on many sites and from
the medieval to modern period. Manufacturing details of the blanks themselves has not
routinely been reported. Medieval examples of this sort of waste appear to be made on
relatively thick blanks which frequently retain one of the original surfaces of the raw material
and are commonly interpreted as the remains of bead making.
Later examples, often made from thin, sawn, blanks of strips of bone or antler seem to have
produced a product of different character, being much thinner.
For the quantified data in the spreadsheet blanks are classified as:
Type 1 - sawn one side; original (curved) bone edge to other
Type 2 - sawn both sides
The profile of the cutting for the disks is not detailed in the spreadsheet as it was in most
cases vertical from one side and concave from the other. The exception was LG100 which
had vertical sides with a slight ridge near the middle where the cuts met. With the type 1
blanks the concave cutting had been carried out from the sawn face. The blanks were cut out
using a centre bit or what was termed in contemporary literature a 'button bit' (for the latter
see Klippel and Schroedl 1999, 226). LG100 used the same bit to cut from both sides of the
blank while the others clearly used two different bits.
No analysis of the bone was undertaken to distinguish the species. The blanks were all on
cortical bone with no trace of cancellous tissue present; where present some external
surfaces were convex while one (LG170) was planar. This seems to suggest that a use of the
long bones of cattle, sheep, horse or similar is possible. This is in contrast to the findings from
St Kitts, where tabular bones were selected (eg ribs, parts of the skull) for the manufacture of
single hole bone disks (Klippel and Schroedl 1999, 224)
The blanks have similar characteristics. Parallel striations aligned diagonally to the long axis
of the strip indicate that the type 1 blanks were sawn into strips from the edges of long bones
prior to the cutting of the discs, while type 2 were presumably sawn from the bone next as
they have striations on both faces and on one edge. While all the offcuts were fragmentary, in
a few cases saw marks showed that the bone from which the strip was cut had also been
sawn into short lengths. It is unclear if the bone was cut into short lengths prior to cutting into
strips or vice versa, but modern experiments (albeit using hatchets or machetes rather than
saws) found that reducing bones into thin even blanks was much more easily achieved when
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the bone was reduced to short lengths prior to cutting into strips (Klippel and Schroedl 1999,
227).
The sawing of the bone into parallel faced thin strips was ultimately not necessary to produce
the discs since the centre bit, after having cut the central hole (for alignment) and the edges
to a certain depth, also began to cut away any uneven material and flatten the surface of the
disc at the same time. Technologically it therefore seems likely that the type 1 and type 2
blanks were simply a product of how the raw bone was utilised; type 1 representing the initial
pieces sawn from the bone and type 2 representing the next layer of pieces that could be
sawn off, as long as the cortical bone was thick enough. With the centre bit also cutting the
face of the button, the convex bone surface of the type 1 blanks would not be an obstacle and
the same product could be produced from both types. While this seems a logical inference, it
is notable that the only type 2 blank in this assemblage (LG100) is also the only one where a
centre bit has been used from both sides to cut the disk. All the type 1 blanks have been cut
using a different bit for either side. It seems likely then that different products were produced
from the different types of blanks, though a much larger sample size is necessary to test this
assumption.
An offcut from LE170 had identical characteristics to the button blank strips in the saw marks
present. It had cuts along its length, with the two cuts forming a right angle. It had also been
sawn off at the end. However, between the right angled cuts was a concave fragment of bone
surface. This could either be a remnant of the centre of one of the long bones, when the strips
have been cut out and the hollow centre of the bone is encountered or could be similar to the
situation at St Kitts, where scapulae were used and the central ridges cut off
There are a variety of shapes that were employed for bone buttons. The simplest is a flat disk
of bone with a central hole. This is Garrett's 'pin head shank' type (Garrett 1994, 110-111) or
South's Type 15 (Noel-Hume 1991, fig 23, 91). Garrett states that in the 18th and 19th
century bone buttons were generally used on undergarments, shirts or trousers and that pin
head shank buttons were often furnished with a metal loop through the central perforation to
aid attachment (Garrett 1994, 110). However, many examples when excavated, despite being
of quite recent date, fail to display any traces of metal attachment or staining from the same
(eg Budge 2016) and it seems probable that many / most were furnished with organic
attachment loops such as thread, cat gut etc that have decayed leaving no visible traces.
Biddle and Cook note that instead of being used simply 'as was' this type of bone disk was
usually used as a former for buttons which were covered in cloth or thread (sometimes known
as 'Dorset buttons'); smaller examples may have included a small piece of rag or a cone
under the covering thread to increase the height to make 'high top' buttons (Biddle and Cook
1991, 573). At Barton on Humber only the largest example (18mm dia) had green staining,
suggesting the former presence of an attached copper alloy cover (Mould 2011, 710), though
it is more common for bone backs intended to be furnished with metal covers to be shaped
rather than flat and to have a recess at the edge to allow the cover to be attached (eg Garrett
1994, 110). Riddler notes that flat bone disks with a central hole were probably cores for cloth
or thread covered buttons, while larger examples with a concave dished centre were
furnished with a separate copper alloy suspension loop (Riddler 2010, 286).
South's Type 15 was stated to be present in North Carolina in the 18th century (Noel Hume
1991, 90) and this dating is also proposed at Portchester, while it was also noted there that
they had been found "within the boundary of the exercise yard and from the metalling of the
yard in 1810" (Garrett 1994, 112). Portchester Casle was essentially abandoned 1819
(Cunliffe and Garrett 1994, 6). At Barton-upon-Humber one was found in a Phase A grave
(c.1700 - 1855) (Rodwell and Atkins 2011, 675, 711, grave F3053). They are frequently
recovered from various late 18th century sites in North America (Klippel and Schroedl 1999,
229). Riddler notes that "the majority ... are of 18th century date" (Riddler 2010, 286). That
they continued beyond the early 19th century is clear as the centrally perforated flat bone
disks from Winchester come from archaeological contexts of the 19th and 20th centuries
(Biddle and Cook 1991, 573). However, excavation at Cantebury noted that some, at least, of
the larger single hole bone disks have been found in contexts that indicate some of these may
pre-date the 18th century, and it was postulated, based on the dating of discoidal metal
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buttons, that it is not impossible that the composite bone equivalents could have been
available as early as the 15th century (Riddler et al 2001, 271-2).
Such bone disks were made by African slaves in the West Indies, where the manufacturing
waste included examples of disks that had broken during manufacture and were therefore
discarded in partially finished state (Klippel and Schroedl 1999, 226). The similarity of LG100
to these blanks suggests that the blank from LG100 was used to make this type of single hole
bone disk.
Several factors suggest that the other blanks were not:- the thickness of the blanks and
particularly the different bits that appear to have been used to cut the disks.
Firstly, the single hole bone disks are frequently quite thin (eg quantified data at Southwell
found disks between 1.1 and 1.6mm in thickness (Budge 2016)) while in St Kitts (though no
quantification of thickness is provided) the disks are noted to have been made from bones
with thin cortex, often with cancellous tissue between the cortical fragments (Klippel and
Schroedl 1999).The Clipstone blanks are quite thick (at least 2mm+ for the concave cut from
the saw flattened surface:- this thickness does not include the additional thickness of the
convex outer surface of the bone which may reach up to 5.8mm at the thickest part in the
recovered fragments. However, if centre bits were used to flatten the curvature of this outer
surface it may be that this thickness is irrelevant, although one wonders if less effort might
have been required had the blank been sawn more to the desired thickness and the outer
surface removed. The above evidence does not necessarily provide a major problem as the
use of a centre bit that is also designed to flatten the face (eg as demonstrated by bone disks
from Southwell (Budge 2016 HF15 TP2 spit 2) and St Kitts (Klippel and Schroedl 1999, 226
fig 4 c) and is presumably of the historic type represented eg by LaRue (2006, 7) will cut away
excess bone to produce a flat face. However, more importantly, the flattening of the face of
the product by such means, particularly when manufactured from a blank that has already
been deliberately sawn flat on one face (rather than hacked, split or hatchetted into strips
(which are inevitably of potentially uneven thickness and (potentially) not of parallel faces (in
which case such blanks would all require modification of the split / hacked / otherwise worked
faces to produce parallel sided fragments - eg by the centre bit) - as suggested by
experiments at St Kitts ((Klippel and Schroedl 1999), represents an excessive use of labour.
As these button blanks were likely cheap and produced quickly by the makers.
More importantly, the use of two different shaped bits is not necessary for making single hole
disks.
Various other types of bone button were produced. At Portchester two other main types were
recognised. One was the 'self shank' type (Garrett 1994, 110), which are circular buttons with
a protruding shank all in one piece. The shank is drilled to take the thread. The other is the
'sew through' type (Garrett 1994, 112). These are flat one side but have a raised rim around
the edge at the front. They have a central hole and several other holes (three or four) around
it.
Most of the self shank examples from Portchester appear out of round and, lacking the central
hole that is required to line up centre bits, were presumably cut by hand. The sew through
buttons were made with centre bits and the holes (apart from the centre) drilled afterwards.
Other types of bone button include convex/concave bone backs with bevelled or otherwise
shaped edges to which metal covers were attached, as at Norwich (Margeson 1993, fig
11:110-112). It is not impossible that the disks made from type 1 blanks could have been of
this type (since the convex outer surface of the bone may have provided just enough material
for the convex centre of the back to be cut but it seems impossible that the type 2 blanks
could have produced such blanks; they are simply too thin. As the vertical / concave
It is clear from the use of two bits of differing profile that asymmetrical buttons were produced.
However, until broken examples are discovered on the site it is unclear what type of button
these were. It is possible they were sew through type.
However, if this was the case, this does seem to represent a wasteful employment of raw
material (though perhaps bones were plentiful - although if so why did the button makers not
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choose the tabular bones such as ribs (of which there are more in any given cow than legs)
that would require less effort to make into blanks?).
The blank from AF145 suggests the maximum depth of bit had been reached from the sawn
surface due to a vertical ridge of approximately 0.5mm depth; the base of the concave profile
extends to 3.0mm below the base of the sawn surface. The convex profile of the spur of the
bit used for this side was thus approximately 2.5mm in depth before becoming vertical. It
extended approximately 2.5mm out from the edge of the cut. This therefore implies that the
edge of the spur on the drill bit was a hemisphere on its outer surface.

DISTRIBUTION:

Figure 21 - distribution of bone manufacturing waste and bone artefacts
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The distribution is somewhat general, though with no items in Waterfield. It is probable that
the waste has no relationship to the occupation of the King's Houses. It may relate to post
medieval button making, but alternatively could have been dumped here from elsewhere.

CONCLUSIONS:
Fragments AF145, LG170 and LC165 were made using two different bits, employed on
similar blanks. The blanks consisted of the outer margins of animal long bones that were
sawn, with an action that was diagonal to the (as far as could be reconstructed) long axis of
the bone, while the cortical surface was not modified to produce the blanks. Disks were cut
from the resulting strips The bit used to cut the piece from the sawn (inner) side of the bone
was convex in profile (that is, the bit:- as in it leaves a concave cut in the surface of the blank
from which it has cut) and was most likely a standard auger bit or ship auger as used in
woodworking (LaRue 2006, 10, 12). However, it is not impossible that a specialised 'button
bit' was employed on this edge along with a more general bit cutting a vertical edge from the
other side. The products were probably flat bone disks with a central hole for making cloth or
thread covered buttons in the case of blanks cut with a single bit from both sides, while the
products cut from blanks using a different bit for each side would likely be asymmetrical and
may have been sew through type buttons, with a thickened rim and dished centre to one side
and a flat surface on the other.
The presence of sawn strips of bone suggests that the cutting of the disks and the preparation
of the strips was undertaken in the same workshop, although whether this was in or in the
immediate vicinity of Castlefield or whether it was elsewhere and the waste was dumped here
is presently uncertain.
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Glass and associated materials:

Figure 22 - distribution of all glass objects
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Introduction:
A variety of glass was found, including medieval, post medieval and modern window glass,
late 17th century drinking glass, 18th century drinking glasses and 19th - 20th century
drinking glasses and bottles. The late 17th century drinking glass is worthy of note and
appears to suggest that the occupants of the house were of above average means. Window
glass of probable medieval and of post medieval date relate to the King's Houses and
probably to the 1630s structure. The quantified material also includes a rubber stopper of a
type designed to be screwed into glass beverage bottles from the late 19th century into the
20th.

Methodology:
The glass assemblage recovered from the site was divided into two main categories. The
categories are based on the perceived intended use of the glass. The categories are:
Window glass - glass designed to allow passage of light into a structure while excluding
weather. May also allow views into / out of the structure.
Vessel glass - glass formed into an object, usually a container. Two distinct types of vessel
were included in this category, vessels designed for serving liquids (eg beakers, wine glasses
etc) and recorded as Drinking Vessels (DV) in the catalogue, and vessels designed for
storage of substances (eg jars, bottles), recorded simply as Vessels (V) in the catalogue.
Due to the different physical properties of the objects formed in the different categories,
different characteristics were used to quantify the different categories.

W INDOW GLASS:
The window glass was quantified by shard count and weight. Joining fragments were sought
but none were present. Thickness was recorded to the nearest 0.1 of a millimetre using digital
calipers with specifications as detailed in the clay tobacco pipe report. Where window glass
was variable in thickness the range of variation was recorded as min and max thickness.
Weighing was undertaken using a Maplin VV52G digital load cell electronic balance calibrated
prior to use with a 100 g mass and checked following recording with the same 100 g mass.
These control readings showed no deviation, being precisely 100.0 g. The weight of the glass
shards thus derived was recorded to the nearest 0.1 g. Colour was recorded in a subjective
manner using the colour terminology detailed for the vessel glass (below). Patination (surface
decay) was recorded by type (iridescent, white, opaque, partially opaque, transparent) with
modifiers 'light' 'medium' or 'heavy'. Presence of original edges and type (eg grozed, diamond
cut, fire rounded), presence of window came ghosts and presence of likely exterior surface
weathering from when the glass was in-situ were recorded as applicable. Where it could be
distinguished the method of manufacture was recorded, along with any other relevant details,
in the notes section.

VESSEL GLASS:
Both drinking glasses and other glass vessels, primarily designed for storage were included in
this category, but methods of recording differed depending on which category they belonged
to. While vessels may have been designed for a particular use it should be noted that this
does not prevent the end user from putting them to a completely different use. Examples
today would be wine bottles used as lighting equipment (candle holders) and the myriad of
purposes to which jam jars are pressed, not just for storage of substances from jam to screws
but also as gimmicky serving vessels for certain brands of alcoholic beverage.
While most of the data recorded were the same for both categories, terminology for the
vessels follows that defined by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and (American)
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Society of Historical
21/09/2016).

Archaeologists

(SHA)

(http://sha.org/bottle/colors.htm

accessed

Colour was recorded following the BLM/SHA nomenclature ((http://sha.org/bottle accessed
21/09/2016).
Decoration / inscription. Efforts were made to identify inscriptions (which often detailed the
original contents of the bottle or the manufacturer) where possible by reference to published
sources, trade directories and internet searches. There was insufficient of the inscriptions
surviving to allow any of them to be identified.

Description:

W INDOW GLASS:
Two fragments of plain glass, of 1.2mm and 3mm thickness were quite decayed. One had an
opaque weathering crust stained brown by manganese. The other had lost this crust due to
exposure to rain and moisture on the field surface, and displayed a pitted and decayed pale
green surface, with clear signs of lamination due to the processes of decay visible at its
edges. This latter piece was of variable thickness and was almost certainly a fire rounded
edge. In condition, metal and thickness this glass was the same as window glass
manufactured by the broad glass method found in a pit dug in the early post medieval period
by an occupant of the village to hide a quantity of medieval window glass which must have
come from the King's Houses (Gaunt and Budge 2013). The glass was predominantly broad
glass and included many pieces with fire rounded edges and grozed edges, while diamond
cutting was absent. Shapes included a truncated equilateral triangle and an isosceles triangle,
while further geometric shapes were indicated by edge fragments with grozed acute angles
and right angles. There was also a fragment of thicker glass of different composition and
possibly manufactured by the crown method. This had not suffered the all over surface decay
and discolouration of the broad glass but had suffered localised pitting to its surfaces. This
fragment had a grozed edge and retained a fragment of painted decoration in red / brown of a
?leaf or flower petal. There was no lead in the pit. While it was found within the village, not on
the palace site, the probability of a villager having glazing, particularly painted glazing, in the
late medieval or early post medieval period is low. There was no church in the village from
which glazing could have been obtained. The glass was interpreted as the remains of one or
more medieval windows removed from the palace by the occupant of the village plot at a time
when the palace had probably been falling to ruin but before it was systematically
demolished, for the purposes of acquiring the lead. The evidence of the act which could not
be easily melted down and passed off as legitimate, the window glass, was buried in a pit.
Glazing of various rooms / windows in the palace are testified in the documentary evidence
for the site and Rahtz also recovered window glass during excavations in the 1950s (Rahtz
1960). The two fragments recovered in this project are probably therefore both medieval
broad glass from the King's Houses.
Post medieval window glass was represented by six (6) fragments. This glass is colourless
but with a variety of green to blue tints, sometimes quite strong, due to the presence of iron in
the raw materials used and the atmosphere of the furnace during manufacture. It is thin
(1.1mm to 1.6mm) and is usually diamond cut, though grozing may be used to correct errors
in the cutting. The surface is generally not decayed, or with only a slight opaque weathering.
except in a few cases where a weathering crust appears to have formed and then been lost
due to exposure on the surface.
Where the evidence survives, fire rounded edges, the straight elongated bubbles and various
fine pits in the surface caused by contact with fine impurities on the slab on which it was
flattened indicate the glass was manufactured by the broad glass technique (Broad glass
nomenclature after Tutton & Hirst 2007).
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In brief, this technique involved the glass blower first forming an elongated cylinder of glass.
When large enough, the top and bottom were cut off and the cylinder was then opened out on
a flat surface using tools to produce a flat pane. Re-heating of the piece either during
flattening or annealing resulted in the cut ends of the cylinder becoming hotter than the rest of
the piece, melting the glass more and causing these edges to thicken and round off (eg see
Tutton & Hirst 2007, 127-131). This method of glass manufacture was in use for an extended
period, from at least the 12th century (Pickles et al 2015, 11) until the 19th century or later.
Due to the imperfections introduced by the manufacturing process, not least the flattening of
the cylinder on a surface, broad glass was usually the cheaper option, better off members of
society preferring to have crown glass in their windows if they could afford. Adverts of the
early 18th century speak of crown glass with 'common glass' mentioned secondarily in an
advert in the Boston Gazette for 1729, 'common glass' being a contemporary term used to
refer to broad glass (Davies 1973, 80-2).
While not all the pieces show clear evidence of this method of manufacture most have hints
that it was employed, and they are all so similar in character (thickness, colour, surface
texture) to indicate that all the fragments should be considered to have been made by this
method. Certainly there is nothing to suggest that any crown glass is present amongst the
post medieval window glass.
The evidence visible on the shards indicates that the pieces were shaped with a diamond,
with diamond cut edges identifiable (confirmed under 20x binocular magnification) on some of
the pieces.
There are several examples of waste found at glasshouses that suggest that at least some of
the cutting out of window glass occurred at the manufacturing glasshouse rather than on the
installation site or in the glazier's workshop. Examples include broad glass manufacturing
waste from Denton, Manchester, from the first half of the 17th century (Vose 1994) and late
17th - 18th century crown glass manufacturing waste from Bolsterstone, Yorkshire (Ashurst,
1987, p192).
The introduction of the diamond cutter for window glass shaping is generally taken to be
indicative of a post medieval date (eg King 2009, 624). Le Couteur suggested that diamond
cutting of window glass was not introduced to England until the 17th century (Le Couteur,
1926, p12, quoted in Butler, Ford and Janaway, 2002, 160). Moran stated that the diamond
cutter was adopted 'in the 16th century or later' when referring to window glass from an
Elizabethan site in Ireland (Moran 2005 p145), going on to suggest that shards 'without
grozed edges and with original edges surviving ... cut with a diamond cutter ... should be
more recent in date [than the 16th or early 17th century]' (Moran 2005, 145). Window glass
shards from one of Mansell's glass houses in Denton, near Manchester, operational in the
first half of the 17th century, were cut by diamond and appeared to have been cut to shape at
the glasshouse rather than on the installation site (Vose 1994, 38). Brown states that the
diamond cutter was introduced to Italy in the 14th century and that its use had become
widespread by the 16th (Brown 1994, 24).
The colour of the glass, clear with a distinct greenish or blueish tint, accords closely with the
description of the 18th century glass found at Williamsburg, North America (Davies 1973, 93).
The broad glass window glass produced in the Haughton Green glasshouse in the first half of
the 17th century was considered as part of the 'green glass' production there (Vose 1994, 38)
implying a similar colour. Glass of these colours may also be encountered in extant glazing in
domestic and ecclesiastical structures, for example it is clearly seen in place in a 17th century
window at Snowshill Manor (Tewksbury Borough Council, no date, no pagination) and was
still in use at least by the very late 18th century when it was widely employed in James
Wyatt's re-glazing of Salisbury Cathedral (pers obs).
Brooking notes that many windows were glazed with leaded glass in the seventeenth and
early 18th century as glass became more widespread and readily available (Brooking, 2007,
159). The combination of fire rounded edges and diamond cut edges with minimal grozed
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edges, used to form plain quarry glazing, was at Norwich taken to indicate a post 1600 date
within the general phase of late 16th to 18th century (King 2009, 866).
It therefore seems most probable that the glass was part of a window or windows of 17th or
18th century date. Given the distribution, entirely within Enclosure A, it is perhaps not
impossible that the glass belonged to leaded windows of the 1630s structure.

Figure 23 - distribution of window glass by probable period.
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DRINKING GLASS:
Two fragments, a stem and a fragment of folded foot are of particular interest. They are both
in colourless glass with a greyish tint, almost having a smoked appearance particularly in the
thicker walls of the stem.
The stem (see front cover) is from a vessel of 'taper stem' type (Type 7 - Brain 2000, 3). It
consists of the hollow stem, a snapped pontil under the base and the remains of the lowest
part of a separately applied bowl originally of U shape.
Brain classes these glasses as "probably the most important type of English made glass of
the 17th century" (Brain 2000, 3) as they "represent the first 'English' glass designs ... These
designs both resulted from, and exploited, the crystal glass newly introduced by George
Ravenscroft and others. They form the root for both the classic inverted baluster stemmed
and plain stem trumpet glasses which dominated the early Georgian era" (Brain & Brain
1996). They also note that the original designs exist, dating from about 1673 and that there is
no evidence for earlier manufacture of these types (Brain & Brain 1996). The original design
indicate production in three sizes, 170mm high for beer, 150mm high for French wine and
125mm high for Spanish wine (Brain 2000, 3). The particular page with the design of this
vessel form is reproduced as figure 10 in McClenaghan (1988), where the glass in question
can be found on the bottom row, second from the right. Greene indicates that it should be
produced in sizes 5, 2 and 3/4 and 2 3/4 [sic - perhaps an error of transcription]; presumably
heights in inches.
That they were manufactured in England is demonstrated by examples known with seals on
blobs of glass applied to the stems of such vessels, including those depicting the head of a
raven and taken to be the mark of the manufacturer George Ravenscroft (Willmott 2005 fig
73). Ravenscroft is widely credited with popularising the manufacture of high lead content
glass in this country, though evidence suggests he was not its inventor. Examples with
applied seals have been found in Nottingham, where a pit at High Pavement yielded many
plain and a few sealed examples (Alvey 1973, fig 10, fig 11). One in lead glass is essentially
identical to the Clipstone fragment in form and in being hollow blown (Alvey 1973 fig 11:2).
Alvey dates it to "Ravenscroft period. c.1675-80" (Alvey 1973, 71). In general agreement with
this assertion, Brain notes that early glasses of this type have short and or straight sided stem
(Brain 2000, 3) as is the case with the Clipstone example.
Based entirely on colour, the fragment of folded foot from LB135 may belong with the above
vessel or may be later. The folded foot is not commonly found on the early taper stem glasses
but becomes present later on (Brain 2000, 4) and is particularly common in the early 18th
century until at least the middle of that century. It is, however, seen on some late 17th century
English products (eg V&A C.530-1936, V&A C.144-1928).
A more typical colourless lead glass foot from AC110 was not folded but had an unusual
curve to its edge. It had traces of abrasion on the base from use.
A fragment of the bowl of a drinking glass from test pit LC105 had engraved decoration on its
outer surface. Such decoration commonly included depictions of the fruits or cereals from
which the beverage intended to fill the glass was made, thus depictions of hops, barley,
grapes and so on are common. The curving line on this fragment is typical of this type of
decoration, though may occur with images of several species of drink ingredients (eg
Barrington Haynes 1959 plate 68b and 94c (hops), plate 90a (grape vine) foe examples of
engraving with curved lines near the rim very similar to this glass). Engraved decoration of
this type was particularly popular in the 18th and into the 19th century. Early in this period the
vessel could represent domestic waste from the dwelling in Enclosure A, which it is in
proximity to, or if later it could possibly represent an accidental breakage during a picnic
undertaken by wealthy sightseers to the site or domestic refuse spread with manure.
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Figure 24 - distribution of drinking glass by period

DISTRIBUTION:
The number of vessels is so small that little can be inferred from the distribution. The 20th
century glass near the Tin Tabernacle could easily have been tossed out of the door by users
of this structure. There is perhaps minor indication that all the diagnostically 17th and 18th
century glass is within Enclosure A, while that outside it does not possess sufficient traits to
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indicate a more specific date than general 18th - 20th century range. It is probable that at
least the earliest of the drinking glass may relate to the occupation of the 1630s structure. If
so, this may indicate relatively wealthy occupants at this time.
VESSEL GLASS:

Figure 25 - distribution of vessel glass by period.
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Vessel glass includes the base of a narrow cylindrical phial from test pit AD110 These vessels
originate in the second half of the 17th century (Willmott 2002, 91-1) but were produced into
the 19th and were used to hold a range of liquids such as perfume and medicines (Willmott
2010, 247). Its diameter, approximately 50mm, equates to the largest of the phial types found
in 18th century deposits at Gloucester. Three sizes were found, small at circa 25mm
diameter, medium around 36mm in diameter and large being 50 - 56mm in diameter (Vince
1983, 171). Given the location of this piece, in Enclosure A, an association with the 1630s
house seems possible and consequently a narrowing of the probable dating to between the
mid 17th and early 18th centuries appears plausible.
A thick and heavily corroded fragment probably from a bottle was likely in a dark green or
olive 'forest glass' and came from AC75. Bottles such as this were not introduced until the
middle of the 17th century (Biddle and Webster 2005, 267). This example is heavily decayed
with an opaque brown weathering crust. It could not be identified to a specific form so the
dating could not be refined further. This vessel may be just within the boundaries of Enclosure
A so may be associated, but may alternatively have been brought in with manure. Other
examples of dark green mouth blown bottles were found in AD75 and LF80.
The other vessel glass was predominantly 19th or 20th century in date and likely to have
been introduced with manure or have been dropped by visitors to the site. It is detailed in the
archive data and included in the distribution plots, where it appears to show a somewhat
random distribution, but is not further discussed here.

Stoppers:
A rubber screw stopper was found in AH165. It was marked sans serif "R.L.Jones & Co
Ltd."/"Mansfield" with a large "J" in the centre. Such stoppers were intended for use with
internally threaded finishes of a type that became popular on bottles of the late 19th century.
They continued through to the middle of the 20th century if not later.
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Pottery:
Methodology:
All sherds were examined by eye and under 20x magnification (via a fresh break) using a
Brunel Microscopes MX1 stereomicroscope. The assemblage was quantified using sherd
count, sherd weight and vessel count. Weighing was undertaken using a Maplin VV52G
digital load cell electronic balance calibrated prior to use with a 100 g mass and checked
following recording with the same 100 g mass. These control readings showed no deviation,
being precisely 100.0 g. The weight of the pottery sherds thus derived was recorded to the
nearest 0.1 g.
The data were input into a Microsoft Access database using code names developed for the
City of Nottingham Type Series (Nailor and Young 2001) and the Lincoln Ceramic Type
Series (Young, Vince and Nailor 2005) as used by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC.
Additional code names for newly defined types relevant to Southwell were kindly supplied by
Jane Young, independent post-Roman ceramic specialist. Presence and location of use-wear
traces, sooting, etc were recorded. The resulting archive conforms to the standards and
guidelines set out by the Medieval Pottery Research Group (2001).
The sherds were compared to the sherds in the Mercian Archaeological Services post roman
ceramic Reference Collection (that it is hoped will form the basis for the Nottinghamshire /
South Derbyshire post Roman Ceramic Reference Collection), along with sherds in the South
Yorkshire / North Derbyshire ceramic reference collection (Cumberpatch 2004) held by South
Yorkshire Museums Service.
Nomenclature of vessel forms, parts and rim types follows the guidelines for identification of
medieval vessel forms by the Medieval Pottery Research Group (MPRG 1998).
Naming of late 18th - 19th century plate / dish types follows contemporary nomenclature as
detailed in trade catalogues, particularly parts of the Whitehead 1798 catalogue reproduced in
Barker 2010, 16-17, where possible.
Hand painted designs and printed patterns on 18th - 19th century Cream, Pearl and White
wares were identified, where possible, by reference to complete examples of vessels held in
the writer's reference collection, by reference to published material (e.g. Coysh and
Henrywood 1982, Roberts 2006) and, failing this, by comparison with examples on internet
auction sites and other internet resources. Despite extensive searching not all patterns
present could be identified, though the common and standardised patterns (e.g. Willow,
Asiatic Pheasant) can usually be confidently be identified even from small fragments. Where
there is doubt as to the identification of a ware, pattern or other feature then that detail
preceded by a question mark in the database.
Rim diameters were measured, wherever possible, by matching the outside curve of the
sherd to the rings of a rim chart. Where measurement was successful the percentage of
surviving rim arc was estimated using radial rays emanating from the central point of the
chart. In some cases this was not possible, predominantly where a sherd was too small to
measure accurately or reliably.
Abbreviations are used in the archive database, predominantly for fabric descriptions. An
explanation of the abbreviations can be found in Appendix Four.
The writer is indebted to Jane Young, independent post-Roman ceramic specialist, who kindly
provided identification and comments on the majority of shell tempered wares, possible
Lincoln and Lincolnshire wares, the majority of the Saxon and Saxo-Norman sherds and also
supplied information on the newly defined Southwell medieval fabrics. Any errors and
omissions however remain entirely the responsibility of the present writer.
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The pots:
A total of one thousand two hundred and eighty (1280) sherds representing a maximum of
one thousand two hundred and thirty three (1233) vessels, with a combined weight of two
thousand and eighty two (2082.9) grams, or just over two kilograms, were recovered by the
Discover King John's Palace test pitting project.
The sherds were in seventy (70) named ware or fabric types, with an additional miscellaneous
category for unidentifiable sherds and with Roman pottery subsumed under a general
'Roman' code.
The sherds had a mean weight of 1.7g, ranging in size from 0.1g to 84.9g. 646 sherds
(50.5%) weighed less than 1g.

Figure 26 - distribution of pottery
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Figure 27 - number of pottery sherds per test pit.
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The general dating profile is interesting:
Approximately 2.9% of the assemblage was Roman. 38
Approximately 1.1% was early or middle Saxon 14
Approximately 0.8% was late Saxon 10
Approximately 1.6% was Saxo-Norman 20
Approximately 3.3% of the assemblage was early Medieval 42
Approximately 54.1% of the assemblage was high Medieval (693 sherds)
Approximately 4.4% was late medieval and early post medieval (57)
Approximately 13.3% was post medieval (170)
Approximately 10.2% was late 18th century - modern (131)
Approximately 3.9% could not be identified or assigned to a period with confidence (50)
DKJP Pots by period
Early - mid Saxon
1%
Lat e Saxon
1%
M isc
4%

Roman
3%

M odern
11%

Saxo-Norman
2%
Early M edieval
3%

Roman
Early - mid Saxon
Post M edieval
14%

Lat e Saxon
Saxo-Norman
Early M edieval
M edieval
Lat e med - EPM
Post M edieval

Lat e med - EPM
5%

M odern
M isc

M edieval
56%

Figure 28 - Pie chart showing breakdown of the assemblage by period.
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Number of sherds by period
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Figure 29 - Chart showing number of sherds per period.

The number of sherds and total weight of each group is broken down in the following table:
earliest latest no of
date
date sherds
ROMAN Roman
43
400
38
CHARN Charnwood ware
450
800
1
CHARNT Charnwood type ware
450
800
2
ECHAF
Early to mid Anglo-Saxon chaff450
800
4
tempered ware
EMSAX
ESAX or MSAX
400
870
1
ESAX
Early Saxon
400
700
2
ESAXLOC Early Anglo-Saxon Local wares
450
650
2
SSTMG Early to mid Saxon sandstone450
750
2
tempered
(carboniferous
sandstone)
LKT
Lincoln kiln-type shelly ware
850 1000
1
LSH
Lincoln shelly ware
850 1000
2
LSX
Non-local late Saxon fabrics
870 1080
1
ST
Stamford Ware
970 1200
6
TORK
Torksey ware
850 1100
5
TORKT
Torksey-type ware
850 1100
1
LFS
Lincolnshire Fine-shelled ware
970 1200
3
SNLOC
Local Saxo-Norman fabrics
870 1150
6
SNX
Non-local Saxo-Norman Fabrics
870 1150
5
BEVO1T Beverley
Orange-type
ware
1100 1230
4
cname

full name

total weight (g)
119.600001387298
3.79999995231628
2.89999997615814
3.19999992847443
0.300000011920929
1.60000002384186
3
4.69999992847443

3
1.30000001192093
0.899999976158142
10.7000000178814
5.20000010728836
5.19999980926514
3.30000004172325
7.20000006258488
1.60000005364418
4.29999995231628
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cname

full name

earliest latest
date
date

Fabric 1
EMLOC Local Early Medieval fabrics
EMX
Non-local Early Medieval fabrics
LEMS
Lincolnshire
Early
Medieval
Shelly
LOCC
Sparsely Glazed ware
NNQS
North Nottinghamshire Quartz
and Shell
NSP
Nottingham Splashed ware
SNSPT
Southwell Nottingham Splashed
type
SSW
Skegby Splashed Ware
BEVO2
Beverley Orange ware Fabric 2
BEVO2T Beverley
Orange-type
ware
Fabric 2
BRAK
Brackenfield Type Ware
CMW
Coal Measures whiteware
HUM
Humberware
LSW2
13th to 14th century Lincoln
Glazed Ware
MEDLOC Medieval local fabrics
MEDX
Non Local Medieval Fabrics
NCSW
Nottingham Coarse Sandy ware
NNCSW North Nottinghamshire Coarse
Sandy Ware
NOTG
Nottingham glazed ware
NOTGE Early Nottingham Green Glazed
ware
NOTGL
Light Bodied Nottingham Green
Glazed ware
NOTGR Reduced Nottingham Green
Glazed ware
POTT
Potterhanworth-type Ware
SDOXMG Southwell
Dull
Oxidised
Medieval Glazed Ware
CMP
Coal Measures Purple
LMLOC
Late Medieval local fabrics
LMX
Late Medieval Non-local fabrics
MP
Midlands Purple ware
NLBG
Nottingham Light Bodied Gritty
Ware
NOTLGW Late Nottingham Glazed ware
BERTH
Brown glazed earthenware
BL
Black-glazed wares
CIST
Cistercian-type ware
FREC
Frechen stoneware
LERTH
Late earthenwares
MART
Martincamp stoneware

no of
sherds

total weight (g)

1150
1150
1130

1230
1230
1230

14 18.4999999701977
5 6.30000012367964
3
1.5

1120
1100

1180
1250

1 2.79999995231628
5 3.09999996423721

1100
1170

1250
1230

6 9.19999998807907
2 1.69999998807907

1135
1230
1230

1175
1350
1350

2 0.500000007450581
11 22.2000001072884
10 24.1000003218651

1150
1250
1250
1200

1450
1550
1550
1320

81
1
5
2

134.900000706315
0.400000005960464
5.29999995231628
2.39999997615814

1150
1150
1200
1350

1450
1450
1500
1550

243
82
32
2

382.700000777841
112.100000068545
49.6999997720122
1.79999995231628

1250
1200

1500
1230

2 6.39999985694885
3 4.1000000834465

1220

1320

129 271.100000545383

1280

1420

30 45.8000001460314

1250
1200

1500
1350

64 84.2999994754791
1 0.800000011920929

1400
1350
1350
1450
1380

1600
1550
1550
1600
1500

3
5
1
19
5

9.39999985694885
9.30000013113022
84.9000015258789
74.8000003397465
6.79999983310699

1350
1550
1550
1480
1530
1750
1450

1450
1800
1750
1650
1680
1900
1700

2
42
50
15
3
15
3

3.89999985694885
123.899999082088
106.600000157952
16.4999999031425
12.7999999821186
8.90000003576279
3.89999994635582
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cname
MY
NOTS
RAER
SCW
SLIP
STMO
STSL
SWSG
TGE
BS
CREA
ENGS
ENPO
NCBW
PEARL
PORC
WHITE
MISC

full name

earliest latest no of
date
date sherds
1550 1650
11
1690 1900
13
1450 1600
2
1700 1800
2
1650 1750
12
mottled1690 1800
17

Midlands Yellow ware
Nottingham stoneware
Raeren stoneware
Slip Coated Ware
Unidentified slipware
Staffordshire/Bristol
glazed
Staffordshire/Bristol slipware
Staffordshire White Saltglazed
stoneware
Tin-glazed earthenware
Brown stoneware
Creamware
Unspecified English Stoneware
English Porcelain
19th-century Buff ware
Pearlware
Porcelain
Modern whiteware
Unidentified types

total weight (g)
42.9000000506639
21.999999769032
3.10000009834766
8.60000014305115
15.5999998301268
17.3000001087785

1680
1700

1800
1770

12 12.4999999850988
1 1.20000004768372

1550
1680
1770
1750
1750
1800
1770
1700
1850
0

1750
1850
1830
1900
1950
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

5
14
27
1
5
12
10
4
44
50

1.7000000551343
12.9000001996756
8.10000015795231
3.90000009536743
2.99999997764826
13.700000077486
5.00000001490116
2.59999999403954
21.4000002667308
52.2000003010035

Table 03 - list of pottery types with codes, general dating, number of sherds and percentage of assemblage.

CONDITION:
As the sherds were recovered from a plough soil many were in poor condition, often of small
size and highly abraded. This makes identification difficult, or in some cases impossible.
Identifications, particularly for the medieval and earlier pottery, should be considered to be
provisional to a greater or lesser extent, and scientific examination (eg thin section or ICPS)
may alter the identification of the sherds.
Unlike for the iron, copper alloy or lead objects, burial conditions appear to have been far from
benign for the ceramic artefacts. Most sherds with shell and other calcareous inclusions have
had these inclusions dissolved and leached out from the surfaces and sometimes right
through the sherd, presumably as a result of acid attack.
Not only have the shell tempered jars / bowls suffered from burial on the site. While a few
sherds have well preserved glaze it is notable that most of the glazed sherds have suffered
decay. The glaze applied to a medieval earthenware pot is essentially a type of glass formed
by the reaction of the lead in the applied glaze with the minerals in the clay body of the
vessel. Glass and glazes consist of silica, large quantities of soda (Na20) or other alkali metal
oxides (eg potash (K20)) and lime (Davison 2003, 2). Many glasses are prone to decay in wet
environments, particularly wet and basic environments (Cronyn 1990, 134-5, Davison 2003,
175). As glass decays an iridescent weathering crust may form (Cronyn 1990, 131) The soil
on the site would appear to have been quite hostile to the glazes on the recovered sherds.
Few sherds even allowing for the abrasion and consequent dulling of being incorporated in a
mobile active and abrasive plough soil, would be likely to have reached their present state of
decay as a result of anything other than chemical attack. Many of the high medieval sherds
appear unglazed but under the microscope it is clear that most of the obvious jug sherds were
originally lead or lead and copper glazed, from the occasional fragment of glaze present on
the side of natural holes in the sherd (where loose fitting glaze might fortuitously be protected
from abrasion). More significantly a large proportion of the high medieval sherds (those that
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clearly had an even lead suspension glaze, with or without copper) had slight traces to heavy
iridescence. This is clearly a case of the decay of glass that constitutes the glaze. Light
iridescence to an all encompassing gold sheen would appear to be a product of the decay of
most - but not all - medieval glazes within their burial environment on this site. As analysis of
the material proceeded it became apparent that the survival of glaze in good condition was an
unusual characteristic and was recorded in the 'condition' field of the database. It was also
apparent that calcareous inclusions in sherds (mostly shell but possibly also including
limestone) were usually leached out leaving voids where they had once been. The majority of
such sherds had lost all surface shell and where fresh breaks were present had also lost most
of the internal shell too. There were a few sherds with leached surfaces but some surviving
shell in fresh breaks. Shell surviving at the surface was extremely uncommon.
Sherds with well preserved glaze were sparsely distributed across the area of investigation
but seemed to be more common in the northern part of the investigated area. This
concentration to some extent coincides with the concentration of building stone and it may
perhaps be speculated that in this area the lime mortar that was presumably (though not
certainly - very little was found) used in the construction of stone buildings might have acted
to neutralise the presumably acidic soil conditions and create a more benign burial
environment for these sherds.
Other factors may, however, impact on the observed traits. It is not at present known if the
glaze of sherds buried in below plough soil deposits are similarly decayed. Those from the
Wessex / Time Team excavations were generally well preserved (pers obs) but were all from
contexts around the standing ruin where lime mortar was plentiful. Those found by the Rahtz
excavations included sherds with glaze decayed to gold (pers obs), though it is not known
what context such sherds were found in. The majority retained and currently held by
Mansfield museum seemed to be in good condition (pers obs). It is therefore possible that the
decay of the glazes occurs, perhaps through a combination of chemical attack and abrasion,
once the sherds become incorporated in the plough soil. If this were the case then it is
possible that at least some of the well preserved glazes may belong to vessels which were
only recently incorporated into the plough soil. Such sherds may have more interpretative
value than those that had been in a cultivation soil for centuries and which may have been
dragged around the field during this time, with the former more likely to be closer to its original
context of deposition than the latter.
The presence of some of the shell tempered wares with un-leached or partially leached
calcareous inclusions may support this theory; they all occur from site grid 150 metres or
more, close to probable mortar spreads but in areas where leached shell tempered wares are
also present, some of which are close to the standing ruin. Surviving lime mortar was
occasionally present in the test pits immediately adjacent to the standing ruin. Due to the
quantities of lime mortar in this area it would be expected that a neutral or alkali environment
would be present in this area, which should provide a more benign environment that should,
at least, not be deleterious to pottery with calcareous inclusions (though a wet basic
environment is considered particularly harmful to glass (Cronyn 1990)). If it is the case that
the observed decay of glaze and calcareous inclusions is a product of soil pH it would seem
logical to assume that the majority of un-leached shell tempered sherds should be found in
the most alkaline parts of the site, ie immediately adjacent to the standing ruin where the
present project found surviving lime mortar, and perhaps that the most decayed glazes should
also be encountered here. From the distribution this is clearly not the case. Leached sherds
were encountered close to the ruin and the well preserved sherds were found c.35m and
more away from it (Figures 30 - 35).
In order to attempt to extract meaningful information from the high medieval sherds, condition
was assigned a number from 1 - 6, from fresh to extremely abraded. Condition was assessed
subjectively and with consideration of the hardness of the sherd in question (a higher fired
sherd may appear less abraded than a softer example given identical levels of disturbance)
but was, to a large extent, assessed as follows (breaks clearly caused during excavation were
ignored):
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Condition
number:

Name:

Criteria:

1

Fresh

2

Slightly
abraded

Sherd is as though just broken; edges sharp and
undamaged. Sherd buried quickly after breakage and not
disturbed.
Slight rounding to the edges but no other damage. Has
suffered very little disturbance following breakage.

3
4

Moderately
abraded
Abraded

5

Very abraded

6

Extremely
abraded

Edges largely smoothed off, occasional minor damage /
scratches to surfaces
Edges quite well rounded, surfaces show significant
abrasion / scratches / damage
Edges rounded off, surfaces severely damaged or
completely destroyed
Completely rounded off, small fragments with no original
surfaces remaining
Table 04 - criteria used to assess condition of sherds

Sherds were then plotted by period by condition for the medieval period.

Figure 30 - pottery in very good condition (condition 1 - see table 04)
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Figure 31 - pottery in quite good condition (condition 2 - see table 04)
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Figure 32 - pottery in average condition (condition 3 - see table 04)
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Figure 33 - pottery in poor condition (condition 4 - see table 04)
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Figure 34 - pottery in very poor condition (condition 5 - see table 04)
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Figure 35 - pottery in extremely poor condition (condition 6 - see table 03)

It is possible, from the distribution of abraded sherds, that the sherds in Enclosure A and in
Waterfield are slightly more prone to heavy and extreme abrasion than those in Manorgarth
(Figures 34 and 35). This may possibly suggest a longer period of cultivation within Enclosure
A, such as might be expected in the croft of a medieval villager's dwelling.
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The distributions would appear to indicate that soil chemistry may not be the prime factor
governing survival of calcareous inclusions or glaze, but an at least basic examination of the
pH of the soil in the present land parcel would be desirable in order to start to attempt to
understand sherd preservation. It has been assumed that the sandy soil will be acidic based
on the experience of other sandy sites.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS:

A somewhat cautious approach to the classification of types was employed. It would probably
have been possible to slot most of the wares classified as un-sourced 'local' or 'non-local'
wares into known types (eg many of the MEDLOC oxidised sandy wares could have been
classified as Nottingham Coarse Sandy Ware). While it may look neater and more complete
to assign a source to all sherds, it ultimately gives a false impression of the state of
knowledge to do so. The uncertainty expressed within the catalogue reflects the uncertainty
regarding the medieval ceramics of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, where little research
has been undertaken and where only a few of the likely pottery production sites are known.
Wares were classified as local or non local un-sourced wares in cases where they did not
match type sherds in the Mercian reference collection or other ceramic reference collections
consulted, where they did not match published fabric descriptions or where there was room
for doubt about attribution. When it is possible that the fabric in question may match a
particular known ware type, this is indicated in the database or in the descriptions below.
In many cases the sherds were abraded, small and, when containing calcareous inclusions,
often leached. This rendered positive identification impossible. Where identification is
uncertain this is indicated by '?ID' in the database, with increasing uncertainty marked by an
increasing number of question marks. Where identification to a known type was uncertain the
type code name was used but with ?ID in the comments field. With increasing uncertainty
levels the sherd would be demoted to MEDLOC or MEDX (depending on inclusions) with its
possible attribution detailed in the comments field. Thus a sherd recorded as 'POTT' in the
database with ?ID in the comments field is considered likely to be Potterhanworth ware but is
not certain, 'POTT' with ??ID is possibly Potterhanworth ware, while 'MEDX' with ?POTT in
the comments field is a shell tempered sherd that appears similar to Potterhanworth ware but
is not certainly so.
The identification of the shell tempered wares was particularly difficult as in many cases the
shell inclusions had been entirely leached, and confident identification requires examination of
the types of shell inclusion (Jane Young pers comm). As such, the shell tempered
identifications should be regarded as particularly tentative.
It had initially been intended that analysis of the un-sourced pottery ware types, including
extensive searching of excavated assemblages from elsewhere within Nottinghamshire and
the neighbouring counties in an effort to determine their origins and to define likely products of
presently unknown production centres would be undertaken. It was also intended that all
significant artefacts would be fully illustrated. Unfortunately, as a consequence of the limited
time scale imposed on the project, these tasks could not be completed. It also precluded
detailed and considered description of all the classes of pottery and the evidence they may
represent and prevented a detailed examination of the literature for comparanda.
Consequently, none of the finds are illustrated and, within the pottery assemblage much of
the pottery could only be classified as 'local' type rather than being assigned to a particular
likely known or unknown source, with more detailed classification having to await some
unspecified future analysis in some future project, should one occur and if funding can be
obtained for it, despite sufficient funding having been present within this project to have
allowed the full and detailed analysis of the pottery recovered had the monitoring bodies
permitted sufficient time for this to occur.
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Roman:
38 sherds identified as Roman pottery or probably Roman pottery were found, with a total
weight of 119.6g The vast majority of the sherds are coarse wares and are predominantly
reduced fine to medium sandy in texture (ie, grey wares and brown sandy wares), along with
typical Derbyshire ware sherds and a few cream wares and possible colour coated wares.
The softer sherds (eg grey wares and cream wares) were generally heavily abraded and this,
combined with the rather small size of most of the rim sherds, rendered precise identification
and dating uncertain in most cases. Some of the sherds, particularly the reduced sandy
wares, may be later and it is noted in the database that some of these sherds may be late
Saxon. The colour coated wares are atypical in having somewhat sandy fabrics and it may be
that these sherds could be post medieval, with their glaze flaked off, though the rather thin
and shiny nature of the slip coating makes this seem somewhat unlikely.
Amongst the grey wares the most chronologically diagnostic piece was part of a rusticated jar.
The rusticated jar had oxidised margins and an external blob of rustication. Rustication is
diagnostic of the early part of the Roman period. In Lincoln nodular rustication was used on
the Legionary pottery of 1st century date and linear styles of rustication were more common in
the early to mid second century (Darling and Precious 2014, 127). In York rusticated jars
occur from c.70-120AD but Monaghan notes that they are made from c.50AD further south
and continue beyond 155AD in South Yorkshire (Monaghan 1997, 989), while stating that
those from early periods in York have high relief while those of ceramic period 1b have lower
relief or patterns worked into strings (Monaghan 1999, 887). CP1b in York is dated to c.100 120 AD (Monaghan 1999, 863). The Clipstone sherd is small and the pattern of rustication,
while not linear, is otherwise uncertain though the clay is not as thickly applied as in some of
the earlier rusticated wares from Lincoln. Given the irregular firing and relatively low relief it is
not impossible that this sherd it is not impossible that this sherd could belong to the middle
part of the date range (eg late 1st - early 2nd century).
The fine grey ware rim from LF140 is more evenly fired. Its short, somewhat upright everted
and slightly cupped form with sharp internal angle is too small to measure accurately, having
a diameter possibly in the range 7 - 9cm. In form, angle etc it is comparable to early jars such
as the grey ware and Legionary grey ware rusticated jars from Lincoln (Darling and Precious
2014 fig 76;fig 107: 1041, 1043). Allowing for inaccuracies of measurement due to the small
size of the surviving fragment this would not be impossible for a smaller fragment. Similarly
early jars from Margidunum (notts) eg Oswald 1952 plate V (vessels IV and VI) have similar
rims. Additionally, a range of lid seated jars or beakers were apparently produced by an early
to mid 2nd century kiln at Worksop, Nottinghamshire. They include vessels that are similar to
the present sherd and are assigned an early to mid 2nd century date (Darling 2004, 42) It is
not impossible however that it may be later, if it were, for instance, a grey ware copy of a
colour coated beaker.
The extremely abraded grey ware wide mouthed bowl from AD90, with its everted rim and
diameter of c.31cm is typical of the late Roman period. The rim form is very similar to Darling
and Precious 2014 no 1229. Necked wide mouthed bowls became common in Lincoln from
the middle of the 3rd century and were most abundant in mid to late 4th century groups
(Darling and Precious 2014, 140).
The grey ware bowl or dish classed as 'flanged' (Darling and Precious 2014, 114) or 'lipped'
(Buckland, Hartley and Rigby (2001, 50) from LF80 appears to be made in imitation of Black
Burnished ware (BB) bowls and dishes (eg Darling and Precious 2014 no 892-3, for
Rossington Bridge Black Burnished ware (Buckland Hartley and Rigby 2001 fig 40 no 71).
Black Burnished ware began to be widely distributed throughout Britain in the second century,
arriving in Lincoln in quantity in the middle of the second century (Darling and Precious 2014,
112) while in York it was present from ceramic period 2a (c.120-160) but increased by 2b
(160-200) and was probably residual by the 4th century (Monaghan 1997, 835, 891). The
(hand made) Black Burnished ware forms were widely copied by potters in local grey wares
(such as parallels for the Clipstone sherd in Darling and Precious 2014 nos 1257-8). The
surfaces are far too abraded for any trace of either areas of burnishing or burnished
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decoration to survive, had it originally been present. As such the possible dating is quite
broad, from late second century to late 3rd (Darling and Precious 2014, 141).
Derbyshire ware was named by archaeologists as a result of the products excavated from
kilns in the vicinity of Holbrook and Hazelwood, near Duffield a few kilometres north of Derby,
in Derbyshire (Kay 1962, 21).
There were no sherds that allowed identification of form but it is likely that the majority of
sherds came from the typical, and relatively widely exported, cupped rim jars of this industry.
(GiIlam 1970 fig 18: 152, Kay 1962 Type A). The products of this industry were probably
traded locally as pots and a wide range of forms is found on Roman period sites in the
immediate vicinity of the kilns but further afield it is likely that Derbyshire Ware pots were
traded incidentally as (disposable?) containers for a specific product. The product traded has
been speculated to be beans, honey or beer. In the East Midlands region it has been noted
that the distribution of Derbyshire ware appears to be constrained to the Trent Valley and,
while the occasional sherd is found in Lincoln, it is not a major ware type there (Darling and
Precious 2014), although as noted by Gillam and Jones and Webster, it occurs throughout the
northern military zone (Jones and Webster 1969, 24), where again it was probably sent
incidentally as packaging material for Derbyshire products rather than as vessels in their own
right.
Derbyshire ware is assigned a broadly mid 2nd - 4th century date, with the wider distribution
probably occurring from the later 2nd century onwards (Jones and Webster 1969, 22-24).
Sherds were found in LH145, LH115 and LF080. The occurrence of all these sherds on the
same (imposed) grid line must surely be fortuitous.
Iron poor wares:
White and light firing fine to medium sandy wares included the following:
A rim of broadly bifid form was found in AE80. IT is extremely abraded and virtually
impossible to measure with any accuracy, potentially having a diameter somewhere around
10cm. Internally is concave with no sign of a change of angle in the surviving part of the
sherd. The two parts of the rim are different in angle and profile, with the upper part most
heavily damaged. It is probably a very heavily damaged and abraded copy based on the
samian Dragendorff form 38 bowl. If this identification is correct then given the fabric and the
extremely abraded nature of the sherd it is perhaps most likely that it could once have been
colour coated rather than 'cream ware'.
It is also possible that it may be part of an unusual class of small bowls or lids seen at Lincoln
in oxidised wares and grey wares (Darling and Precious 2014, 76). If this were the case then
the form would be much closer to the grey ware versions (Darling and Precious 2014 nos
1330-1) than the oxidised. The Lincoln examples in grey ware are mostly late 4th century
(Darling and Precious 2014, 152). There are also lids with a 'pulley wheel' type rim (see
Webster et al 2004, 100) but this also seems improbable; such lids usually have a profile that
becomes convex towards the rim
The rim from a flanged bowl or dish from LI75 is battered but not significantly abraded on
most surfaces. Had it once possessed a slip coat it is likely that recognisable patches would
have survived. No traces of slip can be detected, even under 20x magnification, so it is
possible that this sherd may have been originally intended to be a cream ware. Its form is
most closely paralleled in Black Burnished Ware flanged bowls and the grey ware copies of
the same and in the colour coated variants of flanged bowls. The rim, which projects almost
horizontally from the only slightly non-vertical wall (form sim to Buckland, Hartley and Rigby
2001 fig 41 no 89 though with a slightly deeper groove) appears to have been made by a
potter who has thrown a lipped vessel (sensu Buckland, Hartley and Rigby 2001, 51) and
grooved the upper surface of the rim near the inner edge, essentially producing a form of
flanged bowl (although it is not entirely impossible that the rim has been reduced and rounded
by (largely modern - probably excavation) damage to the level of the lip / flange). Buckland et
al note that bowls / dishes with grooved lip were made in both BB1 and wheel thrown
greyware at Rossington Bridge (2001, 51), suggesting a probable Antonine, but possibly to
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early 3rd century, date, while flanged bowls (with more distinct and separate rims and
flanges) were not associated with the main production phase and are later (Buckland Hartley
and Rigby 2001, 51). In York the vessels of this form in BB2, grey ware and B16, classed as
flanged dish / bowl with flange near rim (including one fairly similar to this vessel (Monaghan
1997 no 4031, though the wall is further from vertical)) are CP3b (Monaghan 1997, 1010),
which in York is dated c.225-280AD (Monaghan 1999, 835) At Cantley it was noted that the
flanged bowl arises in the mid to late second century but the straight sided form does not
appear until the 3rd and only becomes widespread after the mid 3rd (Buckland and Magilton
2005, 43). There is insufficient of the profile remaining to determine whether this sherd is
curved or straight sided, but the angle of the wall, near to vertical, may perhaps suggest it
belongs with the earlier grooved rim vessels. However, in Lower Nene Valley colour coated
wares it has been noted that, unlike with BB, there is no obvious chronological significance to
the wide variation of rim forms of flanged bowls (Perrin 1999, 104), with vessels produced
both with distinct rims and flanges but also essentially by grooving a lip (eg Perrin 1999 fig 64
nos 256-60). These LNVCC ware straight sided flanged bowls are most common in the 4th
century (Perrin 1999, 104) and, while the walls are often further from vertical and the rims are
usually more downward sloping than horizontal. but it is not impossible that a date in the 4th
century may be applicable. Either way, such vessels are often considered to be most likely to
have been used as the lower parts of casseroles, associated with plain 'dog dish' types as the
lids (Monaghan 1999, 1010).

ROMAN DISTRIBUTION:
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Figure 36 - distribution of Roman pottery.

The distribution of Roman period pottery from the Discover King John's Palace Project shows
a wide scatter across the area of investigation with few obvious concentrations. It is probable
that too small an area was investigated for any significant spatial distribution patterns to
become apparent. However, most of the rims came from test pits under grid 100m (LI75,
LF80, AE80, AD90 with LF140 the only above this area), while subjectively, a slightly greater
quantity of pottery appears to have been found in this area. This part of the area of
investigation is closest to the highest point on site. This may indicate an increased intensity of
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Roman period activity towards the crest of the hill, but may alternatively indicate increased
truncation of deposits by cultivation due to erosion and soil creep downslope along with
deposits that are less well protected by medieval demolition rubble, plough soils or other built
up deposits. Deeper burial by colluviation, for example, may account for an apparent lack of
Roman pottery at the lowest lying parts of the site in the vicinity of transects AA and LA and a
scarcity of such material along most of AB and LB. Alternatively it could indicate a lack of
Roman period activity on the lower lying parts of the site. Excavation and expansion of the
test pitted area would be required to test these possibilities.
In excavation immediately adjacent to the standing ruin Wessex Archaeology, working for the
Time Team television programme, discovered Roman features under the medieval deposits,
with finds including the upper 1/3rd to 1/2 of a grey ware copy of a black burnished ware jar
(pers obs), while Rahtz also discovered Roman period features during his 1950s excavations
(Rahtz 1960, 29). This would seem to indicate that Roman features are spread throughout the
parts of the land parcel that have been excavated to date.

ROMAN DATING AND INTERPRETATION:
Previous work has discovered a range of Roman pottery. Rahtz reported that what he found
was probably mostly second century (Rahtz 1960, 29), while a similar pattern was discovered
by Wessex / Time Team (pers obs). The pottery from these interventions was coarse wares,
predominantly jars. Pottery that could be considered indicative of a Romanised way of life, eg
table wares like samian, colour coated ware, or of forms suggestive of Romanised food
preparation (eg mortaria) or Roman style drink consumption, flagons and beakers, were
absent. Such a vessel profile is not inconsistent with settlements that have suffered only a
limited degree of Romanisation, ie local peoples who had no obvious desire or need to adopt
Roman practice, but, if nothing else, find that their supplies of every-day cooking and storage
wares were now supplied from the 'Romano-British' pottery industries - a jar is a jar and a
bowl a bowl and, after the conquest, may have different decoration and perhaps a paste of
different appearance and property but generally be of essentially the same form and
particularly - function.
Accepting this model it is possible that there was some form of settlement in the immediate
vicinity in the later 1st - 2nd century with a very limited degree of Romanisation, for example
perhaps a 'native' population with little desire or incentive to Romanise (particularly to adopt
new ways of cooking, dining and drinking) to any significant extent. This is in no way
precluded by the finds of Roman brooches (Brennan 2015) and occasional coins of the 1st to
4th century, all of which may occur on settlement sites in quantity (particularly in the late
Roman period) but may also occur as a 'background scatter' on cultivated land as a result of
casual loss or even just manuring of waste from a settlement.
There are, however, other possibilities, and the range of vessel forms discovered by the
DKJP work, which has revealed the presence of a range of Romanised forms and fabrics,
such as ?beakers, Dr 38 copies and flanged bowls in ?NVCC or cream wares, are not typical
of Romanised living (mortaria and other food preparation vessels, along with drinking vessels
such as flagons and beakers etc are absent or very rare), but the range of vessels does seem
to suggest at least a degree of Romanisation, such as the adoption of ?casserole dishes that
may be suggested by li75 and are not part of the 'native' cooking tradition, along with the
possible beaker and the non-BB or grey ware vessels. On the whole, these appear to suggest
a moderate degree of Romanisation.
It is possible that the more Romanised forms found in this work may be indicative of nondomestic activity within the investigated area from a largely Romanised settlement nearby.
Such activity could easily involve, for example, farm workers cooking and eating at activity
foci within the fields, away from the settlement. Here it might be expected that the markers of
fine dining, such as samian, colour coated table wares, or food preparation vessels like
mortaria may not be present, with simple jars and perhaps bowls being taken out into the
fields, somewhat picnic-like perhaps, and the fancy drinking and serving vessels being left at
home.
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Until this investigation a general second century date seemed probable for the Roman period
activity. Hints of a later period of activity were found by metal detector users who worked the
land parcel following the Time Team episode (see metal work report) and who found a 3rd or
4th century coin (Budge in prep b), while archaeological evidence for later activity was first
revealed during excavation on the line of the probable 13th-14th century boundary ditch of the
King's Houses complex. A rim sherd of a grey ware flanged bowl of mid 3rd to 4th century
date was discovered here (re-deposited in a later context) (Budge 2014, 18).
The Discover King John's Palace Project test pitting has discovered evidence to suggest that
activity spans most of the Roman period, with the rusticated jar of mid or late 1st - early or
mid 2nd century date and a rim perhaps broadly contemporary with it, grey ware copies of
Black Burnished ware forms of the probable mid 2nd to 3rd century, Derbyshire ware vessels
of mid 2nd century or later date, and 3rd to 4th century vessels including the probable Dr 38
variant, the cream ware bead and flanged bowl and the mid 3rd - 4th century wide mouthed
bowl.
These vessels are small in number. It is entirely possible that they (and the previously
discovered metal finds) represent no more than a 'background scatter' introduced as a result
of manuring of agricultural land using waste from a nearby settlement during the Roman
period. If this is the case it remains notable that only a limited range of vessels is present, with
the more obvious indicators of Romanisation lacking. The only exception to this is the
possible Dr 38 small bowl, which, if correctly identified as an abraded colour coated ware,
seems to suggest more of a Romanised existence than the majority of jars and bowls found to
date would otherwise. However, it is rather notable that all the wares are generally 'RomanoBritish' in character, with no native tradition wares found so far.
It is notable that the Wessex excavations at least recovered much of the upper portion of a
2nd century grey ware BB jar copy from a Roman context. This appears to suggest that at
least not all of the pottery arrived on site with manure from a nearby settlement and that some
was used and broken on site. In this case, and considering the nature of the pottery, it is hard
not to return to the concept of workers taking packed lunch, or ingredients easily cooked, into
the fields). There is no visually obvious correlation between distribution of pot boiler stones
and Roman pottery within the investigated area.
Ultimately, excavation is required to confirm or deny the possibility of Roman period
occupation or just activity on the site, but due to the small quantities involved it is possible that
manuring and small scale activity (such as the presence of agricultural workers as discussed
above) throughout the Roman period could account for most of the Roman period finds on the
site to date, rather than permanent occupation. However, excavation seems to suggest more
activity in the second century; this could suggest that occupation sites moved during the
Roman period and were either closer to the site or more distant in the second century. If
closer then more waste, including direct activity, might be expected, while if more distant then
agricultural workers would perhaps be more likely to need to take meals with them when they
went out into the fields, rather than returning to the farmstead for lunch.
In an investigation of the large scale late Iron Age to Romano-British Brickwork Plan field
systems of north Nottinghamshire and south Yorkshire it was noted that the pottery scatters
often occurred in the areas of cropmark enclosures and rarely in the fields themselves. It was
further noted that even in the largest groups of pottery there were few table wares (Garton
2008, 15). It may then be possible that, instead of the model proposed above, the Roman
pottery is simply typical of a rural occupation site within the Brickwork Plan Field system.
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Medieval:

EARLY - MIDDLE SAXON:
The Saxon pottery included a range of ware types known in the East Midlands and kindly
identified by Jane Young. The particular ware types can be seen in Table 04 and included
Charnwood types, Sandstone Tempered, Chaff Tempered, and a range of un-sourced /
unspecified wares (codes ending LOC and X). The fabrics of known regional types are
discussed in Young and Vince 2005 (28-32).
The sherds were all body sherds and it was not possible to determine what vessel forms they
came from, although jars seem most likely.
This material should be included in any regional study of Anglo-Saxon pottery of the area.

LATE SAXON:
The rim of a wheel thrown reduced sandy jar with irregular firing (patches of surface
oxidation) was found in LC90. In form it is similar to Adams Gilmour 1988 Fig 37,5 and Young
and Vince 2005 fig 81, 561. Jane Young suggests it may be a Torksey type and noted that
the rim is a late 9th to 10th century type, while the irregular firing probably puts it in the 10th
century (Young pers comm).
A body sherd of reduced sand and shell / calcareous tempered vessel from an unknown but
non-local production centre from LE110 had a possible band of square roller stamping to its
exterior. However, it is heavily abraded and the shell or calcareous inclusions are leached,
rendering identification uncertain. It has tentatively been identified as a late Saxon non-local
vessel
Other sherds of this period included Torksey wares and shell tempered wares including
Lincoln Kiln-type shell tempered ware and Lincoln shelly ware.
The Stamford ware and Lincoln Fine Shelled ware found in a number of the test pits could
belong to this period, but being long lived types they could equally belong to the post Norman
conquest period. They are thus discussed below in the Saxo-Norman and Early Medieval
sections.
Jane Young suggests that the range of wares and the chronological spread of the early,
middle and late Saxon pottery is sufficient to indicate the probability of occupation, rather than
short term, task specific, activities. The distribution of these wares (Figures 37-38) show a
mild clustering in the vicinity of Enclosure A, somewhat between the 1830s boundary and the
northern 1630s boundary.
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Figure 37 - distribution of early - middle Saxon pottery
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Figure 38 - distribution of late Saxon pottery
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Figure 39 - distribution of early - middle Saxon and late Saxon pottery.
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The medieval pottery is divided into several groups based on date. These groups have some
degree of overlap. The approximate dating of these groups (from Nailor and Young 2001) are
as follows:
Late Saxon - c.850 - 1070
Saxo-Norman - c.850 - 1200
Early medieval - c.1100 - 1230
Medieval - c.1200 - 1450
Late medieval / early post medieval - 1350 - 1550

SAXO-NORMAN:
Stamford ware:
The Stamford industry of south Lincolnshire supplied pottery to a wide area (Kilmurry 1980),
although similar pottery was produced at Pontefract, Yorkshire (Cumberpatch et al 2013a)
and, based on distribution patterns has been speculated to have been produced in the vicinity
of Derby (Coppack 1972), and possibly Nottingham and Doncaster (Cumberpatch 2013, 34).
In Derbyshire it is probable that vessels in Stamford forms (but in fine-medium or medium
sandy white and light firing fabrics, thus distinguishable from 'true' Stamford ware) were
produced at Ticknall (Budge 2017).
In Castlefield, all the fabric A vessels are concentrated within the enclosure. The only
Stamford B sherd, which is likely to be Post Conquest (and, being unglazed, could come from
the unglazed parts of a Developed Stamford ware vessel and thus be as late as mid 13th
century), was found close to the standing ruin. This latter sherd is likely to be contemporary
with medieval occupation of the King's Houses, while the fabric A sherds are more likely to
belong with the late Saxon - early Medieval domestic occupation that preceded the
establishment of the King's Houses.
Lincoln Fine Shelled ware:
Lincoln Fine Shelled Ware was a hand made shell tempered ware defined during analysis of
the Lincoln shell tempered wares (Adams Gilmour 1988, 113). It is a pottery type that spans
the late 10th to late 12th century (Young and Vince 2005, 88). It contains a shell sand derived
from a shelly limestone and the clay matrix includes abundant brown pellets of up to 0.04mm
that may be fossil faecal pellets (Young and Vince 2005, 88).
Dating is primarily by form (Young and Vince 2005, 81-82). Where chronologically sensitive
forms were present (eg ridged shoulders on jars (Young and Vince 2005, 84)), it seems that
much of the Clipstone LFS could be 12th century rather than earlier. This may fit with the
distribution, primarily outside Enclosure A. Due to this, a fuller consideration of this ware type
is given in the Early Medieval section below.
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Figure 40 - distribution of Stamford Ware and Lincoln Fine Shelled Ware

EARLY MEDIEVAL:
Early medieval pottery includes a range of splash glazed wares, predominantly jugs where
form could be discerned, from production centres in Nottingham, ?Skegby, ?Southwell,
?Lincolnshire and shell tempered wares (jars and bowls) from Lincolnshire (Lincoln Early
Medieval Shell tempered ware).
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A tiny unglazed fragment from a thin walled jug or jar in AG095 had a similar suite of
inclusions / size range / sorting to Skegby Splashed ware fabric 2 (Budge in prep a), though it
did not feature any of the sparse limestone that would make identification more certain,
possibly due to the small size of the sherd. Despite the small size of the sherd, the inclusions
and thinness of the sherd suggest it is highly likely to be a Skegby product. A slightly less
certainly identified sherd from LI060 may also have been an example of SSW fabric 2.
Skegby appears to have been producing pottery for only a very short period of time and can
be closely dated by form and association to the mid - late 12th century (Budge 2010 184-6).
Production seems to have been limited and may, indeed, have involved only a few firings; in
Skegby itself an assemblage from a medieval site close to the kiln was excavated in the
1960s and indicated that, while Stamford ware and Skegby Splashed ware were the main
early pottery types in use, the settlement was starting to receive glazed wares from
Nottingham in the late 12th / early 13th century and was predominantly supplied by the
industries in Nottingham, Brackenfield (Derbyshire) and Potterhanworth (Lincolnshire) by the
13th century, suggesting the probability that potting had ceased in the village by the late 12th
century and certainly by the 13th (Budge in prep a). Since the discovery of the kiln, Skegby
Splashed ware has been noted as a rare occurrence on only a few consumer sites, including
in the Sherwood Archaeological Society excavations at Moorhaigh (where it occurs in
features in association with Stamford ware) and in Chesterfield (Budge 2017) (where it has
been classified as Chesterfield Splashed Glazed Sandy ware 1 (Cumberpatch 2004, 104-5).
To date, all the sherds found on consumer sites have been fabric 2. The discovery of Skegby
Splashed ware at Clipstone is likely to provide quite close dating if encountered stratified in
future excavations, but is perhaps more important for the light it might shed on the dating of
the industry and in adding to the presently limited corpus of consumer sites where it is found;
suggesting the industry was producing on a commercial scale rather than just being a failed
experiment.
Nottingham Splashed Ware (NSP) was produced in Nottingham from the post conquest
period until around the middle of the 13th century. During this time the fabrics change from
fine to sandy (Nailor and Young 2001 np, Young, Vince and Nailor 2005, 123). Glazing is of
the splashed type (e.g. Newell 1995, 77, 82). Wasters and a kiln producing the later sandy
splashed ware were excavated at Goosegate (Young no date no page numbers) though the
production site / s of the earlier splashed ware within Nottingham are presently unknown. In
the absence of glaze this ware is difficult to separate from the early to early / mid 13th century
Nottingham Iron Rich Glazed Ware (NOTGI), distinguished from NSP by its suspension glaze
rather than splashed (Nailor and Young 2001)
Lincoln Fine Shelled ware is a long lived type, beginning in the late 10th century and
continuing to the late 12th (Young and Vince 2005, 88). Dating can be refined primarily by
form; the jars change into the standard medieval cooking pot form and develop ridged
shoulders, in the mid to late 12th century. The ridged shouldered jar continues to be made as
Lincoln Early Medieval Shell tempered ware until the mid 13th century (Young and Vince
2005 112). The sherd from AG130 has lost the shell from its surfaces to leaching so
identification as Lincoln Fine Shelled ware rather than Lincoln Early Medieval shelled ware is
not certain, but it certainly belongs to a ridged shouldered jar and is most likely of mid - late
12th century date.
A tiny heavily abraded fragment of Beverley Orange Ware 1A type was found in LC150. The
division of the Beverley and Beverley type fabrics used in this report follows Didsbury and
Watkins (1992, 108). The fragment from LC150 has the remains of a white slip with possible
suspension glaze so should be later in the currency of BEVO1. However, it is probable that
the vessels catalogued as Beverley wares were not necessarily made in Beverley (Yorkshire).
Recent work on pottery from Southwell (Nottinghamshire) by Jane Young suggests the
possibility that Beverley type wares, using local clays very similar to the Beverley clays, were
being made in the vicinity of Southwell (Young pers comm). Further work on this is required,
and inclusion of the Beverley type wares found at Clipstone in any ICPS study of the
Southwell Beverley types may prove illuminating.
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Southwell Nottingham Splashed Ware Type (SNSPT) was first recognised by Jane Young
during analysis of finds from the Southwell Burgage Green 2012 - 13 project (Southwell
Community Archaeology no date). This ware type features vessels made in the Nottingham
tradition (e.g. the jug from test pit 2 (Young et al c.2014, 58 - 59)) but with a fabric of local
origin, suggesting manufacture in or in the immediate vicinity of Southwell. On the basis of
form and other features, Young et al suggest the production of SNSPT is broadly
contemporary with the sandy variant of Nottingham Splashed ware, from the mid / late 12th to
early 13th century (Nailor and Young 2001).
A sherd provisionally identified as Sparsely Glazed Ware in AG210 comes from a jug with
external combed decoration. Sparsely Glazed ware was probably produced at an unknown
site in central Lincolnshire (Young and Vince 2005, 117).
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Figure 41 - distribution of a subset of early medieval pottery (LFS, LOCC, NSP, SNSPT, SSW)
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MEDIEVAL:
The medieval pottery can be divided into pottery from known local productions sites (mainly
Nottingham) and unknown production sites making wares in local traditions; known non-local
production sites (Potterhanworth, Brackenfield, ?Beverley) and local and non-local wares
from unknown sources.
The predominant known sources of pottery were Nottingham (mostly jugs but a few jars /
bowls), Brackenfield (near Clay Cross, Derbyshire) (mostly probably jugs but may include jars
/ bowls and other forms) and Potterhanworth (mainly jars / bowls for heating substances probably cooking). More minor sources include probable Beverley wares (?jugs), though
these may not be from Beverley (East Yorkshire) itself.
Un-sourced wares included, most notably, an iron rich micaceous ware that was most often of
medium sandy texture, though the quartz may be quite sparse. As many sherds of this ware
were present it seems probable that it represents the product of a local, but presently
unknown, pottery industry. This may belong to the Mansfield area but may perhaps more
likely comes from further east, on the Mercia Mudstones. Further work subjectively and
scientifically comparing the pottery of this type with that defined as Southwell Dull Oxidised
ware is required.

NOTTINGHAM:
A range of ware and fabric types have been identified as the products of the Nottingham
pottery industry. At this period these are principally a range of more or less light firing clays
with a green (often copper enriched) suspension glaze used for jugs, and a range of iron rich
clays used to produce a range of jars, bowls and sometimes jugs, where glazed usually with a
plain lead glaze often firing to oranges or pale yellows and dull pale greens. While the
following sherds were classified as Nottingham wares, they may not all have been made in
Nottingham itself.
The wares have been defined by Nailor and Young (2001).
Nottingham Early Green Glazed Ware (?):
Sherds in pink to pale orange to cream sandy fabrics are present in AH110 and LI085. The
rims of these jugs are typical of Nottingham Early Green Glazed Ware in their forms, with
identical rim forms found in this ware type in Nottingham, and the fabrics are similar to the
description of this ware type. However, due to the decay of the glazes of most of the test
pitting sherds it was difficult to determine details of the glazing; for the most part it appeared
to be suspension and sometimes had sufficient surviving to determine that copper flecks or
spots were present. While catalogued as un-sourced (MEDLOC) it is possible that these
vessels are Nottingham Early Green Glazed Ware. This ware type was current from the early
to early/mid 13th century (Nailor and Young 2001). Further sherds of non-diagnostic form
were present in AD085, LA095, LC165 and LD140.
Nottingham Light Bodied Green Glazed Ware:
This ware type is typical of the pottery produced in Nottingham from the early / mid 13th
century to the early / mid 14th. Earlier examples tend to be oxidised, later internal reduction
occurs (Nailor and Young 2001). It is primarily used for making jugs.
There were one hundred and twenty nine (129) sherds weighing two hundred and seventy
one grams (271.1g).
The jugs found in this ware type were occasionally decorated. Rilling on the upper body along
with horizontal cordons are common and occasional sherds from Clipstone displayed
horizontal cordons. The commonest type of decoration however was painted on vertical
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stripes of iron rich slip, giving the appearance of brown stripes on the green background of
the vessel. Such painted on slip stripes tend to be more characteristic of the earlier production
of this ware type (J Young pers comm). A single example, though too abraded to be certain,
appeared to have an applied strip of iron rich clay.
A fragment from AB115 suggested the possibility of a more highly decorated vessel. It
possibly had the remains of the edge of an applied or stamped fragment of decoration, but
was too fragmentary to be certain.

Figure 42 - distribution of pottery identified as Nottingham Light Bodied Green Glazed Ware
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Nottingham Coarse Sandy Ware:
Thirty two (32) sherds with a weight of forty nine point seven grams (49.7g) were identified as
probably Nottingham Coarse Sandy Ware.
This ware type occurs in pink and orange fabrics, along with micaceous variants (Nailor and
Young 2001). All the sherds identified as Nottingham Coarse Sandy Ware were of the orange
non-micaceous fabric. It is, however, possible, that amongst the pottery catalogued as unsourced medieval local fabrics there may be further, less typical, examples of NCSW which
were not recognised as such.
It was difficult to determine vessel form except in a few cases, and many of the body sherds
were classified as generic jug / jar / bowl or jar / bowl. However, in a few cases where
identification of form could be more reliably ascertained, jars predominated. This is not overly
surprising, as in Nottingham this ware type is most commonly used for the production of jars
and bowls. Traces of external sooting on a few sherds similarly supported this interpretation.
However, one tentatively identified NCSW vessel from LB145 appeared to be part of a
handle, suggesting at least one jug form was present, though this vessel may not have been
a Nottingham product.
This ware type was current from the late 12th to the 15th century (Nailor and Young 2001),
though identifiable forms and the nature of glazing, where present, suggested much of this
ware type was more likely of 13th century and later date.
A jar from LG115 is a high fired buff sandy ware with slightly darker surfaces and was
classified as MEDLOC. It contains abundant mixed (white and frosted; occasionally clear)
quartz, sub rounded to sub angular, poorly sorted, between 0.025mm and 0.3mm and
common rounded red iron 0.025-0.15mm, rarely to 0.6mm. There are moderate amounts of
rounded lumps and streaks of iron rich clay up to 0.5mm that include notable concentrations
of these rounded red iron particles and silt sized quartz. The sherd also contains quartzite,
originally from a water rounded pebble of c.1.2mm, but which appears to have been crushed.
As there is but a single example this presumably happened naturally within the parent clay
and does not represent deliberately added temper. The sherd also has minor streaks of iron
free clay. There are a few splashes of glaze to the underside of the rim which have fired
purple. In form, the rim is typical of the Nottingham Coarse Sandy ware jars and it is possible
that this vessel may be NCSW.

BRACKENFIELD:
Eighty one (81) sherds with a total weight of one hundred and thirty four point nine grams
(134.9g) were identified as being of Brackenfield type. Further sherds are probably of
Brackenfield manufacture and appear to be a copy of Developed Stamford Ware and may be
earlier than the rest of the Brackenfield assemblage.
The Brackenfield area (near Clay Cross in Derbyshire) was a producer of pottery in the
medieval period, with two kilns excavated in the early 1970s at Little Ogston (Cumberpatch
2004b, 3). It was considered that these kilns were not the first on the site (Cumberpatch
2004b, 3), but the dating of the industry has relied entirely on the range of vessel forms rather
than independently dated stratified assemblages (Cumberpatch 2004b, 21), being given as
c.1400 in McCarthy and Brooks (1988, 428). Cumperpatch's initial review suggests a possible
date for the backfilled kiln material in the 14th and 15th century but potentially a much earlier
date for the initial establishment of the industry (Cumberpatch 2004b, 22). Analysis of a
number of assemblages in west Nottinghamshire by the present writer has suggest that
Brackenfield type wares were arriving in west Nottinghamshire in some quantity in the
medieval period and are commonly found in association with Nottingham Green Glazed and
Coarse Sandy wares, somewhat corroborating the mid / late 13th to mid / late 14th century
date suggested for the Brackenfield wares at Chesterfield (Storey quoted in Cumberpatch
2004b, 22). The apparent non-retention of the late medieval / early post medieval ware types
(Midlands Purple and Cistercian ware) in the late 1960s Skegby excavation assemblages
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means it is not possible to determine if Brackenfield wares were associated with mid 15th
century or later groups (Budge in prep a).
Preliminary assessment of a collection from Skegby (Sutton in Ashfield) excavated in the
1960s from a site in the village (presently held by the University of Nottingham Museum)
indicates that a wide and varied range of fabrics that have traits characteristic of the samples
of Brackenfield kiln material held by the same museum, were present in west
Nottinghamshire. Cumberpatch has identified an extensive range of fabrics produced by the
Brackenfield industry, ranging from iron poor (white firing) to iron rich with inclusions from fine
to coarse (Cumberpatch 2004b, 5-8), just within the excavated material (which may be of
relatively late date - see above)
However, the majority of fabrics found at Clipstone identified as Brackenfield type wares
appear to be of the white / light firing Brackenfield types. The orange wares are much more
scarce, as are those with differential firing conditions (ox/r or ox/r/ox). Some of the latter, while
possessing very Brackenfield type inclusions, were classified as MEDX until direct
comparison with the kiln material is undertaken, and so the actual quantities of pottery from
Brackenfield may be underestimated.
The vessel forms were difficult to discern for most of the body sherds, as the white firing
Brackenfield sherds from Skegby included jugs, jars and bowls, all of which types included
deliberately glazed examples.
It is possible that the vessels classed as Brackenfield types, or possible Brackenfield types,
may have been made by other, as yet un-identified, industries exploiting similar clays in the
Brackenfield / Chesterfield area, and more work would be required to test whether they are
actually Brackenfield products or just products from the local area (eg Cumberpatch 2004b,
24).

Brackenfield ?Developed Stamford Type:
Of particular note was the jug rim sherd from AF145. This has a light fabric with a vivid green
copper mottled glaze. Other than abundant fine mica this fabric is virtually devoid of
inclusions, being limited to scarce red ?clay pellets 0.1 - 1mm and sparse quartz 0.1 0.15mm, along with rare fine grained (c.0.1mm) sandstone to 2mm. The jug has an in-turned
rim and the stub of part of a rectangular strap handle.
Another sherd with a very similar fabric was found in LB135 (though unfortunately was
smashed into very small fragments by the excavator). It is part of a jug with vertical ?comb
impressed applied strips, has a similarly fine fabric and a vibrant copper glaze. Such comb
impressed strips are common in local industries, including in Lincoln (Young and Vince 2005),
on Nottingham Developed Stamford Ware (formerly Nottingham St Ann's kiln, Nailor and
Young 2001), Doncaster, all of which are apparently ultimately deriving influence from
Developed Stamford Ware of south Lincolnshire.
A small sherd in AA120 was in broadly the same fabric but lacked the iron. It had a single
microscopic trace of glaze that was too small to determine its type. The fabrics of these
sherds appear to be identical under low power magnification to the background of the
Brackenfield white wares but lack the common larger suite of minerals generally found in
these. However, the large fragment of iron in AF145 is typical of the size and type of these
inclusions, even if very different in frequency.
The in-turned rim of AF145 and the comb impressed vertical strips of LB135 are both features
associated with the Developed Stamford ware industry (eg Mahaney 1982, 160, fig 74:20, 21,
fig 75:36) and offshoots and tend to be quite chronologically diagnostic (of mid 12th early/mid 13th century) in these industries. Brackenfield products from the excavated kilns do
not seem to show any particular Stamford traits or influence and are generally suspected to
be of high to late medieval date (Cumberpatch 2004b),
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Generally, in their extensive use of rod handles and other traits, the medieval potters of
Derbyshire seem to be deriving influence from the north or west rather than from the east,
where Stamford casts a long shadow of influence. However, a possible Stamford influence
has been detected in the medieval products of the Ticknall pottery industry in South
Derbyshire (Budge 2017) and Coppack suggested that the quantities of Stamford type wares
in and around Derby may suggest local production (Coppack 1972), while a kiln producing
Stamford type ware was excavated at Pontefract (Cumberpatch et al 2013) so Stamford
influence on Derbyshire industries is not impossible.
If the Clipstone sherds are indeed Brackenfield or at least Brackenfield area products, as the
fabrics appear to suggest, it seems possible that they may indicate the present of a pottery
industry in the Brackenfield area somewhat earlier than previously suspected, and possibly
representing (and being contemporary with) a Developed Stamford ware offshoot of the late
12th to mid 13th century. However, more finds are required to confirm that the apparent DST
traits on these two vessels are indeed representative of the production, rather than just a
fortuitous conjunction of a DST-like fabric with DST-like traits that are part of the Brackenfield
repertoire. Additionally, thin section or ICPS analysis of these pottery samples and others
from the Brackenfield kilns, probably in conjunction with sampling of local clay sources, would
be required to confirm a Brackenfield (area) origin.
Wessex Archaeology recovered sherds that are likely to be of this type in their excavations at
the site (pers obs). Examination of the Wessex archive by the author and Jane Young
indicated that a number of sherds identified as Developed Stamford ware had a highly
micaceous body, a feature not generally expected in Developed Stamford ware. Due to this,
these sherds were provisionally considered as possible candidates for possible northern
French products and, it would seem, have now entered the literature as such (eg Wright
2016, 59) due to a pers comm from the present author. While the northern French
identification was highly provisional and a starting point for research to attempt to identify the
actual source, the identification of this new probable Brackenfield made Developed Stamford
Type makes it much more likely that these sherds are of local manufacture, though a reexamination and comparison with the probable Brackenfield DST at least would be required.
A further six (6) vessels had a range of inclusions similar to Brackenfield type wares,
suggesting they may have been products of the industry, but were somewhat atypical and
were therefore classified as MEDX. While they may be Brackenfield products they may also
be products of other, presently unknown, industries exploiting similar geological deposits to
Brackenfield in that part of Derbyshire.
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Figure 43 - distribution of pottery identified as Brackenfield type ware

POTTERHANWORTH WARE:
Potterhanworth ware was made at Potterhanworth, a little under 10km south east of Lincoln. It
is a shell tempered ware that was widely marketed across the region. In Lincoln it appears in
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the early / mid 13th century and is in use until the late 15th century (Young Vince and Nailor
2005, 170).
There were sixty four (64) sherds identified as Potterhanworth ware, with an additional sixteen
(16) sherds which might have been Potterhanworth ware but were too poorly preserved, or
slightly atypical. These latter sixteen were coded MEDX due to their uncertain identification
but were included in the distribution plot (Figure 44).
Where form was identifiable, the vessels were all jars and bowls. This ware was widely traded
due to its superior thermal shock resistance and thus most of the vessels present on site will
probably have been intended to be used for heating substances. This was perhaps most likely
cooking (for the jars), though the note of caution that heating substances in a jar does not
necessarily equate to cooking (eg Blinkhorn 1998/9, 37) should be sounded. The bowls could
have been used for dairying activities requiring heat (eg separating cream off milk (McCarthy
and Brooks 1988 110)). The jars particularly could also have been used for industrial and
alchemical processes, though none of the specific forms designed for such use were
identified in the assemblage, or even for heating water for bathing or washing. Being from a
plough soil and in small, often abraded, fragments, there was no additional evidence from the
type and location of sooting to aid interpretation of the use of these vessels.
At such a distance from the production site it is highly unlikely that the Potterhanworth ware
includes any serving vessels and it would seem reasonable to assume that most of the
vessels were used for cooking (or storage) and may therefore identify areas where cooking
was taking place. As such the distribution is of interest (Figure 42). The map indicates
relatively little Potterhanworth ware was found in the areas of most concentrated stone rubble
taken to represent the stone built environment of the complex. It does, however, seem to
cluster to some extent in the vicinity of the middle part of the northern boundary of the 1630s
enclosure. This could tentatively suggest a possible location for kitchens or cooking activity in
this part of the site, though further archaeological investigation would be required to take this
suggestion much further. Additionally, the absence of stone in this area may well argue
against kitchens in the royal complex as it might be expected that these would be of stone
construction, if nothing else at least for the hearth and ovens that would likely have been
present in such a structure.
The distribution could additionally be chronological. As the medieval period progressed all but
the poorest members of medieval society would be likely to have owned a metal cooking pot
(Butler Green and Payne 2009, 1). At the low end of the scale, on peasant tenements at
Wharram in Yorkshire it was noted that, though more common in the earlier periods than the
later, even in the 15th century jars (assumed for cooking) were common (Le Patourel, 1979,
76). On a higher status establishment, the pottery assemblage from excavation of the Priory
of St Gregory in Cantebury was noted to contain very few 'cooking pots' after around 1225,
which was interpreted as suggesting that cooking "activity was largely confined to a kitchen
area where metal vessels were probably used" (Cotter 2001, 253). As such, if associated with
the royal complex it might be anticipated that the distribution of these vessels may reflect an
earlier focus of activity on the site. However, there are medieval recipes that specifically call
for the use of an earthen pot, and the use of cook books is more likely to have been by the
higher echelons of society, and thus possibly would be more, rather than less, likely on this
royal site.
It could well be that the Potterhanworth ware is mostly not associated with the royal activity in
the King's Houses. If the bowls were used for dairying it does not seem likely that this activity
would have been undertaken within the King's Houses, though it could well have occurred in
the associated farm buildings. As the majority of these sherds are from what may be outside
the stone built environment of the King's Houses it may not be impossible that they relate to
the activity of the residents of the village possibly living alongside the royal complex, which
may similarly account for the presence of the jars.
If one takes the Potterhanworth ware as a proxy for cooking pots and the Nottingham Light
Bodied Green Glazed Ware as a proxy for jugs / serving vessels their distributions can be
plotted. In both cases the pottery is quite scarce around the areas of most concentrated stone
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rubble, increasing to the north and west of here. The concentration of proxy jugs vs proxy
cooking pots is not the same, with the jugs appearing to have a more even distribution (Figure
45). The possible cluster of Potterhanworth ware around the northernmost boundary of the
1630s map does not correlate with any significant clustering of jugs in this area. As a result it
does appear that the jugs and cooking pots have a different distribution over the area of
investigation that probably reflects the distribution of different activities across the site.
Interpretation of this pattern is not, at present, possible, and further archaeological work is
required.
Possibilities might include kitchens or cooking activity near the principal cluster of
Potterhanworth ware if buildings were located here, but could alternatively suggest the
presence of a midden, just outside the boundaries of the stone built environment, that
received mostly kitchen waste, or possibly domestic occupation by the villagers of Kings
Clipstone outside the royal complex?
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Figure 44 - Distribution of Potterhanworth Ware and MEDX that may be Potterhanworth Ware
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Figure 45 - distribution of jugs (Nottingham Light Bodied Green Glazed ware) vs jars / bowls (Potterhanworth Ware)

SOUTHWELL / BEVERLEY:
The division of the Beverley and Beverley type fabrics used in this report follows Didsbury and
Watkins (1992, 108). Beverley Orange ware type 2 is a very fine often oxidised ware. There
were twenty one (21) sherds weighing forty six point three grams (46.3g) classified as
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Beverley Orange 2 or Beverley Orange 2 Type ware. However, it is probable that the vessels
catalogued as Beverley wares were not necessarily made in Beverley (Yorkshire). While
some may well have made it down the River Trent into north Nottinghamshire, transport into
this part of west Nottinghamshire seems somewhat unlikely. Recent work on pottery from
Southwell (Nottinghamshire) by Jane Young suggests the possibility that Beverley type
wares, using local clays very similar to the Beverley clays, were being made in the vicinity of
Southwell (Young pers comm). Further work on this is required, and inclusion of the Beverley
type wares found at Clipstone in any ICPS study of the Southwell Beverley types may prove
illuminating. Additionally, the presence within the sherds classified as MEDLOC and MEDX of
a range of iron rich and micaceous fine fabrics that were similar to BEVO2 / BEVO2T, but not
sufficiently so to be classified as, and other sherds with a similar fabric but coarser quartz,
would appear to suggest that micaceous iron rich clays were present and exploited by a
probably local but presently unknown pottery industry. As more work is undertaken, and more
sherds are recovered, it may start to prove possible to examine whether the forms of these
wares are similar to Beverley, or are local types.
A single sherd of possible Southwell Dull Oxidised Medieval Glazed Ware was found. It was
abraded and thus could not be identified with certainty. This ware is a recently recognised
type believed to be manufactured in or in the immediate vicinity of Southwell (Young et all
?2014).
?Burley Hill:
A bowl from AB130 has an iron rich fabric, being reduced to grey with thin orange margins
and surfaces. It has common sub angular to sub rounded quartz 0.15 to 0.25mm,
occasionally to 0.5mm, and common black ?iron rounded (smaller) to sub rounded (larger)
0.025 - 0.15mm, but the most prominent inclusion is common large rounded platy fragments
of laminated ?mudstone 0.5 - 1.75mm. Depending on where they are in the matrix they may
be reduced to grey or black or oxidised to white or, in one instance, very fine linear bands of
orange and white. There is also occasional angular ?ironstone to 0.5mm. It has an internal
suspension glaze and external sooting from use.
It is missing the outer edge of the rim, but its everted rim and slight bead at the inner edge of
the rim indicates that the form was probably similar to Burley Hill type wares found at Full
Street, Derby (eg Coppack 1972 fig 18:218). The combed wavy line decoration is a common
medieval decorative technique, but does occur on Burley Hill types throughout the medieval
period at Full Street and in kiln material (eg Cumberpatch 2002-3 98 table 4). Cumberpatch
identified six fabrics amongst the material from the production site held by Derby Museum
(Cumberpatch 2002-3 89-90). Of these, fabric 1 is particularly noted as containing 'a number
of large, distinctive pieces of mudstone' (Cumberpatch 2002-3 89), though this is not common
in the fabric.
However, further excavation by the Derbyshire Archaeological Society in Allestree Park in
1999 and presently unpublished, revealed more production waste and a much wider range of
fabrics than in the collection examined by Cumberpatch; including new examples such as
coarse sandy wares and also a wide range of fabrics that are probably variants of the fabrics
defined by Cumberpatch. The Derbyshire Archaeological Society material is being prepared
for publication by Pat Tinkler and Mike Butler of the Society (Tinkler pers com). In the
meantime, samples of some of the fabric types found in these excavations by the author on
the spoil heaps and also kindly supplied by Pat Tinkler, and held in the Mercian
Archaeological Services CIC reference collection, have been sorted into provisional groups,
though the publication of the DAS excavations must be awaited to see how representative the
essentially random sample of body sherds obtained by the author actually is of what was
produced. Nevertheless, amongst the fabrics contained within this material is one with
prominent laminated ?mudstone pieces and a suite of inclusions very similar to the Clipstone
sherd. Given the apparent variability of the clay exploited by the Burley Hill potters and the
close similarity of both fabric and form, it is probable that the AB130 sherd is a Burley Hill type
product in a variant fabric.
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UNSOURCED:

Coal Measures White ware is used for generally white and light firing wares with a probable
coal measures origin. Though particularly prevalent in South Yorkshire they were made at a
variety of other places, probably including Ticknall in South Derbyshire. As Yorkshire type
Coal Measures Purple wares and Ticknall type Midlands Purple wares are both present on
the site a mix of Yorkshire and non-Yorkshire sources are possible for these wares.
Medieval local un-sourced:
Amongst the two hundred and forty three (243) primarily medium quartz tempered sherds with
combined weight of three hundred and eighty two point seven grams (382.7g) classified as
medieval un-sourced local wares (MEDLOC), are a large quantity of light firing (ie cream /
white / light grey) sherds. They are broadly in the Nottingham Green Glazed ware tradition
and are similar in glaze and probably form to Nottingham Light Bodied Green Glazed ware.
However, their fabrics appear somewhat atypical, predominantly in having either larger or
smaller quartz than the type sherds. It is possible that most of these sherds were made by the
Nottingham industry or by other, presently unknown, Nottingham type industries elsewhere in
the county.
Similarly, oxidised sandy wares may be Nottingham Coarse Sandy Wares or variants, but
were not identical to the type sherds examined, generally having a different range of quartz
inclusions in size or shape. All the above sherds could just represent atypical products and
rarer fabrics of the Nottingham industry itself, or be products of Nottingham type industries
from unknown sources but probably within the county. Given the doubt over the identification,
it was considered preferable to classify them as MEDLOC rather than known Nottingham
types to avoid providing a false impression of the pottery from the site.
The other sherds classified as MEDLOC featured sherds that had inclusions (predominantly
medium sized quartz) that are likely to be found locally. Within this grouping there were some
types that occurred regularly and probably represent currently undefined products of local
industries. Further work to define and characterise these wares is required and should be a
priority for future work, including a full and detailed analysis of this material.
One of the most commonly occurring MEDLOCs consists of micaceous fine to medium sandy
wares (often sparse) that are predominantly oxidised to a fairly dull orange, though that from
LG95 had a patchily reduced (light grey) exterior. They appear, in fabric, somewhat similar to
Southwell Dull Oxidised Medieval Glazed Ware (Young et all ?2014) and to Beverley Orange
ware 1 (Didsbury and Watkins 1992, 108) but are sufficiently distinct that they can probably
be taken not to belong to either of these industries. There is tentative evidence that a few of
the sherds may have the remains of a splashed glaze, in which case an earlier date may
need to be considered. More work is required in defining and comparing this group in relation
to other possible sources (eg Southwell Dull Oxidised medieval ware) and scientific study but
it is entirely probable that they represent the products of a presently unknown local industry.
Multiple fabric groups within what may well be a single ware type are clearly present. The
quantities in which these sherds appear would seem to suggest that they may well represent
a significant contributor to the local pottery supply and hence perhaps an industry as close to
the local market centres as Nottingham and Brackenfield. Further work on this material should
be a priority.
The MEDLOC wares will certainly repay further study and further work on this assemblage or
other assemblages excavated from the site should particularly include attempts to isolate
distinct recurrent ware and fabric types from the material presently classed as MEDLOC.
Excavation in sub-ploughzone deposits will recover sherds in better condition that may allow
definition of forms and technological traits. Such work, if the suspicions about the micaceous
fine sandy iron rich wares are confirmed, could lead to the re-assignment of many of the
sherds classed as MEDLOC to the earlier medieval period.
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NON LOCAL / IMPORTS:

Imports in this context are taken to be all those products from unknown sources which, on the
basis of the geology of their inclusions, are unlikely to be local products (and are coded
MEDX and LMX in the database). An English source is to be expected for all these ceramics;
probably quite a local one (ie within the counties immediately surrounding Nottinghamshire) in
many cases. There is, to date, absolutely no evidence of any imports from outside of Britain
until the arrival of German stoneware in the late medieval / early post medieval period on the
site.
There were eighty six (86) sherds with a total weight of one hundred and twelve point one
grams (112.1g) classified as MEDX.
Sixteen (16) vessels were possibly Potterhanworth ware but were either too poorly preserved,
too small or slightly atypical and could thus not be positively identified as POTT, to err on the
side of caution they were coded MEDX (see above).
A further twenty one (21) vessels featured voids from which shell had leached or contained
shell, sometimes in combination with other inclusions, but could not be assigned a source
largely due to their poor condition and / or small size, and were thus coded MEDX. They may
be from Lincolnshire but could alternatively come from industries exploiting shelly clays in the
South Midlands area, such as Stanion / Lyveden wares (summarised in Blinkhorn 2010, 286)
or Northamptonshire 'shelly coarse ware' vessels (Blinkhorn 2010 271) or possibly from north
Derbyshire / the Peak District (eg Young 2012, 101-2), or other sources.
Six (6) vessels had a range of inclusions suggesting they were probably products of the
Brackenfield industry or may have come from that area but were not in the 'mainstream' white
or orange fabrics. As a result they were coded as MEDX.
The forty three (43) remaining vessels are almost by definition 'exotic', by their apparent rarity
probably representing pottery from sources that were not routinely available in the local
markets. Preliminary observations on the probable mechanisms of pottery supply to the
King's Houses are given below. Unlike much of the un-sourced medieval local wares, where
certain types were noted to occur repeatedly throughout the assemblage, most of the MEDX's
are unique. As such, they potentially represent one of the more interesting classes of pottery
on the site as it is not impossible they may have arrived in personal baggage or as containers
for supplies (as suggested at Sandal Castle (Moorhouse 1983, 130). Further research is
required to attempt to identify the sources of these ware types.
A few of the MEDX sherds, most likely from relatively local sources, are discussed below:
A jug handle in AG95 is in a white firing fine sandy fabric with a yellow / pale green
suspension glaze. The quartz suggests this is not a Nottinghamshire or south Derbyshire
product. The handle is a flattened oval strap with light ribbing on the upper surface (as Evans
1993 fig 39.42, for form only). This form is particularly common in Yorkshire where it (and
variants) are the predominant handle shape on Humber ware jugs and cisterns such as those
produced at Holme on Spalding Moor (Mayes and Hayfield 1980 104-6) or Walmgate (York)
(Mainman and Jenner 2013, 1260,1262). The white firing fabric of the Clipstone sherd,
however, shows it is not a typical Humberware vessel. Similar handle forms do however occur
on jugs in Brandsby-type ware from York (Mainman and Jenner 2013 1241-2 and fig
504.4311;4313). Brandsby-type wares are generally light firing but the fabrics are stated to be
very variable (Mainman and Jenner 2013 1230-1). However, Vince's description of Brandsby
type ware as having no 'inclusions larger than c.0.3mm across except for relict clay/mudstone
fragments' and that it contained subangular quartz and rounded mudstone that 'had a black
core' (Vince 2004 3) sounds similar to the Clipstone sherd, though the quartz here is perhaps
slightly larger. Direct comparison with Brandsby type sherds would be required to assess
whether this is a likely source. Jane Young however notes that light firing Humber wares are
known in Lincolnshire, with a possible source within the county (Young pers comm), so an
attribution to the light firing Humberware industry may be most likely.
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A light firing sherd (off white with light grey core) in AE155 is full of (common) well sorted sub
angular quartz ranging from 0.05 to 0.15mm and finely vesicular rounded ?iron or slag. The
latter is common and is brown or rarely rusty red / brown and, while it is present down to
0.075mm it is mostly in the range 0.25 - 0.6mm. Other inclusions are moderate amounts of
sub rounded to sub angular white ?clay pellets 0.25 - 0.5mm and moderate amounts of
?basic igneous rock, rounded, between 0.25 and 0.6mm. It also has a large sub-angular void
c.2.25mm, though what this contained is uncertain. This is clearly not a local product and is a
very distinctive fabric but it has not yet proven possible to identify a source, though it may be
a Yorkshire product.
An unglazed rod handle from LB130 is in a dark grey fabric with orange/brown margins and
surfaces. It has a moderately silty groundmass and common rounded to sub rounded quartz
and quartzite 0.15 - 1.5mm, though mostly 0.2 to 0.75mm. It also contains sparse sub-angular
flint to 1mm and moderate purple to brown sub angular iron 0.5 to 0.75mm. Quartzite and flint
are available locally in the Trent and other river gravels so it is possible this fabric might have
a local origin. The unglazed nature and firing colour also raises the possibility this vessel may
be early medieval not medieval.
A jug from LB135 is in a reduced (grey) fabric with oxidised (orange) interior surface and a
highly calcareous and moderately micaceous background. It has moderate amounts of sub
angular to sub rounded quartz c.0.15 - 0.3mm, sparse sub angular grey ?clay pellets to 3mm
and sparse sub-rounded yellow / brown calcareous lumps (no reaction to cold weak acid) to
0.6mm. It has a drab green suspension glaze externally. Calcareous clays to the west of
Clipstone near Sutton in Ashfield were used by the potter at Skegby to construct his kiln
(Budge in prep a), but were not, however, micaceous. Additionally, the quartz in this sherd is
finer than that presently known from the Skegby area. The Mercia Mudstones of the East
Midlands are frequently dolomitic, occasionally calcareous, may be micaceous; various fine to
fine sandy quartz grains may also be present (Hobbs et al 2002 4-6,16-18). A Mercia
Mudstone source is therefore most likely assuming it is a local product. If further examples of
this fabric are found on the site or in the area a local source would be probable. If few further
examples come to light then a source outside the area should be sought. This fabric should
be revisited once further work has recovered more samples of ceramics from the area.

Lincoln Sandy ware variants:
Sherds identified as probable Lincoln type products were found in a number of test pits. That
in LC85 was similar to Lincoln Sandy ware 2 but had coarser quartz and lacked the laminated
mudstone. It has been coded MEDX though a LSW origin is possible. These sherds, while of
Lincoln type, have been classed as Lincoln Sandy ware Variants as Jane Young does not
consider them to be typical of Lincoln products; it is likely they were made at another centre.
Potterhanworth in Lincolnshire was producing glazed sandy wares; with the widespread
export of Potterhanworth shell tempered wares it is not impossible the glazed sandy wares
could have been traded in some form alongside them (J Young pers comm)
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DISTRIBUTION:

Figure 46 - distribution of subset of medieval pottery (NOTGL, NOTGR, NCSW, POTT, MEDLOC, MEDX, BEVO2,
BRAK)

High medieval pottery is widely distributed across the area of investigation. On a very broad
level it is clear that sherds were present in most test pits but with the concentration dropping
off in the south western part of the investigated area, within Waterfield. The distribution within
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Enclosure A and to the north is quite similar, perhaps with slightly higher concentrations of
pottery in Enclosure A. However, the distribution does not entirely appear to respect the
northern boundary of Enclosure A and more convincing clusters could perhaps be imagined
should the 1630s boundaries be removed from the equation. This may suggest that the
boundaries depicted on the 1630s map do not necessarily represent fossilised medieval
boundaries. However, the drop off of pottery south of the southern most boundary may
indicate that this boundary could, to some extent, represent a boundary of medieval
Waterfield.

LATE MEDIEVAL:
There is a significant drop off in pottery distribution in the late medieval period. Wares include
Midlands Purple, almost certainly from Ticknall in South Derbyshire, Coal Measures Purple,
from South Yorkshire (sites such as Firsby and Rawmarsh), Humberware, Nottingham Light
Bodied Gritty ware (which may, in its earliest expression, be contemporary with the medieval
pottery above), Cistercian ware and imported German stoneware, the latter two types
supplying the requirement for drinking vessels.
Midlands Purple:
In the late medieval period potters fired their wares to increasingly high temperatures. A
regional tradition of high fired wares emerged in the Midlands, and as many of the vessels
have a purple glaze, has been termed Midlands Purple. It tends to be used for coarse wares,
particularly jugs, jars, bowls, dripping dishes and bunghole vessels, the latter for brewing and
decanting beer.
It was made in a number of centres, with the closest being Ticknall in South Derbyshire
(around 48km south west of Clipstone). A taxation list from the early to mid 16th century
recorded seven potters working in the village (Spavold and Brown 2005, 16). Several
production sites in Ticknall have been investigated archaeologically (eg Boyle and
Rowlandson 2006-8, 49, Spavold 2012) and large quantities of wasters in this ware are found
in the village (eg Budge 2017). Ticknall produced a range of forms and its products were
widely distributed, getting, unsurprisingly, to Derby (eg Coppack 1972), to Lincoln (Young
pers comm, but Young and Vince 2005, fig 189:1399, 1402, 1403, 1404 for Ticknall forms),
Leicester (Austin Friars (Woodland 1981)).
A sherd from LC150 is similar to Midland Purple ware; it is sandy and high fired with a red
purple colouration but is unusual in that it also includes fragments of ironstone or slag up to
2mm in size. This may have been deliberately crushed and added as one angular fragment
clearly comes from a larger lump with rounded surfaces. It also has lenses and streaks of
clean light firing clay and iron rich silty clay. The main supplier of late medieval and post
medieval Midland Purple wares in the region was Ticknall in South Derbyshire (Spavold and
Brown 2005) and, aside from the ?ironstone, the sherd otherwise is very similar to Ticknall
products. Ironstone is present in the Ticknall area geology (Spavold (ed) 1984, 109), so it is
possible this sherd may be a Ticknall product.
Midlands Purple ware was also produced at Chilvers Coton in Nuneaton (Mayes and Scott
1984, 40-41), though the forms are slightly different, and at Wednesbury and Burslem in
Staffs (Hurst and Wright 2011, 55).
The fabrics and, where recognisable, the forms, indicate a likely Ticknall manufacture for the
nineteen sherds found during the test pitting and identified as Midlands Purple ware.
A similar range of coarse wares were produced in purple glazed wares in Yorkshire. The
products of these industries, including centres such as Firsby and Rawmarsh (Cumberpatch
1996, 60), some 35km north west of Clipstone, are easily distinguished from the Midlands
Purple wares even in small sherds. Despite a general dominance of the East Midlands market
by the Ticknall potters, three sherds of Coal Measures Purple ware were found.
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Cistercian Ware:
Cistercian ware was often produced alongside Midlands Purple ware at many of the
production centres. It is a fine ware, often glazed internally and externally, and was used
predominantly for drinking vessels, though chafing dishes, costrels, salts and other vessels
were produced. It was produced in Ticknall (Spavold and Brown 2015, Boyle 2002/3, 113),
but also possibly in Staffordshire (Barker 1986a, 53), Chilvers Coton (Warwickshire) (Mayes
and Scott 1984, 40), Wrenthorpe (Wakefield) (Moorhouse and Roberts 1992) and a variety of
other locations. Wasters, for example, are known from Doncaster (Peter Robinson pers
comm) and possibly Nottingham (Nailor and Young 2001).
Form and decoration varies to some degree between the various production sites. However,
none of the fifteen sherds found in the test pitting were decorated and none were of sufficient
size for any attributable traits of form to help determine a source. As a result, while they
probably arrived from Ticknall with the Midlands Purple, it is not impossible, given the Coal
Measures Purple wares from Yorkshire, that some of the Cistercian Ware might have come
from Yorkshire producers.

Raeren:
Raeren type stoneware. These vessels were imported in vast quantities from the late 15th to
16th century (Hurst et al 1986, 194). They were durable and impermeable and perfectly suited
to their intended purpose, the serving and consumption of drinks. They tend to occur at
Clipstone in association with Midlands Purple bung hole cisterns in the demolition rubble.

DISTRIBUTION:
The distribution again shows an amount of pottery in Waterfield, no doubt a product of
manuring. The distribution north of this again does not entirely appear to respect the 1630s
boundaries, though with a minor concentration in the northern part of Enclosure A as with the
medieval distribution. This may tenuously suggest continued occupation in this part of the
site. Midlands Purple cisterns and Cistercian and Raeren drinking vessels were found by
Wessex in the demolition rubble, probably used by demolition workers (Blinkhorn no date
(?2011), 6).
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Figure 47 - distribution of late medieval and early post medieval pottery.
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Figure 48 - distribution of Cistercian Ware
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POST MEDIEVAL:
Midlands Yellow:
A particularly intriguing but unfortunate vessel was found in LA110. There were three sherds
of the vessel, two joining along a fresh break and the other on an old break. The sherds were
from just above the rounded shoulder of a hollow vessel with at least three horizontal incised
lines just above the shoulder. Such vessels are a well known form in Midlands Yellow in the
17th century and several largely complete examples were found in a (?mid) 17th century pit at
3 Burton Road Ticknall (Budge 2017). This vessel is largely unremarkable in this respect, but
is potentially significant in terms of the localized patch of iron stained external glaze above the
horizontal rilling. Unfortunately the area above the patch of superficial Fe staining has
suffered fresh breaks and there are no joining sherds or flakes. However, the staining extends
over approx 14mm horizontally and the freshly broken surface above clearly indicates an
absence of Fe rich inclusions in the body. This may therefore indicate that an iron rich slip
was applied to the vessel as decoration, although sadly the recent damage to the sherd (even
an extra millimetre or two would have been enough to confirm) has destroyed positive
evidence of such. Significantly, a vessel of very similar form (though possibly squatter and
lacking the incised horizontal lines) exists in the Potteries Museum (Barker and Crompton
2007, 83). It has trailed iron rich slip 'commas' or '/' in two horizontal bands between the girth
and under the neck. It is not impossible that the Clipstone sherd may represent a slip trailed
Midlands Yellow type vessel. Midlands Yellow was a major product of Ticknall in south
Derbyshire (Spavold and Brown 2005) but slip decorated examples are not, as far as the
author is aware, known from this production centre.
Martincamp type flasks:
Though insufficient of the vessels were present to be entirely certain, the form and fabric of
sherds in AF105 (body), LD090 (neck) and possibly AH115 (body) appear to be from
Martincamp type flasks. These vessels have a globular body and long neck and are
considered almost a chronological type fossil of the 16th and 17th centuries (Hurst, Neil and
Van Beuningen 1986, 102). The name of this pottery type is down to a suspected production
site at Martincamp in Normandy, on the road from Paris to Dieppe (Ickowicz 1993, 51). They
are shown in art as often having been given a wickerwork 'coat', which as well as protecting
them also allowed them to stand. And example with wickerwork surviving was discovered on
the Mary Rose (Gardiner and Allen 2005 pl64). Documentary evidence indicates that they
were exported empty and with their wicker covering already in place (and were cheaper than
wicker covered glass bottles) indicating they may have been traded as vessels in their own
right (Allan 1983, 42, 44).
Study of a sample of these vessels indicated that a wider provenance than just the village of
Martincamp was likely (Ickowicz 1993, 58). While these vessels are usually listed amongst
continental imports in archaeological reports they were produced by at least one of the potters
in Ticknall. Large quantities of wasters have been found on pottery Site 14, on the corner of
Ashby Road and Staunton Lane End (Spavold and Brown 2005, 53). Though there is no
documentary evidence for the potting on this site wasters have been found including large
numbers of Martincamp type flasks (presently in Derby Museum (Spavold and Brown 2005,
53)); more recent excavation by the Ticknall Archaeological Research Group on this site
examined part of the site including part of a waster dump that included many Martincamp
flaks wasters along with the Midland Yellow wares and brown glazed earthenwares also
produced by this potter (pers obs and Brown pers comm). At Ticknall the flasks were
produced in both iron rich and iron poor fabrics, the AF105 sherd being the former and that
from LD090 being the latter.
Hurst's classification of Martincamp type flasks suggests that the iron poor fabrics (type 1) are
present in pre-dissolution levels in Britain, while the dark brown stoneware Type 2 vessels
(with a form largely identical to the Ticknall products) are common in the 16th century.
Oxidised type 3 is common in the 17th century, though it is acknowledged that there is a great
deal of overlap (Hurst, Neal and Van Beuningen 1986, 103-4). The main products at Ticknall
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are reduced stoneware or vitrified earthenware (brown / purple) vessels (Hurst's Type 2) but
orange and white / cream fabrics were also produced and all appear to belong to the same
period of production (pers obs of excavated material from TARG excavations and wasters
found in the 1970s excavations in Derby Museum).
It would be necessary to undertake scientific analysis to confirm a Ticknall origin for the
Clipstone Martincamp sherds but, given the inland location of the site (though circa 29km
south south west of the medieval port of Bawtry), at only 48km from Ticknall it seems
probable that the sherds are of Ticknall origin. The port of Hull, where imports of Martincamp
vessels are documented, is approximately 81km north-north west of Clipstone.
Black and Brown Glazed Earthenware:
These wares consist of a range of relatively iron rich coarse and fine wares, usually oxidised
and glazed with a lead glaze coloured brown or black by iron, most likely leached from the
body or slip rather than deliberately added as a colorant to the glaze mixture (see Barker
1986, 61 - 62). They tend to evolve out of Midland Purple and Cistercian ware around the
middle of the 17th century in the Staffordshire area (Barker 1999). There were probably many
kilns producing these wares spread throughout the country. The products of Ticknall however
were stated to be distributed 'all East England Through' in the mid 17th century by Philip
Kinder (in Spavold and Brown 2005, 82) and probate references to Ticknall pots have shown
that the distribution was actually throughout the whole of the Midlands in the 17th century
(Spavold and Brown 2005, 122). The Ticknall potters progressively lost their marketing edge
through the 18th century (eg Spavold and Brown 2005, 85). An examination of the fabrics of
the 17th and 18th century coarse wares from Ticknall sites indicates that the potters
frequently mixed, to a more or less complete extent, at least two different types of clay; one
iron poor and the other iron rich and each possessing distinct suites of inclusion (Budge in
prep c). This mixing was likely done to improve the throwing, drying and firing properties of
the pots or their performance in their intended, post-market, role. The mixing of clays for such
purposes by country potters was attested down to recent times and is discussed e.g. by
McGarva (2000, 26).
Slipware:
Two joining (probably recently broken) sherds of slipware are particularly interesting. They are
in a high fired iron rich fabric more reminiscent of Cistercian ware than Staffordshire type slip
ware. However, the exterior decoration, at least in general execution is much more
reminiscent of Staffordshire type slipware than Cistercian ware.
This vessel has an internal iron poor slip coat and, externally, has one applied iron poor slip
disc or oval with a central lenticular depression (?pupil?). This is surrounded by small dots of
iron poor slip (jewelling), each of which appears to have a deliberate pin-prick. To one side of
this is, what was possibly intended to be a ring of iron poor slip (appearing as a crescent) and
to the side of this a curving line of pin pricked jewelling appears to border another applied slip
?disc; the majority of this has been lost on breakage of the piece. The glaze is thick and rich
in iron (?leached from the body) and the iron has run over the iron poor slip, leaving brown
trails over the 'eye' and partially obscuring the jewelling and whatever form the (present)
crescent took (see image on cover).
This pattern is most easily paralleled in the Owl cups made in Staffordshire type slipware of
the late 17th and 18th century; iron-poor slip eyes were applied to the cups and surrounded
by jewelling. They differ from this sherd in the glaze, which generally does not have the same
quantity of iron and particularly in that the cup is made concave in the area the eyes are
applied to (the Clipstone sherd is convex in this area). The Staffordshire type owl cups
additionally usually have a beak between the eyes, which is not apparent at Clipstone but
perhaps the crescent and fragment of applied slip below may be part of an unusual
representation of such? They also commonly include combed or feathered slip patterns
around the eyes; the Clipstone sherd may be too small to display such or may have entirely
lacked it.
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On the whole, this vessel does not appear to fit either in form or fabric, and only nearly in
decoration, to the owl cups made by the Staffordshire type slipware industries. Drinking
vessels in the form of owls were, however, manufactured earlier on the Continent, particularly
in the Germanic states, in Tin Glazed Earthenware and non-ferrous metals. These sherds are
worthy of much further investigation to attempt to identify the original form and indeed the
likely date. At present only an early post medieval to late 17th-18th century date can be
suggested. Whatever the vessel was it seems likely it was above average quality.
Other slipware was in AA120. This was in a cream fabric with common white clay pellets to
coarse size, characteristic of a coal measures source. The vessel was a press moulded dish
with moulded decoration. Too little survived to allow the overall design to be discerned, but
the impression was of a yellow field on which curving moulded 'ladder' style lines (eg Barker
and Crompton 2007, 131) had been picked out in brown slip. There was at least enough
present to indicate that the design is not paralleled in Barker and Crompton (2007 127-139).
This was probably a dish designed for display rather than everyday usage. Its find spot, close
to the 1630s structure, could suggest activity / occupation continued in this part of the plot at
least into the late 17th or early 18th century. The fabric, with its coarse and plentiful clay
pellets is perhaps a little coarse for Staffordshire. Slipware manufacture in South Derbyshire
has been suggested by collectors for many years and various pieces have been attributed to
Melbourne. Brown and Spavold believe slipware was manufactured in Ticknall and that the
Melbourne attribution probably relates to Ticknall products that were retailed in Melbourne
(Spavold and Brown 2005). In strong support of this argument about half of a hump mould for
making press moulded dishes was discovered in an outbuilding in Ticknall (Brown pers
comm). Slipware wasters, though not of Staffordshire type (basically black or brown glazed
earthenware with white internal slip instead of the usual red - often thought of as a Yorkshire
type), were also found on an 18th century production site belonging to the Ticknall industry at
Heath End (Budge in prep c). There were a wide range of different clay types available to
potters within the parish and light firing coal measures clays with abundant angular clay
pellets were used, often being mixed with more iron rich clays in the production of the black
and brown glazed earthenwares of the post medieval period.
The slipware traditionally attributed by collectors to Ticknall tends to have an all over dark
colour with light slips forming the decoration (similar to Barker and Crompton 2007, 143) (pers
obs of Derby Museum temporary gallery, 2016). However, the evidence of suitable clays,
presence of slipware moulds and slipware production in Ticknall certainly does nothing to
suggest that Ticknall could not also have been producing highly decorated press moulded
slipware dishes such as this.
Tin glazed earthenware:
All the sherds of tin glazed earthenware are of questionable identification, as in few cases did
any of them display any trace of a tin glaze However, soft buff bodied earthenware was
generally used as the base for Dutch and English tin glazed earthenware. The glaze is wont
to flake off readily even during use. In a plough soil, especially with smaller sherds, the glaze
can be lost entirely as appears to be the most likely explanation for the soft buff bodied
earthenwares catalogued as tin glazed earthenware. This ware was developed to supply
demand for colourful decorated pottery and is common in the 17th and 18th century,
continuing into the 19th century for drug jars
Staffordshire / Bristol type mottled glaze ware:
As with the slipware, this type of ware was manufactured at a number of centres, including
Staffordshire, South Yorkshire and Ticknall (Ticknall - Budge in prep c). It is a refined buff
bodied ware with a more or less mottled glaze. It is commonly of the first half of the 18th
century but may occur in the late 17th and into the 19th century.
Nottingham Type Stoneware:
Nottingham type stoneware was manufactured between the late 17th and end of the 18th
century (Henstock et al 2010, 16-24). A similar industry was set up at Crich in Derbyshire in
the same period. The products of the two centres may be impossible to distinguish in small
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sherds (or even complete vessels). Nottingham type stoneware was mainly used for table
ware (mugs and other drinking vessels, jugs etc) presentational pieces and chamber pots.
There are also imported German stonewares, including parts of Frechen Bartmann type jugs.

DISTRIBUTION:
The post medieval pottery seems to have quite a concentration within Enclosure A, the
1630s enclosure. This appears to clearly indicate a different land use in this enclosure in the
17th and early 18th century. This small land parcel may have been cultivated while the rest of
modern Castlefield was not, at this time, but this does not fit with the documentary and
previous archaeological evidence that indicates Waterfield was probably cultivated
continuously from the medieval period until near the end of the 20th century. It seems rather
more plausible to suggest that the post medieval pottery in this enclosure (which includes
some reasonable quality items, including the possible owl jug cup and decorated slipware)
along with the drinking glass, derive from occupation of the structure depicted on the 1630s
map. This structure is no longer present on the 1766 map but it was not previously clear at
what point within the century between the two maps it was demolished. Looking at the
artefactual evidence from the test pitting it seems entirely reasonable to suggest that
occupation of this plot continued into early 18th century. A general lack of substantial
quantities of creamware and white salt glazed stoneware within this enclosure appears to
suggest occupation did not continue much beyond the early part of the 18th century.
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Figure 49 - distribution of subset of post medieval pottery.

Modern:
Sherds of unglazed red earthenwares came from plant pots eg in AG95.
English Porcelain:
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A sherd from the edge of a saucer in English porcelain was found in LB150. It has an internal
under-glaze double concentric line border of the type most commonly seen on the early
transfer printed Worcester and Caugley porcelains of the late 18th century. The presence of
such porcelain is somewhat unusual on an archaeological site and 18th century English
porcelain is far less commonly found than the Chinese equivalent. It may have been lost
during the picnics and other leisure activities that took place at the site. However, it could
simply be part of domestic waste. There is the possibility that such pieces may get into the
archaeological record away from obvious high status sites as a result of gifts of porcelain
given by aristocratic employers to faithful servants and employees (Jane Young pers comm)
Other ware types included Creamware, Pearlware, Whiteware, Nineteenth Century Buff
Bodied Earthenware and Brown Stoneware.
The distribution includes a general scatter of pottery over the area of investigation. A slight
concentration near the road frontage of Enclosure A may relate to use as gardens in the 19th
century, rather than as anything to do with the occupation of this plot, which had ceased by
the 1760s at the latest.
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Figure 50 - early modern and modern pottery
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Miscellaneous - Industrial:
There were a number of sherds that might be related to industrial processes. That from
AB140 had a reduced almost vitrified fabric with abundant small vesicles probably caused
during heating. Its fabric had quartz and the leached voids of possible fossil shell or other
calcareous material and possible organic temper. One surface had a very slaggy deposit also
containing fine quartz. Jane young suggested it might have formed part of a crucible. It could
also have been part of a shell tempered vessel pressed into some kind of industrial service.
The quartz adhering to the slaggy deposit is interesting as it is well sorted and in the range
0.25-0.5mm, while that in the body of the vessel appears to have a wider size range
distribution (ranging up to 1mm). This may indicate that the well sorted medium sand was a
component of the mix being melted in the crucible. This sherd should be included in any
future scientific examination of evidence for industrial processes at the site. Its date is
uncertain but is unlikely to be modern.

Conclusions:

FORMS:
Previous work has suggested that the trenches 'were remarkably deficient in occupation
debris' (Rahtz 1960, 26), and that as the site was subject to high status occupation, the
ceramic assemblage consists only of jugs for serving liquid, with cooking (excepting that of
the earliest periods, ascribed to the builders working on the original construction of the
complex) done exclusively in metal vessels (Blinkhorn 2015, 51).
The present work has revealed a range of vessels, including jugs, jars and bowls. Jugs had a
variety of uses, including serving of liquids (beer, wine etc) at the table, collection and storage
of milk in dairies and carriage of water to the kitchen (McCarthy and Brooks 1988, 110-111).
Jars were predominantly for cooking and storage (McCarthy and Brooks 1988, 104-106), with
storage of dry goods but potentially also purposes such as preservation of meat in thick fat
(Brears 1989, 5); they could be pressed into service for industrial purposes. Bowls were used
particularly for food preparation and in the dairy, for separating off cream from milk, while the
familiar modern day use of bowls as mixing vessels is also attested in the medieval period by
instructions in medieval recipes (McCarty and Brooks 1988, 109).
In the medieval assemblages from Clipstone there are no obvious vessels beyond these
types. They seem, for the most part, to be entirely typical of the range and quality of products
that one might find in the excavation of a typical peasant dwelling in the region. To our
modern eyes it would perhaps be expected that at a royal complex the more specialist
products of the medieval potter would be present, such as aquamanili and highly decorated
jugs etc. However, on such a high status site the roles of such vessels (eg hand washing at
the table) would almost certainly have been fulfilled by more expensive vessels of metal (eg
see Egan 1997, 111). It is probably to lower status sites where the occupants are aspiring to a
high status life style but who do not necessarily have the spare income to purchase metal
aquamanili or copper alloy ewers and basins etc that we should look for the ceramic
equivalents of these vessels and probably the more highly decorated jugs, including knight
jugs. Pottery used for serving did not seem to have the elements of display that we tend to
associate with it today. Various medieval feast scenes show jugs used as decanters, used to
fetch liquids from the cellar and placed somewhere out of the way in the room where the feast
is taking place, with servants collecting the diner's cups and filling them from the jugs then
returning them to the diner. The king and his retinue almost certainly dined using metal and
glass (Blinkhorn no date), with some of the retinue using wood, as the friars in the feast scene
of the Luttrell Psalter appear to be (British Library Add. MS 42130, ff 207v - 208). As such, the
use of the same jugs in the royal complex as in the households of the local villagers begins to
seem less surprising.
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Regarding the opening statements arrived at by previous workers, it can be seen from the test
pitting data that there is a difference in the quantity of ceramic artefacts, with the quantities
appearing noticeably lower within the stone built environment of the complex than those parts
outside of it, in essence as noted by Rahtz.
This may be due to the nature of the site; unlike medieval peasant dwellings where the
midden may be immediately outside the back door, a royal complex is unlikely to have had
individual middens cluttering and stinking up the site outside the doors of the various
chambers. General waste may instead have been deposited down garderobe chutes, to be
periodically disposed of, in which case it may have been entirely carted off site, excepting the
smaller fragments. So for example if a pot was dropped on a floor and smashed, the larger
fragments may be picked up and dropped down the nearest garderobe or flushed down a
drain, but the smaller fragments may escape collection and thus remain to be incorporated
into the archaeological record. This recovery may well depend on the nature of the floor
surface, with stone flags and particularly mortared tiled floors being easily swept of all but the
tiniest fragments of pottery, while clay or earthen floors are more likely to allow the survival of
pottery fragments trodden into them (Martin Bradley pers comm).
In considering the garderobes at Pontefract, Roberts quoted Salzman in noting that payment
for removal was by weight, and that the mundator latrinum was well paid for their duties.
However, study of how frequently cleaning was likely to take place was hampered by, aside
from a single 1451 reference to 'clearing shit', the general coyness of the documentary
records on the matter, with references perhaps hidden within entries for 'cleaning the ...
chambers'. Roberts further noted that in the 17th century, when Pontefract castle probably
catered for a similar number of persons as during medieval royal visits, substantial quantities
of waste built up in the garderobes in a short period of time (Roberts 2002, 125). It is not
inconceivable that part of the regime of getting the King's Houses ready for a royal visit, as
well as including repairs to buildings, could have included the clearing out of garderobes and
the removal of waste from the site.
It is probable also that the King's Houses must have had one or more middens, particularly at
least for the kitchens, and it seems likely that they would not have been found amongst the
built environment. At Clarendon a dump of midden material was found spreading down the
hillside outside the complex from the kitchens (James and Robinson 1988, 86-87). It could
well be that future work might indicate that the increased quantity of pottery, or at least some
of it, within Enclosure A, could have a similar origin. This could account for the larger quantity
of jars (essentially cooking pots) in part of this area (see Potterhanworth above), but, as the
location and nature of the structures within the stone built environment are not known this is
essentially little more than speculation.
Certainly, the idea that ceramic cooking pots were not used in the King's Houses (Blinkhorn
2015, 51) can be laid to rest by the results of the present work (or an examination of the
Rahtz assemblage) as the many sherds of Potterhanworth ware were most likely (due to the
impressive performance of this ware in heating and cooling) present mainly as cookware.
Further research is necessary to test whether this ware type occurs on the site only at the
start of its currency in the 13th century (ie mainly from before metal cooking vessels became
widespread) or if they continue right through into the 14th and early 15th century. If the latter,
could they perhaps be a reflection of documentary evidence suggesting the specific
requirement for earthen pots to be used for certain recipes in medieval cookery books (eg
McCarthy and Brooks 1988, 105), the books themselves most likely to have been used by the
higher echelons of society rather than illiterate peasants, or were they just mainly used by the
villagers for their everyday cooking needs?
Additional ceramic forms appear in the late medieval and early post medieval period, with
drinking vessels (which would, during the medieval period have been of wood or glass (Egan
1997, 110-112), predominantly cups (Cistercian Ware) and mugs / jugs (Raeren) occurring in
association with what were almost certainly beer brewing cisterns (Midlands Purple) in the
demolition deposits, probably suggesting the refreshment of the workmen engaged in the
demolition of the structures on the site (Blinkhorn no date). It is not possible from this test
pitting study to determine whether these later forms were also used in the King's Houses prior
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to its demolition or if they occur solely in the demolition deposits and in the waste spread on
the fields by the late medieval occupants of the village. Excavation of deposits of this period
would be necessary to test this.

SUPPLY:
The examination of a range of pottery from an area of approximately a hectare gives the
opportunity to investigate the supplies of pottery to the site. What 'the site' actually represents
is another matter, and it is possible that the Area of Investigation includes part of the medieval
fields of Clipstone (Waterfield), part of the royal complex of the King's Houses and potentially
part of the medieval settlement of Clipstone.
The pottery in Waterfield is likely to derive from waste spread to manure the field, but whose?
It may have come from the occupants of the village if Waterfield was part of the medieval field
system of Clipstone, or from the King's Houses (possibly) if this part of Waterfield was part of
the demesne lands of the King's Houses.
That within the complex of the King's Houses is most likely to derive from contemporary
activity in the complex, and therefore may be largely reliable for interpreting the sources of
supply to the complex. It is, however, more scarce than the pottery from elsewhere within the
Area of Investigation.
The pottery from Enclosure A and the area to the north west of the possible boundary of the
stone built environment of the King's Houses could relate to activity associated with the King's
Houses (particularly if it represents midden deposits), but in an area where no stone built
structures seem to have been present, but is also perhaps more likely represent activity
associated with domestic occupation by the residents of Clipstone itself, with this area
apparently being occupied from well before the King's Houses in the Saxon period right
through to the late medieval or early post medieval period.
It is thus possible that the pottery from the Area of Investigation represents a mixture of
pottery purchased for and used within the King's Houses and for the villagers of Clipstone.
This does, to some extent, limit the conclusions that can be drawn at present. This test pitting
study was specifically concerned with boundaries; extension of the test pitting over the whole
of present day land parcel that is Castlefield would allow the recovery of more sherds from
within the King's Houses that would allow more secure conclusions about supply to be drawn.
Previous work has suggested that the King's Houses was supplied from the local area
(Nottingham wares) but with a large proportion of pottery being drawn from the south,
possibly from Kenilworth Castle (Blinkhorn no date). This suggestion was based on the large
quantities of Chilvers Coton wares identified during analysis of the Wessex (Time Team)
assemblage (Blinkhorn 2017, 51).
The present work was unable to identify any Chilvers Coton wares amongst the pottery
recovered, and indeed a re-assessment of the pottery from previous interventions (Young in
prep) indicated that much of the pottery identified as Chilvers Coton ware in the Wessex
report is mostly Brackenfield type wares. None of the sherds from the Wessex assemblage
matched sherds from the Chilvers Coton kilns obtained by Jane Young.
Instead, it seems to be the case that the King's Houses were supplied with pottery from local
markets. This pattern of supply seems common to both the high status sites such as this and
much lower status sites such as the villager's dwelling excavated at Skegby in the 1960s and
mentioned above. The pottery available was thus determined by the potters or pot sellers in
attendance at the local markets. In this area it seems that the products of the Nottingham and
Brackenfield industries, together with a presently un-sourced oxidised micaceous sandy ware
industry (possibly located in the Southwell area?), were the main sources of supply. Cooking
pots and bowls to be used with fire (perhaps for dairying) were available from Lincolnshire.
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There does not seem to be any evidence for any large scale supply of pottery from anywhere
beyond that available in the local markets. At the royal castle and palace complex at
Guildford, Surrey (and taking the pottery evidence from Clarendon into account) it was
concluded that "predominantly local sources were used for most victuals; so also the pottery"
(Jones 2005, 60). It was suggested that Clarendon was supplied primarily by the nearby
pottery industry at Laverstock, situated within the royal forest of Clarendon and, it was
suggested, having a development that was interrelated with that of the palace (Robinson
1988, 169). More exotic wares occur at Clipstone, but only in small quantities. At Sandal
Castle the sources of supply were predominantly local wares purchased locally (Moorhouse
1983, 118), but with some exotic pottery occurring as mainly unique finds. The exotic pots
were considered most likely to be containers for supplies brought into the castle and that "the
peripatetic manorial household ... [was] the most likely means by which the vessels reached
the castle" (Moorhouse 1983, 130). The more exotic pottery, where identifiable to source, was
suggested to derive from the widespread distribution of the estates of the de Warennes
(owners of the castle) and the constant movement of officials of all levels around the estates
(Moorhouse 1983, 129). A similar set of circumstances was suggested for Pontefract Castle,
with a range of possible direct purchases from local potters and sourcing from the wares
available at local markets (Cumberpatch 2002, 217-9).
The above has been suggested for the supply of the seats of important land holders. A
slightly different set of circumstances may be expected for Clipstone, where the administrative
function of these seats does not seem to have been so important and where visits may be few
and far between. There is, at present, no clear evidence for direct supply from a preferred
pottery industry located in the vicinity of the complex. This could be entirely due to geology as
the Sherwood Sandstones do not include supplies of good potting clay. The nearest sources
are probably to the west, in the vicinity of Mansfield / Sutton in Ashfield (where a range of
geologies were exploited by the mid 12th century potter at Skegby (Budge in prep a)).
However, it is possible that, as the King's Houses were generally used for occasional visits for
hunting, entertaining, parliaments and political meetings between monarchs rather than,
apparently, having any sustained or long term administrative function, that the King's Houses
would not have provided a sufficient market to sustain a local pottery industry set up to supply
it. It seems likely, given the diversity of wares on site and their presence on other
contemporary sites in the region, that the local markets were probably able to supply the
pottery needs of the King's Houses, whether that be the descent of large numbers of visitors
for parliament or the day to day needs of any on site custodians. However, given the
documentary evidence for such activity, the ordering of large quantities of wooden or pottery
vessels direct from suppliers in the local area in advance of scheduled gatherings at the
King's Houses is not impossible. How the purchase of a package of Nottingham pots from the
market at Mansfield as opposed to the direct ordering of a quantity of Nottingham pots direct
from the supplier could be distinguished archaeologically is another matter. It is probably
impossible in a plough zone assemblage, but from discreet and sealed contexts may perhaps
be distinguished by a high proportion of vessels of a similar form / decoration from a given
supplier representing an above average proportion of the total wares in that context (though
potentially with slightly older wares sourced from local markets also having been pressed into
service and thus incorporated into the deposit).

DATING:
The dating profile (Figure 28, 29) shows the overwhelming dominance of 13th - 14th century
pottery from the Area of Investigation. However, the other periods represented do have
something interesting to tell.
Prehistoric:
There is no obvious evidence for prehistoric activity on the site in the ceramic evidence.
However, some of the wares identified as MISC (miscellaneous undated wares) could
potentially belong to the prehistoric period. Given the general scarcity of lithic artefacts that
apparently suggest there was no significant level of prehistoric activity within the Area of
Investigation, however, it seems more likely that they might belong to the late Iron Age or
Roman period or perhaps even more likely, the Anglo-Saxon period.
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Roman:
The Roman pottery appears to suggest a wider spread of activity, chronologically, than
suggested by previous work (which suggested a 2nd century date). The pottery appears to
span the later first or second century to the mid third or fourth, essentially the whole of the
Roman period. It appears to have been deposited as a result of the activity of people who had
adopted a Romanised way of life, but was potentially deposited away from the areas of
primary occupation and food preparation. It may represent the debris of 'packed lunches'
prepared elsewhere and taken out into the fields or activity areas away from the primary
settlement areas. This could relate to the working of the fields of the extensive Brickwork Plan
field systems known from aerial photographs in this part of Nottinghamshire and South
Yorkshire. Alternatively, the assemblage could simply be a typical rural occupation
assemblage such as is found in the enclosures associated with the Brickwork Plan field
system.
There were no ware types or forms within the assemblage that suggested a Late Iron Age
component or use of Iron Age tradition wares, but also there were none of the shell (/calcite)
tempered wares (eg Dales Ware) recognised amongst the later Roman pottery. Iron Age
wares particularly may not be discovered in field walking even when present in features below
plough soil (Garton 2008, 31), potentially due to their low fired nature (Garton 2008, 33-34)
but as Gerrard noted, Saxon sherds are not often found on the surface of a plough soil during
fieldwalking but can be located with some success by shovel pitting (Gerrard 1997, 66). That
Saxon pottery and various generally low fired medieval shell tempered wares are present at
Clipstone, assuming that the pottery was not in plough soils during the later Roman and
Saxon periods but was incorporated more recently, it would seem likely that some
recognisable Iron Age or early Roman wares should have been recovered, despite their
fragility, if present. Similarly, the lack of the third and fourth century shell tempered wares may
be a product of diminished activity (as may similarly be suggested by the smaller quantities of
mid 3rd - 4th century material in harder fabrics).
However, while the test pitting can fuel speculation, further work is required to understand the
nature of Roman period activity at Clipstone.
Saxon:
The presence of such a large (relatively) quantity of early to mid Saxon pottery is extremely
unusual for this part of Nottinghamshire. There is no evidence, either in the form of reported
grave goods found by treasure hunters or in the form of calcined bone, to suggest any of the
pottery derives from disturbed funerary activity. The range of ware types and quantity of
sherds suggests the probability of sustained occupation to Jane Young (pers comm).
That late Saxon pottery is also found in the area of the early - middle Saxon pottery suggests
there may have been some form of sustained settlement activity in this part of the parish. At
Domesday Clipstone was recorded as having had two lords. The scatter of pottery could
potentially relate to the area of occupation associated with one or other of these lords.
It may well be that this somewhat sheltered area could represent an early focus of settlement
at Clipstone and, given the apparent evidence for continued deposition of pottery in this area
right through to the late medieval period, may have remained in domestic occupation by the
villagers. To the north west of this area, on the north side of the village street, in the sheltered
depression near where the present Gorsethorpe Road meets Mansfield Road, was the only
part of the village thus far investigated that produced evidence to suggest probable medieval
occupation (Budge and Gaunt 2013, 15), though nothing pre-dating the 13th century was
found. It may, however, lend weight to the idea that this part of the settlement was an early
focus of village occupation.
Early Medieval:
There is a limited quantity of pottery identified as late Saxon to Early Medieval. Wares like
Lincoln Fine Shelled Ware span the period from the late 10th to the late 12th century, though
where vessel forms could be determined many of these sherds appeared to be 12th century
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rather than any earlier and could thus be related to the King's Houses. Stamford ware was
predominantly recovered in the quite coarse fabric A, which may be late Saxon or Norman /
early medieval, though this fabric at least should be out of production before the
establishment of the King's Houses (J Young pers comm). It is possible there are more wares
of this date hiding amongst the micaceous sandy iron rich wares classified as MEDLOC,
some of which when reasonably well preserved had a few traces of glaze spots of possible
splashed type. There were also a range of Nottingham, Skegby and Southwell Splashed
Glazed wares that generally seem to belong to the mid 12th to early / mid 13th century. The
probable Brackenfield manufactured Developed Stamford Type will probably also belong to
the mid 12th to early / mid 13th century.
On the whole, the pottery seems to suggest some form of continuation of activity in the area
of previous Saxon ?occupation (perhaps representing continuing occupation of the village of
Clipstone in this part of the site?), but appears to indicate an expansion of activity from the
mid 12th century onwards that probably relates to the establishment of the royal hunting lodge
and modification of the landscape documented as probably having begun during the reign of
Henry II in the 1160s and onwards (see Gaunt in historical background above). While large
sums of money were spent on the hunting lodge and its environs, the pottery from this phase,
at least as recovered by the test pitting, is quite scarce, particularly when contrasted with the
pottery of the 13th and 14th century. This could be related to the nature of the site, a hunting
lodge seeing relatively limited visits and probably having a much more compact footprint than
the later (13th century onwards) King's Houses occupied at the peak of activity.

Medieval:
There is a large quantity of pottery of the 13th and 14th century. This accords with the
documentary evidence for the extensive nature of the complex during the reigns of Henry III
and the Edwards. However, a closer dating of the pottery evidence is at present hampered by
the small size of the sherds, which can often be identified to ware type but cannot be more
closely dated on the basis of vessel form and decoration, as too little survives in most cases
for this to be determined. Within the assemblage there are some Nottingham type green
glazed jug sherds that appear to be from the early to mid 13th century, but a much larger
proportion can be identified as mid 13th century onwards. Much of the pottery identified as
Nottingham Light Bodied Green Glazed ware was internally reduced, a characteristic of the
later production of this type (Nailor and Young 2001), though of the decorated sherds most
had decoration of early type, with painted on vertical iron rich slip stripes being the
commonest form and probably of early / mid 13th century date rather than later.
The lack of chronologically diagnostic Potterhanworth shell tempered ware forms or
Nottingham Coarse Sandy Wares is a product of the conservative nature of the former
industry (Young 2002, 171) and primarily of the small and abraded nature of the plough zone
sherds examined.
14th and early or mid 15th century material was quite hard to isolate and appears to
constitute a much smaller proportion of pottery than that of the 13th-14th century. This may
be a product of changing patterns of waste disposal (at Clarendon a documentary reference
indicates that five hundred cartloads of rubbish were removed from the inner courtyard
(James and Robinson 1998, 42), although this seems likely to relate to the build up of building
rubble and collapsed structures rather than the routine deposition of domestic waste as
Robinson perhaps implies (Robinson 1988, 172). It may also be that 14th and earlier 15th
century wares are 'hiding' amongst the wares identified as medieval local wares and, given
the uncertainty regarding the dating of the mainstream of Brackenfield type wares, could also
be represented by some of these wares.

Conclusion:
The collection of pottery from the ploughsoil at King's Clipstone has proven particularly
illuminating. It has allowed an examination of the sources of pottery in use at the King's
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Houses and provided the evidence base from which provisional models of pottery supply to
the palace have been constructed. It has also demonstrated the likely potential of the
currently un-sourced non-local wares for potentially tracking the movement of visitors to the
King's Houses, along with the potential of the un-sourced local wares for understanding the
medieval pottery industry of Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, though this potential could not
be realised by this project due to the short timescale.
In addition to the light it has shed on the King's Houses the work has been equally, or
possibly even more, significant in revealing both pre- and post King's Houses related activity
on the site, including regionally significant and regionally rare early / middle and late Saxon
and Saxo-Norman activity on the site, evidence that is likely to prove of great significance for
the understanding of post-Roman settlement development in the Sherwood Forest area. The
late medieval and post medieval evidence suggested that at least part of the palace remained
in use after the King's Houses had fallen from use. However, it is not until the post medieval
period that the pottery distributions can clearly be seen to respect the location of land parcel
boundaries shown on the 17th century map. As such, the nature of these boundaries as
representing fossilised medieval boundaries to the north of the known terminus of the 13th 14th century boundary ditch must be questioned, and, indeed, in light of the evidence of
building stones and building ironwork, may well have been new installations in the post
medieval period, after the King's Houses had been demolished.
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Industrial residues:
The presence of slag, ash, clinker, and similar residues was noted in quite a few of the test
pits. This material was not, however, investigated in this project and as such it is not possible
to state whether they were the product of industrial processes or just domestic fires, or even if
they are in any way related to past activity on the site or were brought in as or with manure.
However, the results of this work suggest that attention should be paid to this aspect in future
work. Significantly, there were fragments of vitrified hearth lining and sherds of crucibles likely
for glassmaking in some test pits. The latter are probably from coal fired works and are thus
likely to be post medieval. Their presence requires explanation but the present work cannot
supply one and further archaeological work will be required to attempt to understand their
presence.
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Flaked and Other Lithic Artefacts:
Overview:
Lithic artefacts were recovered in small quantities. They included struck flint and quartzite
along with a fragment of gritstone. The latter was small and did not display any worked
surfaces, but is not native to the local geology and may have been originally brought to site as
part of a quern stone.
Present day Castlefield is located on an elevated spur of land between two water courses that
the present day archaeologist may well consider was likely an attractive location for people
living in the area during pre-history, the very small quantity of artefacts recovered would
appear to suggest that this was probably not the case. At five metre intervals the test pits may
miss small clusters of knapping debitage but the spread of debris from occupation of any
scale or duration should most likely have been picked up had any existed in the area of
investigation, particularly towards the top of the hill where it would be expected that greater
erosion of subsoil (and therefore archaeological deposits and features) may have taken place
due to the mobility of the sandy soil.
It is probably that the finds represent no more than a background scatter, and though future
work may change this view, it seems probable that there was no prehistoric occupation and
very limited activity within the area of investigation at this time. Amongst other things, this may
have a bearing on the dating of most or all of the pot boiler stones: with no convincing
evidence for prehistoric activity on anything but an extremely minor scale the large quantities
of pot boilers are more likely to belong to the Roman period, where the ceramic and metal
evidence suggests rather more activity on the site.

Methodology:
Lithic artefacts: The assemblage was quantified by recording the weight and dimensions of
each object. The weight was obtained using a Maplin VV52G digital load cell electronic
balance calibrated prior to use with a 100 g mass and checked following recording with the
same 100 g mass. These control readings showed no deviation, being precisely 100.0 g.
Weight was recorded to the nearest 0.1 g. Measurement of dimensions followed the
methodology defined in Saville (1980), with the exception that both broken and unbroken
flakes were recorded in this manner. As both were broken, no calculations of length / breadth
ratio were conducted. Length, breadth and thickness were recorded to the nearest 0.1
millimetre using a pair of 6" electronic digital callipers. The callipers utilised had a resolution
of 0.01mm with a rated accuracy of +/- 0.02mm for measurements under 100mm and +/0.03mm for measurements greater than 100mm. Descriptions and terminology follow Inizian,
Roche and Tixier, 1992.

Catalogue:
Due to the small quantities the lithic artefacts are catalogued below in text form rather than in
a separate appendix.
AC115:
Parallel sided tertiary flake from a single platform core missing proximal portion. Semitranslucent black - dark grey flint with occasional white and black ?fossil inclusions usually
under 1mm. The core face was thoroughly abraded in preparation for striking this flake,
suggesting a degree of care was being taken to produce the intended flake but despite this
there is a short deep hinge fracture caused by a miss-hit visible on the dorsal surface while
this flake appears to have been hard hammer struck, though this latter feature may have been
done as an attempt to take off a thick enough flake to remove the hinge. The intention seems
to have been to produce parallel sided flakes as the flake was struck in line with a single
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central arris existing on the core face at 90º to the platform. It is unclear how much longer the
flake / core was originally but the convergence of the ventral face and the dorsal arris
suggests it was unlikely to have been much longer and certainly not long enough to have
been classed as a blade.
Most likely Neolithic.
21.0mm (l) x 18.8mm (w) x 5.7mm (th)
AC155:
Irregularly shaped hard hammer secondary flake, slightly burned (internal crazing).
Translucent grey flint
21.2mm x 7.7mm;4.6mm th
AA130:
Core. Multi platform core. Thermal fracture. Thin water worn cortex. Translucent ?grey flint,
burnt, internal crazing, cortex reddened. Hard hammer struck from unprepared platforms.
Later Neolithic - Bronze Age. Some damage / loss following burning.
34mm L x 23mm x 24.8mm wide
AH65:
Distal fragment of secondary flake. Semi translucent dark grey flint. Thin water worn cortex.
This flake has a number of flake scars on its dorsal surface and a probable thermal fracture.
Core from which it was struck seems to have been small and irregular but probably was a
product of use of flawed and small raw material rather than being necessarily a product of
lack of skill.
15.2mm x 10.1mm x 4.1mm th.
Uncertain:
AF140:
Calcined 'pot lid' flake. Thermal fractures entirely one side, other (original outer) surface
potentially has two superimposed fracture surfaces that could be from a struck surface, but
too little survives to be sure; they could also be thermal fractures though this is less likely for
the later one with ripples. Probable origin: flint spalling in a fire, the flint from which this piece
spalled may have been struck but could have been a natural piece. It should, however, be
noted that flint of any size is not found naturally on the Sherwood Sandstones, making an
origin as humanly modified flint more likely.
max 10.4mm x 14.8mm x 2.0mm thick

Discussion:
This is a small collection. Except possibly for AC115 these pieces indicate that local knappers
were using flint from secondary sources, most likely river gravels, where good quality but
often flawed and small pieces could be obtained.
The potentially earliest piece in the collection is AC115, where the careful platform
preparation is more characteristic of earlier lithic technology, although the hard hammer
striking and apparent lack of skill of execution of the knapper is more of a later trait. Other
pieces show little care or skill in manufacture and are more characteristic of later (late
Neolithic and younger) flint knapping.
There is no clustering to the distribution and the very small number of artefacts recovered
suggest that there was probably no form of occupation or even significant activities involving
flint use within the area of investigation. The burnt core from AA130 may be indicative of
occupation (eg knapping around a fire with the expended core tossed into the fire) but is only
lightly burned, not fully calcined (as flint tossed into an experimental bonfire was found to
quickly become) so is perhaps more likely to have been burnt accidentally or fortuitously by
later activities at any date following its knapping.
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Other stone:
LD80:
Gritstone fragment. 18.0g. No surfaces but presumably fragment of quern stone.
LF80:
Struck quartzite pebble fragment. Probably struck by a tractor.

Figure 51 - distribution of flint artefacts
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Pot Boiler Stones:
Pot Boiler Stones (terminology after MDA Thesaurus, 1997) are a lithic heat transfer system.
They were generally used for heating water, possibly for cooking but also for brewing, dying,
textile processing and potentially other activities where hot water is required. In an often
circular argument most are considered to date from the Neolithic to Roman periods.
When immersed in water the thermal shock resulting from the rapid cooling causes a
characteristic irregular crazing of the surface. Sometimes the stones will fragment along these
cracks, although experiments have demonstrated that the quartzites of the local area often
require repeated heating and thermal shock cycles before fragmenting solely through use
(Budge in prep d). However, freeze / thaw cycles, together with impact from the plough or
other impact may cause such stones, already possessing the fracturing, to fragment.
As well as the crazing and the characteristic irregular fracture pattern that results, stones may
have a reddened surface, presumably as a result of the oxidation of iron within the stone
when temperatures sufficient to allow this change to take place are reached in the fire.
They go by many names in the archaeological literature, from fire cracked pebbles (FCP) (eg
Garton 2008), to heat shattered stone / pebbles, heat affected stone and burnt stone (the
latter three even found apparently used somewhat interchangeably in Hawkes 2011, 90, 92).
Having undertaken experimentation in re-creating the characteristics generally taken to
indicate such an artefact (Budge in prep d), it became apparent to the author that none of
these names are particularly descriptive of the processes that produce these characteristics.
The pebbles may crack in the fire when heated, and the spalls produced as a result of this
cracking are thin and have a smooth, flat or gently concave and regular flake surface, often
with thin and sharp edges, appearing almost like a knapped flake of quartzite (but without a
bulb of percussion or platform).
It is however the thermal shock resulting from the immersion in liquid that produces the
irregular crazing considered diagnostic (eg Garton 2008, 32) and that may lead, depending on
stone type, to fragmentation along some of the craze lines resulting in an irregularly fractured
edge. The fragmentation may occur after multiple uses, or can be caused by physical shock /
impact, causing the weakened stone to break along the craze lines.
As these diagnostic traits are a product of the rapid cooling by immersion, not the initial
heating (it has not yet proved possible to experimentally re-create the crazing of the pebbles
purely by heating in a fire or even by quenching a fire with the stones in), none of the
frequently used terms appear satisfactory, and indeed, stones that were actually fire cracked
and heat shattered have very different characteristics to those that are understood to be
implied by the terms.
The Object Type Thesaurus produced by the Museums Documentation Association in
association with English Heritage and the RCHME, suggests that Pot Boiler is the preferred
term for "A stone heated in fire and dropped in water to heat it" (MDA 1997, 'pot boiler').
Though the water to be heated may not necessarily have been contained within a pot, this
seems by far the least misleading and ambiguous term, and is promoted by national heritage
bodies. As such, it is the term preferred by the author for this artefact type, though it may not
be as familiar to the reader as fire cracked pebble may be.

Methodology:

Pot boiler stones were recorded in the field and returned to the test pits on backfilling. As
such it was considered that identification should be secure to allow them to be recorded as
such. It was taken that if a stone had fragmented with the typical irregular fracture pattern and
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possessed visible crazing on the surface, particularly if it had a reddened surface, it could
reliably be considered a pot boiler. If it had the irregular fracture and reddened surface, or
irregular fracture and crazed surface, it was also considered likely to be a pot boiler.
Other stones, which possessed only one of these characteristics were probably also pot
boilers, but as it was not possible to be reasonably certain, they were ignored for the
purposes of quantification. Their presence was sometimes noted on the paper record sheets,
but was ignored in the digital data used for the quantification and the production of the
distribution maps.
The identification as pot boilers was checked by David Budge and were quantified by number
of fragments and by combined weight by test pit. Stones were checked for refits, to ensure
the count was not biased by recently fragmented stones. This could not account for nonjoining fragments of pot boilers fragmented by later activity (eg ploughing) but in reality (based
on subjective examination of the size and type of stones (eg colour, degree of cementation))
this did not seem to be a major factor, with the fragments from even the test pits with the
highest concentrations appearing to derive from multiple, different pot boiler stones rather
than representing single stones that had been subject to later fragmentation.
The stones were weighed in the field using Salter model 1089 BKWHDR digital load cell
balances designed for kitchen use. The balances were zeroed before weighing but did not
have any specific calibration ability and were not checked with a known mass between or at
the end of periods of measurement. They measure up to 5kg in 1g increments but no
accuracy tolerances are published.
Combined weight of fragments per test pit was recorded to the nearest gram on the test pit
recording sheets but, due to the instrument used, should be considered more of a guide and
not as accurate as that for the artefacts that were collected and recorded using a calibrated
and checked balance.
Number of fragments per test pit was similarly recorded on the sheets.
The data were then entered into a MS Access spreadsheet (Appendix Eight) to allow querying
of the data and importation into GIS.

Results:
A total of four hundred and eighty five (485) pot boiler fragments, with a combined weight of
twenty seven thousand six hundred and seventy eight grams (27,678g), were recovered from
two hundred and sixteen (216) test pits. The highest number of fragments was recovered
from test pit AG110, where nine (9) fragments were present. The highest number of pot
boilers by weight, however, was in test pit LI065, where three fragments had a combined
weight of 993g.
The distribution of pot boilers (divided by equal range, with the ranges as noted in the keys to
the maps) can be seen in Figure 50 (by count) and Figure 51 (by combined weight per test
pit).
Table 05 shows the ranges used to produce Figure 50, while Table 06 displays the ranges
used to produce Figure 51.
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Range
(count):
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-8
8-9

No of
test
pits:

Percentage
of
assemblage:

Range
(g):

89
41.2
56
25.93
33
15.28
20
9.26
8
3.7
8
3.7
2
0.93
Table 05 - ranges (count) used in Figure 52

No of
test
pits:

Percentage
of
assemblage:

222-993
36
16.67
155-222
29
13.43
96-155
32
14.81
60-96
31
14.35
38-60
25
11.58
23-38
30
13.89
3-23
33
15.28
Table 06 - ranges (weight) used in Figure 53

Figure 52 - distribution of number of pot boiler fragments by test pit.
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Figure 53 - pot boiler distribution by combined weight per test pit.
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Conclusions:
From the distribution maps it can be seen that pot boilers were spread over most of the Area
of Investigation, excepting the slopes in the north western part of the Area. A greater
concentration, both in terms of number of fragments and in combined weight, is notable in the
south part of the Area of Investigation. This corresponds with the highest part of the present
land parcel. A similar increase in concentration of pot boiler stones towards the top of the hill
was noted during the demense land test pitting (Budge 2013, 14).
Pot boilers are, in themselves, not datable except by means of expensive scientific
techniques, for which there was neither the budget nor the justification (on an entirely plough
zone assemblage) in the present work. Dating of pot boilers is usually by association with
other artefacts. As the assemblage under consideration is entirely derived from a plough soil
artefacts cannot be considered necessarily to be associated with other artefacts, either in the
same test pit or the same area. Consequently, without excavation and recovery of datable
artefacts from archaeological features containing pot boilers, dating of these pot boilers is
difficult.
In a somewhat circular argument it is assumed that, as pot boilers are usually Neolithic to
Roman in date, they are of this date, even when found in contexts that can be dated to later
periods.
With this in mind, it can be noted that there is no convincing evidence for occupation or
activity in the Area of Investigation from the Neolithic to the Iron Age. The first period where
other finds (predominantly pottery) occur in sufficient quantities to suggest activity or even
occupation, is the Roman period. The distribution of pot boilers (by number of fragments)
mapped against the distribution of Roman pottery (by presence / absence per test pit) is
shown in Figure 52 and 53. It can be seen that, to some extent, there is a slight correlation
between the concentrations of pot boilers and the presence of Roman pottery.
There is no clear correlation between the Saxon pottery and the pot boilers and, indeed, the
greater concentrations of pot boilers at the top of the hill, in medieval Waterfield, is at odds
with the distribution of post Roman artefacts that tend to occur mainly within the ?village and
King's Houses rather than in Waterfield.
It is probable that expansion of the test pitting to cover the whole of the present land parcel
might make meaningful concentrations appear. However, on present evidence it seems that
the pot boilers relate to pre-medieval activity, and the only period where there is evidence of
fairly sustained activity or occupation is in the Roman period.
It may thus be that the pot boilers derive from the heating of water in the Roman period. They
could be related to task specific activity, such as cooking, as speculated for the Roman
pottery. Without excavation and the investigation of features containing pot boiler stones, this
must remain speculation.
However, a similar spatial association was tentatively identified during a landscape wide
investigation of the late Iron Age to Romano-British brickwork plan field system crop marks of
north Nottinghamshire to south Yorkshire. There is some evidence to suggest that the field
systems may extend into the valley of the Maun, in the vicinity of Clipstone. It was noted that
un-datable pot boilers were the second commonest artefact type after pottery (Garton 2008,
27). The concentrations of pot boilers were seen to have some degree of correlation with the
concentrations of Roman pottery, perhaps suggesting an association (Garton 2008, 32), but
while it was often (but not always) found that the complex enclosures contained pot boilers,
the distribution of the pot boilers was not always related to the pottery scatters within the
same enclosures, suggesting a different pattern of activity or disposal governed the
distribution of the two artefact types (Garton 2008, 56-58).
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Figure 54 - pot boiler combined weight per test pit plotted with presence of Roman pottery
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Figure 55 - pot boiler fragments by count plotted with presence of Roman pottery.
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Clay Tobacco Pipes:
David Budge with identification and dating of bowls by Peter Hammond.

Introduction:
A total of one hundred and thirty four (134) fragments of clay tobacco pipe representing a
maximum number of one hundred and twenty eight (128) individual pipes were recovered
during the test pitting in Castlefield, King's Clipstone.
There were eighty six (86) stem fragments, thirty nine (39) bowl fragments and three (3)
mouthpiece fragments, representing 67.2%, 30.5% and 2.3% respectively of the assemblage.
The pipe bowls are predominantly 17th century in date; examples of 18th century and 19th
century bowls are present but in small quantities. The stems are mostly made of (relatively)
local clays with varying quantities of fine quartz, mica, clay pellets and iron and have medium
to wide bores; they are likely to be broadly of 17th - mid 18th century date. The small
quantities of bowls datable to the 18th century or later, combined with the cartographic
evidence for occupation of part of the site in the 17th century which had gone by the 1760s
perhaps suggests that the majority of these stems could be considered 17th rather than 18th
century.
The pipes were distributed widely over the investigated area (Figure 56) except for the
northern part (where test pits were spaced at 10 metre intervals rather than five). The area
examined was too small for much of a pattern to be discernable in the distribution of the
pipes, but it was notable that a somewhat higher density of pipes was present in enclosure A.
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Figure 56 - distribution of clay tobacco pipe fragments.

Methodology:
The pipes were catalogued and quantified by David Budge. Peter Hammond provided
identifications, dating and comments for the pipe bowls and bowl fragments. Identification of
fabrics and the dating of stems was by David Budge. Peter Hammond comments are denoted
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by (PH) in the spreadsheet and text. Mistakes, errors and omissions remain the sole
responsibility of the principal author (David Budge).
Each fragment of clay tobacco pipe was examined and details of each fragment were
recorded on an MS Excel spreadsheet. The categories recorded on the spreadsheet were
based upon the 'Draft Guidelines for Recording Clay Tobacco Pipes' (Higgins and Davey
1994), with some changes as noted below to fit the equipment and working methods of the
authors of this report. Abbreviations and categories used in the spreadsheet are as detailed in
the Draft Guidelines (Higgins and Davey 1994).
Maximum length of stem fragments, diameter, bore diameter and bowl dimensions were
measured using the inside or outside jaws as appropriate of a pair of 6" electronic digital
callipers. The callipers utilised had a resolution of 0.01mm with a rated accuracy of +/0.02mm for measurements under 100mm; +/- 0.03mm for measurements greater than
100mm. Due to the equipment available, dimensions, including stem bore, were recorded in
metric (contra Higgins and Davey (1994)). Dimensions were rounded to the nearest 0.1mm or
0.1g. Where stem bore is not recorded for bowl and stem fragments it should be taken to
indicate that the fragment did not include any part of the bore, or that the fragment of bore
was a small section with less than 180° of the original bore surviving and could not be
reconstructed accurately (given the often non-spherical shape of the bore it is possible that
those that were reconstructed on short segments are not accurate). The bore diameters can
easily be transposed into imperial measurements if required. The Draft Guidelines (Higgins
and Davey 1994) suggest recording the bore with the butt end of a set of imperial drill bits.
The metric measurements can be converted to imperial thus:
Imperial
size:
(inches)
3/64
4/64
5/64
6/64
7/64
8/64

Recorded metric
range:
1.2 - 1.5mm
1.6 - 1.9mm
2.0 - 2.3mm
2.4 - 2.7mm
2.8 - 3.1mm
3.1 3.2 - 3.5mm

Table 07 - Imperial to Metric Conversion of pipe stem bores

Dating of stems is primarily based on observations by Peter Hammond (pers comm, and
BHTA website), being that in Nottinghamshire a narrow stem bore and use of (presumed
imported) white firing and generally inclusion free clays tends to indicate a late date, arbitrarily
assigned a range of mid 18th to early 20th century. A wide bore and use of local light firing
clays (often with inclusions visible by eye and with small quantities of iron in the clay, leading
to off-white firing colours) is taken as indicating an early date, arbitrarily assigned as 17th to
mid 18th century. These dates, when used for stems where no other dating evidence is
available (eg bowl form, makers mark etc), should be considered to represent a guide within
which the pipe is likely to belong, rather than being an absolute date range that the pipe
cannot exist outside of. The end point of the date range is particularly arbitrary; where used,
'mid 18th century' should not be taken to mean a start or end point of 1750. As this data was
initially found to be disappointing for the earlier material once plotted in the GIS software (with
no obvious meaningful concentrations apparent in the earlier material, which formed the bulk
of the assemblage), the stems were then further sub-divided based on the general
observations on the dating implication of bore diameter in Higgins 2017 (section 4.1). These
observations suggest that a bore diameter of 9/64" to 7/64", occasionally to 6/64", may (in
combination with other factors) denote a pipe of 17th to early 18th century date. Stem bores
from 6/64" to 5/64" (though occasionally up to 7/64") are often late 17th to late 18th century.
Late 18th and later pipes are usually inclusion free and 5/64" or less. (Higgins 2017, 4.1).
The end date in the catalogue is often given as late 19th or early 20th century. However, clay
tobacco pipes began to suffer competition from cigarettes from around the Crimean War (c.
mid 1850s), declining particularly significantly around the Great War and with most makers
having gone out of business by the 1920s or 1930s (Paul Jung Jr., 2003, 1). Only a few
makers survived this decline but had to diversify, producing children's bubble pipes, pipe clay
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insulation for tripod stands for scientific experiments in schools and specialist pipes for
enthusiasts, friendly society initiations and for general use to show affiliation to such societies
(eg RAOB), smoking competitions and for export (eg Paul Jung Jr. 2003, 56). One significant
commercial maker of pipes that survived from the late 19th century to late 20th century was
Pollocks of Manchester (Paul Jung Jr., 2003, 1). Clay tobacco pipes are still manufactured
today on a small scale. However, except in certain cases and on certain types of site, it is
probable that the later pipes are sufficiently scarce as to be effectively invisible in the normal
archaeological record, hence the commonly stated end date. It is, however, not impossible
that pipes, particularly stems, recorded with an end date of late 19th or early 20th century
date could be later.
Even the wide date ranges derived solely from featureless stems should not be considered
necessarily reliable. Stem dates in no way match the accuracy of the dates derived from
bowls. However, more confidence can be assigned to stem dates where certain diagnostic
features are present. Few stems are recorded in the catalogue as being burnished since in
practice it proved difficult with such small and particularly abraded fragments to determine
whether apparent burnish was real or was just a product of trimming of mould seams and
defects in the mould walls. Only when stem burnish was certain was it recorded (when 'fine'
clear evidence of burnished facets was required, distinguishing 'good' and below was easier
as clear burnished facets alternated with more matt un-burnished surfaces). Obviously, the
more abraded the stem the more difficult it was to recognise burnish with any degree of
certainty. In the cases where burnish is recorded as present the stems can be taken to most
probably pre-date 1800; burnishing was largely abandoned in favour of less time consuming
(cheaper) methods of production in the late 18th century (Higgins, 2009, 193-194).
Unless otherwise noted, fabrics listed as local ('L') in the spreadsheet were defined as such
on the basis of visual appearance in hand specimen, without use of magnification. It should
also be noted that while the surfaces of most of the pipes were clean (except where burial
related staining was present) many of the breaks still retained traces of soil, which in some
cases substantially obscured broken surfaces. Fabrics considered to have been made from
imported clays (non local, eg southern British ball clays) were defined as those that appeared
to be hard fired, pure white and devoid of inclusions, or having only fine quartz as an
inclusion. Local fabrics were defined on the basis of:
- an off-white colour and / or
- softer texture more prone to abrasion and / or
- very fine vesicular surface texture (even when very white and hard fired) and / or
- presence of inclusions visible by eye.

FABRICS:
A wide variety of fabrics were present in stems with bores greater than 2.0mm (5/64" and
above). They included various off white firing fabrics with varying combinations of fine quartz
(generally under 0.1mm, mostly under 0.05mm, ranging from abundant to sparse), clay
pellets (often sub angular but sub rounded in some fabrics, ?sparse to abundant and up to
0.4mm), red iron (generally sparse to moderate, sub angular to rounded) and ?mica (usually
too small to measure, occurring as sparkling flecks most commonly on abraded surfaces but
also in fresh breaks). Given the small size of many of the sparkly flakes in the latter fabrics
and as magnification of greater than 20x was not available it is possible that some of the
fabrics noted as 'micaceous' may actually instead consist of very fine sub angular or angular
quartz, not mica. Where the flakes were larger the identification could be more certain, but in
the absence of thin sectioning should not be regarded as absolute.
Micaceous fabrics in both clay pipes and ceramics are often notably more micaceous at
abraded surfaces rather than in fresh break. This may lead to softer (and consequently more
prone to abrasion) fabrics being more commonly identified as micaceous. Harder fired fabrics
may be less prone to abrasion and therefore less prone to revealing their micaceous nature.
Further, higher firing temperatures cause mica to melt. Therefore a micaceous clay fired to
over this temperature will no longer appear micaceous.
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The wide variety of pipe fabrics present on the site no doubt has some significance, but
unfortunately at this stage the interpretation of the fabrics is hampered by the lack of
knowledge of the sources of the pipes used on site and also by the lack of published
information on fabrics of local manufacturers. Few maker's marks or other attributable
features (eg stem decoration) have been identified in any of the Clipstone pipe assemblages
thus far (pers obs 2017). This is a problem due to Clipstone's location. It is within
Nottinghamshire but on the western edge. In the medieval period ceramics seem as likely to
be purchased from Derbyshire as from Nottingham due to the broadly similar distances from
the site to the two main local manufacturing sites (Nottingham and Brackenfield). Later on,
metal finds indicate that traders in Derbyshire were used (eg a 17th century draper in
Ashbourne, Derbyshire as attested by a half penny token (Budge in prep b)). A whole range
of factors will have influenced the availability of the products of manufacturers based in
different locations and the purchasing power and range of the local consumers, but it is
possible that pipes manufactured in Nottingham, in nearby Chesterfield in Derbyshire, other
Derbyshire sources and further afield may all have been used at Clipstone.
More pipe bowls and more work on the fabrics is required to solve the problem of pipe supply
to this part of Nottinghamshire. However, fabrics were recorded for the pipes with larger stem
bores and typologically earlier bowl forms, in the hope that in due course it may prove
possible to link the fabrics of these earlier pipes that would likely have exploited locally
available clay sources with sources of manufacture as more pipes that can be linked to
specific manufacturers become available.

Results:
A total of 134 clay tobacco pipe fragments representing a maximum number of 128 pipes
were recovered from the test pits. The pipes consisted of:
- 39 bowls or bowl fragments (only two were largely complete)
- 3 mouthpieces
- 86 stem fragments.
Bowl fragments represented 30.5% of the assemblage, stem fragments 67.2% and
mouthpieces 2.3%.
The most visible feature of the distribution is the very low density of finds in the north eastern
part of the area of investigation. There was a single late 18th - early 20th century stem
fragment in this area, from AG210. This area was test pitted at a wider interval, every ten
metres rather than every five and this may, at least in part, account for the smaller number of
pipes. Investigation of this area at five metre intervals would be required to test whether the
apparent lack of pipes was entirely a product of reduced resolution or a genuine
representation of fewer pipes present in the plough soil in this area.
Other than this, the early pipes seem to present a dense scatter over most of the area of
investigation. Within this scatter it is possible to see a higher concentration of fragments in the
centre of the area, in the vicinity of Enclosure A, but also outside its boundaries. around ,
those with the largest bores (17th - early 18th century) appear to show little patterning in their
distribution.
The late pipes (late 18th - early 20th century) seem to be scattered sparsely and with no
significant clustering throughout the area of investigation. This suggests they probably
represent a scatter of pipes introduced with waste, as manure, to the field; casual losses of
pipes broken and dropped by farm labourers or the Duke of Portland's labourers (who were
reported to have robbed stone from the site when building the water meadows; or pipes left
by visitors to the site having picnics or sightseeing. The pipe evidence agrees with the
documentary and cartographic evidence that, by the 19th century the area of investigation
was not occupied and was being farmed.
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Figure 57 - Distribution of clay tobacco pipe with stem bore diameter of 7/64ths of an inch
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Figure 58 - 7/64" stem bores and diagnostically 17th or early 18th century pipe bowls.

Sources:
There is little aside from the various bowl shapes to assist in determining the sources of the
earlier pipes from Clipstone.
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Maker's marks were entirely absent.
Fabrics have been recorded for the probably local pipes in the hope that the establishment of
a database, in future augmented by analysis of pipes from known manufacturers of known
dates, might be able to distinguish, even broadly, between those pipes made, for example,
using local (probably coal measures) clays in the Chesterfield area, from those used by the
Nottingham makers (presumably imported from somewhere as Nottingham is on sandstones)
or other makers in the region. It may prove that with much larger samples and more complete
pipes such data becomes irrelevant if maker's marks or diagnostic styles are profuse, but at
present in the absence of either it was considered that the collection of these data were
worthwhile.
On the whole, at present there is little that can be said regarding the source of pipes in
Clipstone, other than that there is nothing in the earlier bowls (as far as can be identified) that
is particularly alien to the range of forms produced in the Nottingham industry.

Conclusions:

The clay tobacco pipes were, perhaps, the most disappointing category of artefacts from the
test pitting project, given the cartographic evidence for a structure apparently occupying an
enclosure ('Enclosure A') within the Area of Investigation, present by 1630 and gone by 1766.
With their frequently changing and datable styles and fragility (generally resulting in short life
spans) they should potentially provide the best evidence for 17th and early to mid 18th
century occupation of this plot and, it might be thought, could provide the best evidence for
when it went out of use (potentially any time between 1630, when it first appears, and the next
map in 1766, when it is gone).
While relatively large quantities of clay tobacco pipe were found, including a substantial
proportion of rather datable bowls (c.30% of the recovered assemblage) the initial
examination of the data suggested no clear spatial patterning to their distribution (Figure 56)
and particularly no obvious focus on Enclosure A.
Splitting of the pipes into ranges based on bore diameter produced slightly more interpretable
plots (Figure 57 - 59) but it is likely that the imposition of the historic boundaries forces the
eye to infer things that are not actually present.
In Figure 57, pipes which may be of 17th or early 18th century date show little in the way of
concentration, appearing sparsely in the 1630s 'Enclosure A' but essentially in a similar
density north of this. It is only to the south, in Waterfield, that density drops significantly and
can probably be taken to represent manuring, given the documentary evidence for the land
use here. There was also certainly despoiling of Cavendish's holdings at Clipstone while he
was in exile during the commonwealth, and it is not impossible that some of these pipes may
have been used and broken by those taking stone or other material from site of the King's
Houses, though if this was the case they may have been having to dig out foundations and
floors, as the 1630s Senior map depicts an essentially cleared site except for the standing
ruin as broadly identifiable today at that point, and before this clay pipes are sufficiently rare
they may not have been utilised on a large scale by workers.
However, it could also be that the relatively small area examined is preventing the patterning
in these data from being discerned and that extension of the test pitting over the whole of the
present land parcel might resolve spatial trends and allow them to be interpreted, perhaps
with the occupant of the 1630s enclosure spreading waste (and clay pipe fragments) not only
over the immediate croft but also the surrounding area.
It could alternatively be that the occupants of the plot as mapped in the 1630s were not
smokers, and that the occupants did not become so until the late 17th into 18th century, when
the bore data finally suggests there is something of correlation between the 1630s boundaries
and the pipe data (Figure 59).
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Figure 59 - distribution of clay tobacco pipe with a bore diameter of five to six 64ths of an inch.

If nothing else, the dating profile of the pipes is heavily biased towards the earlier part of the
currency of clay tobacco pipes, with the majority of bowls being 17th century rather than later,
only a few being of early 18th century date and fewer still of 19th century date. The bulk of the
assemblage therefore belongs to the period of occupation of Enclosure A, the immediate post
Civil War rape of Cavendish's estates while he was in exile and the period possibly up until
the end of occupation in Enclosure A. It is only in the late 17th to late 18th century that the
pipe data appears to relate to, in some way, the 1630s enclosure and this may represent the
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take up of smoking by the occupants of the Enclosure. Based on the evidence of the bowls
there seems to be a significant drop off in the early 18th century. This may in part be a
product of the much thinner walled and more readily destroyed pipe bowls of the early 18th
century onwards, but in combination with the glass, ceramic and cartographic evidence,
would appear to reinforce the idea that the 1630s dwelling was gone in the early part of the
18th century.
The later material may easily represent a background scatter dropped by agricultural workers,
spread as manure or dropped by visitors to the site.
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Conclusion:
The plough soil test pitting was an extremely effective method of investigating the nature and
spread of activity in the part of Castlefield surveyed. It has provided a dataset that has
allowed a number of theories and provisional models to be drawn up, not just regarding the
medieval King's Houses but also in relation to regionally significant earlier, Saxon, activity,
and late and post medieval activity either relating to activity at the King's Houses after
documentary sources suggest royal patronage had ceased, or possibly in relation to the
village of Clipstone.
The disposition of artefacts in the plough soil, despite no longer retaining their original
stratigraphic associations, has been clearly demonstrated by this work to retain much
evidence relating to the extent and nature of past activity. On a site with readily eroded sandy
soil, where it has been suggested that floor levels and the original ground surface may have
been destroyed by cultivation, the artefacts remaining in the ploughsoil may be the only
evidence left for the use of particular parts of the site and, ultimately, if structures can be
identified by geophysical survey or excavation, the use of particular structures. The artefacts
containted within the plough soil therefore form an extremely valuable resource without which
the understanding and interpretation of the site may be significantly harmed or diminished. As
such, it is recommended that any future excavations on the site should, as a priority, recover
the information contained in the plough soils (including spatial positioning in the x-y
coordinates to at least the nearest metre) during their removal from the area of excavation. In
the context of archaeological research investigations, now that the potential of the plough soil
artefact assemblage has been demonstrated, the destruction of this resource (for example by
machine or other stripping of plough soils with no recovery of the finds), is unforgivable.
Given the significant new information revealed by this project, which covered only a small part
of the entire area of Castlefield and an even smaller part of the north west section of the
King's Houses themselves, it is recommended that the test pitting should be extended to
cover the entirety of Castlefield. This may help to elucidate the extent of Saxon and SaxoNorman occupation

The dating and distribution of the artefacts recovered during this work shed light on a number
of specific aspects of the site, along with themes of a more regional significance. They are:
1 - The possible southern and western boundaries of the King's Houses
2 - Occupation of 'enclosure A'
3 - Evidence for early and middle Saxon activity in Sherwood Forest
4 - The production and supply of pottery in west Nottinghamshire and east Derbyshire
5 - The dating and origin of the Brackenfield pottery industry
6 - The layout of buildings and open spaces (and their possible use) within the King's Houses.
Other themes and conclusions of more local significance are discussed in the sections above.
1 - Boundaries. It is critical that the boundaries of a site are understood. When a site with
unknown boundaries is investigated it can lead to misinterpretation. In the 1950s Rahtz led
work that excavated trenches out from the standing ruin until areas with no obvious
archaeology were found. His trenches did not get as far as the now excavated 13th - 14th
century south western boundary of the site and consequently the site was interpreted as
being smaller than it actually is. Conversely, claims have recently been made that Clipstone
was one of, if not the, largest medieval palace in England, with a whole range of implications
from this statement. This supposition is based on less archaeological evidence than Rahtz's,
and primarily relies on extrapolation from map evidence surveyed at least a century after the
complex had gone out of use and was mostly demolished. This interpretation may be as (or
more) flawed than Rahtz's; while documentary evidence suggests a similar range of
structures were present at Clipstone as at large palatial style complexes such as Clarendon, it
also seems to suggest that Clipstone only fulfilled a small proportion of the roles that palatial
sites like Clarendon did. However, until the extent of the site is known then efforts to interpret
its archaeology and local and national context are doomed to be nothing more than
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speculation and prone to the mis-interpretation that has thus far affected the research into this
site.
Recent work has suggested that the earthwork and geophysical anomaly may be the 13th14th century boundary to the site on the southern side, but the location and nature of the
boundary west of this point is unclear. The earliest mapping evidence (1630s) suggests
possibilities. Analysis of the distribution of artefacts from this test pitting project appears to
indicate that stone and timber (at least as relates to timber buildings with iron nails, rather
than those fixed with joints and wooden pegs which would leave no trace in this well drained
sandy soil) buildings probably never existed south west of the northernmost of the 1630s
boundaries. This boundary, as mapped in the 1630s, could therefore represent perhaps a
fossilised boundary of the King's Houses from some point in its existence; given the apparent
continuation of this boundary from end of the suspected 13th / 14th century boundary ditch it
may represent a boundary of the 13th - 14th century complex. Additionally, the southern
1630s boundary does seem to correlate with a distinct drop off in the quantities of pottery to
its south, within the arable land of Waterfield. This boundary as mapped in 1630 could thus
perhaps reasonably be considered to represent the fossilised boundary of the medieval
Waterfield.
However, it is not until the post medieval period that the pottery distributions appear to begin
to correlate particularly closely with the northernmost of the 1630s boundaries, while the
building stone and metalwork seems only partially to relate to the 17th century boundaries. An
interesting alternative presents itself when the building stone and building ironwork spreads
are considered in conjunction with the 1630s map. There is an unexplained dog-leg in the
boundary. This appears to coincide with the north western extent of the heavy concentration
of building stone and building ironwork. If one examines the 1630s map it appears that the
dog-leg in the western boundary largely lines up with another boundary that extends from the
possible gatehouse (in present Maun Cottage and associated dwellings) but that after a short
distance changes angle and follows the road frontage. Given that the building stone and
ironwork appear to drop off significantly to the west of a line projected between these two
boundaries it seems not impossible that this line may represent either the boundary of the
King's Houses at this point of its circuit or an internal boundary that may define the edge of
the stone built environment. If this supposition is in any way reflective of reality then it can be
noted that the complex begins to look much more rectilinear than previously supposed (Figure
47) (though it is acknowledged that the standing ruin and the proposed new boundary are not
parallel; at Clarendon the buildings, while in a generally rectilinear pattern, are similarly not
perfectly parallel). If this theory were to be correct (archaeological excavation would almost
certainly be required to test this) then it may be noted that the apparent rectilinear layout of
the complex can be paralleled at other large scale 13th - 14th century royal sites such as
Clarendon, where a series of larger and smaller courtyards have various buildings around
them. The layout is predominantly rectilinear though individual buildings are not aligned
perfectly on the overall grid (James and Robinson 1988, fig 2). Such an observation may
strengthen the possible links between Clarendon and Clipstone from documentary evidence
of the number and range of chambers present. However, while higher resolution plough soil
test pitting would no doubt produce further information (and would be valuable and
informative for other questions regarding the site, such as pottery supply), it is probably only
through techniques such as geophysical survey and, realistically, only targeted archaeological
excavation that the presence or absence of this posited boundary can be tested.
There is the additional possibility, that the 1630s boundary was largely a new establishment
that reflects division of the land once the King's Houses were gone. This is where Rahtz's
suggested boundary may come into play. The greatest concentrations of building stone do
seem, to some extent, to correlate with this possible boundary, with only a minor halo of much
smaller quantities of stone (both in terms of count and weight) to the south of this. This halo
could possibly be accounted for by the dragging and smashing activities of demolition and
subsequent agricultural activity. The Time Team geophysical survey also appears to show a
lack of building foundations to the south and west of Rahtz's proposed boundary ditch
(Brennan 2015, 46). However, the data from the buliding stone and the iron suggest that
Rahtz's ditch, while possibly forming part of the boundary of the stone built environment, may
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not do so for more than about 40 metres north west of the standing ruin, with very little
evidence for either concentrations of stone or building ironwork north west of this point.

Figure 60 - possible location of boundary of King's Houses on the western side (black line) and potentially on part of
Rahtz's proposed boundary (curvilinear green line)

2 - Enclosure A. While the southernmost of the 1630s boundaries may in some manner reflect
the possible edge of agricultural Waterfield and the northern boundary may, in part, reflect
part of a boundary of the King's Houses in the 13th or 14th century, what, then, of the area
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between them, referred to here as Enclosure A? The enclosure itself extends from the point at
which the excavated 13th - 14th century boundary ditch ends as an earthwork and as a
geophysical anomaly to the road. It appears that this Enclosure was occupied in the 17th and
early 18th century by persons of perhaps above average means. It may have been quite new,
post dating the King's Houses, and was probably gone in the first half of the 18th century and
certainly by 1766 when it is absent from the tithe map.
3 - Early and middle Saxon activity. This point is linked to that of (2) above, as the early and
middle Saxon pottery appears to be slightly more concentrated in the area of the northern
boundary of enclosure A. As quantities are small and the area of investigation was similarly
small, only the extension of the plough soil test pitting over the whole of the modern parcel or,
if nothing else, the investigation of an area of comparable size to that of the current project in
the south western part of the land parcel, would be required to demonstrate whether the
apparent slight concentration of E/M Saxon pottery near enclosure A is just a product of
random variation in finds density or recovery or genuinely represents enhanced levels of
refuse from activity.
There is no evidence (such as previous metal finds reported by metal detector users or, from
this investigation, cremated bone, metal artefacts or other evidence) to suggest the pottery is
related to Saxon burial activity / cemeteries. On examining the pottery Jane Young noted that
the wide range of early and middle Saxon ware and fabric types, along with the probable
chronological spread, were most likely to derive from some form of sustained activity /
occupation, rather than one or two short term episodes of task specific activity. Pottery and
other household material of the fifth to eleventh centuries was considered to have not been
disposed of outside settlement sites, at least in Shapwick in Somerset (Gerrard 1997, 69).
Whether this pottery is part of a much larger scatter of Saxon activity or is constrained to the
vicinity of Enclosure A, it is of local significance and probably of regional significance. Though
perhaps somewhat outdated now (not least through the development control archaeological
work undertaken via PPG16 and subsequently PPS5 that may have modified the picture by
this point) the assessment of the Saxon archaeological resource of Nottinghamshire prepared
for the East Midlands Regional Research Strategy noted that 'early and middle Saxon
material is strikingly absent from fieldwalking in Sherwood Sandstones and areas in the Trent
Valley... Site inspections and watching briefs in villages have produced little which can be
certainly attributed to the Saxon period' (Bishop ND NP). This study, where the archaeological
component was based largely upon the data recorded in the Nottinghamshire Historic
Environment Record (Bishop ND NP), if nothing else demonstrates the lack of evidence for
Saxon settlement in the Sherwood area.
Points 4 and 5 can be considered together. There is tantalising evidence from this
investigation that the Brackenfield industry may have begun in the mid 12th or early 13th
century as a result of a potter from Stamford producing a Developed Stamford ware copy.
This requires further work to confirm or deny. There are also a range of local types found in
the excavation that are likely to be the products of presently unknown pottery industries.
Further work is required to define these and to start to narrow down possible sources.
The internal layout of the complex (point 6) has areas of higher and lower concentration of
building stone and building ironwork, together with an area where horse equipment has been
found, alongside the southern boundary ditch. The horse equipment (mainly horse shoes and
horse shoe nails) spans the use of the King's Houses and seems unlikely to derive from
single episodes of activity (eg using horses to bring in or cart off building material etc). It is
possible that this area was open space (the stone rubble concentrations drop off here), that
was apparently sustained throughout the life of the complex and could, perhaps, have
represented a route way around the buildings against the southern boundary of the site,
hence the occasionally shed nails and shoe fragment. Alternatively, it could perhaps have
been stabling. Steane notes that archaeologists should look for shed horse shoes and bits of
curry combs and that "since they are mettlesome [horses] kick the floor" necessitating pitched
stone flooring as potential markers of the location of stables (Steane 2001, 268). The
apparent lack of stone in this area may argue against this, but the horse equipment could
support it and it is not impossible that stone floors could have been robbed extensively or
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even protected by other deposits, thus protecting them from plough damage and
incorporation into the plough soil.
If nothing else, no matter how valuable and prized they were, it seems highly unlikely that
horses would have routinely been allowed to wander the main built environment and
courtyards of the King's Houses.
The Time Team geophysics appears to support this possibility of either an open area or an
area of predominantly non-stone built area to the south west of the standing ruin, with
features interpreted as possible foundations not, apparently, extending beyond the ditch
suggested by Rahtz as the possible boundary (Brennan 2015, fig 1).
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Discussion:
This project set out with a number of assumptions regarding the methodology to be used.
They were, particularly:
- that the spatial distribution of artefacts within a plough soil relates to the distribution of
human activity in the past;
- that said plough zone artefacts have valuable information to contribute to the study of the / a
site, and can compliment other methods of prospection and investigation to increase
understanding of said site, beyond the simple collection of just one more burin or one more
piece of pottery.
Strangely, despite the well established use of fieldwalking (a technique that relies on studying
the distribution of artefacts on the surface of a ploughed field as a marker for past human
activity, whatever that may be) as an archaeological technique, particularly in prospecting, for
many years, the author is seeing a decreasing use of fieldwalking within the fields of
development control archaeology (pers obs) and, perhaps more concerning, an actual
questioning of the premise that the distribution of artefacts in a plough soil represents, in
some way, perhaps somewhat smeared, the distribution of past human activity (pers obs).
While many of these arguments almost certainly arise through cost considerations (it is far
cheaper to run a magnetometer over a land parcel than to field walk it and have the finds
analysed by specialists), they may also be aided by the difficulty that is sometimes
encountered in interpreting the nature of the past human activity that generated the given
spatial distribution. At Shapwick, for example, many of the scatters were found to relate, not
to underlying archaeological deposits disturbed by the plough, but to manuring and other
importation of artefacts to a given land parcel (Gerrard 1997, 66). While these distributions
are still caused by human agency and often have a great deal to contribute to the
understanding of settlement, land use and history of an area, the developer funded
archaeology undertaken as part of the development control system (under PPG16 and PPS5)
is not set up to deal with them, usual practice being to strip away all this information to 'get at
the archaeology'. The 'archaeology' usually consists of easily recognised cut features that can
be planned and excavated to recover finds and stratigraphical relationships, enabling a neat
and easy set of phasing plans to be drawn up. More ephemeral archaeology (that still has the
potential to make extremely valuable contributions to our understanding, such as flint working
scatters, particularly once incorporated in part or wholly into a plough soil, or information that
has a wider, synthetic value (such as understanding assarts, arable and pasture land around
a settlement) often seem to be considered by consultants to be much harder to persuade their
clients to spend money on (or perhaps too costly to bother trying to justify to a client given
that the recovery of artefacts requires expenditure on specialist reporting), which seems to
arise out of the idea that plough soil artefact distribution has no value other than to prospect
for sub-plough soil archaeology that can be dealt with by conventional means (pers obs and
pers comm from anonymous curatorial and consultant sources).
The area of investigation at Clipstone is situated on light sandy soils that are on a slope,
generally from west to east, but particularly steeply from south to north in the northern part of
the area of investigation. If cultivation causes significant movement therefore it would be
expected that the artefacts should move broadly eastwards within the area and particularly
northwards in the northern part of the site. In the northern part, while the later artefacts should
probably be buried by colluvium, continuing erosion of the higher points should provide a new
quantity of artefacts as underlying deposits are eroded (should they exist).
Fortunately, the distribution of the various artefact types appeared to show clear clustering
that reflect known archaeological trends on the site (such as the areas of known stone
buildings, the likely 13th - 14th century boundary ditch probably demarcating the southern
extent of the King's Houses complex etc). It seems a little ridiculous to have to devote several
paragraphs to justifying the use of a technique (the study of artefacts in a plough soil) that has
been a basic concept of archaeological investigation for decades, but these observations
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would appear to reinforce the idea that the spatial distribution of artefacts in a plough soil
represents the distribution of past activity, It is somewhat unfortunate that after decades of
research into plough soil distributions through field walking, archaeology (at least in
Nottinghamshire) has reached a point where it seems to be necessary to have to justify the
basic concepts behind the study of artefacts within a plough soil as representing the products
of the broad extent and nature of past human activity that have a valuable contribution to
make to the study and understanding of sites, but based on the comments from those who
shall remain anonymous, made over a sustained period of time to the author regarding
fieldwalking and the distribution of artefacts in a plough soil in general (with consultants even
making shocking comments along the lines of 'what does one more burin tell us' in relation to
a nationally significant Palaeolithic site which was due to be partially destroyed by a road and
which may or may not have existed entirely within a plough soil at that point, on largely flat
land where clear concentrations of activity were visible in the fieldwalking data). As a result of
such comments, it appears to be very much necessary to try to justify the study of past
human activity by looking at the artefacts left behind, though a sceptical mind might think that
such apparent scepticism amongst consultants and contractors is primarily a product of the
nature of commercial archaeology, where actual methodological considerations are irrelevant
in the search for the 'ideal' excavation of X % (usually a very small percentage) of all cut
features and Y% of all intersections, and where complicated archaeology such as occupation
layers, ground surfaces or buried soils that might cause confusion and cost money (not least
with their greater assemblages of artefacts and the more complicated interpretations required
(beyond 'feature 1 cut feature 2') - and the vast quantities of information they might reveal
about the past) are ideally stripped away by machine to reveal the more easily dealt with and
cheaper lower parts of features.
As is noted above, it is possible that the plough will drag (particularly larger) artefacts across
a field. However, in the case of such artefacts, (particularly building stone), a consideration of
the possible movement and consideration of the distribution by weight and by count of such
material can potentially mitigate against the probable skewing of data caused by such
dragging. However, excavation will still be required to determine the degree of smearing the
plough causes on any particular site, which will no doubt vary depending on the machinery
used to plough and subsoil, the soil type, the local topography and various other factors.
It is also the case that when it is desired to examine the sources of pottery supply, for
example, to a site, an approach that examines the maximum possible area may yield more
data with less disturbance. The quantities of pottery recovered from the plough soil test pits is
reasonable (although only around 0.5 - 1% of the plough soil of the area of investigation was
examined) and, as Rahtz suggested that most of the medieval ground levels had been
ploughed out (Rahtz 1960 26 - "the present ground level being in places below the late
medieval ground level"). The test pitting data may thus represent a random but representative
sample of the range of pottery of various periods that had formerly lain on ground surfaces or
been brought to the surface by later activity (eg medieval ditch digging). The exception may
be in the lee of the standing ruin, where Wessex discovered substantial depths of rubble
overlying the robbed out foundations of medieval structures (Brennan 2015), thus probably
protecting deposits there and preventing the artefacts from entering the plough soil. There
may be other parts of the site where similar conditions exist but which are not yet known.
However, while individual features can be excavated to retrieve finds, to gain such a
potentially representative sample covering much of the range of activity on site from the
prehistoric to modern, would require excavation of a very large area of the site. Additionally,
examination of a particular building or area of a site, even on a large scale, may not
accurately represent the rest of the site, either in chronology or function. In this respect,
examination of finds deriving from the plough zone may well offer the most representative
sample of finds to allow particular trends (eg sources of supply, possibly over time,
distribution of jugs vs jars etc) to be investigated. However, the limitations of having to
examine small and abraded sherds (see above) are a factor, but one that the allocation of a
realistic time scale to the analysis and that examination of a large enough area should allow
to be overcome.
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Additionally, this study revealed locally rare evidence for early / middle and late Saxon
?occupation / activity, along with a range of late Saxon and early Norman (either way, preKing's Houses) pottery. These finds are rare locally. This may be due to the difficulty that
many field archaeologists have in recognising pottery of these periods when excavating a site
with the back actor of a JCB 3CX, may result from most settlements of this period being under
modern settlement (in the Sherwood Forest area), but, if field walking is used, may also be a
product of the friable nature of the wares of at least the early to middle Saxon period
(realistically, Torksey and other late Saxon wares are often well fired and as likely to survive
as later (or Roman) pottery.

Limitations:
As a research orientated archaeological company, Mercian Archaeological Services CIC aims
to undertake research of the highest quality.
In light of these aims the initial WSI written for this project requested three years for this report
to be written up.
This was in order to enable the expected quantities of artefacts to be processed and
analysed. It was intended that this report would include illustrations of the artefacts and that
the project would undertake a full analysis and definition of the ceramics and clay tobacco
pipes from unknown and uncertain sources within in the assemblage at the least) and
undertake comparison with examples from other assemblages from the local and regional
area, along with scientific study (by thin section and possibly ICPS) of those ceramics
identified as requiring such (as it happened, at least the probable Brackenfield Developed
Stamford Type ware along with work to define the micaceous iron rich sandy wares, and any
other clear ware groupings that could have been identified amongst the unsourced pottery).
The Historic England East Midlands Inspector of Monuments, and the Nottinghamshire
County Council Principal Archaeologist suggested that the final report detailing the results of
the project should be completed within one year of the conclusion of fieldwork, and this rapid
timescale was suggested by these monitoring bodies as a condition of allowing the funding for
the project to be granted.
The subsequently approved WSI included a deadline for the completion of the final report
three months after completion of specialist reports. However, pressure from the monitoring
bodies in 2017 forced curtailment of research on the assemblage in order to finish the report
earlier than would have been desirable. This unfortunately led to the illustrations,
comparisons and scientific analysis mentioned above having to be abandoned.
Chris Cumberpatch has pointed out that archaeological understanding will not progress
through the extremely limited work that it is considered can be justified as part of the planning
system and it is only via research projects undertaken outside of developer funded
archaeology that our knowledge can advance (Cumberpatch 2013, 98).
A rapid turn-around is often desirable in developer funded archaeological work, where the end
product is intended to inform and fulfil a planning condition imposed by a planning authority.
In such circumstance in depth and detailed analysis of artefacts (where realistically the initial
collection of artefacts may be less than 100% (pers obs and pers com from several
anonymous) and the percentage of the collected assemblage that actually reaches artefact
specialists potentially being much lower (pers comm anonymous)) is often not undertaken.
In such situations, it might be realistic to expect that the often small assemblages of finds
could be analysed and the final report written within a year of the completion of fieldwork.
However, where purely research based archaeological investigation is concerned (as in this
test pitting investigation), the requirement to produce the final report in similar timescales to
those imposed on work undertaken as part of the planning system, seems unnecessary and
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in this instance, has, we feel, led to the final report on the work (though meeting national
standards) being of lower quality than it was hoped to attain at the outset, to the detriment of
the site and its archive. Despite the funding being in place to allow it, the short timescale
imposed upon this project has prevented the kind of research that Cumberpatch has been
calling for outside of developer funded archaeology for years (eg Cumberpatch 2013, 98)
from taking place.
Unfortunately, with the completion of work on this report, research on the Clipstone test pitting
assemblage is over and the intended further work on the probable Brackenfield DST and
MEDLOCS (and others) must now await unspecified funding at some unspecified point in the
future.
That this unnecessary situation has arisen due to arbitrary time constraints, perhaps unsuited
to research archaeology, is to say the least extremely disappointing. It clearly represents a
missed opportunity, not just to understand the Kings Houses but also to advance
understanding of regional pottery types and the early – mid and late Saxon occupation of the
region, outside of a commercial framework, where the funding (and the will) was in place to
undertake study, including scientific study (ICPS / thin section) to test the provisional theories
regarding these pots.
This missed opportunity, that represents a clear failure to maximise the research potential of
the funding input into the project and failure to achieve maximum return on the investment,
should be taken into account in any future research driven projects by the various funding
bodies and, while prompt publication is always desirable and should be striven for,
unrealistically short deadlines that prevent the full potential of the research being attained
should be avoided.

METHODOLOGY:

Despite the deeper understanding of the site that could have been gained by a fuller analysis
of the finds, however, the methodology appears to have been highly effective in achieving the
stated aims and, more importantly, revealing a range of unexpected additional information
about the area. It is considered a highly appropriate methodology for investigating this, and
potentially other sites, that have been ploughed but are now pasture.
It is recommended that the test pitting be extended over the whole of present Castlefield.
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Archive:
The archive has been created and packaged in line with archaeological best practice and
guidance.
It consists of the original test pit recording sheets, as filled in during the fieldwork, the
resulting digital data on DVD and the physical archive of artefact that were retained. These
artefacts are packaged in line with archaeological best practice.
The archive should prove stable if stored within standard limits, but the condition of the
metalwork, particularly the iron (packaged in Stewart Plastics Sealfresh airtight boxes with
'non toxic' indicator silica gel in bags of at least 100g per box, along with cobalt free humidity
indicator cards displaying the humidity from 10-60%) should be checked regularly, at least
once every six months, and the silica gel bags changed for desiccated examples (following
standard COSHH regulations and standard practice for safe handling of silica gel) or more
regularly if the indicator cards suggest a rise in humidity beyond around 10%.
In line with the WSI approved by Historic England, the site archive is to be returned to the
landowner for potential display or storage as part of an intended heritage and visitor centre for
the King's Houses that will hopefully be established on the site.
In the short to medium term until the visitor centre is established, the archive can be
consulted on application to Mercian Archaeological Services CIC.
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Appendix One: WSI
As the archaeological and historical background has been covered in the main report it has
been omitted from this reproduction of the WSI in order to save space and save paper.
29pp
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Non Technical Summary
This document forms a ‘written scheme of investigation’ (WSI) for archaeological work funded via
the Big Lottery as part of the Sherwood Forest Trust's "Discover King John's Palace" project. This
written scheme of investigation details archaeological work to be undertaken at Castle Field,
Kings Clipstone, Nottinghamshire and forms part of the ongoing programme of research by
Mercian Archaeological Services aimed at increasing understanding of the palace site. The phase
of work addressed by this document is specifically intended to address questions regarding the
location and dating of the medieval boundary(s) of the palace site on its south western side.
This WSI has been drawn up in relation to Archaeological works funded as a part of the Discover
King John’s Palace (Big Lottery) project.
The works have been designed to yield the maximum possible information to address the
research objectives of the project whilst keeping the impact on the below ground archaeological
remains to a minimum.
The works detailed in this WSI will have no impact on sub-ploughsoil archaeological remains on
the site.
This phase of works consists of the excavation of test pits at regular intervals along transects
established across the possible routes of the medieval palace boundary derived from historic
mapping evidence in order to examine the ploughzone ceramic population with the purpose of
assessing which, if any, of the postulated routes of the boundary are likely to be correct.
The archaeological work detailed in this document will be carried out in line with the general
methodologies, standards and guidance and best practice as detailed in this document.

1. Introduction
1.1

This Written Scheme of Investigation for Archaeological Investigation at Castle Field,
Kings Clipstone, Nottinghamshire, NG21 9BJ was produced in relation to work
commissioned by the Sherwood Forest Trust.

1.2

A bid by the Sherwood Forest Trust for the ”‘People’s Millions” ‘Big Lottery’ fund was
successful and included provision for Mercian Archaeological Services to provide a
Community Archaeology Project in Castle Field, as part of the ‘Discover King John’s
Palace’ bid.

1.3

This document has been drawn up in line with Archaeological Best Practice. The
scheme shall include an assessment of significance and research questions; and

1.4

“1. The programme and methodology of site investigation and reporting;

1.5

“2. The programme and provision to be made for post investigation analysis and
reporting;
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1.6

“3. Provision to be made for publication and dissemination of the analysis and
records of the site investigation;

1.7

“4. Provision to be made for archive deposition of the analysis and records of the site
investigation; and

1.8

“5. Nomination of a competent person or persons/organization to undertake the
works set out within the Written Scheme of Investigation” (Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC).

1.9

This document has been formulated in line with guidance published by the Institute of
Field Archaeologists (IFA) and Historic England (EH).

2. Site Location and Geology
2.1

Site Location and Topography

2.1.1

The site of the archaeological investigation is in Kings Clipstone, Nottinghamshire.
(figure 01).

f
Figure 01 – location of Kings Clipstone in Nottinghamshire.. Site indicated by yellow circle.
Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2015
2.1.2

The location of Castle Field (figure 02).

2.1.3

Castle Field lies on the south side of the village of Kings Clipstone in Nottinghamshire
and forms part of Waterfield Farm.
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2.1.4

Waterfield farm and Castle Field are the property of Michelle and Martin Bradley of
Waterfield Farm Kings Clipstone.

2.1.5

Castle Field is an 11 acre field which contains within it the remains of King John’s
Palace a Schedueld Monument No. M4100 (Gaunt 2011)

2.1.6

The site lies between the 75m and 60m contours.

Figure 02 – location of site (indicated by red square). Contains Ordnance Survey data ©
Crown copyright and database right 2015

2.2

Geology

The underlying bedrock geology on the site is Nottingham Castle Sandstone Formation Sandstone, Pebbly (gravelly). Sedimentary Bedrock formed approximately 246 to 251 million
years ago in the Triassic Period. Local environment previously dominated by rivers. (BGS
Geology of Britain Viewer, accessed 24/11/2014).
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2.2.1

The BGS do not record any superficial deposits on the site.

2.2.2

Immediately to the southeast of the site lies Vicar Water a tributary of the River Maun
here there are superficial Alluvium - Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravels. These represent
superficial deposits formed up to 2 million years ago in the Quaternary Period. (BGS
Geology of Britain Viewer, accessed 24/11/2014). Similar superficial deposits also lie
in the valley of the River Maun to the north of the site.

3. Archaeological and Historical Background
3.1

Historical Background

SECTION REMOVED DUE TO
REPETITION IN THE MAIN DOCUMENT,
TO SAVE PAPER. 27/06/2017
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Figure 03 - Map showing the location of all known archaeological work within Castlefield and
location of former boundaries potentially forming part of the palace boundary. Data captured from
the following sources: Extent of Scheduled Area, standing monument and Rahtz and Wessex
trenches (Wessex 2011), TPAT excavation and fieldwalking (author obs. of TPAT 1991 archive,
area and extent of excavation within Scheduled Area general only), Watching brief on pipeline
(Wessex 2010, though the only evidence of the magnitude of the area disturbed is provided by a
single plate, no measurements of the affected area are provided in the text), 2012 Boundary Ditch
Excavation, 2013 Mercian Desmene Land Test Pits, 2013 Mercian King's Clipstone Village
Project Test Pits (Wright and Gaunt 2014). Due to the small scale of the published maps and
potential distortions introduced both during the printing process and the scanning of the
publications from which this data was acquired the location of the archaeological interventions
depicted may not be a true or accurate representation of the actual location and / or scale of the
interventions on the ground and this map should not scaled or relied upon to locate the exact
position of previous interventions on the ground. Note that other archaeological work within the
boundaries of the medieval palace site but not located in Castlefield have been excluded from
this map. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2015.
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4. Project Scope and Objectives
4.1

The project will form part of the long term research framework for the site. One of the
primary goals of this framework is to attempt to understand and define the
boundaries of the palace site. The boundary on the western, northwestern and
northern edges of the complex is particularly poorly understood.

4.2

Understanding the extent of the site would be beneficial to a reconsideration of the
scheduling by Historic England and will help to guide management and protection of
the site for the future.

4.3

The aim of this phase of work is to attempt to elucidate the western extent of the
southern boundary of the palace as part of the ongoing work to define the boundaries
of the site. As detailed below this boundary can be traced back to the early post
medieval period on historic mapping and exists archaeologically as a substantial
ditch that is traceable as a geophysical anomaly.

4.4

The location and nature of the palace boundary further west, beyond the point to
which this ditch can be traced archaeologically and cartographically is less certain.
The geophysical survey results suggest that it is unlikely to continue as a significant
ditch and may have taken a different form such as a wall, fence or palisade in this
part of the site, closest to the (known) built environment and earliest focus of royal
activity on the site. Ground penetrating radar survey was recently undertaken in the
hope that it would elucidate the location of the boundary but initial analysis of the
data suggest this is not the case.

4.5

Cartographic evidence for the site suggests a number of different boundaries for the
site over time, in this location. These include the boundary shown in 1630, 1766 and
1841. The boundaries are all shown (and colour coded), alongside the boundary
ditch known from the geophysical surveys and excavations from 2010- 2015, on the
map in figure 04 and figure 05.

4.6

The project is designed to address research agenda questions highlighted in the
recent publication: (Knight, Vyner and Allen 2012). East Midlands Heritage- An
Updated Research Agenda and Strategy for the Historic Environment of the East
Midlands.

4.7

6.7.6.1. How and where was post-conquest pottery manufactured and distributed,
and what communication systems were employed?

4.8

The project will also incorporate the following research objectives outlined in the
document:

4.9

Research Objective 7G: Estates, architecture, and power: investigate the relationship
between castles and great houses and their estates.

4.10

Research Objective 7F: Investigate the development, structure and landholdings of
manorial estate centres.

4.11

Research Objective 8I: Develop further the study of ceramic assemblages.
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Figure 04: Location of cartographic boundaries in relation to the boundary ditch as evidenced
from geophysical surveys and excavations. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright
and database right 2015
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Figure 05: Showing GPR data for northern termination of boundary ditch (seen as blue linear on
map). Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2015
4.12

The objectives of the project are therefore to examine the distribution (and
chronology) of ceramic artefacts within the (former) ploughsoil in order to provide an
indication of the likely location of the boundary of the palace complex west of its
current maximum traceable extent, which could lead to precisely targeted
archaeological excavation to confirm the location and nature of the boundary, if
located, at an unspecified juncture (and therefore not detailed in this WSI). The work
is designed to determine which (if any) of the possible routes of the medieval
boundary suggested by the cartographic evidence are most likely to represent the
actual course of the medieval boundary and to determine whether the boundary was
moved as the palace site developed; and if possible to investigate the chronology of
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the boundaries evinced on historic mapping, all while being undertaken in a manner
that causes minimal disturbance to the archaeological resource of the site.
4.13

Further aims and objectives are:

4.13.1 Establish the range and date of pottery being used on the site, where it has come
from and whether anything can be learned about the status of the site from the
ceramic record.
4.13.2 To produce an archive report for the Nottinghamshire HER and for publication online, along with an archive to be deposited in an appropriate, publicly accessible,
location.
4.13.3 Produce a report or summary to be published in an appropriate location (eg
Transactions of the Thoroton Society or the Castle Studies Journal).
4.13.4 The project is tied in to Mercian’s research aim of developing a ceramic type series
for Nottinghamshire.
4.13.5 The project is tied into Mercian’s research into the landscape and administration of
Medieval Sherwood Forest, and the research aims of the Sherwood Forest
Archaeology Project.
4.13.6 The project also ties in to Mercian’s research aim to understand better the use of
social space in buildings and across the landscape, the manipulation of vistas and
the integration of gardens in the wider landscape in the medieval period.

5. Methodology
5.1

Standards:

5.1.1

All work including excavation, finds processing and reporting, whether undertaken by
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC, volunteers under Mercian supervision or
external contractors appointed by Mercian to provide specialist services will follow
this WSI and any other associated method statements and will follow current
archaeological best practice and relevant standards and guidance. References to the
standard and guidance documents to be used as appropriate are included as
Appendix 1.

5.1.2

Mercian undertakes to abide by the IFA Code of Conduct (IFA 2012). We also seek
to follow best practice and standards and guidance including IFA “Standard and
Guidance for Archaeological Watching Brief” (IFA 2008a), IFA “Standard and
Guidance for Archaeological Field Evaluation (IFA 2013a), IFA “Standard and
Guidance for Archaeological Excavation” (IFA 2013b),

5.1.3

The Mercian recording system follows the conventions set out in the Museum of
London “Archaeological Field Manual” (MoLAS 1994) and the “Manual of
Archaeological Field Drawing” (Hawker 2001).

5.1.4

Ceramics will be quantified to the level required by the Minimum Standards defined
by the Medieval Pottery Research Group (MPRG 2001) for archive as a minimum.
Ware and fabric codes will be based on those used by Jane Young for Lincolnshire
and Nottinghamshire (Young and Vince 2005, Nailor and Young 2001).
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5.1.5

All finds will be treated in accordance with the guidance provided in “First Aid for
Finds” (Watkinson and Neal 1998) and finds and environmental samples will be
treated in accordance with “A Strategy for the Care and Investigation of Finds”
(Historic England 1995) and “Guidelines for the Preparation of Excavation Archives
for Long Term Storage” (Walker, 1990).

5.1.6

Other standards and guidance to be followed as appropriate can be found in
Appendix 1.

5.2

Groundworks:

5.2.1

A full risk assessment and Health and Safety documents will be prepared in advance
of any work and will be relayed to all site workers, Mercian staff, volunteers and
members of the public if accessing the site. A copy of the risk assessment will be
supplied to the site owner, The Sherwood Forest Trust and Big Lottery
representatives.

5.2.2

All work will also be undertaken in line with Mercian Archaeological Services CIC’s
standard Health and Safety Statement.

5.3

General Methodology

5.3.1

A baseline will be set out in the field. The baseline will be used to measure off the
location of the test pits in the field and will be located so that it can form the basis for
a grid covering the whole field, should the test pitting project be extended to cover
the whole land parcel in future.

5.3.2

The area under investigation by the work detailed in this WSI is the land to the north,
west and south of the apparent terminus of the known medieval palace boundary
ditch and is shown on figure 06. It has an area of approximately 9440 square metres.
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Figure 06: Area of interest for the project (purple stippled area) in relation to previous
archaeological excavations within and adjacent to the Scheduled Monument and the lines of
historic boundaries extracted from old mapping. Please note that due to the small scale of the
published maps and potential distortions introduced both during the printing process and the
scanning of the publications from which some of this data was acquired the location of the
archaeological interventions depicted may not be a true or accurate representation of the actual
location and / or scale of the interventions on the ground. Contains Ordnance Survey data ©
Crown copyright and database right 2015.
5.3.3

The baseline will be aligned approximately south west to north east, in order that it
will intersect at right angles the posited lines of the boundary as evidenced by historic
mapping (see figure 07).

5.3.4

Initially, a single transect will be established parallel to the baseline, 30 metres distant
from it (figure 07 and figure 08).
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Figure 07: Approximate location of baseline (bold bright red line) and first transect (bold emerald
green line) (note - depending on your viewing equipment or printing equipment colours may not
be displayed precisely as described). The precise location of the baseline will be determined in
the field based on the prevailing conditions and may not be in the exact position shown here.
Note - positions and scale of previous interventions may not be to scale. Contains Ordnance
Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2015.

Figure 08: Approximate location of baseline (bold bright red line) and first transect (bold emerald
green line) in relation to former boundaries (note - depending on your viewing equipment or
printing equipment colours may not be displayed precisely as described). The precise location of
the baseline will be determined in the field based on the prevailing conditions and may not be in
the exact position shown here. Note - positions and scale of previous interventions may not be to
scale. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2015.
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5.3.5

Test pits will initially be dug along the baseline and transect at 10 metre intervals
(figure 09), though the spacing of the test pits will be kept under review as work
progresses and may be altered (most likely to 5 metre intervals) if the results and
available resources suggest that this is desirable.

Figure 09: Symbolic representation of approximate location test pits (purple diamonds) if pits are
dug at 10m intervals down the baseline and initial transect as depicted on figure 07. The test pits
as displayed are symbolic representations and are not shown to scale. Note - depending on your
viewing equipment or printing equipment colours may not be displayed precisely as described.
Note - positions and scale of previous interventions may not be to scale. Contains Ordnance
Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2015.
5.3.6

Should resources allow the test pits on the base line and initial transect to be
completed, further transects can be established parallel to and at multiples of 10m
distances from the baseline, with pits then excavated at 10 or 5 metre intervals along
these. As many further transects as resources are available to deal with can be laid
out in the area of investigation (figure 10). With test pits excavated at 10 metre
intervals and the maximum number of transects sampled this would ultimately result
in the excavation of test pits on a grid pattern as shown on figure 11.

5.3.7

The total number of test pits to be excavated during the work detailed in this WSI will
depend on the resources available in the field, principally the number of volunteers
and the speed at which they work. However, at least 14 test pits will be excavated as
a minimum. At 10 metre intervals approximately 120 test pits can be accommodated
within the area of investigation (figure 11). At 5 metre intervals approximately 240 test
pits can be accommodated. 120 0.5 x 0.5m test pits would constitute 0.32% of the
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total area of investigation. 240 0.5 x 0.5m test pits would cover 0.64% of the total
area of investigation.

Figure 10: Approximate location of baseline (bold bright red line) and first transect (bold emerald
green line) and all other possible transects spaced at 10m intervals (thin blue lines) (note depending on your viewing equipment or printing equipment colours may not be displayed
precisely as described) within the area of investigation of this project. The precise location of the
baseline will be determined in the field based on the prevailing conditions and may not be in the
exact position shown here. Note - positions and scale of previous interventions may not be to
scale. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2015.
5.3.8

Each test pit will be assigned a unique identifier. All finds retrieved will be identified
using this unique identifier. The unique identifier for each test pit will be recorded
along with the precise spatial position of the test pit.

5.3.9

The test pits will be dug by hand using spades or other hand tools as appropriate.

5.3.10 Each test pit will be 0.5 x 0.5m in dimension. In line with comments received from the
East Midlands English Heritage officer the size of the test pits will be kept under
review as the work progresses. If too few artefacts are being recovered from the 0.5
metre pits then a step up to 1 x 1 metre square test pits will be enacted. Should this
occur notes will be made in the records to indicate which test pits were dug at what
size and so mathematical calculations can be applied to enable the density of
artefacts per unit area to be calculated correctly.
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Figure 11: Symbolic representation of possible distribution of maximum number of test pits (red
stars) within the Area of Interest (stippled purple area) if spaced at 10m intervals and based on
the location of the baseline as depicted on figure 07, in this particular configuration numbering
107 (note - depending on your viewing equipment or printing equipment colours may not be
displayed precisely as described). The test pits as displayed are symbolic representations and
are not shown to scale. The actual number of test pits excavated will depend on resources and
the precise location of the base line, field conditions may be such that it may be possible to fit test
pits additional to those depicted here at the end of transects. Note - positions and scale of
previous interventions may not be to scale. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright
and database right 2015.
5.3.11 Previous archaeological work has indicated that the former ploughsoil is of a
consistent depth across modern Castle Field, being approximately 0.4m deep. The
test pits dug in accordance with this WSI will be constrained entirely to the ploughsoil
and will not disturb sub-ploughsoil deposits at any point. The test pits will be dug to a
maximum depth of 0.3m or the upper interface of the plough soil and underlying
deposit, whichever is encountered first.
5.3.12 No test pit will penetrate sub ploughsoil deposits and the programme of work is so
designed to ensure that the maximum depth of excavation is well within the plough
soil. No test pit will expose sub ploughsoil deposits. Volunteers will be closely
monitored by Mercian Archaeologists to ensure the test pits are not excavated to or
into sub plough soil deposits.
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5.3.13 The soil excavated from each test pit will be dry sieved through a mesh of no greater
than 12mm, excepting the uppermost part (turf) which is to be set aside and used to
cover over the test pit following backfilling.
5.3.14 All humanly modified artefacts will be collected and, human resource permitting,
those to be retained will be washed on site.
5.3.15 To avoid generating large quantities of finds with only limited potential to answer the
research objectives of the project only certain categories of artefacts will be retained.
The artefacts retrieved from each test pit will be examined on site by David Budge,
who will enact a discard policy as follows (with justifications where necessary):
5.3.16 Post medieval and earlier pottery: retain
5.3.17 Modern pottery: record on site (test pit unique identifier, ware type, fabric type if
appropriate, number of sherds, number of vessels, vessel form, decoration (where
present), weight) and discard
5.3.18 Ceramic building material: record on site (number of fragments, type, weight) and
discard, unless clearly medieval or late medieval, in which case retain
5.3.19 Pot boiler stones: record on site (number of fragments, total mass of fragments) and
discard
5.3.20 Animal bone: The acidic nature of the soil means any animal bone encountered is
likely to be of recent date, so record on site (presence / absence) and discard,
excepting clusters of animal bone from the top of disturbed underlying features which will be retained for analysis.
5.3.21 Metal: retain. In line with English Heritage guidance (EH 2006) all metal objects will
be x-rayed unless they are demonstrably of modern date (e.g. farm machinery / wire
nails etc) or readily identifiable non-ferrous objects (e.g. coins / strap ends) that
would not benefit from x-ray.
5.3.22 Glass: medieval and earlier - retain, later, record on site and discard
5.3.23 Lithic artefacts: retain (only a small quantity of lithic artefacts have been recovered
from the site to date while prehistoric activity in Sherwood Forest is poorly
understood due to a general lack of finds, so any lithic finds are worth retaining due
to their potential to elucidate prehistoric exploitation of the site itself and possibly
even the wider area)
5.3.24 Clay tobacco pipes: retain
5.3.25 Other classes of artefact will be retained or discarded in accordance with their
potential to address the research aims of the project at the discretion of David Budge.
5.3.26 Artefacts to be discarded will be returned to the test pit from which they were
retrieved when that test pit is backfilled.
5.3.27 Once a test pit has been completed and the soil sieved it will be backfilled and the
turf returned.
5.3.28 Number of test pits to be excavated will depend on the resources available. Should
sufficient resource be available that all the test pits along the baseline and initial
transect are completed during this phase of work, further transects parallel to the
baseline at multiples of 10 metre intervals can be added as necessary. If resource
permits this would ultimately result in test pits being excavated on a 10m grid as
shown in figure 5
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5.3.29 Site photography will be by means of high resolution (>7 megapixels) colour DSLR
images. Photography will include general site shots. Where appropriate, photographs
will include an appropriate scale, indication of direction of shot and details of subject.
5.3.30 Based on previous work on site and the nature of the soils; Human remains are not
expected to be encountered. Any human remains encountered will be left in situ.
Excavation will be limited to the identification of the remains. Human remains will be
treated with dignity and respect at all times and in accordance with Ministry of Justice
requirements.
5.3.31 If human remains are encountered the Nottinghamshire County Council Archaeologist
will be contacted. If the remains are likely to be less than 100 years old or are sealed
within a coffin or crypt or other situation where soft tissue may be preserved, the district
Environmental Health Officer will be notified.
5.3.32 Should human remains be encountered they will be recorded in situ, along with the
surrounding archaeology. The remains will not be removed or otherwise further
disturbed.
5.3.33 Contingency provision has been made for the scientific dating of samples,
conservation work, X-radiography of metal finds etc where justified by the research
aims of the project and in line with the relevant Historic England guidance.
5.3.34 All items classed as treasure under the Treasure Act 1996 will be declared to the
coroner as required by said act. Treatment of such finds will be in accordance with
the requirements of the Treasure Act 1996 and best practice guidance published by
the
Portable
Antiquities
Scheme
(http://finds.org.uk/treasure/advice/forearchaeologists,
accessed
25/11/2014),
including encouraging the landowner to donate the find to the archive.
5.3.35 Should significant archaeological remains be encountered Historic England and the
Nottinghamshire County Council Archaeologist will be will be contacted and a
convenient time for a visit will be arranged.
5.3.36 Post Excavation analysis:
5.3.37 All pottery will be recorded to the minimum standards set out by the Medieval Pottery
Research Group (MPRG 2001) by sherd count and weight. The Minimum Standards
include the requirement to record quantity, ware / fabric type and stratigraphic
location.

6. Monitoring
6.1

Historic England and the Nottinghamshire County Council Archaeology team will be
notified of the start of fieldwork with at least five working days prior notice and be
given the name and phone number of the lead archaeologist.

6.2

Historic England and the Nottinghamshire County Council Archaeologist may visit the
site by prior arrangement with Mercian Archaeological Services CIC during normal
working hours at any point during the archaeological fieldwork to inspect the work
and records.

6.3

All work will be undertaken in line with the WSI which will be written up in full in line
with Archaeological Best Practice.
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7. Post Excavation Assessment, Reporting and
Publication
7.1

An OASIS record will be begun prior to the commencement of fieldwork, in line with
archaeological best practice. The OASIS project is designed to provide an online
index to the mass of archaeological grey literature that has been produced as a result
of the advent of large-scale developer funded fieldwork and a similar increase in
fieldwork undertaken by volunteers.

7.2

A short interim note on the fieldwork will be submitted to the Historic England
Inspector within one (1) month of completion of the fieldwork.

7.3

A full factual report detailing the results of the investigation will be submitted to the
Sherwood Forest Trust and the site owner Michelle Bradley, and to Nottinghamshire
HER within three (3) months of receipt of specialist reports. The report will conform to
the standards set out by the IFA and will include a Non-technical summary,
Introductory statement, Aims and purpose of the project, Methodology, An objective
summary statement of results, Conclusion along with Supporting illustrations at
appropriate scales, Illustrative site photography, Supporting data (tabulated or in
appendices), including as a minimum a basic quantification of all artefacts, Index to
archive and details of archive location, confirmation of archive transfer arrangements
including a provisional timetable for deposition, References, Acknowledgments.

7.4

The OASIS record pertaining to the fieldwork will also be finished at this point and a
PDF copy of the final report uploaded as part of the record.

7.5

A digital copy of the report in PDF and MSWord format, with copies of illustrations,
photographs, GIS files and specialist reports, all with appropriate indexing, will be
included on CD or DVD as appropriate for inclusion in the final archive and HER
copies of the report.

7.6

The PDF version of the report will also be made available online through the Mercian
Archaeological Services website.

7.7

If the results of the work are of limited significance a summary of the investigation,
results and conclusions together with selected drawings and photographs as
appropriate will be submitted to the journal of the Thoroton Society Transactions
within one (1) year of the completion of the final report on the work.

7.8

If the results of the work are sufficient to justify more detailed publication, a paper will
be submitted to a relevant journal within one (1) year of completion of the final report
on the work.

8. Archive Preparation and Deposition
The archive of finds and records generated by the fieldwork will be kept secure at all times and all
records and important artefacts will be removed from site each evening to be securely stored, in
accordance with Historic England guidelines on safeguarding archaeological information (EH
2011a).
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8.1

Records and artefacts will be ordered, quantified and indexed in an internally
consistent fashion. The archive will be produced to the standards outlined in
Appendix 1 and particularly with reference to any Procedures for the Transfer of
Archaeological Archives documents operated by the receiving museum.

8.2

Following analysis and publication the archive will be returned to the landowner for
curation and possible display of the artefacts in a planned heritage centre at the site.

9. Copyright
9.1

Mercian Archaeological Services CIC and the individual authors retain copyright on
all reports and documentation produced as part of the project under the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988 with all rights reserved. However, they will provide
licence for the client (The Sherwood Forest Trust) to use the documents and reports
for matters related to the project, and for educational, research and publicity
purposes.

9.2

Licence will also be granted for the curator to utilise the reports and documents for
educational, research and publicity purposes.

9.3

Licence will also be granted for the Landowner to utilise the reports and documents
for educational, research and publicity purposes.

10.

Resources and Staffing

10.1

The archaeological investigations will be carried out by Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC volunteers under the supervision Mercian Archaeological Services CIC.

10.2

Mercian are committed to providing 15 days in the field with 3 staff members, 3 finds
processing days, reinstatement of the site, plus full write up of the report.

10.3

In the unlikely event of staff shortage due to unforseen circumstances such as illness,
Mercian have a pool of third party supervisor level staff with Community Archaeology
experience who can be called upon to maintain capacity levels.

10.4

Processing of the ceramic assemblage will begin during the fieldwork with volunteers
and will run concurrently with the excavation. Mercian will continue finds processing
(including illustration) following completion of the fieldwork if necessary.

10.5

All specialists to be used will be required to have knowledge of the local situation or
must refer to regional and local collections and type series (where they exist) in
production of their reports.

10.6

Processing and quantification of the ceramics will be by David Budge in consultation
with Jane Young and / or Chris Cumberpatch (independent post-Roman ceramic
specialists) and Ian Rowlandson (freelance Roman ceramic specialist) as necessary

10.7

Lithic artefacts will be analysed by David Budge, with assistance from Daryl Garton
(freelance specialist) as required

10.8

Clay tobacco pipes will be analysed by Peter Hammond
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10.9

Archaeological work on the site to date suggests other artefact types are unlikely to
be encountered in significant quantities. Should other classes of artefact be retrieved
they will be reported on by a suitably competent person as appropriate in line with
IFA guidance.

11.

Insurance and Health and Safety

11.1

Mercian are fully insured to undertake their work, with Professional Indemnity
(£250,000), Public Liability (£2,000,000) and Employers Liability (£10,000,000)
insurance. Mercian will display insurance details in a communal place during the
excavation and other work when volunteers are present and can provide copies of
insurance documentation on request.

11.2

A competent Mercian staff member will produce a full Risk Assessment for the work.
Copies of the Risk Assessment will be available on site at all times. The risk
assessment will conform to current relevant health and safety legislation, and to
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC’s Health and Safety Statement.

11.3

Volunteers and Mercian staff members will receive a site health and safety induction
and toolbox talk prior to commencement of work. This will also deal with site logistics
and safe working around machines. All volunteers will be required to undergo the
induction before they will be permitted to access the site.
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Discover King John's Palace 2015
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC
Methodology:
Each test pit location is marked with a flag.
By each flag you will see two plant tags with writing on. These are very important so please do not lose them!
They are marked with the unique identifier for the test pit.
Any finds from the pit MUST always have one of the
tags with them so we know where they are from at
all times!
When you start, put both tags into your finds tray.
If you wash your finds leave one tag in the tray with
the unwashed finds and put the other in the tray with
the washed finds.
If it is windy, weigh the tags down (in the trays) with
a stone.
The flag indicates the western corner of each test pit
(see diagram to right):
Remove the turf from the location of your shovel pit
and lay it to one side.
Test pits MUST NOT be dug deeper than a
MAXIMUM of 0.3 metres (30 centimetres) below
present ground level!
Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database right 2015

Use the supplied depth gauge to check depth as you dig. You can lay a piece of wood (eg your spade handle)
across the top of the pit and then measure from the base of this to judge the depth away from the edges.
We are not looking for a perfectly flat bottom to the pit, it is just important that no part of the base goes any
deeper than 30 centimetres otherwise we risk destroying archaeology.
If you notice any change of colour in the soil as you are digging (within your permitted 0.3m depth), stop
immediately and notify one of the Mercian supervisors.
Apart from the turf, all soil removed from the test pit must be sieved.
Keep all humanly modified objects. These may include things like pottery, ceramic building material (CBM),
pot boiler stones, charcoal, worked flint, mortar, building stone, metal, glass, clay tobacco pipe.
Try to avoid rubbing metal and (old) glass if you find it as you can destroy the surface and remove identifying
features. DO NOT wash metal or glass as it is likely to damage or destroy them. If in doubt, ask a supervisor.
Do not discard artefacts (or possible artefacts) without the permission of David Budge!
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Discover King John's Palace 2015
Mercian Archaeological Services CIC
Test Pit Recording Sheet
Test pit identifier:
(from tag, eg AA10, AG105 etc)

Date:

Dug by:
Finds (if nothing at all found, strike through table and write 'NONE' over the top):
Type:

Present
(tick
if
present)

Retained or
Discarded?
('R'
for
retained, 'D'
for discarded)

If Discarded:

Number:

Mass (g):

Pottery
Worked Stone (tools usually flint)
Clay Tobacco Pipe

Glass

Metal

Worked Stone (building)

Pot Boiler Stones

CBM

Mortar

Total number of bags of finds (put tags in the bags with the finds, do not mark bags if finds not
washed):

Additional recording sheets filled in?:
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Appendix Four: Pottery Archive
Abbreviations and other terms used in the catalogue are as follows:
Oxid - Oxidised (firing conditions, usually produce browns, reds, oranges, buffs, cream
colours.
Red - reduced (firing conditions, usually result in greys, blacks, purples, etc)
Frequency: Com - common. Mod - moderate. Abun - abundant. Frequency of inclusion
ranges from (increasing in percentage) rare, sparse, moderate, common, abundant. May
include eg mod-com.
F - fine (0.1-0.25mm)
M, Med - Medium (where referring to size = 0.25 - 0.5mm)
Coa, coarse - 0.5 - 1.0mm
VC, VCoa - very coarse / gritty, 1.0mm +
f-m would, for example, indicate general size range of 0.1 - 0.5mm.
Similarly, a qualifier (sandy or Q for quartz, shell for ?fossil shell, Fe for iron etc) may be
appended to size range.
Sort - sorted. Has qualifier of very poorly (vp), poorly (p) (eg psort), moderately (mod) and
well (w).
Inclusions:
Q - quartz
calc - calcareous (unless otherwise stated is white / cream lumps, usually angular - sub
angular and reacts with 10% HCl), but may include shell / fossil shell / calcite.
Fe - Iron. May include a variety of iron, iron ores and iron rich clays. Where possibly more
details are provided.
CP - argillaceous inclusions (clay pellets), by implication probably naturally occurring within
the fabric. Colour may vary, identification may vary and CP may include grog, though grog
(where clearly so, ie, ground up pre-fired pottery or clay deliberately added to the fabric) is
identified separately where possible.
Degree of rounding:
R - well rounded
SR - sub rounded
SA - sub angular
A - angular.
R-SR for example denotes the inclusion in question is predominantly rounded with some sub
rounded examples while SR-A indicates that the inclusion type in question is predominantly
sub rounded but includes lesser quantities of sub angular to angular members.
Shorthand:
med - observe context - may mean medieval (eg pmed - post medieval, Emed - early
medieval). Similarly, LM - EPM represents late medieval to early post medieval.
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Mercian Archaeological
Services CIC
Ferrous Metal Recording Sheet
Recorded by: David Budge
Site: Discover King John's Site Code:
Palace 2015
DKJP15
Context: Identification:

Nail type: Length (mm):

Other Dimensions:

Notes:

Category: Date:

AF135

buckle pin

39

missing half the eye; straight and dress/horse
rectangular tapering to a blunt point

LC135

nail, fiddle key

29

Top angled and a bit burred as horse
Dryslwyn 93SF70

to 13-14th

AD90

Misc

rectangular bar with both ends U/ID
rounded off (15mm long);at the
junction two circular rods (broken)
emerge perpendicular to the bar

Post med?

LH140

nail / hook fragment

22 shank max 4.6mm

AE140

Horseshoe fragment

94 web 25mm;c.6mm
holes 8x6.7mm

LD150

nail

LD150

fragment

AI125

nail

AB150

nail fragment

LF165

nail

G5

37.5 head 7.5 x +15mm

LF165

nail

G1

37 head 8.5x12mm

103 12mm wide x 6.5mm th

D1

G3

28 head 17x19mm

Draw?

shank
bent
and yes
damaged
on
excavation
Can
find
no yes
medieval parallels

diamond
sectioned
fragment;end Building?
neatly curved around. Possibly the
neatly clenched end of a nail?
th;nail right hand half of horse shoe Clark horse
type 4;Upset calkin;two rectangular
nail holes

yes

Stud;flat head rectangular / oval;shank building
bent

22 7mmx4.5mm

Fragment of rectangular strip

31

Tip bent;shank expands towards head building

34

wire nail or other wire object (head building
missing)

U/ID
modern

part of head missing:?tip missing

Building

Yes

Tip missing;head rectangular

building

yes
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Other notes:

trace of ?mineralised yes
wood or possibly
part
of
frame
perpendicular to pin
13mm from end
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LF165

nail

G1

23 head11x11mm

?tip
missing;somewhat building
decayed;square head

LF165

nail

?

64

sides of head
uncertain;prob D2

AG150

nail

?G7

20 head 8x4.2mm

decayed;tip lost;may be G7 but may building
be other type with ancient loss of head

AG150

tool?

LE170

nail

G1;D2

68 head 17x15mm

Oval head

LE170

nail

G1;D2

57 head +17x+13mm

Tip missing?head bent and damaged building

LI145

nail, fiddle key

25

probable fiddle key nail;head bent horse
over at 90degrees to shank

to 13-14th

corrosion to
and shank

LI145

disc

disc of 1mm thick Fe apparently cut U/ID
out quite crudely;?washer / nail head?

?mod

probably a bit thin for
nail head

AH150

nail

D1;G2

38 22x+19mm

oval head

building

AB130

nail

G7

40 8x2.5mm

cut from sheet

building

LG130

nail, fiddle key

32

?Fiddle key nail, head burred horse
over;despite shank straight probably
be used

LG130

nail fragment

G1

25+

head 14.5x15mm

Oval head, shank 5.2x5.5mm tip + building
much of shank missing?

AE130

nail fragment

G1

30+

head 14x11mm

broken head, tip / much of shank building
missing

AE180

nail fragment

G1

30+

head 11x10mm

rectangular head but damaged,tip and building
?shank missing

37+

lost

thus

type building

max 17x15mm to 12x6mm broken end of rectangular object tool
at tip
tapering asymetrically to rounded
tip;probably end of a pick though
wedges, reamers etc are possible

1 18x17mm

yes

building

bent by excavator

?
head

yes
pmed/mod
to 13-14th
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yes

AG190

nail

G1;D2

41 head 14x11mm

head damaged otherwise complete

AG190

nail

G1

47 head 10x8mm

head very damaged, shank slightly building
bent

AG190

nail fragment

G4?

AG190

misc

21 5x2mm to 3x2mm

AG210

screw

39 head
c.9.7mm
c.5.6mm

AG210

nail fragment

AG210

misc

LE145

nail, eared

32 th 5-7mm

?ID;somewhat trapezoidal head that horse
thickens slightly (by c.2mm) thus
probably mutilated eared nail.

LE145

misc

54 6.5x6.5mm to 3.6x2.9mm

possibly nail frag or complete G8 nail building?
or less likely buckle pin, tapers along
whole length

LE145

misc

35 5x6mm

rectangular strip, probable nail?

LE145

misc

24

corroded fragment, possibly tapers to U/ID
point but possibly corroded damage

AA135

tenterhook

L44 H17

hook slightly curved back towards building
shank;?hook
broken
off
in
antiquity;shank tapers from 7x5.5mm
to 4.5x3mm

LG140

misc

38x10.5mm

L shaped frag;consistent width U/ID
4.3mmx3.7mm;both ends probably
broken;?part of cast iron object?

G1

29+

building

yes

head 12.5x10mm, shank 6.5 rectangular head, wide shank quite building
x 6.3mm
curved (?when hammered in?), head
probably shaped by several hammer
blows so probably not G4

yes

tapering rectangular strip, may be nail U/ID
fragment but probably too tapered

shank countersunk head slot headed screw

building

23+

head 12x12.5mm

head frayed (decayed in situ?),tip and building
shank missing

35+

c.6x6mm

fragment of strip, possibly part of U/ID
buckle pin?

20th

bent,tip missing?

U/ID

yes

?19-20th
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LG140

Sheet frag

17x15x0.6mm

Traces of ext green paint;frag of building
corrugated iron from Tin Tabernacle

AG130

strip/?blade fragment

32x15mm;th max 3.5mm

strip or fragment of knife blade;broken personal
at both ends

AF55

wire/nail

?

AE165

nail fragment

G2

AH200

nail fragment

?G1
G3/D7

AH200

misc

AF135

nail

G1;D1?

LH65

nail/bolt

LF155

52 wire c.3.7mm dia

if nail missing most of head and tip.

building
building

11+

head c16x16mm

most of shank missing.

or 20+

head 16x10+mm

quite corroded;head shape not reliable building

25x5mm

irregular strip;tapering

18+?

head c18mm dia

pointed shank but possibly broken off building
rather than being tip

G10?

38+

nail

G4?

51+

head 16x15mm and 10mm square headed square shank poss building
th
broken
head 12x10mm
cut shank 5.5mm wide;typical hand building
formed head;tip missing

LF155

nail fragment

?

36+

LF155

misc

AH105

nail fragment

AG200

nail

G1

head ?damaged

buidling

AI120

nail fragment

?

31+

head damaged tip missing

building

LG135

nail

G1?

45(unbent)

LE65

nail fragment

G1

36+

head damaged;nail bent half way in building
gentle
90
degree
curve
(not
clenched;possibly curved in insertion
or drawn)
oval head;tip missing;edge of head building
slightly bent down (?when hammered
in?)

G1?

53+

rectangular section
breaks both ends

Bent by excavator
M19-20?

U/ID

head damaged;tip missing;bent in two buiding
directions;thicker shank than most of
the medieval nails
L22mm th 8x9mm

20th

fragment

p med?
16-20th
?p med
mod

head 13x17mm
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lump of corrosion
product half way up
shank

yes

LE65

Sheet frag

12.5x13mm 2.5mm th

AI135

nail

G1;D2

AI135

nail fragment

?

AI135

misc

AH165

nail fragment

G1

AH165

nail fragment

D5?

LG170

nail

?G1

LG170

nail fragment

?

LG120

nail

G1;D2

LG120

nail

G1;D4

LG120

misc

LF135

nail

LF135

misc

50.8 up to 9.8mm

LF135

nail fragment

24.3 tapers from
1.9x1.9mm

LF135

fragment

33.6 square section c.5.4mm

D1

72 head 16x18mm

roughly rectangular sheet frag;broken U/ID
edges and corrosion lost from
surfaces
head rounded rectangle with corners building
slightly raised;?drawn or plough
damage

35+

yes?

heavily corroded then flaked off thus building?
type and ID uncertain
L31mm th 6x7mm

fragment of rectangular section object U/ID

13+

head 13.5x12.5mm

relatively un-corroded

30+

head 15+ x 11+mm

shank tapers substantially along building
length (7.6x6 to 4x3.5mm);poss
rectangular head
head damaged
building

head 13+x9+mm
50.2 head 17.2 x +13.1mm

head somewhat damaged;may have building
been rectangular
round head
building

46.7 head c.10.6x10.7mm

small slightly rounded square head

20.4 9.2mm max th

part of rectangular strip terminating in U/ID
broadly rounded terminal;terminal
thicker than strip

11.7 head 19.4x+18.2mm

lead nail

49
43+

badly damaged by
cultivation

4.8x4.8

building

?Pmed
mod

end lost?

building

building

shank sl curving;?tip
lost

?med

curved
fragment
exceptionally U/ID
decayed at discovery
to broken one end;square section shank Horse?
tapers to tip;tip bent round 270
degrees back on to shank;possibly
end of horse shoe nail?
straight with bend towards one U/ID
end;both ends lost;possibly worked
into rectangular section at bend
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?end lost

Y

perhaps
Y
decorative;taper in
both
planes
suggests not nail
could perhaps be
part of buckle frame
etc.

LF135

nail fragment

?G1

18.9+

head +11.5x+8.4mm

most of shank missing;head mostly building
lost to corrosion

AA115

?stud

?G9

LC75

misc

LB135

nail

LB135

misc

30.9 6.8x4.4mm

AG140

Screw

21.9

rectangular section bent strip missing U/ID
both ends and heavily corroded
tapering wood screw;head damaged building

AE135

nail

36.9 12.1x12.1mm head

rounded head

AE135

misc

LE165

nail

G4:HI

AD125

nail

G6

LH110

misc

LA110

fragment

AE190

nail fragment

59.1 shank
6.8x11.2mm;'head' Possibly part of large stud or other building?
14.2x9.8mm
object

Shank
bent

somewhat

31.2 shank
c.6.3mm;head tip apparently lost;head if nail very U/ID
6.3x11.6mm
worn therefore could be very worn
fiddle key but not clear if actually a nail
or part of some other broken object
24.2 head 6.7x8.0mm
bent tapering nail;head v small but building?
possibly corroded;

G1:D2

24.2
30.8+

building

?nail like object but does not seem to U/ID
be nail
head 10.3x11.2mmx4mm th almost
square
headed;probable building
broken tip

36.9 6.2x8.8mm at head

Damaged head now appears as a building
diagonal rather than flat surface

28.2 9.4x6.3 to 5.2x4.0mm

tapering rectangular sectioned strip

30.8 head +9.4x+13.7mm

Y
y?

U/ID

90 10x12mm to 6.9x4.2 near rectangular strip tapering down to U/ID
terminal
slightly flattened oval terminal;strip
bent
part
way
along;terminal
13.4x10.9mm

?G4 or G2

modern

?Pmed
mod

raised head damaged and mostly building
missing;possible
evidence
for
facetting;shank bent 19.6mm from
underside of head but not to right
angle
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- possibly
machine Y
part;no
obvious
medieval parallel;too
thick
for
hinge;proportions
and section not right
for casket / box
binding strip which
would be closest
parallel

LG50

nail;horseshoe?

Perhaps
Goodall D

30.4 head 12.7x8.5mm

head as Goodall type D but apparently horse
worn

LD115

object

LD115

object

AF190

nail

?G1:?D3

AF190

nail

?HI

33.7+

head 9.3 x +9.4mm;c.2.6mm very decayed and corrosion removed building
th
before discovery

AF190

nail fragment

?G2

38.6+

head now c.10x10mm but Too decayed to be certain of typology building
surviving outer edge of
curvilinear from indicates
likely original head of larger
diameter
and
broadly
rounded form as above

AF190

nail fragment

?G1

24.0+

head +12.3x13.0x +3.4mm Probably (from thickness of head) a
th
truncated G4 / HI / HG; very decayed
prior to discovery

AF190

nail fragment

?G4/HI

23.8+

head +15.2x13.5+

AB90

cast fragment

15.1x13.7x1.7mm th

AI140

cast fragment

36.8x21.5x2.9mm th

AA145

fragment

5mm th

32.9 shank
4.5x5mm;head lollipop shaped object;rounded shank Furniture??
13.3x15mmx4.3mm th
turns into flattened oval thinner than
shank;possible terminal from casket
binding strip? But seems complete

Lmed +

?y

?Med

See similar
from same pit

shank
6.2x3.7mm;head As above but head circular rather than Furniture??
13.7x13.4mmx9.5mm th
oval and thickens

20.5+

See similar item Y
from same pit;this
one much more
heavily corroded

49.2 head v thin +11.3x+11.8mm corroded and corrosion mostly flaked building
off before discovery;probably a D3
that has been exposed on the surface
a few times

relatively
good ?y
example
as
corrosion flaked to
metal
The nails in this pit
seem to be very
corroded
all in this pit seem to
be
unusually
corroded

Like they'd spent
time on the surface
rusting and drying
then been buried
then been brought to
the surface again
once
corrosion
products trashed

head to max 4m;thus could be G4/HI building
corroded
broken fragment of cast iron object cooking?
with curving wall;?cast vessel
broken fragment possible drain pipe U/ID
etc.

P med
mod
P med
mod

-

broken fragment, possibly thick cast U/ID
iron;sl curvature;?drain pipe etc

P med
mod

-
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AB150

sheet fragment

2.2mm th

small sheet fragment with corrosion U/ID
concretion

LG100

wire fragment

1.9mm th

U/ID

AH180

nail fragment

?G1

27.3+

head +13.0x+8.9mm

LE140

nail fragment

?

30.2+

head +9.8x+9.4x2.6mm

heavily corroded;tip missing;head building
damaged
Too corroded to ID type but head quite building
thick for current size so perhaps either
a big D3 or 4 corroded down to this
size or something like a G4?

LE175

nail fragment

G1;?D3

33.2+

head 12.7x10.8mm

thick shank 5.9x3.8mm;tip lost

LE175

nail fragment

G1

16.0+

head 11.5x12.0mm

possibly tack or possibly corroded tip building

LE175

nail fragment

G1

16.9+

head 8.2x9.4mm

round head small, possibly late?

AG150

sheet fragment

LE175

nail fragment

?G4

34.2+

head +12x+12.3mm

curving shank;most of head lost to building
corrosion

LH130

nail

?G2

35+

head 15.1x+11.3mm

building

LA95

strip

16.2+

5.2x13.2mm

rectangular section strip

U/ID

LG155

nail

c30

head 7.3x5mm

bent;hand made G7

building

LA150

misc

?nail shank fragment

U/ID

AG160

nail fragment

D2

head shape lost to corrosion flaking

building

AC115

nail

G1

AC115

nail:horseshoe?

1.2mm th

G7

34+

P med
mod

- damaged
excavator

by

corrosion
damage
from being at the
surface for a while

building

building

?L med

small sheet fragment bent;probably U/ID
after breakage

head +10.3x12mm
47.1 head 11.7x12.7mm

21.3+

head
rounded
rectangle;possibly building
made that way not down to corrosion

has worn top;probably expanded head horse?
type
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extremely damaged
by corrosion flaking
prior to discovery

Y

AC115

fragment

broken fragment;curving
?expanded ?terminal

bar

with U/ID

AC115

fragment

?sheet fragment;recently broken

U/ID

AE160

nail fragment

?

32.2+

most of head lost to corrosion

building

AE160

nail fragment

G1;D4?

28.5+

head 14.2x+11.5mmx3.2mm thick flat head
th
rectangular form

LB90

misc

AC135

nail fragment

G7

37.9+

head c.8x2.7mm

AC150

nail fragment

?

32.4+

LG145

nail fragment

?G1

30.2+

LG145

nail fragment

?G4
G10?

LG145

nail fragment

G1

LF90

fragment

Possibly tiny fragment of nail shank?

U/ID

AD155

fragment

Possibly fragment of nail shank

U/ID

AH155

nail fragment

AB100

screw

AB100

?Bolt

65.9+

head c15.8mm shank 8mm square section shank;head rounded or building
square
hexagonal / octagonal

AB100

strip

35.5+

9x6.9mm

sl tapering rectangular strip

U/ID

AB100

screw fragment

22.6+

5.5mm dia

part of screw missing head and tip

building

with

square

/ building

fragments ?strip

G1

head +12.1x+9.9mm

or 20+

head and tip missing;?ID

building?

most of head lost to corrosion

building

head +12.3x+12mmx5.1mm thick head much damaged
th
corrosion;squarish;?Knopnayle

27.4+

head +11.2x+13mm

19.3+

U/ID

not
clear
if
cut
or
hand building
made;proportions and thinness of
shank possibly suggest former

by building

has large lump of corrosion product building
around shank including stones;rest of
shank and head perfectly clean!

head 14.3x+10.8mm
32

P med
mod?

building
countersunk head slot headed screw

building

?20thC
?modern

modern
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AB100

fragment

33.4+

AB100

fragment

26.4+

?shank of screw / nail or similar?

U/ID

AG180

fragment

30.7+

Possibly nail shank

U/ID

LB120

?nail fragment

?

21.8+

very corroded

building

AD160

nail fragment

?G1

21.2+

head largely lost to corrosion

buildling

LF170

?nail fragment

24.2+

rectangular strip may be nail fragment U/ID
or buckle pin etc

LC95

?nail fragment

26.1+

head missing;?ID

U/ID

AG170

nail fragment

19.4+

head destroyed by corrosion flaking

building

LA145

sheet fragment

AH145

nail fragment

LA115

fragment

short fragment poss nail shank

U/ID

LA115

fragment

short fragment poss nail shank

U/ID

LA115

fragment

short fragment poss nail shank

U/ID

LD120

nail?

?G1

10.1x7.3mm

1mm th
?G1

?G6

28.1+

tapering
oval
sectioned U/ID
fragment;broken off one end;?ID

small sheet fragment;?corrugated iron building
very
corroded;edges
obliterated

44.9+

of

head building

expands very slightly to head;does not building
seem to have lost a head to corrosion

LB125

fragment

poss nail shank

U/ID

LB125

fragment

poss nail shank

U/ID

LB105

misc

AH180

nail fragment

G1

p med - mod

37.5+

7x9.1mm

curving frag of rectangular strip;could U/ID
not ID

14.7+

head 12.7x12.8mm

head at angle to shank;?pulled or building
distorted by plough
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LG110

nail fragment

D4

22.4+

AB105

nail fragment

?

9.3+

LF150

misc

AC80

nail fragment

LA100

head 10.5x+8.1mm

small rectangular or square head (part building
lost through corrosion)

?L med +

rectangular
shank
head;head
at
shank;?pulled;?late

?p med
mod

but
angle

small building
to

U/ID frag

U/ID

26.4 head 13.8x10.9

heavily corroded

building

nail

75.7

oval wire nail

building

LA100

fragment

42.1 5.5x9.3mm

rectangular sectioned
rounded end

LA100

fragment

AD165

?nail fragment

?G1

strip

with U/ID

mod?

U/ID

mod?

30+

8.0x8.7mm

very corroded strip or bar

?

53.7+

shank 6.3x6.3mm

head largely lost to corrosion;big building
chunky nail / bolt

?

17.3+

exceptionally cracked and flaked to building
extent type not recoverable

28.6+

could be corroded nail frag or other

U/ID

oval disc ?washer or ?nail head

U/ID

head mostly obliterated by corrosion

building?

AD165

misc

AF105

?nail fragment

small u/id frag

LC145

fragment

AD115

misc

AD115

nail fragment

AD115

misc

U/ID flake

U/ID

AD115

misc

U/ID flake

U/ID

18.8x21.5x2mm th
?

23.7+

20th

U/ID
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Appendix Five B: Metalwork Archive - Copper Alloy
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Mercian Archaeological Services CIC Copper Alloy object recording spreadsheet
Site:
Site Code: DKJP15
Discover
King
John's
Palace

Recorded by:David Budge

Context: Identification:

Desc:

Category: Date:

Illustrate?

LB130

Purse hanger

Frag;broken at
second loop

dress

13-14th

Y

LD140

Twisted wire loop

Sl bent
excavator

dress?

L15 - 16th Y

LD155

Cufflink button

one part of 10.3mm dia
cufflink button

Cu alloy with glass setting held in place by eight clips;clear glass dress
with central red ?flower ?six petalled;setting cracked;surface
frosted by abrasion

18-19th

AG155

Misc

sheet
0.37mm
fragment with th;rim
everted rim
c.2.3mm

small fragment of sheet with narrow everted rim;profile at rim misc
suggests curved vessel or lining around 5cm internal diameter;no
sign of turning or beating

pmed
mod?

LA115

Button

Blazer
button

AD100

Button

Not Cu alloy? 17.8mm dia

Length
(mm):

Other
Notes:
Dimensions:

17.7

Arched pendent mount;Central loop bigger than side

by 12.0mm dia
16.6mm
length wire
1.5mm th

type 14.4mm dia loop 6.5mm tall Slight bead rim to rear of disk
4.6mm wide hole
2.3mm dia

-?

dress

18thC +

Y

White metal coating to face;downturned flange at edge;hole in dress
back where soldered loop pulled out

18thC +

Y
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Appendix Five C: Metalwork Archive - Lead
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Mercian Archaeological Services CIC Lead and Lead Alloy Recording Sheet
Site Code: DKJP15. Recorded by: David Budge.
Test Pit ID
weight
Dimensions
description

date

AC135

Repair

8.2 22.6x16.0x10.5mm max

AD100

Came

2.1 web
c.2.0mm;flange Knight type G;squashed and bent so cannot examine the milling
c.5.6mm;length c.55mm unfolded

AD180

Cut Sheet

AG125

blob and dolostone

AH135

Blob

2.5 24x10.5mm max 4.6mmth

broadly rectangular frag with quartz grains apparently embedded in ?
surface;molten droplet landing on sand

AE180

blob

2.1 19.5x14.7x4.9mm

amorphous blob of spillage

LE170

?blob

1.6 27.6x14.7x0.6mm

Flat sheet;probably accidental spillage onto more solid surface rather
than deliberate sheet

AG140

Blob

4.3 16.9x14x11.2mm

not spillage;much black material and bubbles,presumably some form of
lead compound formed by heating of lead during melting

AA115

sheet offcut

2.1 22.2x16.5x1.6mm

LD135

lead shot

AG155

blob

LF135

blob x 2

LF135

Trimming

0.8 up to 5.8mm wide

curled up lump of trimming;trimmed object up to 5.8mm wide;could be ?medieval
from trimming came

AF135

Trimming x 3

6.1

curled up strips of trimmed sheet or castings

LF145

trimming

0.3 5.1x12.8mm;1.3mm th

linear trimming from the edge of an object;broadly convex edge

LH110

Came

0.9 20.1mm l

twisted into a helix;web
trimmed;probably Knight C

5 38.0x18.4mm;sheet 2.5mm th
c.29mmx16mm

broadly piriform;waisted;gap c.2.3mm thick;one surface concave other Probably
convex
medieval
18-19
isosceles ?

Y

chunk of Mansfield White stone onto which molten lead has ?
splashed;Construction or demolition

Y

Sheet fragment apparently
triangle;unknown purpose

stabbed

into

broadly

Fragment of sheet with cut edges;broadly rectangular;possibly broken off
at one end
6.5 12.7-12.9mm dia to 13.1mm at lead shot;two part molded with wide flange where mold joined;?cut off 19thC?
sprue
sprue
1.6 17.9x13.6x5mm th
6.3+2.0

24.4x14.5x9.1+15.5x25.2x2.7

y

blob of spillage
blobs of spillage

and

flanges

distorted;outer
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edges Prob med

If poss

AI060

?ferrule

1.3 20.2mm long;sheet th 1.8 - 0.9mm Fragment of sheet with cast / melted edges (thick to thin) rolled around ?
into ?ferrule;two parted above tip

AG155

blob

1.8 17.6x18.9mmxmax 3mm th

blob dripped onto soil or sand when molten

LA105

blob

3.4 16x16mmxmax 6mm th

not dripped onto sand like the others but does have sub angular voids or
impressions up to 3mm

AI105

blob

0.7 12.9x7.5x4.9mm th

blob

AI105

pewter

0.9 1.5mm th

curving frag with extrapolated orig dia c.4cm;ext neater than int suggests
hollow form
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Appendix Six: Glass Archive
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Mercian Archaeological Services CIC Glass recording sheet
Site: Discover King John's Palace. Site Code: DKJP15. Recorded by: David Budge
Trench: Type: Weight Thickness Dimensions Colour:
(g):
(mm):
(mm):

Part:

Patina
Patina
extent (L type:
/ M / H):

Type:

Date:

Notes:

Illustrate?

(DV and
V only)
LG95

DV

5.5

2.2 (bowl) min 35mm Smoked
tall
stem grey
max
19.9mm
thick

stem

none

LB135 DV

0.3

1.1

19.7

smoked
grey

base

none

LC105 DV

0.2

0.9

15.2x13.3

colourless bowl rim Light
frosting
over all
surfaces
including
breaks

AC110 DV

0.2

1

16.9 x 11.0 Colourless foot
(grey tint)

AC110 W

0.5

1.2

20.8x20.8

pale green

LD140 W

0.2

1.2

13.4x13.6

?forest
green

AE130 ?W

0.2

3

17.8x6.1

Pale green

AD110 V

0.3

stem L17
abraded Taper
surfaces drinking glass

hollow stem of taper stem drinking vessel with fragment of
bowl and part of foot. Snapped pontil scar to base

Y

pale green Base

L

- Folded foot with diameter c.7cm 7% present. Abrasion to
base from use. Colour may suggest is early in date range

Drinking glass 18th

Diamond engraved line to exterior of bowl probably curving
stem of hops / barley / grape vine of typical type. Too small
to measure accurately but probably around 8cm diameter

Stemmed
?18th
drinking glass

base, not folded but has a curve to exterior. Probably 18th
century, probably lead crystal. Use abrasion to edge of foot.
8cm diameter 7% surviving

Irr

Irr

?17-18th

Two edges diamond cut;non parallel;light lead came staining
2.8 and 4.8mm thick on the edges; elongate bubbles in the
metal

?Med

very corroded surface;no original edges

?Med

generally heavily decayed;heavily delaminated in section
and most of original surface lost due to exposure on the
surface;probably the fire rounded edge of a sheet of broad
glass;could also be crude rim of vessel but less likely
Surface pitted;outer layers flaked off probably due to
exposure;small narrow cylindrical phial;base;almost no
kick;5cm dia;10% present

narrow
M17-19th
cylindrical phial
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Y

Y?

?Y

AC75

V

8.4

7.5

38.1x28.6

Probably body
dark green
/ amber
27.2x6.2mm colourless stem
dia

LE150 DV

0.9

AD75

V

2.2

AC160 W

1.1

2.1

35.9x13.5

AC160 W?

0.3

5.6

10x8.6

AG55

0.1

H

Brown

none

Bottle

M17-18th

Forest glass' bottle;thick ?Manganese stained decay over all
surfaces obscuring original colour

?stemmed
18th - 20th Plain stem;solid;slightly burnt;probably from wine glass but
drinking glass /
could possibly be stirring rod (though less likely);probably
stirring rod
more 19th - 20th than earlier
18-19th

mould blown bottle

M20th+

Very fine surfaces;?float glass

colourless

?19-20th

One side polished;microscopic
direction;?polished plate

more than 5.8x6.1
6.1

colourless

?19-20th

one surface only surviving;tiny chunk

LA155 ?DV 0.1

0.9

11x15.1

Colourless body

LC165 W

3.1

5.3

27.5x28.4

colourless

AH85

V

0.6

aqua

LF80

V

4.4

olive green base

bottle;?wine

LE80

DV

0.2

1.5

13.5x10.3

colourless body
(?crystal)

?drinking glass 18-20th

LD100 W

0.1

1.2

12.1x10.2

pale green

AD130 W

0.2

1.6

13.1x12.5

pale green

AH55

V

1.2

colourless body
(slight
straw tint)

bottle

AA110 V

0.8

colourless body

bottle
or 19-20th
drinking glass

AA110 W

0.3

very pale
blue / aqua

W

black
body
amber
colourless
(blue tint)

bottle

drinking glass 20th
or light bulb

body

?bottle

M

all

in

one

very thin curved fragment possibly from light bulb or thin
walled drinking vessel

19-20th

single direction striations to one surface;?early float
glass?;three fragments

M19M20th
L18-19th

mould blown bottle
condition indicates surfaces flaked off due to
exposure;excavation damage;high kick on quite narrow
cylindrical ?wine bottle;mouth blown

abraded
surfaces

17-18th

Sl Irr

17-18th

Edges showing delamination;surfaces slightly pitted

19-20th

moulded square or rectangular bottle

19th

moulded bottle or drinking vessel
Frosted int and ext surfaces probably deliberate;most likely
19th century
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LG90

V

1

colourless

18-20th

very small fragment

0.1
1.1

colourless
(straw tint)

bottle

L19-20th

AC135 V

4.1

colourless

bottle / jar

20th

mould made bottle or jar;moulded horizontal band either
near top or bottom of vessel

AC135 ?DV 1.4

colourless

?

20th

Possibly slightly burnt;L shaped piece possibly facet cut /
moulded beaker/ashtray/comporte etc but too small to ID

0.1

AG120 ?DV 0.1

1.6

9.2x9.7

1

colourless

mould blown bottle ext dec of ?circular border with "…CO"

AF160 V

W

8.6x5.7

L19-20th

LA140 DV

LE75

1.2

bottle; ?milk

pale green

Pale
blueish
green

?17-18th

body

pitted surface and apparent delamination apparent at edges
but decayed surface apparently lost presumably due to
exposure on the surface;elongate bubble in metal;probably
muff
post med - ?hand formed;elongate bubbles going up vessel;curved
modern
body difficult to assign to form but perhaps 17 - 19th century
phial but potentially may be earlier

?

AA160 V

22.7

colourless body
(green tint)

bottle / jar

20th

?milk bottle;?ABM made;?suction scar on one side;?early
20th

AA160 ?V

0.6

1.8

white
body
opaque
layered
with
colourless
on interior
colourless body

?

19-20th

thin walled vessel form uncertain;may be vessel or may be
eg lamp part etc

AA160 DV

1.8

1.1

AB135 W

0.5

1.7

15.7x18

Pale green
/ blue

pitted
surface

17-18th

Several linear bubbles probably muff;one edge appears
damaged but is probably not grozing

AG110 W

0.1

1.1

6x7.8

pale green

pitted
surface

17-18th

Line on surface may be remains of a mis-scored diamond
cut but is possibly just damage

AB110 V

0.4

aqua

shoulder

bottle;?sauce

AB120 V

1.1

aqua

body

Bottle / inkwell L19-20th

Stemmed
20th
drinking glass

Rim moulded slightly unevenly and is virtually straight sided
from rim down;Just over 6cm diameter;looks more machine
blown than hand formed;probably post 1903 (tabernacle
construction date)

L19-20th

rounded shoulder of bottle ?sauce etc;many bubbles
mould blown hexagonal or octagonal bottle or ink bottle etc
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Appendix Seven: Stone Archive
PitNo

MWcount

MWweight

MRcount

LA095

2

58

LA100

4

11

LA105

3

77

LA110

11

47

LA115

6

87

LA120

5

51

LA125

3

7

LA130

2

7

MRweight

Notes

LA135
LA140

1

1

LA145

2

26

LA150

2

29

LA155

2

11

AA115

4

47

AA120

5

59

AA125

3

16

AA130

4

25

AA135

4

13

AA140

4

69

AA145

1

124

AA150

2

150

AA155

1

50

AA160

2

1685

AB090

6

29

AB095

5

30

AB100

3

22

AB105

4

42

AB115

1

22

AB120

2

12

1

26

AB140

3

107

AB145

2

9

AB150

3

7

AB155

6

26

LB080

1

28

LB085

2

44

LB090

6

22

LB095

4

29

LB100

1

104

AA110

AB110

AB125
AB130
AB135

LB105
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LB110

9

43

LB115

3

5

LB120

1

14

LB125

4

76

LB130
LB135
LB140

1

8

LB145

9

24

LB150

10

53

AC075
AC080

1

12

AC085

2

29

AC095

1

2

AC100

1

16

AC105

4

16

AC110

1

29

1

11

1

5

3

82

AC090

AC115
AC120
AC125

1

9

AC130

1

79

AC135

1

39

3

11

AC140
AC145
AC150

8

154

AC155

13

4000

AC160

16

654

LC070

1

64

LC075

3

25

LC080

2

15

LC085

3

37

LC090

2

9

LC100

1

34

LC105

2

16

LC110

1

50

LC115

4

166

LC125

6

20

LC130

3

37

LC140

4

22

LC145

4

16

LC150

3

9

LC155

29

288

LC160

57

1079

LC165

31

529

3

244

LC095

LC120
?Mostly burnt or possible MR

LC135

10

700

AD065
AD070
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AD075

2

8

4

99

AD110

6

72

AD115

4

19

AD120

1

11

AD125

6

34

AD130

5

83

AD135

6

401

AD140

8

872

AD145

2

42

AD150

4

14

AD080
AD085
AD090
AD095
AD100
AD105

AD155

8

27

AD160

24

784

AD165

18

287

AD170

25

344

AD180

37

364

LD065

3

6

LD070

7

31

LD075

1

3

LD080

5

98

LD085

1

4

2

384

LD115

1

16

LD120

1

1

LD125

5

20

LD130

8

79

LD135

4

67

LD140

0

LD145

6

390

LD150

6

117

LD155

16

118

LD160

11

1247

Most of weight due to one piece of 917g

LD165

23

1074

Most of weight due to one piece of 979g

LD170

66

321

AE060

1

14

AE065

1

1

AE070

1

1

4

46
?burnt or MR

LD090
LD095
LD100

?one possible flagstone frag

LD105
LD110

inc poss MR or burnt

AE075
AE080
AE085
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AE090
AE095

3

46

AE100

3

9

AE105

1

6

1

48

AE110
AE115
AE120
AE125
AE130

5

59

AE135

13

700

AE145

16

250

AE150

14

127

AE155

10

144

AE160

38

560

AE165

96

2860

AE170

49

1228

AE180

93

1161

AE190

252

2054

LE060

1

1

LE110

1

3

LE115

1

2

LE120

2

12

AE140

probably Linby

LE065
LE070
LE075
LE080
LE085
LE090
LE095
LE100
LE105

LE125

8

57

LE130

16

232

LE135

31

514

Includes a few frags ?burnt Linby

LE140

25

266

Includes a few frags ?burnt Linby

LE145

24

671

LE150

62

980

LE155

54

493

LE160

124

1735

LE165

83

1399

LE170

147

2694

LE175

219

2980

AF055

2

63

few worked Linby

AF060
AF065
AF070
AF075
AF080
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AF085

1

356

AF100

2

119

AF105

1

29

AF110

2

603

AF120

4

18

AF125

5

87

AF135

40

1543

AF140

54

455

AF090
AF095

AF115

AF130

AF145

24

342

AF150

223

1878

AF155

60

724

AF160

56

2253

AF165

295

4108

AF170

269

4580

AF180

700

4361

AF190

242

2063

AF200

241

2400

LF055

7

57

2

880

4

26

LF110

1

3

LF115

1

3

4

39

LF060
LF065
LF070
LF075
LF080
LF085
LF090
LF095
LF100
LF105

LF120

2

7

LF125

33

223

LF130

16

570

LF135

48

1657

LF140

49

1383

LF145

116

1348

LF150

335

3907

LF155

109

1168

LF165

177

2160

LF170

546

4438

2

37

Piece of Linby ?ashlar retained

Mostly Linby

LF160

?Not dug?

Included faced fragments

AG050
AG055
AG060
AG065
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AG070

1

1022

AG075

1

36

1

1

AG095

2

107

AG100

2

10

AG105

5

50

AG080
AG085
AG090

AG110
AG115
AG120

12

76

AG125

45

823

AG130

42

1400

AG135

37

900

AG140

92

1217

AG145

194

3065

AG150

822

4956

AG155

1291

9999

AG160

273

3778

AG165

683

4274

AG170

350

4096

AG180

269

3093

AG190

132

2996

AG200

454

3595

AG210

308

2971

LG050

1

1

LG065

1

44

LG070

1

7

1

11

1

1

2

12

Frag MW has solidified lead dribble

one burnt several possibly faced

LG055
LG060

1

2

LG075
LG080
LG085
LG090
LG095
LG100
LG105
LG110
LG115

1

1

LG120

75

1184

LG125

139

813

LG130

50

1475

LG135

42

481

LG140

91

994

LG145

640

3500

includes at least one burnt

LG150

1352

9139

Some retaining mortar

LG155

1010

8596

Includes faced fragments

LG160

No data

LG165

No data
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LG170

988

4999

AH055

2

17

AH060

1

3

1

1

2

1

AH050

AH065
AH070
AH075
AH080
AH085
AH090
AH095
AH100
AH105
AH110
AH115

5

36

AH120

70

880

AH125

39

687

AH130

69

1140

1

16

AH135

43

549

AH140

136

2737

AH145

822

8382

One frag burnt, several faced Linby inc corners

6543

no count

AH150
AH155

1256

9480

AH160

780

7103

AH165

998

6328

AH170

370

7102

Inc poss burnt

AH180

811

7350

one faced frag

AH190

227

3214

includes one roof slate MW

AH200

188

2489

LH050

1

22

LH055

1

8

LH075

1

22

LH080

2

65

LH085

2

133

LH090

3

19

Very abraded

LH095

2

15

Linby

3

13

Burnt

LH060
LH065
LH070

Linby burnt on one side

LH100
LH105
LH110
LH115

1

5

LH120

10

48

LH125

18

579

LH130

56

685

LH135

119

953

LH140

497

4589

3 frags worked

LH145

667

3688

1 frag worked
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LH150

751

5720

AI065

1

42

AI070

0

0

1

36

1

13

Some burnt

AI050
AI055
AI060

AI075
AI080
AI085
AI090
AI095
AI100
AI105

2

4

AI110

3

46

AI115

1

2

AI120

21

796

AI125

43

429

AI130

47

950

AI135

312

2384

AI140

586

3875

AI145

329

3378

LI070

1

556

LI075

1

2

LI100

3

31

LI105

1

998

LI110

3

175

LI115

2

19

LI120

6

39

LI125

143

1057

LI130

115

1518

LI135

291

1406

LI050
LI055
LI060
LI065

Linby

LI080
LI085

Inc faced

LI140
LI145

1192
Total num:
26232

6797

7 faced pieces

Total weight: Total num:
268617

Total weight:

25

901
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Appendix Eight: Pot Boiler Archive
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Test
No

Pit
PotBoilerNum PotBoilerWeight Easting

LA095

1

5

LA100
LA105

364744
364748.7

460241.5

364752.6

460243.8

364757

LA115

460246.3

364761.3

LA120

460248.6

364765.8

460251

364770.1

LA130

460253.4

364774.5

LA135

460255.8

364779

LA140

460258.2

364783.3

LA145

460260.4

364787.8

LA150

460263

364792.1

LA155

1

22

460236.5
460239.7

LA110

LA125

1

Northing

2

23

110

AA110
AA115
AA120

1

25

AA130

1

11

AA135

2

34

AA125

AA140
AA145

460265.4

364796.4

460239.4

364759.4

460241.7

364763.6

460244.2

364768.2

460246.6

364772.5

460248.9

364776.9

460251.4

364781.3

460253.9

364785.8

460256.2

364790

460258.6

364794.4

AA155

460260.9

364798.8

AA160

460263.4

364803.1

AB090

460238.5

364736.9

AB095

460241.1

364741.4

AA150

AB100

1

2

187

240

AB105

460243.7

364746.1

460245.9

364750.2

AB110

1

27

460248.2

364754.5

AB115

2

81

460250.7

364759.1

AB120

460253

364763.4

AB125

460255.4

364767.7

AB130

460257.8

364772

AB135

460260.2

364776.5

460262.5

364780.9

460265

364785.2

AB150

460267.4

364789.8

AB155

460269.7

364794

460238.3

364725.9

460240.6

364730.3

AB140
AB145

3

11

LB080
LB085

2

351

460243.1

364734.7

LB095

1

12

460245.5

364739.1

LB100

1

23

460248.2

364743.6

LB105

1

39

460250.3

364747.7

LB110

460252.6

364752.2

LB115

460255

364756.6

LB090

LB120
LB125

1

24

460257.4

364761

460259.8

364765.4
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LB130

460262.1

364769.8

LB135

3

73

460264.4

364774.2

LB140

460266.8

364778.7

LB145

460269.2

364783.1

LB150

460271.7

364787.4

AC075

460240.2

364719.1

AC080

1

43

460242.6

364723.5

AC085

1

11

460245.1

364728

AC090

460247.5

364732.2

AC095

460249.9

364737.1

AC100

460252.8

364741.3

AC105

460254.5

364745.3

AC110

1

48

AC115
AC120

1

70

AC125
AC130

460257

364749.8

460259.5

364754.1

460261.8

364758.6

460264.2

364763

460266.6

364767.4

AC135

2

205

460268.9

364771.7

AC140

4

131

460271.3

364776.2

AC145

1

278

460273.8

364780.5

AC150

6

125

460276.4

364784.8

AC155

2

222

460278.7

364789.2

AC160

1

30

LC070

1

23

460242

364712.4

460244.5

364716.8

2

213

460246.9

364721

LC085

460249.3

364725.5

LC090

460251.8

364730

LC095

460254.2

364734.4

LC100

460257.3

364739.2

LC075
LC080

LC105

460259

364743.1

460261.4

364747.5

LC115

460263.8

364751.8

LC120

460266.2

364756.3

LC125

460268.6

364760.7

LC130

460271

364765

460273.5

364769.4

460275.9

364773.7

LC110

3

92

LC135
LC140

2

70

460278.2

364778.1

LC150

1

116

460280.7

364782.4

LC155

2

22

460283.1

364786.8

4

60
460244.3

364705.6

LC145

LC160
LC165
AD065
AD070

1

37

460246.7

364710

AD075

2

242

460249.1

364714.3

460251.5

364718.6

4

105

460253.9

364723.1

460256.3

364727.5

AD080
AD085
AD090
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AD095

1

396

AD100
AD105

460258.7

364731.9

460261.8

364736.7

460263.5

364740.6

AD110

3

177

460265.8

364745

AD115

4

19

460268.3

364749.4

AD120

2

6

460270.6

364753.8

460273

364758.2

AD130

3

44

460275.3

364762.5

AD135

1

11

460277.8

364767.1

AD140

1

39

460280.1

364771.4

460282.6

364775.8

AD150

2

32

460284.9

364780.2

AD155

3

96

460287.4

364784.4

AD160

1

21

460289.8

364788.9

AD165

1

54

AD125

AD145

AD170

460292.2

364793.2

460294.4

364797.7

AD180

1

7

LD065

1

205

460248.7

364703.1

LD070

1

53

460251.1

364707.6

LD075

1

171

460253.6

364711.8

LD080

1

59

460256

364716.3

LD085

2

32

460258.4

364720.7

LD090

2

737

460260.7

364725

LD095

1

54

460263.1

364729.4

LD100

2

298

LD105

460265.9

364733.9

460267.9

364738.2

LD110

4

407

460270.3

364742.6

LD115

1

43

460272.7

364747

460275.1

364751.4

LD125

1

83

460277.5

364755.8

LD130

2

97

LD120

460279.8

364760.1

LD135

460282.2

364764.6

LD140

460284.5

364768.9

LD145

460287

364773.3

LD150

460289.4

364777.6

LD155

460291.8

364782.1

460294.1

364786.5

460296.5

364790.9

460298.9

364795.2

460250.5

364696.4

LD160
LD165

3

119

1

37

460252.8

364700.7

AE070

3

67

460255.3

364705.1

AE075

2

548

460257.7

364709.6

AE080

1

51

460260.2

364713.9

460262.6

364718.3

1

246

460265

364722.6

460267.4

364727.1

4

49

460270.3

364732

460272.3

364735.8

LD170
AE060
AE065

AE085
AE090
AE095
AE100
AE105
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AE110

1

24

AE115
AE120

1

36

460274.7

364740.2

460277.1

364744.6

460279.5

364748.9

460281.8

364753.3

460284.2

364757.7

460286.6

364762

AE140

460289

364766.5

AE145

460291.3

364770.9

AE125
AE130
AE135

AE150

2

1

85

115

AE155

460293.7

364775.3

460296.1

364779.7

AE160

3

89

460298.6

364784.2

AE165

1

11

460301

364788.4

AE170

460303.4

364792.8

AE180

460308.2

364801.7

AE190

460312.9

364810.3

16

460254.8

364694

4

43

460257.4

364698.4

6

321

460259.8

364702.8

2

89

460262.2

364707.1

3

317

460264.6

364711.5

LE085

6

313

460267.1

364715.9

LE090

6

270

460269.5

364720.2

LE095

6

79

460271.9

364724.7

LE100

2

26

460274.3

364728.7

LE105

1

13

460276.7

364733.4

LE110

2

193

460279.1

364737.8

LE115

4

167

460281.4

364742.2

LE120

1

36

460283.9

364746.6

LE125

2

72

460286.2

364751

LE130

2

94

460288.7

364755.4

LE135

2

20

460291.1

364759.8

LE140

4

139

460293.4

364764.2

LE145

4

539

460295.8

364768.6

LE150

3

147

460298.1

364773

LE155

3

205

460300.6

364777.3

460302.9

364781.7

LE060

1

LE065
LE070
LE075
LE080

LE160
LE165

1

59

LE170
LE175

2

307

AF055

460305.4

364786

460307.8

364790.4

460310.2

364794.8

460257.1

364687.1

AF060

6

416

460259.5

364691.5

AF065

3

134

460261.9

364695.8

460264.3

364700.2

AF075

3

149

460266.7

364704.7

AF080

3

345

AF070

460269.1

364709

AF085

460271.4

364713.5

AF090

460273.9

364717.8

AF095

460276.3

364722.2

460279.1

364727.1

AF100

1

139
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AF105

460281.1

364731

AF110

460283.4

364735.4

AF115

460285.8

364739.8

AF120

1

45

460288.3

364744.3

AF125

4

306

460290.6

364748.6

460293

364753

AF130
AF135

460295.3

364757.4

AF140

2

171

460297.7

364761.8

AF145

2

27

460300.1

364766.2

AF150

2

13

460302.5

364770.5

460304.9

364774.8

3

209

460307.3

364779.3

460309.7

364783.7

1

11

460312.1

364788.2

460316.8

364797

1

218

460321.6

364805.7

AF155
AF160
AF165
AF170
AF180
AF190
AF200

1

28

460326.3

364814.5

LF055

1

131

460261.5

364684.7

LF060

5

387

460263.8

364689.1

LF065

1

12

460266.3

364693.4

LF070

4

526

460268.7

364697.8

LF075

2

178

460271.2

364702.2

LF080

5

71

460273.5

364706.6

LF085

3

209

460275.9

364711

460278.2

364715.4

LF095

2

22

460280.7

364719.8

LF100

1

22

460283.3

364724.6

LF105

4

77

460285.4

364728.6

LF110

2

84

460287.8

364733

LF115

3

191

460290.2

364737.4

460292.6

364741.8

LF125

1

17

460295.1

364746.1

LF130

1

38

LF090

LF120

LF135

460297.4

364750.5

460299.8

364754.9

LF140

2

455

460302.2

364759.4

LF145

5

205

460304.6

364763.8

LF150

1

152

LF155
LF160
LF165

460307

364768.1

460309.4

364772.5

460311.7

364776.9

460314.1

364781.2

460316.5

364785.6

460263.6

364677.9

1

28

AG050

1

29

AG055

3

236

460266

364682.3

AG060

4

557

460268.5

364686.7

AG070

3

107

AG075

2

155

LF170

AG065

AG080
AG085

2

27

460270.8

364691

460273.2

364695.5

460275.6

364699.8

460277.9

364704.2

460280.4

364708.6
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AG090

2

57

460282.7

364713.1

AG095

1

28

460285.2

364717.5

AG100

3

40

460287.7

364722.3

AG105

5

194

460289.9

364726.3

AG110

9

152

460292.3

364730.7

AG115

1

85

460294.6

364735.1

AG120

2

131

460297

364739.6

AG125

1

8

460299.4

364743.9

AG130

2

47

460301.8

364748.3

AG135

1

223

460304.2

364752.7

AG140

1

9

460306.6

364757

AG145

3

60

460308.9

364761.4

AG150

460311.4

364765.8

AG155

460313.7

364770.1

AG160

460316.1

364774.6

AG165

1

17

460318.5

364778.9

AG170

460320.9

364783.3

AG180

460325.6

364792.1

AG190

460330.4

364800.8

AG200

460335.2

364809.7

AG210

2

114

460340

364818.4

LG050

4

86

460268.2

364675.4

LG055

5

362

460270.5

364679.9

LG060

3

108

460272.8

364684.3

LG065

2

50

LG070
LG075

460275.3

364688.5

460277.6

364693.1

460279.9

364697.5

LG080

6

169

460282.3

364701.8

LG085

4

279

460284.7

364706.2

LG090

2

37

460287.1

364710.7

LG095

460289.4

364715

LG100

460292.1

364720.1

LG105

1

103

460294.3

364723.8

LG110

2

190

460296.6

364728.3

LG115

1

96

460299

364732.7

LG120

1

46

460301.5

364737

LG125

1

24

LG130

460303.8

364741.4

460306.2

364745.8

LG135

3

178

460308.5

364750.2

LG140

2

39

460310.9

364754.6

LG145

460313.3

364759

LG150

460315.7

364763.4

LG155

460318.1

364767.8

LG160

460320.4

364772.1

LG165

460322.9

364776.5

LG170

460325.2

364780.8

AH050

2

87

AH055
AH060

2

58

460272.2

364673.2

460274.6

364677.6

460277

364682
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AH065

460279.4

364686.4

AH070

3

118

460281.8

364690.8

AH075

460284.2

364695.1

AH080

460286.6

364699.5

AH085

460288.9

364704

AH090

4

418

460291.4

364708.3

AH095

6

166

460293.8

364712.7

AH100

1

237

460296.3

364717.6

AH105

2

171

460298.6

364721.3

AH110

3

121

460301

364725.8

AH115

1

57

460303.5

364730.2

AH120

2

71

460305.9

364734.7

AH125

3

226

460308.2

364739

AH130

1

191

460310.6

364743.4

AH135

460313

364747.9

AH140

460315.4

364752.3

460317.8

364756.6

460320.2

364761.1

AH155

460322.6

364765.4

AH160

460324.9

364769.7

AH165

460327.3

364774.2

AH170

460329.7

364778.6

AH180

460334.5

364787.3

AH190

460339.3

364796.1

AH145
AH150

AH200

1

1

30

19

LH050
LH055
LH060

5

159

LH065

3

344

LH070
LH075

460344

364804.7

460276.7

364670.8

460279.1

364675.1

460281.5

364679.5

460283.9

364683.8

460286.3

364688.3

460288.6

364692.7

LH080

2

62

460291.1

364697

LH085

2

108

460293.4

364701.5

LH090

3

195

460295.8

364705.8

LH095

5

431

460298.2

364710.2

460300.8

364715

LH100
LH105

1

10

460302.9

364719

LH110

4

145

460305.4

364723.4

LH115

1

90

460307.8

364727.8

LH120

1

35

460310.2

364732.2

LH125

2

220

LH130

460312.6

364736.6

460314.9

364741

LH135

1

98

460317.3

364745.4

LH140

4

37

460319.7

364749.8

LH145

460322

364754.1

LH150

460324.4

364758.5

AI050

1

39

460281.2

364668.3

AI055

8

254

460283.5

364672.7

460285.9

364677.1

AI060
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AI065

460288.3

364681.5

AI070

2

99

460290.7

364685.9

AI075

2

183

460293.1

364690.3

AI080

1

5

460295.4

364694.7

460297.7

364699.1

AI090

3

96

460300.1

364703.5

AI095

5

326

460302.6

364707.8

460305

364712.3

AI085

AI100
AI105

3

37

460307.3

364716.6

AI110

2

90

460309.7

364721.1

AI115

1

3

AI120

460312.1

364725.5

460314.5

364729.8

AI125

1

90

460316.9

364734.2

AI130

1

70

460319.2

364738.6

AI135

4

71

460321.6

364743

AI140

1

36

460324

364747.3

460326.4

364751.8

LI050

2

14

460285.3

364666.1

LI055

1

13

460287.7

364670.4

LI060

3

212

460290.1

364674.8

LI065

3

993

460292.5

364679.2

LI070

1

29

460294.9

364683.5

LI075

2

77

AI145

LI080
LI085

2

9

LI100
LI105

1

138

460297.3

364687.9

460299.8

364692.2

460302.2

364696.7

460309.1

364709.9

460311.5

364714.2

LI110

460314.2

364718.7

LI115

460316.4

364723

LI120

460318.8

364727.4

LI125

1

6

460321.3

364731.7

LI130

1

135

460323.7

364736.1

LI135

1

78

LI140
LI145

1

88

460326.1

364740.6

460328.4

364744.9

460330.8

364749.3

Total number: Total weight:
485
27678
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Appendix Nine: Clay Tobacco Pipe Archive
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Mercian Archaeological Services CIC. Clay Tobacco Pipe Recording Sheet.
Site Code: DKJP

Recorded By: David Budge; bowl identification and dating by Peter Hammond (denoted by PH in 'additional' column)

Part:

Bowls:

Maker's
Marks:

1

?L

1

1

15.9 2

?18

LA105

1

Soft;Comm Mica;comm FQ 1
<0.05mm;mod SR white
soft CP <0.4mm

1

29

17th - m18 Abraded;thick stem;prob17th

LA110

1

As above mica + Q;no CP 1

1

28.4 2.3

17 - M18th Abraded

LA110

1

Hard;White;Sparse SA CP 1
<0.2mm

1

21.9 2.8 Y

17 - M18th Trimmed and partially burnished stem
(one side well burnished)

L

1

1

Mod SA CP <0.6mm

1

1

LA150

1

AA115

1

2.6

0

?B

21.8 2.4

?MP;Vstraight
end;abraded

break

at

Additonal

LA095

Draw?

Comments:

Date:

Decoration:

Method:

Type:

Position:

Form:

Rim finish:

Milling:

X

Tip Finish

Tip Type:

Burnish:

Stem Bore (mm):

Stem Length (mm)

Maximum No:

Number of frags:

Fabric:

Stem

Mouthpiece

Bowl

Test Pit:

Mouthpieces:

narrowest

?18-19th

PJH 18-19th;DJB thought 17th

?18th

White fabric but CP suggest not late?
Seams prob trimmed / smoothed

Y

PH

AA125

1

Micaceous;sparse SR Q 1
<0.125mm

1

Y

?

17th

Milling poorly applied; more a line but
squarish roller stamps present

PH

AA145

1

L

1

1

?

?

17th

Thick walled frag

PH

1

1

28.7 2.0

M18 - 19th Heart shaped bore one end;finishing wire
not perfectly inserted and did not follow
bore wire hole precisely

Q1

1

29.1 3.1

17th
(?E18th)

1

1

36.3 2.2

17 - M 18 Abraded;bore increases down length

AA145

1

I

AA150

1

L;Brown;sparse
<0.125mm

AA160

1

Mic;Offwhite

SA

Thick stem;abraded
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LB085

1

Soft:abun
Q1
<0.02mm;Comm SA mod
sort CP <0.4mm

1

25.6 2.5

17 - M18th Abraded;burnt

LB095

1

Soft Abun Q <0.02mm;off 1
white

1

25.2 2.2

17 - M18th Abraded;swelling towards bowl / heel

Soft micaceous comm 1
SRQc.0.1mm;Mod SR soft
CP <0.25mm

1

Soft
o/w;?abun 1
FQ<0.01mm???

1

hard whitish;mod mod sort 1
Q SA 0.05 - 0.1mm

1

LB105

1

LB110
LB115

1
1

2.5 ?

Y

B

1640-50

38.0 3.0

Abraded;Faint
square
RS
milling Y
probably originally 360 as overlap
present;Plunger left distinct marks
internally probably most characteristic of
this apparatus;DRAW

17 - M18th Sl Abraded;oval stem;prob 17th rather
than 18th?
17th?

Heel;c 12.4mm;base crudely trimmed Y
with ?damaged knife with one narrow
and two broader parallel drag marks

LB115

1

Micaceous;Mod
<0.3mm

CP 1

1

14.3 2.4

17th
M18th

LB120

1

1
Hard;micaceous;mod
ReddishBrFe0.07CP
0.75mm;Mod
SR
<0.15mm poorly sorted

1

14.9 2.3 Y

17 - M18th If
not
burnished
at
least
trimmed/smoothed;Fe inc breaks through
wall into bore

AB090

1

Hard micaceous OW

1

1

19.5 2.4 y

17 - M18th Oval stem

AB095

1

Hard;comm Psort A-SR CP 1
0.025m - 0.5mm;sparse R
Fe <0.025mm

1

38.2 2.4 y

17 - M18th Burnish quite nice

AB105

1

Platy CP <0.4mm;abun Q 1
incl ?platy mostly 0.025mm
but platy to 0.1mm on max
axis;sparse red Fe stained
void to 0.1mm

1

26.9 2.3 y?

17 - M18th Fab sim to LB85 but has Fe, Q different
and CP different.

AB130

1

OW micaceous ?VF Q??

1

34.0 2.9 ?Y

17 - M18th Sl Abraded;enough to make ID of
burnish unclear

SA

1

- Sl Abraded;Somewhat shattered
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PH

LC075

1

OW micaceous com SA 1
mod sort cp <0.3mm mod
poor
sort
Fe
to
0.3mm;?abun v fine Q?

1

18.0 2.5

17 - M18th V abraded

LC080

1

soft OW sl micaceous mod 1
CP <0.35mm sparse VF Q

1

28.8 2.3

17 - M18th abraded

LC095

1

soft OW micaceous / fine 1
Q;?sparse CP

1

31.8 2.5

17 - M18th abraded

LC110

1

mod SA Q <0.15mm;com 1
SA CP poor sort to
c0.25mm;?micaceous
or
VF Q sparkling at surface

1

22.0 2.9 ?Y

17 - M18th Sl abraded

com SR q mod sort 1
<0.1mm;abun CP 0.4mm

1

37.1 2.7

LC115

1

?

?

?

M17th

abraded;small oval heel 9.8x10.9mm cut Y
at angle to plane of stem;part of mould
seam left immediately behind this!

LC115

1

Soft OW soapy fab with 1
nothing but com ?Mica

1

29.7 2.9

17 - M18th V Abraded;Strange fabric

LC120

1

OW micaceous;com Q 1
<0.03mm;mod CP <0.4mm

1

21.8 2.5

?17
M18th

LC120

1

I

1

1

15.2 2.0 N

18 - 19th

?I (micaceous / vfQ

1

1

N

Q1

1

16.8 2.8 ?

coarse;Com
SA
CP 1
<0.35mm;mod SA red Fe
or clay poorly sorted 0.025
- 0.75mm and some
slightly red streaks in the
clay;micaceous (or V fine
Q?too small to see)

1

26.9 2.4

LC140

AC080
AC105

1

1

Soft
comm
<0.05mm
1

fine

?

C

N

?C

0

Moulded leaf E-M19th
stem;other
moulded dec
to side but too
fragmentary to
discern

- Sl abraded;?dating in 18th?

Small fragment of seam;internally burnt

17 - M18th Tip cut with two knife cuts
17 - M18th abraded
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?Y PH

AC110

1

?micaceous or VF Q 6
<0.025mm;mod - com SA
black grains 0.025 0.45mm

1

36.0 2.5 N

17 - M18th Unusual fabric;must be local;smashed by
excavator so measurement of length +/5mm

AC130

1

Mod Q to 0.025mm;Mod 1
SR black grit poorly sorted
0.025 - 0.35mm

1

14.2 2.8 N

17 - M18th Sim black grits in fab as AC110;end
damaged but was probably mouthpiece
(cut)

Comm
F
Q
to 1
0.025mm;mod SA red Fe
to 0.2mm
Comm F Q <0.025mm Mod 1
SR CP <0.5mm;Mod black
Angular
?Fe
ore?
<0.37mm

1

N

Hard yellow;comm FQ 0.02 1
- 0.07mm;sparse SR Q to
0.2mm;com red Fe 0.02 0.15mm R -SA

1

AC135

1

AC160

LD070

1

1

1

Y

B

17th

21.9 2.2

Burnt therefore
determine;frag

fabric

difficult

17 - M18th abraded

N

Y

?B

17th

Milling a solid line;mould seam Y
apparently untrimmed and even some
excess clay at top;insufficient rim
surviving to tell finishing;fab similar to
(though perhaps sl cleaner) STMO
etc;perhaps a Derbyshire pipe?

LD100

1

I

1

1

30.0 1.8

M18 - 19th

LD105

1

Comm SR CP 0.05 - 1
0.5mm;sparse SA Q to
0.15mm;comm VF Q or
Mica <0.025mm

1

16.3 2.8 N

17 - M18th fresh break to end

LD110

1

L;mod
Fe
to 1
c.0.1mm;nothing
else
visible
but
almost
crystalline texture implying
something
else
present;perhaps
platy
CP???

1

21.4 2.5

17 - M18th Perhaps more towards the 18th?

LD110

1

Com
fine
0.05mm;mod
c.0.1mm

1

18.4 2.7

17 - M18th

Q
red

to 1
Fe

to ?Y PH

LD130

1

1

17th

LD130

1

1

17th?
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PH

LD130

1

LD135

1

Comm FQ pSort SR to 1
0.05mm;Mod red Fe .025 0.15;Mod - com SR - SA
CP to 0.15mm

1

22.1 3.0

17 - M18th Perhaps more to 17th?

LD145

1

1

1

18.6 2.9

17 - M18th Perhaps more to 17th?

Mod SA (larger) - SR 1
(smaller) CP ModSort 0.10.35mm;sparse
FQ
to
0.05mm;?mica plates at
surface
Abun
mica
to 1
0.1mm;Comm SA - SR CP
0.1
0.25mm;comm
streaks of Fe rich clay
giving almost marbled
appearance

1

Micaceous;com SA - SR 1
CP 0.1 - 0.55mm;Com VF
Q <0.025mm;Mod R red
Fe c.0.025mm

1

I;Mod SA Q to 0.05mm

1

1

AD110

1

AD110

1

AD150

AD155

1

1

1

17 - M18th

Partial B

17th

1

Unusual bottering;very severe profile and Y
leaving
a
strong
step
under
bottering;milling partial and appears to
be line rather than RS.

17th

21.7 3.3

PH

17 - M18th Abraded;perhaps more 17th

moulded
vertical ribs

E-M19th

PH

AD170

1

I;sparse Q <0.02mm

1

1

31.0 1.9

M18 - 19th

LE070

1

Com SR CP 0.05 - 1
0.15mm;Sparse/mod SA Q
0.025-0.1mm;mod R Fe
c.0.05mm

1

20.9 1.8 Y?

18th?

LE095

1

com FQ <0.025mm;Mod 1
red R Fe to 0.05mm

1

17.5 2.5

17 - M18th

LE095

1

Mod
Com
FQ 2
<0.025mm;mod SA red Fe
most 0.1 - 0.15mm

1

13.0 2.7

17 - M18th Fresh breaks with joining frags
missing;length +/-5mm;originally may
have been longer

1

1

2.5

LE115

1

17th

Probable burnish + local fab perhaps
suggests early despite narrow bore;?1st
1/2 18th?

Heel only;12.2X11.7mm
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?

PH

LE140

1

?Mod FQ<0.025mm occ to 1
SA 0.1mm;U/ID SA grey
rock / CP to 0.25mm

1

AE075

1

1

1

AE095

1

1

1

Y

?

Y

?M17
L17

/ Square RS

18th

int spalled

?

L17 / E 18 Heel has chaff impression;11.4x9.9mm Y
heel

AE110

1

Micaceous;com
SA
Q1
pSort <0.025 - 0.1mm;red
SR
Fe
0.025
0.25mm;?Sparse SR CP
c.0.15mm

1

31.9 2.9 ?Y

AE165

1

1

1

23.8 2.5

LF080

1

Soft;micaceous or VF Q 1
<0.025mm

1

26.4 1.8 ?Y

?18th

LF090

1

Comm
FQ
0.025
-1
0.1mm;mod / com SR - SA
CP
mod
sort
0.250.6mm;mod red Fe R
c.0.025mm; sparse red Fe
platy c.0.2mm

1

16.4 2.8

17 - M18th abraded

LF105

1

Micaceous;mod FQ <0.025 1
- 0.1mm;mod CP to
0.1mm;mod yellow/red Fe
<0.1mm

1

18.9 2.4 Y

?l17 - 18

Slight burnish in addition to mould seam
trimming

Micaceous;mod SR Q 0.1 - 1
0.15mm;SparseSA
CP
c.0.25mm

1

17th

Overlap of milling
degrees;square RS

possible burnish;see AF55 for stem frag
(at heel) of V sim fabric and surface
treatment

LF110

1

17 - M18th hard to tell if just well preserved or
burnished

Y

B

Sl abraded;either
burnished

well

trimmed

suggests

or

360 Y

LF115

1

Micaceous;oval CP or 1
?Shell 2.1mm;sparse SA
CP 0.25mm;mod VFQ
<0.025mm;mod red Fe
<0.025mm

1

22.9 2.7 ?Y

18th?

LF125

1

Offwhite;?sparse
FQ;sparse CP c.0.25mm

1

10.6

17 - M18th half a stem;could not measure bore;sim
fab to LF115 but clay darker (ie more
Fe);Therefore assigned early date (but is
perhaps 18th more than anything)

1
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PH

Check inc

AF055

1

Abun R Q <0.05mm;sparse 1
SR CP c.0.3mm;sparse
red A Fe c.0.05mm

1

M / L17?

Chunky bowl frag;no rim no base

AF055

1

Apparently same fab as 1
LF115 inc 2.5mm ?CP /
kendal mintcake

1

26.7 2.8 Y

17 - M18th Stem at heel;seems to be burnished (has
parallel striations on stem despite lacking
'polish');fabric incl giant off white pellets
(in surface) v sim

See LF115
same pipe
or
maker???

AF105

1

Offwhite ?sparse VF Q

1

1

25.1 2.5 ?Y

17 - M18th Ext partially spalled thus burnish not
totally certain but looks probable;V close
to mouthpiece but damage has removed

Check Fab

Abun VFQ <0.025 + some 1
mica;mod
CP
to
0.2mm;sparse A/Platy Fe
Red to 0.05mm

1

Abun
VFQ 1
c.0.025mm;mod/com SA Q
c.0.1 - 0.2mm;Sparse SA
CP to 0.2mm;mod/com
black ?Fe 0.025 - 0.2mm

1

22.8 2.6

AF110

AF110

1

1

17th

C

0

Mould seam untrimmed

17 - M18th Sl Abraded;mouthpiece similarly so

AF125

1

V
Abun
VFQ 1
<0.02mm;Sparse R Red
Fe to 0.01mm

1

12.7 3.0

17 - M18th abraded

AF135

1

Com VFQ <0.025;Mod SA 1
Q <0.15mm;Mod SR CP to
0.3mm

1

40.2 3.0 ?Y

17 - M18th Burnished or trimmed to edge (not just
seam) but too abraded for original
surface to survive

AF160

1

Com
SA
FQ 1
c.0.025mmMod platy - SR
red Fe PSort 0.025 0.4mm

1

20.5 2.2 ?Y

17 - M18th abraded but possible slight traces of
burnish

LG065

1

Mod SA Q 0.025 - 3
0.1mm;Mod SA CP c.0.1 0.2mm;Sparse
red
Fe
<0.1mm

1

21.0 2.0 Y

17 - M18th Both ends fresh breaks smashed by
excavator;length
thus
+/?5
10mm?;Prob 18thC

Local

1

34.2 2.9 Y

LG110

1

2

C

0

17 - M18th Burnt;could not id fabric;bore made after Y?
cutting the end leaving a lip;excavation
break but joins
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Check Fab

LG110

1

Abun
VF
Q1
<0.025mm;mod SA CP to
0.35mm;mod
uID
grey/black rock to 0.15mm
platy

1

23.9 2.5

17 - M18th stem close to heel

LG110

1

Com VF Q <0.025mm;mod 1
red Fe 0.025 - 0.1mm

1

17.8 2.5

17 - M18th Distinctly lenticular section

mod / com Red Fe to 1
0.15mm;mod/com SA CP
pSort to 0.4mm;mod VFQ
<0.025mm
(surface
perhaps suggests com abun but not obvious in
fresh break)

1

3.2

LG135

1

Y

B

c.1640

Milling discontinuous but probably Y
intended to be continuous;just due to
poorly applied roller stamp?

PH

LG145

1

Mod - Com Cp to 1
0.2mm;Mod
VFQ
<0.025mm;Mod - com red
Fe <0.1mm

1

34.6 3.0

17 - M18th Fab sim to LG135;Abraded

AG100

1

Com VFQ <0.025mm;Mod 1
SA CP <0.35mm

1

36.7 2.3

17 - M18th Sl Abr

AG105 1

Com pSort Q ?SA - SR 1
<0.025 - 0.1mm;Mod SR
CP to 0.3mm

1

Y

?

17th

Upper
bowl
frag
only;Square
RS;insufficient of rim left to tell more

PH

AG105 1

Mod VFQ to 0.025mm;mod 1
R red Fe to 0.03mm

1

N

B

17th

conical'
botter
with
AD110;small frag rim only

sim Y

PH

AG105 1

Com
Q
c.0.025- 1
0.05mm;mod red Fe to
0.3mm;Mod SA voids ?CP
to 0.65mm

1

17th

Oval
heel
cut
horizontal;13.3x10.5mm;abraded

off- Y

PH

AG105 1

Com SA Q 0.025 - 1
0.1mm;com SA CP 0.1 0.4mm

1

17th

Bowl frag only
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ledge

PH

AG105

1

Mod FQ <0.05mm occ to 1
0.1mm;Mod platy black Fe
to 0.15mm;Mod SA CP to
0.25mm

1

38.5 3.1

17 - M18th Prob 17th

AG150

1

Com SA Q 0.025-0.05mm 1
occ to 0.1mm;Mod/Com
SR - SA CP 0.10.5mm;Mod R-SR Red Fe
0.05 -0.4mm;

1

20.7 2.5

17 - M18th Prob 17th

AG155

1

1

1

17.3 2.3

LH055

1

L

1

1

16.5 2.8

17 - M18th

LH085

1

L

1

1

30.1 2.7

17 - M18th Excavation damage

LH105

1

I

1

1

12.9 2.0

18 - 19th

LH135

1

L

1

1

24.9 2.4

LH135

1

L

1

1

22.3 2.0

LH135

1

I

1

1

26.8 2.1

LH135

1

L

1

1

15.6 2.4

AE165

1

L

1

1

15.6 2.3

LI060

1

L

1

1

29.4 2.2

AE155

1

L

1

1

17.2 2.3

LD145

1

L

1

1

18.3 2.8

LD135

1

L

1

1

21.6 2.3

LH110

1

L

1

1

11.5 3.0

LI085
LE115

1
1

L

1

1

23.0 2.4

L

1

1

2.5

AI110

1

L

1

1

34.4 2.2

AI110

1

L

1

1

33.3 2.4

AG210

1

I

1

1

33.0 1.7

LI070

1

L

1

1

19.6 2.7

AI130

1

L

1

1

29.0 2.6

AI130

1

L

1

1

20.0 1.9

17th

Heel fragment
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PH

AI130

L

1

1

AI065

1

1

L

1

1

13.4 2.1

AI135

1

I

1

1

1.4

AI085

1

L

1

1

1.8

L18-e19th spurred;untrimmed base(mould halves ?y PH
not meet equally);stem and bowl
trimmed

LI135

1

L

1

1

2.2

L17-E18th Spurred;abraded

LI050

1

L

1

1

3.3

17th

LI050

1

?I

1

1

19
C

Moulded
E-M19th
leaves to bowl
seams

C

frag of bowl

PH

spurred bowl plain but for fine leaf Y
moulding to seams;Burnt one side

PH

Heel fragment;oval;incised straight line Y
to heel c.90 degrees to front

17th
e18th

- Bowl frag;mod thin wall;PJH 17th - e18th
but may be later
- abraded

AB15

1

Cp+Fe

1

1

16.2 3.1

17th
e18th

LH110

1

CP+occ Fe

1

1

11.3 3.0

17th - M18 abraded

?I

1

1

soft off white

1

1

AF55

1

AF55

1

AE75

1

sparse VF CP

1

1

AE95

1

VF Q occ med CP

1

1

micaceous

1

1

AE105

1

LH60

1

fine Q VF Fe

1

1

LB80

1

VF Q occ med CP

1

1

quite white VFQ

1

1

burnt

1

1

AD90
LB95

1
1

?19
26.1 2.8

?L17-18
18-19

2.5
6.4

small frag V thick walled bowl;prob 19th
but may be 17-E18

int surf flaked

17-E18th thick walled forward leaning bowl with
small oval heel
17-18
Fragment of stem;bore measurement
minimum;less
than
180
degrees
surviving

2.5

Y

22.2 2.7
moulded
vertical line

18th

Fragment of thin walled
quality external burnish

?17th

Thick walled bowl frag no trace of bore
probably 17th but possibly later

17 - 18

v smooth ext surf

19th

?dec or mould seam;small frag
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bowl;good

ph

86

2.34375

67.1875

Total Frags:

128.0

Max No:

134

3

30.4688

%

39

Totals:
No:

128

Sum
total:

23.5

Total length:

2093.0

Max:

40.2

12.5

-

16

Total
18th
19th:

87.5

-

112

Total
17th
18th:

Av length:

No: %

6.4

Min:
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Appendix Ten: Test Pit Locations
This appendix contains a table that lists the identifiers of all known test pits excavated during
DKJP15 and provides the Easting and Northing of these test pits. The co-ordinates provided
should be taken to be those of the western corner of each pit and, having been established by
survey grade GPS and total station survey should be considered to be accurate with only a
very small margin of error. The co-ordinates have been rounded to the nearest 0.1m

Test Pit ID

Easting

Northing

LA095

460236.5

364744

LA105

460241.5

364752.6

LA100

460239.7

364748.7

LA110

460243.8

364757

LA115

460246.3

364761.3

LA120

460248.6

364765.8

LA125

460251

364770.1

LA130

460253.4

364774.5

LA135

460255.8

364779

LA140

460258.2

364783.3

LA145

460260.4

364787.8

LA150

460263

364792.1

LA155

460265.4

364796.4

AA110

460239.4

364759.4

AA115

460241.7

364763.6

AA120

460244.2

364768.2

AA125

460246.6

364772.5

AA130

460248.9

364776.9

AA135

460251.4

364781.3

AA140

460253.9

364785.8

AA145

460256.2

364790

AA150

460258.6

364794.4

AA155

460260.9

364798.8

AA160

460263.4

364803.1

AB090

460238.5

364736.9

AB095

460241.1

364741.4

AB100

460243.7

364746.1

AB105

460245.9

364750.2

AB110

460248.2

364754.5

AB115

460250.7

364759.1

AB120

460253

364763.4

AB125

460255.4

364767.7

AB130

460257.8

364772

AB135

460260.2

364776.5

AB140

460262.5

364780.9

AB145

460265

364785.2

AB150

460267.4

364789.8

AB155

460269.7

364794
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LB080

460238.3

364725.9

LB085

460240.6

364730.3

LB090

460243.1

364734.7

LB095

460245.5

364739.1

LB100

460248.2

364743.6

LB105

460250.3

364747.7

LB110

460252.6

364752.2

LB115

460255

364756.6

LB120

460257.4

364761

LB125

460259.8

364765.4

LB130

460262.1

364769.8

LB135

460264.4

364774.2

LB140

460266.8

364778.7

LB145

460269.2

364783.1

LB150

460271.7

364787.4

AC075

460240.2

364719.1

AC080

460242.6

364723.5

AC085

460245.1

364728

AC090

460247.5

364732.2

AC095

460249.9

364737.1

AC100

460252.8

364741.3

AC105

460254.5

364745.3

AC110

460257

364749.8

AC115

460259.5

364754.1

AC120

460261.8

364758.6

AC125

460264.2

364763

AC130

460266.6

364767.4

AC135

460268.9

364771.7

AC140

460271.3

364776.2

AC145

460273.8

364780.5

AC150

460276.4

364784.8

AC155

460278.7

364789.2

LC070

460242

364712.4

LC075

460244.5

364716.8

LC080

460246.9

364721

LC085

460249.3

364725.5

LC090

460251.8

364730

LC095

460254.2

364734.4

LC100

460257.3

364739.2

LC105

460259

364743.1

LC110

460261.4

364747.5

LC115

460263.8

364751.8

LC120

460266.2

364756.3

LC125

460268.6

364760.7

LC130

460271

364765

LC135

460273.5

364769.4

LC140

460275.9

364773.7

LC145

460278.2

364778.1

LC150

460280.7

364782.4
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LC155

460283.1

364786.8

AD065

460244.3

364705.6

AD070

460246.7

364710

AD075

460249.1

364714.3

AD080

460251.5

364718.6

AD085

460253.9

364723.1

AD090

460256.3

364727.5

AD095

460258.7

364731.9

AD100

460261.8

364736.7

AD105

460263.5

364740.6

AD110

460265.8

364745

AD115

460268.3

364749.4

AD120

460270.6

364753.8

AD125

460273

364758.2

AD130

460275.3

364762.5

AD135

460277.8

364767.1

AD140

460280.1

364771.4

AD145

460282.6

364775.8

AD150

460284.9

364780.2

AD155

460287.4

364784.4

AD160

460289.8

364788.9

AD165

460292.2

364793.2

AD170

460294.4

364797.7

LD065

460248.7

364703.1

LD070

460251.1

364707.6

LD075

460253.6

364711.8

LD080

460256

364716.3

LD085

460258.4

364720.7

LD090

460260.7

364725

LD095

460263.1

364729.4

LD100

460265.9

364733.9

LD105

460267.9

364738.2

LD110

460270.3

364742.6

LD115

460272.7

364747

LD120

460275.1

364751.4

LD125

460277.5

364755.8

LD130

460279.8

364760.1

LD135

460282.2

364764.6

LD140

460284.5

364768.9

LD145

460287

364773.3

LD150

460289.4

364777.6

LD155

460291.8

364782.1

LD160

460294.1

364786.5

LD165

460296.5

364790.9

LD170

460298.9

364795.2

AE060

460250.5

364696.4

AE065

460252.8

364700.7

AE070

460255.3

364705.1

AE075

460257.7

364709.6
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AE080

460260.2

364713.9

AE085

460262.6

364718.3

AE090

460265

364722.6

AE095

460267.4

364727.1

AE100

460270.3

364732

AE105

460272.3

364735.8

AE110

460274.7

364740.2

AE115

460277.1

364744.6

AE120

460279.5

364748.9

AE125

460281.8

364753.3

AE130

460284.2

364757.7

AE135

460286.6

364762

AE140

460289

364766.5

AE145

460291.3

364770.9

AE150

460293.7

364775.3

AE155

460296.1

364779.7

AE160

460298.6

364784.2

AE165

460301

364788.4

AE170

460303.4

364792.8

AE180

460308.2

364801.7

AE190

460312.9

364810.3

LE060

460254.8

364694

LE065

460257.4

364698.4

LE070

460259.8

364702.8

LE075

460262.2

364707.1

LE080

460264.6

364711.5

LE085

460267.1

364715.9

LE090

460269.5

364720.2

LE095

460271.9

364724.7

LE100

460274.3

364728.7

LE105

460276.7

364733.4

LE110

460279.1

364737.8

LE115

460281.4

364742.2

LE120

460283.9

364746.6

LE125

460286.2

364751

LE130

460288.7

364755.4

LE135

460291.1

364759.8

LE140

460293.4

364764.2

LE145

460295.8

364768.6

LE150

460298.1

364773

LE155

460300.6

364777.3

LE160

460302.9

364781.7

LE165

460305.4

364786

LE170

460307.8

364790.4

LE175

460310.2

364794.8

AF055

460257.1

364687.1

AF060

460259.5

364691.5

AF065

460261.9

364695.8

AF070

460264.3

364700.2
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AF075

460266.7

364704.7

AF080

460269.1

364709

AF085

460271.4

364713.5

AF090

460273.9

364717.8

AF095

460276.3

364722.2

AF100

460279.1

364727.1

AF105

460281.1

364731

AF110

460283.4

364735.4

AF115

460285.8

364739.8

AF120

460288.3

364744.3

AF125

460290.6

364748.6

AF130

460293

364753

AF135

460295.3

364757.4

AF140

460297.7

364761.8

AF145

460300.1

364766.2

AF150

460302.5

364770.5

AF155

460304.9

364774.8

AF160

460307.3

364779.3

AF165

460309.7

364783.7

AF170

460312.1

364788.2

AF180

460316.8

364797

AF190

460321.6

364805.7

AF200

460326.3

364814.5

LF055

460261.5

364684.7

LF060

460263.8

364689.1

LF065

460266.3

364693.4

LF070

460268.7

364697.8

LF075

460271.2

364702.2

LF080

460273.5

364706.6

LF085

460275.9

364711

LF090

460278.2

364715.4

LF095

460280.7

364719.8

LF100

460283.3

364724.6

LF105

460285.4

364728.6

LF110

460287.8

364733

LF115

460290.2

364737.4

LF120

460292.6

364741.8

LF125

460295.1

364746.1

LF130

460297.4

364750.5

LF135

460299.8

364754.9

LF140

460302.2

364759.4

LF145

460304.6

364763.8

LF150

460307

364768.1

LF155

460309.4

364772.5

LF160

460311.7

364776.9

LF165

460314.1

364781.2

LF170

460316.5

364785.6

AG050

460263.6

364677.9

AG055

460266

364682.3
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AG060

460268.5

364686.7

AG065

460270.8

364691

AG070

460273.2

364695.5

AG075

460275.6

364699.8

AG080

460277.9

364704.2

AG085

460280.4

364708.6

AG090

460282.7

364713.1

AG095

460285.2

364717.5

AG100

460287.7

364722.3

AG105

460289.9

364726.3

AG110

460292.3

364730.7

AG115

460294.6

364735.1

AG120

460297

364739.6

AG125

460299.4

364743.9

AG130

460301.8

364748.3

AG135

460304.2

364752.7

AG140

460306.6

364757

AG145

460308.9

364761.4

AG150

460311.4

364765.8

AG155

460313.7

364770.1

AG160

460316.1

364774.6

AG165

460318.5

364778.9

AG170

460320.9

364783.3

AG180

460325.6

364792.1

AG190

460330.4

364800.8

AG200

460335.2

364809.7

AG210

460340

364818.4

LG050

460268.2

364675.4

LG055

460270.5

364679.9

LG060

460272.8

364684.3

LG065

460275.3

364688.5

LG070

460277.6

364693.1

LG075

460279.9

364697.5

LG080

460282.3

364701.8

LG085

460284.7

364706.2

LG090

460287.1

364710.7

LG095

460289.4

364715

LG100

460292.1

364720.1

LG105

460294.3

364723.8

LG110

460296.6

364728.3

LG115

460299

364732.7

LG120

460301.5

364737

LG125

460303.8

364741.4

LG130

460306.2

364745.8

LG135

460308.5

364750.2

LG140

460310.9

364754.6

LG145

460313.3

364759

LG150

460315.7

364763.4

LG155

460318.1

364767.8
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LG160

460320.4

364772.1

LG165

460322.9

364776.5

LG170

460325.2

364780.8

AH050

460272.2

364673.2

AH055

460274.6

364677.6

AH060

460277

364682

AH065

460279.4

364686.4

AH070

460281.8

364690.8

AH075

460284.2

364695.1

AH080

460286.6

364699.5

AH085

460288.9

364704

AH090

460291.4

364708.3

AH095

460293.8

364712.7

AH100

460296.3

364717.6

AH105

460298.6

364721.3

AH110

460301

364725.8

AH115

460303.5

364730.2

AH120

460305.9

364734.7

AH125

460308.2

364739

AH130

460310.6

364743.4

AH135

460313

364747.9

AH140

460315.4

364752.3

AH145

460317.8

364756.6

AH150

460320.2

364761.1

AH155

460322.6

364765.4

AH160

460324.9

364769.7

AH165

460327.3

364774.2

AH170

460329.7

364778.6

AH180

460334.5

364787.3

AH190

460339.3

364796.1

AH200

460344

364804.7

LH050

460276.7

364670.8

LH055

460279.1

364675.1

LH060

460281.5

364679.5

LH065

460283.9

364683.8

LH070

460286.3

364688.3

LH075

460288.6

364692.7

LH080

460291.1

364697

LH085

460293.4

364701.5

LH090

460295.8

364705.8

LH095

460298.2

364710.2

LH100

460300.8

364715

LH105

460302.9

364719

LH110

460305.4

364723.4

LH115

460307.8

364727.8

LH120

460310.2

364732.2

LH125

460312.6

364736.6

LH130

460314.9

364741

LH135

460317.3

364745.4
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LH140

460319.7

364749.8

LH145

460322

364754.1

LH150

460324.4

364758.5

AI050

460281.2

364668.3

AI055

460283.5

364672.7

AI060

460285.9

364677.1

AI065

460288.3

364681.5

AI070

460290.7

364685.9

AI075

460293.1

364690.3

AI080

460295.4

364694.7

AI085

460297.7

364699.1

AI090

460300.1

364703.5

AI095

460302.6

364707.8

AI100

460305

364712.3

AI105

460307.3

364716.6

AI110

460309.7

364721.1

AI115

460312.1

364725.5

AI120

460314.5

364729.8

AI125

460316.9

364734.2

AI130

460319.2

364738.6

AI135

460321.6

364743

AI140

460324

364747.3

AI145

460326.4

364751.8

LI050

460285.3

364666.1

LI055

460287.7

364670.4

LI060

460290.1

364674.8

LI065

460292.5

364679.2

LI070

460294.9

364683.5

LI075

460297.3

364687.9

LI080

460299.8

364692.2

LI085

460302.2

364696.7

LI100

460309.1

364709.9

LI105

460311.5

364714.2

LI110

460314.2

364718.7

LI115

460316.4

364723

LI120

460318.8

364727.4

LI125

460321.3

364731.7

LI130

460323.7

364736.1

LI135

460326.1

364740.6

LI140

460328.4

364744.9

LI145

460330.8

364749.3

AC160

460280.9

364793.6

LB155

460273.9

364791.8

LC160

460285.3

364791.2

LC165

460287.4

364795.4

AD180

460299.2

364806.4

AD190

460304

364815.1

AE200

460317.5

364819.2

AF210

460331.1

364823.2
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AG220

460344.7

364827.2

AH210

460348.7

364813.6

AH220

460353.4

364822.4

AI040

460276.4

364659.5

AI045

460278.9

364664.1

LI040

460281

364657

LI045

460283.2

364661.7

LH045

460274.5

364666
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